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ABSTRACT
Gilmetdinova, Alsu. Ph.D., Purdue University, August, 2015. Elementary school teachers’
attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy: Tatarstan, Russia. Major
Professors: Janet Alsup and Luciana de Oliveira.

The dissertation adopts a transdisciplinary approach to study schools as sites of
language policy implementation. Contributions of language policy, TESOL and
multilingual education, and linguistic anthropology help understand the role of teachers
in language education. Of particular interests are teachers’ attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policies, namely, the learning and teaching of national
(Russian), titular (Tatar) and foreign (English) languages, as well as teachers’ negotiation
of language policies in school. Federal, regional and school policy documents, 25 teacher
interviews and site observations from a Tatar-medium school (1), a Russian- medium
school (2) and a school with intensive English language program (3) in Tatarstan, Russia,
were included in the analysis.
Analysis showed that teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism are not uniform
across languages. They were consistently favorable towards Tatar in School 1 and varied
in School 2 and 3, with the former showing most ambiguity and hostility towards Tatar
language. Attitudes towards Russian were scarce and consistent across all schools
suggesting the ongoing dominant status of the language in schools and society. Attitudes
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towards English were mostly supportive due to economic, employment and global
benefits of English proficiency. Teacher attitudes’ towards language policy showed that
teachers are most compliant and supportive of their school policies and have varied,
contradictory or ambivalent opinions about federal and regional language policies. Lastly,
teachers comment substantially on the role of parents in language education. However,
teachers who already formulated positive or negative opinions towards a language, used
parents’ views as another argument to support their existing ideas

1

CHAPTER 1.

1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
Research topic

Education that only focuses on the “visible” and tangible components of
pedagogy, such as curriculum and instruction, ignores other factors that contribute to
successful learning and teaching in schools. Hidden, covert and sometimes unconsious
behavior, judgements and practices of educators make up another layer of teaching, often
hard to discern without special and careful attention. Yet, manifestations of these
inconspicuous elements may color everything that educators do: how they research,
develop and implement curriculum, how they analyze student’s learning and ultimately,
how they seek best ways to educate students. Having the most effective curricula, being
taught the most up-to-date teaching methods and having supportive policies does not
suffice, as it is through the lenses of educators that these educational activities and
initiatives are transmitted to learners. Educators’ own understandings, interpretations and
attitudes make up an indispensable part of what it means to provide quality education to
students (see glossary).
Among all educators, teachers are the ones who spend most of the time with
students in school and outside of the classroom and thus, have a strong impact on
students. Teacher interactions tend to be rich in content, academically and/or personally
meaningful. Teachers are the ones who get to know students, their personality, learning
styles, strengths and weaknesses, and their educational, linguistic and cultural
backgrounds, to name a few. For children in elementary school, teachers provide not only
academic, but also emotional and physical support away from home and community. For
little children teachers are authority figures who help them adapt to the process and
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format of schooling, acquire basic literacy, language and arithmetics skills, and learn to
interact with other students in school. Consequently, teachers occupy a certain position
that gives them credence, trust and respect to educate others. As a result, their ideas,
behavior and attitudes may be perceived as the standard, taken at face value and not
questioned by young students.
For multilingual students who transition from their home and community
environments to formal schooling, elementary school teachers are the ones who occupy
the intermediary position. Students who speak one or more languages at home and in
their community are likely to face a more structured language instruction in school,
which might or might not be in their native languages (see glossary). Teachers act as first
agents of children’s formal language education, language socialization and language
development in school. In what language or languages they provide instruction, what they
say and do not say about languages, and how they think about the role of languages has
important implications for students’ educational experiences. McGroarty (1996) points to
a multidirectional relationship between an individual’s attitude and motivation, the social
context of learning and success in language learning. She posits that, in general, positive
attitudes towards languages may come from availability of instructional opportunities,
attitudes of peers, teachers and parents, as well social and institutional language policies.
Yet, teachers are the stakeholders that are most closely related to all these discourses;
they mediate relationships between home and school, among peers in school, and they
also negotiate language policy decisions within their classroom and school (Menken &
García, 2010).
Thus, elementary school teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and language
policy may reveal how teachers understand the role of language in children’s language
development, how they view language education and different factors that impact the
quality of language learning in schools (see glossary). This is the topic that this
dissertation aims to investigate in depth.
1.1.2

Research problem

When a child reaches kindergarten level, the dynamic of language development
changes, as the role of school slowly goes up. Yet, what educators know and think of
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students’ language development and how they look at multilingualism and policy is not
thoroughly researched. If educators aren’t aware of the benefits of multilingualism and
don’t make use of and/or advocate for multilingual language policies, monolingual
students fail to increase their language repertoires and multilinguals miss the opportunity
to use language outside home and slowly shift into the dominant language (Montrul,
2013). A number of scholars have written about the benefits of strong forms of bilingual
and multilingual education (see Baker, 2007; Brisk, 2006; de Jong, 2011; Wright, 2013).
But research and practice connection is still lagging behind. Wright (2013) points to the
discrepancy in the scholarly literature, which, on the one hand, supports bilingual
education and multilingualism and the realities in many countries, including USA,
whereas, on the other, the schools push for weak forms of bilingual education or restrict
the use of additional language altogether. In addition, research also shows the benefits of
early foreign language instruction even in contexts where foreign language exposure is
limited to the school context (Lasagabaster, 2008). Other studies point to the positive
impact of early foreign language instruction on the development of cognitive abilities,
achievement in other disciplines and test scores in reading and math (Stewart, 2005) that
need to be tapped into schools. But the question remains: do teachers know about that,
and if they do, how do they support or hinder multilingual language development in their
school practices?
Related to the lack of understanding of the benefits of early development of
multilingualism is the teacher knowledge and attitudes towards language policy. Often
times, language policies on various levels provide or restrict opportunities for different
language programs in schools. A common distinction in language policy and planning are
macro and micro level policies. On the macro level, political decisions, educational
opportunities, and non-governmental institutions intervene with language proficiency and
use in schools. On the micro level, individuals have to make certain decisions, for
instance, the choice of language(s) at home or in one’s classroom. Baldauf (2004)
identifies another, meso-level, where language policy and planning is carried out by
institutions, regional and local administrative areas. Applying this framework to the
elementary school setting and looking at teachers’ attitudes provides an opportunity to
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interpret the interconnected nature of macro, meso and micro level policies to which they
are exposed through their direct interaction with policy on different levels. Teachers have
to implement and interpret various top-down language policies, negotiate them within
their school buildings, and interweave all of this with their own understandings and
attitudes towards languages.
Despite the importance of awareness about benefits of early language programs
for students and impact of various policies on language education in the classroom,
scarce research is available on understanding teacher knowledge of and attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy (Byrnes, Kiger, Manning, 1997). The few existing
studies show the importance of this topic to understand teacher effectiveness and student
academic expectations, for instance, that teacher attitude about language influences
teaching practice (Byrnes et al., 1997). In addition, close relationship is found between
teacher attitudes towards a child’s language and their academic expectations, and
negative attitudes towards speakers of non-standard English from lower socio-economic
class (Shafer, 1975; Williams, Whitehead & Miller, 1972). Studies have also found that
some teachers prefer not to teach in schools where students speak languages other than
English at home (Sparapani, Abel, Easton, Edwards, & Herbster, 1995). Teachers’ beliefs
about language minority children may also be based on misinformation and they lack
training on how to work with this student population (Clair, 1995; Soto, 1991). More so,
teachers’ lack of understanding and frustration due to not understanding students’
language and culture may lead to negative feelings, which affect how teachers set
academic expectations for language minority students (Byrnes & Cortes, 1996; Byrnes,
Kiger & Manning, 1996).
1.1.3 Context
The context of the case study is the city of Kazan, capital of Tatarstan. The choice
of Tatarstan is determined by a number of reasons. First, Tatarstan is a multiethnic and
multilingual subject, that is, an autonomous republic of the Russian Federation (also
referred as region, Republic of Tatarstan, or Tatarstan in this dissertation) (see glossary).
It is home for the second most populous ethnic group in Russia and the largest in
Tatarstan, called Tatars. Tatars comprise 53% of the population (or 2,012,571 people)
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and precede 39% of ethnic Russians whose number is 1,501,369 in Tatarstan (Federal
State Statistic Service, 2010). Two languages have official status in Tatarstan, Tatar and
Russian (see glossary). They are protected by Tatarstan Constitution, the Law on
Languages of the Russian Federation and its analogue in the Republic of Tatarstan and
other legislation. Besides these two local languages, English can be considered as the
most widespread language in Tatarstan. Interestingly, while there is no data on English
language proficiency for each region of Russia, according to Federal State Statistic
Service (2010) English is by far the most spoken foreign language in the country,
7,574,303 people indicated proficiency in English, followed by 2,669,949 in German and
616,394 in French. Hence, the presence of Russian, Tatar, and English languages in
Kazan provides opportunities to study the nature of multilingualism in schools, the
relationship between these languages, and the similarities and differences in the way
elementary school teachers perceive these languages. Growing popularity of English and
its equivocal role on the maintenance and growth of local languages, especially its impact
on the indigenous language deserves more scrutiny.
The second reason for choosing Kazan for the study of multilingualism and
language policy in schools is diversity of language programs offered in different Kazan
schools, their approaches to teaching languages, and distinctive features of bi- or
multilingualism they promote. Several types of schools and language programs are
common in Kazan. One of them is the schools with Tatar-medium of instruction (MOI),
where curriculum and instruction from elementary all through high school is in Tatar.
Russian language and literature and English as a foreign language classes are the only
ones conducted in their respective languages. The second type of schools is the most
common, schools with Russian-medium of instruction. Within these schools there might
be different language programs for students. For Tatar language speakers or for those
proficient in Tatar separate classes are offered (later referred as Tatar classes for a Tatar
group), and for ethnic Russians and other students another type of Tatar language
programming is provided (referred to Tatar classes for a Russian group). There are also
schools which offer intensive English language program (IEP), and the school names
bear such names as School Number X with IEP. Unlike other schools where English
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language instruction is about two hours a week, as required by the federal standards, in
schools with IEP the number of English classes with IEP vary from five - seven hours a
week.
The opportunity to study elementary school teacher attitudes in these different
types of schools which have varied Tatar, Russian and English language programs allows
examining a number of factors that contribute to the quality of language education in
these schools. Namely, the impact of MOI in schools, school policies, characteristics of
their leaders and teachers, choice of language programs, school environment as a
mechanism of social engineering and reproducing certain attitudes in their students . The
inclusion of a school with Tatar MOI and a school with IEP serves to compare and
contrast the potential differential roles that are attributed to these languages in schools.
The analysis of literature also demonstrates that teacher attitudes, multilingualism
and language policy are widely studied issues in the USA, Canada, the UK and Ireland,
Spain, France, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India. Yet, there is a growing
awareness among scholars that some populations, languages and geographical areas
receive considerably less attention and remain invisible (Duff, 2002), such is the case
with multilingual communities in Russia. Much research is conducted in the area of
sociology, public policy, and some in anthropology and history (Rorlich, 1999;
Gorenburg, 2005; Faller, 2011), yet little, if any specifically focuses on teachers and their
behaviors, practices and values in multilingual societies in Russia. Scholarship in English
as well as in local languages reveals this gap. For instance, Nizamov (1999) posits that
the fields of sociolinguistics is relatively undeveloped in relation to the language issues in
the region, Khayrullin (1999) laments the fact that besides a huge potential, various
governmental projects, such as “The conceptualization of language policy in the Republic
of Tatarstan”, are prepared by a few enthusiasts whereas the huge potential of local
universities, professors, and their scholarship does not pay much heed to this crucial topic
in the region.
A warning situation with maintenance of multilingualism in Russian society is
another reason for studying attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy in
urban schools in Russia. Over the course of the Soviet Union a number of indigenous or
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local languages underwent dramatic language shifts, Tatar was not an exception.
Linguists estimate there were about 200 different languages spoken in the Soviet Union
in the early 20th century (Grenoble, 2003). In 1992 Kraus claims that of these 200, 70%
of indigenous languages, especially those in Soviet North, are moribund, that is in their
last generation of speakers (Kraus, 1992). In the 1920s Tatars were the second largest
populous after ethnic Russian in Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, and they
remained the second after the collapse of the Soviet Union. However, over the course of
70 years a number of factors impacted the Tatar language education, among them are
alphabet changes, state control over publications in Tatar, language policy mechanisms
that pushed the Tatar language to the periphery of education, science, and public
communication. More particularly, the number of schools and programs that provide
Tatar language and/or content area instruction was cut down from 96% in 1930-1931 to 7%
in 1980. Other scholars, Cashaback (2008), Faller (2011), Garipov & Faller (2003),
Gorenburg (2003; 2005), Wertheim (2003) among others, point to the ongoing language
shift from bilingualism in Tatar and Russian, especially among Tatars, towards Russian
only. The fact that one of the largest and strongest indigenous languages in Russia is on
the cusp of dwindling into becoming endangered and extinct is alarming. Therefore, the
focus on teacher attitudes toward multilingualism and language policy that are inclusive
of the local language deserves additional merit.
1.1.4 Purpose
The purpose of this multiple case study is to understand, describe and critically
examine elementary school teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language
policy in three types of schools in Kazan, Russia. At this stage in the research, three
central concepts need to be identified and generally defined (Creswell, 2007). Teacher
attitudes, multilingualism and language policy are the concepts that are at the core of this
dissertation. The aim is to explore their characteristics within the context of language
education, and to investigate the relationships among them. More specifically, the
ultimate goal is to illuminate the nature of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism that
is inclusive of the local, dominant and world languages, and attitudes about language- ineducation policies. Teacher attitudes are broadly defined as opinions, values, beliefs,
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dispositions, behaviors and practices of teachers regardless of whether they are cognizant
of them or not. The use of two or more languages with some degree of proficiency in
each language is understood as multilingualism. Language policy is utilized in this
dissertation to refer to government decisions made through legislation, court or policy to
determine the status, form of languages as well as acquisition policies pertaining to the
teaching and learning of language.
The practical and research s of the study are also considered. According to
Maxwell (1998), “practical purposes are focused on accomplishing something – meeting
some need, changing some situation, or achieving some goal. Research purposes, on the
other hand, are focused on understanding something, gaining some insight into what is
going on and why it is happening” (p. 74). There is a need to analyze the role of teachers
in language education. Previous scholarship on Tatarstan focused on language shift in the
region (Garipov & Faller, 2003); the role of educational policies on the federal level that
discourage multilingual education in Russia (Zamyatin, 2012); social stigma associated
with speaking Tatar language in Tatarstan (Faller 2011); and the role of ethnic social
movements in revitalizing language education and changing the attitudes towards
multilingualism in Tatarstan (Gorenburg, 2003). A recent study (Gilmetdinova, under
review) with principals as gatekeepers of language policy implementation in Kazan
reveals that principals' beliefs, attitudes towards and knowledge of the benefits of
multilingualism, and the role of mother language learning and instruction become
paramount to enhancing or hindering language education. While these studies touch on
the role of language in some tangential way, teachers’ role in language maintenance is
not explicitly discussed. However, Boyer (1995) argues that “teachers are, without
questions, the heartbeat of a successful school” (p. 31), and their role in creating the
ground fertile for learning and maintaining multiple languages is critical.
In hopes to attain the research purpose, the emphasis is directed on teachers, their
understanding of the meaning of multilingualism and language policy, and their attitudes
towards these two phenomena. The goal is to study how teachers talk about various
events, situations and actions in which they are involved and how their personal, societal
and professional experiences influence their attitudes toward Russian, Tatar and English
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languages. Teachers’ perspectives on multilingualism and language policy are inspected
not only in terms of teacher accounts of these events, but also “how their understanding
influence[s] their behavior” (Maxwell, 1998, p. 75). The study of elementary school
teacher attitudes within three different school contexts exposes how particular contexts in
which teachers work might influence their thoughts and actions, color their interpretation
and meanings ascribed to these acts. And most importantly, the intention is to bring to
light the underlying processes that lead to teachers’ certain attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy.
As in any qualitative research that uses researchers as tools of data collection and
analysis, revealing the personal purpose is crucial to ensure rigor and validity of the
research process. My professional interest in multilingualism, multilingual education and
language policies drives my theoretical and methodological choices. Although it is a fact
that multilingualism is ubiquitous and multilingual speakers outnumber their monolingual
counterparts, I embrace the orientation that multilingualism is and should be a norm for
any society. My interest in multilingualism is also driven by my experiences as a
multilingual individual. I was born into a society where two languages were spoken and
in primary and secondary and higher education I learned third, fourth and fifth languages
(see glossary). Reflections about my dynamic proficiency in these languages, the choices
I consciously or uncognizantly made about which language to use in different
circumstances, with different people, for different purposes condition my personal
interest in the topic. I also position myself as an insider who brings an emic perspective
to the study of teacher attitudes in Kazan. I was born and studied in Kazan, I am
ethnically Tatar, I am a citizen of Russia, and I am fluent in these three languages under
study. I also received graduate education in the United States in English. My scholarly
passion for studying language education and revitalization in indigenous and minority
communities is intertwined with interest in the examination of the growing role of
English around the world. The impact of my personal background in undertaking this
study is further described in the Appendix D (language autobiography) and theorized in
researcher’s journal.
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1.2

Research questions

To further contribute to the scholarship on language education in diverse societies,
and to better understand the role of teachers in the process of teaching languages, while
negotiating their own, school and official language policies, this study aims to gain a
greater insight into teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy in
Kazan, Russia with attempts to answer the following research questions. The first
question is a general question that is further divided into sub-questions that more
explicitly focus on various aspects of attitudes to multilingualism and language policy:
What are elementary teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and language policies in
a Tatar medium school, a Russian- medium school and a school with an Intensive English
language program in Kazan, Russia?
a) What are the requirements and underlying ideologies that are inherent within
policy documents on federal, regional and local levels that are related towards language(s)
of instruction in elementary schools?
b) How do elementary school teachers understand multilingualism and language
policies within their school context?
c) How do teachers negotiate the meaning of multilingualism and multilingual
language policies in their classroom?
The next section describes how the findings of this study may potentially make
contributions to various areas of inquiry in a variety of ways.
1.3

Study significance and anticipated contributions

This section answers the following very important question when it comes to any
scholarly endeavor: Why is the study worth doing? Anticipated theoretical,
methodological, and pedagogical contributions are expounded, as well as implications for
policy, language revitalization and English language teaching are described. Simply put,
the answer is to improve language education, and to focus on elementary school teachers
as authoritative figures who have a certain level of control over language education of
their students. Teachers make numerous decisions affecting students’ language learning
experiences; teachers have the means and opportunities to settle potential controversies
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around language learning and teaching. Therefore, understanding of teacher attitudes
towards multilingualism and language policy can enhance language education research.
Anticipated theoretical contributions of the study are manifold. First of all, the
study aims to deepen the knowledge about the three key theoretical constructs, i.e.,
teacher attitudes, multilingualism and language policy. The hope is to expand theoretical
understanding of their meaning, origin, and develop a greater insight than what we
currently have on their impact on language education. Second, the expectation is to
conceptualize and describe the relationship between the notions of teacher attitude and
multilingualism, teacher attitude and language policy, and their coinage as attitudes
toward multilingualism and language policy. In addition, the relationship between the
concepts of multilingualism and language policy will be explored and visuals depicting
these relationships created.
One of the major methodological contributions includes the adoption of a
transdisciplinary approach to the study of teacher attitudes. Transdisciplinary approach
(Pohl, van Kerkhoff, Hirsch Hadorn & Bammer, 2008) to the study of teacher attitudes
towards multilingualism and language policy encourages “altering our metaphors and
gestalts in ways that challenge the underlying rationales for supporting accepted theories”
(Whetten, 1989, p. 498). The aim is to learn something new about the core concepts and
their relationships in hopes that the synthesis of the included disciplines will bring
forward something unique that none of the disciplines taken separately would allow
finding out. Furthermore, the very topic, analysis of teacher attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy, calls for the integration of several disciplines that
have produced research on teacher attitudes, multilingualism and language policy. A
number of fields have written on these topics, but rarely do the scholars engage in
research that draws from multiple areas of inquiry, although several researchers
acknowledge its needs and benefits (Duff, 2008; Fairclough, 1996; Grin, 2003; May,
2012). The use of transdisciplinary approach enhances logical novelty of the dissertation,
due to the fact that a theory from one discipline may not be consistent or account for all
the constituent elements of the phenomenon. Transdisciplinarity strengthens empirical
and epistemological assertions. Consequently, this dissertation provides field data that
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can be compared with empirical findings in other fields. It also helps to mediate
assumptions that are valid within one field and are not considered as valid information in
the other. Lastly, based on the analysis the dissertation may propose alternatives and craft
improved conceptualizations of the research problem (Whetten, 1989).
Another methodological advantage is the use of multiple or collective case study
design, as it uses the logic of replication, “in which the inquirer replicates the procedures
for each case” (Creswell, 2007, p. 74). Cases then can be studied comparatively in order
to explore similarities and differences. Since the purpose of the dissertation is to inquire
into teacher attitudes, analyzing teachers in three schools provides a more convincing
description, and “claims for generalizability can be made more convincingly by
coordinating and aggregating evidence from a number of individual case studies”
(Johnson & Christensen, 2008, p. 408). For the purpose of this dissertation multiple case
study is defined as an intensive, holistic process of carrying the investigation, description
and analysis of multiple cases (Merriam, 1998). The bounded system or the case is a
school, but the purposeful sampling of each of the three cases is believed to lead to
“better understanding, and perhaps better theorizing, about a still larger collection of
cases” (Stake, 2005, p. 446).
It is expected that pedagogical contributions of this dissertation will focus on
language education, teacher training and professional development. Findings about
teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy can inform the way
teachers use standard curriculum and develop their own curriculum materials. Knowledge
about teacher attitudes can also inform the choice of language programs provided and
adopted within a school. Teacher implementation and negotiation of langua ge policies
may also explicate the way teachers assign students to language classes, expectations
they set for students’ language development. Research and practice about methods of
teaching languages can also be enriched based on the information about what teachers
think about multilingualism and language policy and how they enact their understandings
in their classroom.
It would be heedless to limit the impact of teacher attitudes towards classroom
learning contexts. According to García (2013), comprehensive language education is not
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confined to formal or complementary schooling, it “encompasses both planned or
intentional activities, and unplanned or unintentional ones” (p. 99). So, deeper knowledge
about the impact of teacher attitudes about language interactions and behaviors outside of
the classroom in school and school-initiated events can be another area of pedagogical
contributions. Lastly, teacher training and professional development programs can
integrate teacher attitudes into their curriculum, and discuss its impact on language
education and unmask some of its hidden effects. Teacher training and development is
considered one of the key mechanisms in revitalizing an endangered language (Grenoble
& Whaley, 2006), therefore, the findings can point to the gaps that need to be filled to
offer adequate support, education and development for teachers who work with
multilingual student populations.
The prospects of positive changes in the area of language policy and language
revitalization, and English language education include a number of both theoretical and
practical results of the dissertation. Within policy research, little attention has been paid
to the influence of attitudes towards policy, so theorizing this relationship might add on
to the literature on the topic. This dissertation can also provide policy recommendations
for policymakers on the effectiveness and the implementation of language- in-education
policies at federal, regional and local levels. The impact of these policies on the
maintenance and growth of all the three languages, Russian, Tatar and English will be
discussed.
In the area of language revitalization, the interest in attitudes and ideologies was
present early on, and it became an inherent part of much scholarship after Fishman’s
(1991) call for “prior ideological clarification” that should precede any attempts to
revitalize the language (see glossary). Although Tatar is not considered an endangered
language, it is the language that continues undergoing major shifts in language practices
of its speakers. Research on attitudes towards Tatar language, may uncover what can be
done to decelerate the shift and whether promotion of multilingualism and effective use
of language policies can support stable Tatar language learning and use in the community.
The findings concerning attitudes towards the role of English language in societal
multilingualism may show functions of English in changing the language landscape of
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the region. While the focus of the study is a multilingual state in Russia, the discussion of
findings can offer ways to better understand the concerns and needs of local multilingual
population in other countries, thus to further develop the scholarship on the study of
language learning and teaching around the world.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

Literature review

2.1.1

Definitions

Before embarking on the review of the literature, it is essential to clarify the
meanings of key terms in the study. The definitions are provided from several disciplines,
but they all supply additional meanings to the discussion of language, policy and attitudes.
There have been a number of attempts to explicitly define each of the key terms of the
study – language attitude and language ideology, multilingualism and multilingual
speaker, language policy, national and local/indigenous/ minority language, and native
and heritage language (see glossary). However, the consensus is not achieved. Hence, the
definitions below serve as a review of most widely used and accepted definitions, and
throughout this dissertation proposal I will use these terms in all of these senses in ways
that will hopefully be clear from the context. Other definitions that are not explicitly
discussed in this section are provided in the glossary of the dissertation.
2.1.1.1 Attitudes and ideologies
There have been a number of attempts to define attitudes and ideologies,
especially those related to language and language speakers; however, there is a lack of
agreed definitions among scholars to make the comparisons of their theoretical
propositions feasible (Sallabank, 2013). More so, due to the latent nature of concepts such
as, attitude and ideology, they become particularly difficult to investigate. Some argue
that attitudes can never be directly observed (Sallabank, 2013), but they can be inferred
using various techniques. Fishman (1991) suggests well-trained specialists can identify
hidden elements of attitudes through in-depth qualitative research. Oppenheim (1992)
further notes that such abstractions as attitude and ideology include affect, feelings,
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values and beliefs as well as outcomes, which are manifested through behavior and
practices. Another difficulty with the attempts at defining attitudes and ideologies is
fluidity, dynamism and constant process of construction, negotiation and reconstruction
of these concepts (Sallabank, 2013).
Often the boundaries between the two terms are also not clearly delineated. Baker (1992)
suggests that the difference between attitude and ideology might also be due to different
research traditions which use and define them.
In sociology ideology is understood as elaborate cognitive system rationalizing
forms of behavior…Ideology tends to refer to codification of group norms and
values. At an individual level, ideology tends to refer to broad perspectives on
society - a philosophy of life. In this sense ideology may be a global attitude. (p.
15)
Social psychologists tend to acknowledge both group and individual
representations of attitude, giving preference to individual attitude. More so, in their view
attitudes tend to be towards specific objects, such as attitude to a language (Baker, 1992).
In sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, Sallabank notes, “ideologies are held to be
more ‘explanatory’ than attitudes or beliefs” (p. 64). Now, let’s take a closer look at what
research provides as the definition for each of the terms.
Attitude is defined as “hypothetical construct used to explain the direction and
persistence of human behavior” (Baker, 1992, p.10). Adopting the concept of attitude
developed in Gardner and Lambert (1972), McKay and Hornberger (1996) define attitude
as a concept that has “cognitive, affective, and conative components” and that is linked to
“a person’s values and beliefs and promotes or discourages the choices made in all realms
of activity, whether academic or informal” (p. 5). Garret, Coupland and Williams (2003)
further define each component of attitude’s tripartite structure. Cognitive element
contains beliefs about the world; the affective element involves feelings about an attitude
to object. And behavioral or conative aspect predisposes individuals to act in a certain
way. The scholars also point out that language ideology has been emerging as important
concept related to the understanding of beliefs, feelings, values and dispositions of an
individual, group, class or culture as they are embedded in the politics around language.
Language ideologies have also been termed differently by a variety of scholars.
Schiffman (1996) uses the term linguistic culture, Bourdieu’s notion of habitus is parallel
to Woolard, Kroskrity and Schieffelin’s (1998) and Irvine and Gal’s (2000) discussion of
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ideologies. Garret, Coupland and Williams (2003) also employ the term language
ideology which they understand as a set of assumptions and values associated with a
certain socio-cultural group. Sallabank (2013) provides a review of prevalent language
ideology definitions from the literature: language ideology is “ideas about language and
about how communication works as a social process” (Woolard, 1998, p. 3);
“socioculturally motivated ideas, perceptions and expectations, manifested in all sorts of
language use” (Blommaert, 1999, p.1); “a system of widely shared ideas, patterned beliefs,
guiding norms and values, and ideals accepted as truth by a particular group of people”
(Steger, 2003, p. 93).
Critiquing various aspects of the above mentioned definitions, Sallabank resorts to
McCarty’s (2011) definition: “ideologies about language are largely tacit, taken-forgranted assumptions about language statuses, forms, users and uses that by virtue of their
‘common sense’ naturalization, contribute to linguistic and social inequality” (p. 10). This
definition highlights the idea that ideologies exist only in relationship with other concepts.
Ideology tends to be looked as a concept with a sense of direction, that is, ideologies are
usually about something. Second, in order to talk about ideology, it has to undergo some
processes, such as naturalization as explained by McCarty (Fairclough, 1996; McCarty,
2011), and/or legitimation and institutionalization as argued by May (2008). According to
this definition, ideology affects social and linguistic injustices. Despite the advantages of
this definition that point to multidimensional nature of the term, the scholars limit
ideology to hidden manifestations of assumptions only, delegating explicit ideologies to
the periphery. The definition of language ideology that Blackledge (2005) provides
encompasses both. Blackledge (2005) posits that language ideologies “come into being in
discourses which are explicit and implicit, visible and invisible, official and unofficial,
long-term and ephemeral, contested and uncontested, negotiable and non-negotiable” (p.
44). For him language ideologies “include the values, practices and beliefs associated
with language use by speakers, and the discourse which constructs values and beliefs at
state, institutional, national and global levels” (p. 32). So, eliminating the overt element of
language ideology from definition might ignore many discourses, where such
manifestation is observed.
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Based on this literature review, the following definitions are provided for the
terms attitude and ideology which will be used throughout the dissertation:


Attitudes are hypothetical constructs that comprise opinions, values, feelings beliefs,
dispositions, behaviors and practices of individuals; attitudes tend to be used with a
sense of direction towards an object, they have a quality of being relatively persistent



Ideologies are explicit or implicit orientations or assumptions about a phenomenon
which through various processes impact the lives of individuals and groups;
ideologies may characterize the thinking of both an individual or a group; they may
be explicit and implicit, visible and invisible, official and unofficial, long-term and
ephemeral, contested and uncontested, negotiable and non-negotiable

2.1.1.2 Multilingualism
Various scholars provide their own understanding of the term bi- and
multilingualism, and Butler (2013) examines the most commonly used ones. These
definitions include “native- like control of two languages” (Bloomfield, 1933, p. 56); the
need and use of two or more languages (or dialects) in everyday lives (Grosjean, 2010);
possession of more than one language competence (Valdés & Figueroa, 1994). Wei (2013)
suggests that the more common usage of the terms bilinguals and multilinguals refers to
“someone who can function in two or more languages in conversational interaction” (p.
33). Other scholars also refer to bilingualism as the ability to use more than one language
(Baker, 2011; García, 2009; Sridhar, 1996).For the purpose of this paper a more nuanced
definition proposed by Butler (2013) is adopted:
Multilanguage users are defined here as individuals or groups of people who
obtain communicative competence in more than one language, with various
degrees of proficiencies, in oral and/or written forms, in order to interact with
speakers of one or more languages in a given society. The term bilingual is used to
refer to one type of multilanguage user who uses two languages, whereas
multilingual refers to users of more than two languages such as trilinguals,
quadrilinguals, and so forth. (p. 111-112)
The idea of distinguishing between bilinguals and multilinguals has also recently
gained a momentum. Scholars, such as De Angelis (2007), Cenoz (2003) Cenoz and
Genesee (1998) argue that the distinction is important to make as the latter are more likely
to have prior experience of knowing multiple languages, greater cognitive flexibility,
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higher degrees of metalinguistic awareness, and the use of various strategies associated
with language (Butler, 2013).
Another set of terms that is also important to review is majority and minority
languages, the first and native languages, mother tongue and heritage languages which
might have unique meanings for some multilinguals. According to Montrul (2013),
Majority languages are languages spoken by members of a majority group (who
may or may not be members of a state), have official status and recognition, are
used in the media, and are imparted in education. Minority languages, on the other
hand, are the languages of groups who are in the ethnolinguistic minority. Their
language and culture may be a demographic minority or may be numerically
significant in a population but still be considered a minority by virtue of low social,
cultural, and political status. (p. 169)
For the purpose of the dissertation, the terms majority and dominant are used to refer to
the Russian language, as it is the official language of the country and is spoken by most of
the population in the country, including Tatarstan. Regional and local language will refer
to Tatar language, and English is associated with a foreign language. The term national
language will only be used as a direct translation from the Russian language of the word
“национальный” (national), and its meaning will be explained in the context it is
discussed.
Terms such as mother tongue or native language are employed in this dissertation
to accurately translate the word choice in various data sources, such as policy documents,
teacher interviews and school sites. The researcher is aware of the ongoing discussion in
the field on the usefulness of these terms, and adopts a neutral position. Hall and Cook
(2012) critique such terms and consider them unsatisfactory for several reasons. They
contend that in many educational settings the shared language is not the ‘first’ or ‘native’
language of all students. Moreover, these terms are ridden with imprecision and lack
considerations of language expertise, language inheritance and language affiliation that
locate language ability alongside a broader view of society (Rampton, 1990). Canagarajah
(2005) and May (2005) describe the concept of mother tongue as outmoded, irrelevant,
quant and antediluvian, whereas Hall and Cook (2012) cast doubts about the meaning of
the ‘mother’ tongue: “’mother tongue’ is not only an emotive term but also inaccurate –
for the obvious reason that many people’s ‘mother tongue’ is not their mother’s ‘mother
tongue’” (p. 274). Opponents of such critiquers claim that by negating and ridiculing the
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concept of a mother tongue, the authors disregard its connection to individuals’ “deeply
felt identities” and “their lands”, thus making these indigenous/tribal and minority mother
tongues invisible, especially in the domains where they are mostly transferred (Phillipson
& Skutnabb-Kangas, 2013, p.509). In this dissertation the words “родной” (native) in
Russian, “туган” (native) and “ana” (mother) in Tatar are used in to refer to native
language or one’s mother tongue.
Heritage language speaker is a bilingual individual who has been exposed to an
indigenous or minority language at home and/or community, but who speaks or merely
understand their heritage language (Montrul, 2013; Valdés, 2000). Most likely, they are
proficient in the majority language spoken in their locale, yet their linguistic knowledge
of their heritage language may vary. For some scholars, like Valdés (2000) some
knowledge of the heritage language along with the majority language is important to be
considered a heritage speaker, while for others it is not the case (Wiley, 2004). While the
equivalent for the term heritage language does not exist in Tatar or Russian language, it
will be used to refer to ethnically Tatar individuals who consider themselves belonging to
Tatar ethnicity, who feel connected to the Tatar culture, heritage and/or religion, who
have been exposed to Tatar language, and who have different levels of proficiency in
Tatar. Heritage language programs will be referenced as pertaining to such individuals.
So far, what we have seen is that multilingualism and multilingual individuals can
be defined based on multiple dimensions, and each has some limitations that fail to
capture the dynamic nature of multilingualism. What is important to remember is that all
of these definitions are nested in larger socio-political contexts and the ideological
underpinnings, while not yet fully addressed, have to be acknowledged. Understanding
that some of them might represent structural, systematic, and institutional or another kind
of bias is paramount before settling to use any of them.
2.1.1.3 Language policy
To situate research on language policy within broader policy research, let’s take a
look at its definitions, scope and various processes of policymaking. In the past,
formulations of language policy and planning within research on sociolinguistics focused
primarily on formal policies (Ricento, 2000); yet broader conceptualizations are evident
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in more recent scholarship. Schiffman (1996) and Shohamy (2006) distinguish between
de jure (by law) and de facto (in fact) language policies; Spolsky (2004) prefers to
combine language practices, beliefs and management decisions into the term “language
policy”; Tollefson (2002) offers a more critical stance to language policy and defines it as
“the role of government and other powerful institutions in shaping language use and
language acquisition” (p. 3). Wiley sees official language policies as a mechanism that is
“imposed in deliberate attempts to influence language behavior by means of official codes”
(Wiley, 2004, p. 320). Leibowitz (1971, 1976) argues that underlying purpose of language
policies is controlling what happens in societal, political and economic spheres. This can
be manifested in some punitive policies that are often veiled as being in their own best
interest. Menken reviews language policies in the context of education and states that
“Language policy is concerned with such topics as which language(s) will be taught in
school, how language education is implemented, as well as orientations towards language
and language ideology” (Menken, 2008, p. 5). As such, the focus often turns on those
language policies that contribute in reproducing inequitable educational and social
systems, on the one hand, and/or, opening up possibilities for progressive and enriching
experiences for the schooling of language minority students on the other (Wiley, 2004).
Exploring how language policies can potentially impact multilingualism and
multilingual education, scholars identify various forces. Tollefson and Tsui (2014) posit
that “standardized tests in a dominant language in which students are not fluent often
result in tracking such students into remedial, vocational, or special education programs,
due to test scores that do not accurately measure students’ aptitude or achievement” (p.
192). Thus, as Dryzek (2008) notes some meanings that are created in the process of
policy implementation, which might not be intended by policy makers, might produce
negative consequences. More so, Menken’s (2008) analysis of the No Child Left Behind
Act confirms that testing can be an extremely significant policy issue that greatly impacts
emergent bilingual students, “because high-stakes tests become de facto language policy
in education when schools respond to the pressures they create” (p.9)
The impact of language policies in education worldwide is also analyzed by
Tollefson and Tsui (2014) who identify a number of policy induced changes that affect
equity and access. More so, profound changes in educational policies affect equity and
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access. These include a) the shift from rural languages or varieties to dominant language
due to migration to urban areas; b) dominant language, former colonial languages, tend to
be used for intergroup communication and MOI in public schools; c) languages of capital
or business drive the choices of using them as MOI in schools; d) urban centers are
characterized with “superdiversity” where linguistic boundaries are blurred and hybrid
forms of heteroglossia are present; e) intense competition for jobs that require literacy and
fluency in English may lead to repression of linguistic minorities. However, research in
some contexts, like Japan, also shows that the promotion and use of English does not
provide educational and employment advantages to all population, instead it tends to
benefit a small proportion “who have access to high-quality instruction and to
opportunities to use English outside school, whereas many students gain little benefit
from their many hours of study of English” (Tollefson & Tsui, 2014, p. 203). The authors
also make several generalizations that might help achieve greater access and equity: 1) the
importance of self-determination in school administration and MOI policymaking; 2) the
value of an ideology and discourse to support mother tongue; 3) the importance of using
the legal context to promote MOI policies for access and equity; 4) the value of historical
precedents; 5) the importance of MOI policies that fill specific, identifiable needs. (ibid.,
pp. 208-209).
According to Kingdon (2010), language policy can be considered as a set of
processes that include: 1) agenda setting, 2) the specifications of alternatives from which
a choice is to be made, 3) an authoritative choice among alternatives, and 4) the
implementation of a policy (pp. 2-3). This dissertation aims to focus on the last element of
policy making, mainly its implementation and evaluation. More specifically, “what occurs
in implementing the public decisions made to respond to these issues, and what the
impact is on the citizenry” (Graham, 2002, p. 104). Public policy is an area within
political science that is very sensitive to broader multidisciplinary orientations as it is
characterized by a greater capacity to travel cross-nationally, and it recognizes “the
complex interactions among policy statutes, target populations, implementers, and
sociopolitical environment” (Graham, 2002, p. 111). On the one hand, “the language of
policy might be highly formalized in (say) optimizing techniques; or [on the other hand,]
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it might be informal speech embodying only everyday experiential knowledge, or it might
be some mix” (Dryzek, 2008, p. 194).
Adopting Dryzek’s (2008) approach to policy analysis, the dissertation focuses on
how policies construct meaning. The analysis of language policy documents constitutes
one level of policy analysis where the focus is on how federal, regional and school
policies define multilingualism, how they position learning of each language (Tatar,
Russian and English) within the educational system. The analysis of a number of general
educational policies is purposeful, because the literature shows that even federal laws,
such as the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, can become a de facto language policy
(Menken, 2008). The implementation of language policies in schools via teachers’
interpretations constitutes another layer of policy analysis within this dissertation as “the
way meanings are created in implementation can produce consequences not intended by
policy makers” (Dryzek, 2008, p. 194). Critical language policy analysis questions the
neutrality of language use as it is presented in various data sources.
The first step in critical language policy analysis is the explication of meaning.
The process of meaning construction starts with an examination of the language of the
documents in search of “meanings [that] are submerged or taken for granted, and tracing
their origins, interconnections with other meanings, and consequences” (Dryzek, 2008, p.
194). The next stage that will be presented in the discussion section of the dissertation is
evaluation and improvement that go beyond description and explanations of policies. This
is a necessary step to contest the dominant discourses, for critical policy analysis is “in a
position to unmask ideological claims, ideology being understood here in a pejorative
sense as the specification of false necessities” (p. 196). When meanings are uncovered
some might be contestable if not actually contested. Dryzek (2008) contends that the
possibility of contestation arises from the contingency, which implies that “there is some
alternative, however repressed or marginalized it might be by dominant understandings”
(ibid, p.195). The discussion aims to uncover some of these suppressed or marginalized
meanings. Borrowing Linblom’s term “agents of impairment”, Dryzek (2008) identifies
several agents that suppress alternative meanings: “ideologies, dominant discourses, lack
of information, lack of education, bureaucratic obfuscation, restrictions on the
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admissibility of particular kinds of evidence and communication, and processes designed
to baffle rather than enlighten” (p. 200).
2.1.2

Teacher attitudes to multilingualism and language policy

2.1.2.1 Overview
There have been concerns among community members, educators and scholars
about various barriers within education systems that hinder the success of certain
populations, particularly, students of poverty or low socio-economic status, and students
from diverse racial, ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. After families, schools are
considered primary institutions where children construct knowledge and shape their views
and attitudes. Adopting a critical stance, Bourdieu (1991) posits that schools play a
decisive role “fashioning the similarities from which that community of consciousness
which is the cement of the nation stems” (p. 48). With the help of various socio-political,
economic and symbolic factors, schools construct, legitimize and impose certain views on
linguistic and cultural exchanges of individuals. He argues “it was doubtless the
dialectical relation between the school system and the labor market … which played the
most decisive role in devaluing dialects and establishing the new hierarchy of linguistic
practices” (p. 49).
The teacher then becomes the engineer who “by virtue of his function, works daily
on the faculty of expression of every idea and every emotion: on language” (p. 49), and
thus generates and transmits certain knowledge and values on students. Often
unknowingly, teachers tend to project the idea that competence in the dominant language
serves as the primary linguistic capital that can procure a certain material and symbolic
profit (Bourdieu, 1991). Hanks (2005) further elaborates that “competence in the standard
emerges as a form of symbolic capital, often rationalized as the intrinsic value of “refined”
or “proper” speaking, but ultimately derived not from language but from power relations”
(p. 77). It is this often covert ideological dimension of which the attitude is a part that
needs further scrutiny within the educational system.
In multilingual settings, the language of economically dominant socio-linguistic
group is the language of institutional dominance, it is the language that provides entry
into the higher education and government, industry and services; thus, it becomes
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associated with social advancement and upward mobility (O’Rourke, 2011). Economic
and symbolic incentives to master the dominant language may prompt parents and
teachers to want children to learn the dominant language and disregard the indigenous or
minority language as bringing little, if any market-valued profit (Bourdieu, 1991). In such
circumstances, it is crucial to examine what the teachers actual attitudes are towards
multilingualism, maintenance and learning of native languages together with national
languages. More so, the origins of their attitudes and values need to be considered.
Existing literature on teacher knowledge and attitudes towards language and
multilingualism reveals that teacher attitudes and behaviors, whether positive or negative,
influence what happens in the classroom. The study by Avery and Walker (1993) shows
that pre-service teachers were more likely to attribute ethnic differences to ethnic culture
and differences in gender achievement to society. It is noteworthy that secondary preservice teachers’ responses were more complex than those of elementary pre-service
teachers as the former “were more likely to locate explanations within the wider society,
and to display a more complex understanding of the issues” (p. 34). When it comes to inservice teachers Youngs & Youngs (2001) suggest that several predictors mediate
teachers’ attitudes towards multilingual students, specifically ELLs, these are completion
of foreign language or multicultural education courses, ESL training, experience abroad,
work with diverse ESL students, and gender. Byrnes, Kiger and Manning (1997) add a
complete graduate degree, formal training and region of the country as contextual
variables that determine teacher attitudes towards language diversity. In her study of
secondary teacher attitudes toward including ELLs in mainstream classroom, Reeves
(2006) found that 82% of surveyed teachers support making English the official language
in the USA, and 58.4% disagreed that ESL students should avoid using their native
language while in schools. It is emergent findings from these studies that show how
deciding teachers’ opinions might be in the success of teaching and promoting
multilingualism in schools.
In the European context the studies of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism
focus on promoting both local and European languages. Lasagabaster and Huguet (2007)
among others posit that teacher knowledge, belief and attitudes exert a clear-cut influence
on their practice and affect students’ attitude formation, change and language
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maintenance “up to the point they can be more influential than parents and the context”
(pp. 237-238). More so, they second the decisions of the European Union which promote
multilingualism at an early age, yet they notice that not all teachers are multilingual,
especially in regards to their knowledge of foreign languages. In countries, such as Spain
and Malta, unlike other European countries, foreign language classes in primary school
are taught by secondary education specialists.
The studies that focus on attitudes towards language policy in multilingual
contexts reflect the value attached to the prestigious languages, while ignoring less
popular languages. Following recent changes in language policy in Morocco, Marley’s
(2006) research documents language attitudes among students and teachers; he shows that
participants are proud of Arabic language as the national language and are keen on
maintaining French and then English as international languages. However, “informants
are not personally concerned by Tamazight [local language] they appear to be indifferent
to its fate, and are not particularly interested in preserving it for cultural reasons” (p. 45).
O’Rourke (2011) explains languages associated with ‘integrative’ or ‘solidarity’
dimension tend to lack power and prestige and rank low in terms of linguistic capital
(Bourdieu, 1991), therefore, languages with higher ‘status’ and ‘instrumental’ value are
favored.
Varghese (2008) shows how teachers’ understanding of language policies is
shaped by both their personal and professional experiences as well as organizational
structures in which they find themselves in. More specifically, she outlines various factors
that influence teachers’ interpretations of language policies. First of all, these are teachers’
own experiences of learning a second language, including memories of pain and
discrimination because of teachers’ race and skin color. Teachers’ connections to their life
experiences are fraught with tension and self-doubt, and some teachers tend to focus on
what they and their families did to learn the dominant language rather than what
institutions and teachers did to help them. Teachers’ beliefs about bilingual education are
also situated within their professional experiences, that is, a more supportive and less
fearful environment may encourage teachers to take greater agentive roles in support of
bilingual schooling. Lastly, even when teachers are proponents of bilingual education,
they might not be completely knowledgeable about or comfortable with some principles
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of bilingual education. Some might experience a sense of doubt of whether teaching
students L1 might create barriers for learning dominant language. In order to be advocates
for multilingual education teachers need to be supported by their institutions which are in
favor of bilingual education. More so, teachers should have a certain level of comfort
with “politicking”, as Varghese (2008, p. 303) calls it and being friendly with
administrators.
Research on various other factors that impact teachers’ beliefs and dispositions
towards language policies reveals the influence of teacher education. Varghese (2006)
finds that there is often a mismatch between bilingual teachers’ training and classroom
experiences. To address this issue, Liang and Dixon (2010) argue that teacher beliefs and
changes must be part of teacher education programs. Specifically, teachers should be
taught the theories in language transfer/interference and how bilingualism impacts
English language acquisition (Vaish, 2012). Teachers’ critical stance towards language
policies “can empower them to negotiate top-down language policies in their classroom in
order to facilitate language and literacy development among their multilingual students”
(Farr & Song, 2011, p. 650). Teachers need to consciously think about moment-bymoment engagement in language policy as well as consequences of these practices. As a
result, further research on factors that have the most power to change teacher beliefs is
needed especially since, as Borg (2003) observes, teacher believes are extremely resilient
aspects of teachers’ decisions.
In the context of Jamaica, a former British colony, Nero (2014) studies how
teachers’ attitudes and practices created implicit language policies in schools. She
observes that in Jamaican schools “official recognition of the mass vernacular is absent
and politically contentious; standard language ideology is pervasive; language boundaries
are blurred; linguistic self-identification does not match actual language use; and
language attitudes are deeply entrenched and contradictory” (p. 221). Teachers reveal
ambivalent and conflicting attitudes towards Jamaican Creole (JC) as it is contrasted to
Standard Jamaican (SJE) English. While the former is the language of their students, the
latter has the official status and is required by national examinations. Thus, teachers
tended to “correct” students JC towards SJE, although they often code-switched to JC
themselves, although in an ad hoc manner, because they believed that “it’s the only way
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students ‘get it’” (p. 238). On the ground practices of teachers also revealed that teachers’
attitudes towards language polices also depended on the schools and institutional
structures. Lastly, Nero (2014) developed a model that shows how teachers’ attitudes and
classroom practices, teachers agency along with official policies, standardized tests,
myths, social stratification and identity created a de facto language education policy in a
Creole-speaking environment.
Along with teachers, school administrator’s opinions about language policy needs
analysis. Several studies pinpoint that principals are linchpins in creating, developing and
maintaining bilingual programs. In the context of New York City Menken and Solorza
(2014) found that school leaders who eliminated bilingua l programs have limited
understandings of bilingualism, linguistic diversity and bilingual education. On the
contrary, principals who believe in the value of bilingualism and benefits bilingual
education entails have maintained, advocated and protected their bilingual programs even
when the English-only pressures were under way. Johnson’s (2009) research on language
policy implementation shows that a change in administrators brought different
interpretations of Title III’s focus on English. While the former viewed the policy as
flexible and supportive of maintaining and developing additive bilingual programs, the
latter interpreted it as a mandate for transitional programs which are less effective for
multilingual students.
Teachers’ attitudes towards multilingual language policies can also be studied in
the context of parents’, students’ and public opinion about multilingualism and
multilingual education. In the study of language lives of Afrikaans-speaking South
African immigrants in New Zealand, Barkhuizen and Knoch (2006) found that
participants had vague ideas about macro-level national language policies in New Zealand,
and an almost total absence of opinions about language policies in the area of education.
They conclude that in contexts where explicit national language policies and language-ineducation policies are not present, “people rely instead on their observations of language
practices in their communities in order to make micro-level decisions about their own
language practices” (p. 03.15).
Martin (1997) reviews parents and learners attitudes towards bilingual education
in South Africa and finds that socio-economic status can be a strong factor influencing
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parents and children’s views on language. He finds that “the black middle class who have
academic ambitions for their children see proficiency in English as being more important
than maintenance of, or education, in the mother tongue” (p. 134), which can be attained
in predominantly white schools. Perceptions of children from urban schools partly
reflected parents’ attitudes towards language, partly societal views and partly their own
synthesis. The contrast between rural and urban school is evident in that children from the
former saw being bilingual and biliterate in Zulu and English as advantageous in social,
educational and employment arenas, while those from urban schools strongly steered
towards becoming monolingual in English (Martin, 1997).
In the study of language attitudes and practices among French-taught students in
Morocco, Chakrani and Huang (2013) reveal a class-based division in students’ patterns
of language use, their support of the French monolingual sanitized classroom and the
dominance of French as the language of instruction. The analysis shows that French is
perceived as the modern language and knowledge, whereas local languages, like
Moroccan Arabic, Standard Arabic and Berber are viewed as inadequate within the
education contexts and as inferior. Scholars conclude that the divide between the local
and western languages in Morocco stems from the work of the institutionalization of
French colonial ideologies which continue to marginalize local languages.
In another context where the French language is juxtaposed to English, Canadian
students in the secondary French immersion program show varied attitudes towards the
French language, some were engaged in the program and others disengaged. Markopoulos
(2010) shows that students’ attitudes towards language were informed by their everyday
realities, such as family background and interests in learning and using French in and
outside of classroom, learning styles, school grades and overall educational experiences.
Other factors, such as class, culture, language and race also impacted their dispositions.
All in all, the analysis of teacher attitudes reveals that they are very influential
whether teachers accept, challenge or question various language policies within their
educational environment. Several factors were identified as critical in impacting how
teachers make sense of language policies: teacher training, personal histories and
experiences, institutional structures or school language polices, the impact of former and
current official language polices and ideologies, the status of languages in society.
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2.1.2.2 Sociology of language
Several key theoretical concepts are introduced by scholars working within a
broad area of sociology of language. One of such questions is language attitudes or
ideology. When the attitudes to language(s) are not favorable, the potency of programs is
greatly diminished. Baker (1992), for instance, points out that if attitudes are not
favorable to change, attempts to change linguistic situation with the help of language
policy and planning, provision of material and human resources, among others, can be
futile. Sallabank (2013) also argues that society does not want to know about the fact that
they speak the language, i.e., their language practices, instead, “how they think they speak,
and what they believe about language are more powerful” (p. 190). Therefore, prior
ideological clarification is one of the first steps to examine language vitality in any
research that links language and society (Fishman, 2001; Grenoble & Whaley, 2006).
Users of language notice, internalize, rationalize and justify certain attitudes
towards language, thereby they tend to “frame their understanding of linguistic varieties
and the differences among them, and map those understandings onto people, events, and
activities that are significant to them” (Gal & Irvine, 1995, p. 970-971). Gal & Irvine
(1995), Silverstein (1979), Woolard and Schieffelin (1994) call these conceptual
organizations ideologies. Fairclough (1996) also singles out ideology as one of the
mechanisms in power relations which can be exercised through physical violence or
coerced consent, or both. Manufacturing consent happens as a result of naturalization, that
“gives to particular ideological representation the status of common sense, and thereby
makes them opaque, i.e. no longer visible as ideologies” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 42). Two
other terms that are often associated with the power imbalance between languages, are
legitimation and institutionalization. May (2008) defines the former as “the formal
recognition accorded to the language by the nation-state – usually, by the constitutional
and/or legislative benediction of official status” (p. 6). The process when a language
becomes naturalized, or taken for granted in a variety of formal and informal social,
cultural, linguistics contexts constitutes institutionalizatio n. These phenomena all lead to
certain inequalities in the language domain in society, with the stronger or national
language being perceived as modern and progressive, and the minority or indigenous
language being relegated to the obsolescence and tradition (May, 2008).
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Another important theoretical contribution comes from linguistic anthropology
which also critically examines the relationship between language and ideology (Gal &
Irvine, 1995; Irvine & Gal, 2000; Kroskrity, 2000, Woolard, 1998). Three semiotic
processes by means of which people construct ideological representations of differences
are applied to this study, specifically iconicity, fractal recursivity or recursiveness and
erasure (Irvine & Gal, 2000). This model is useful because it directs attention to the
ideological aspects of linguistic differentiation, that is, in situations where multiple
languages are involved, it can explain how teachers understand multiple languages, their
differences, and how they map these understandings onto students, parents, colleagues,
events, their own and other people’s practices. Briefly, iconicity involves “a
transformation of the sign relationship between linguistic practices, features, or varieties
and the social images with which they are linked” (Gal & Irvine, 1995, pp. 973-974).
Hence, the connection between language practices and social groups is examined. For
instance, the alleged simplicity of an indigenous language is an iconic representation of
an indigenous language community that is viewed by the dominant group as provincial,
archaic and barbarian. The second process, fractal recursivity, includes “the projection of
an opposition, salient at some level of relationship, onto some other level” (p. 974).
Integral to this notion is the fact dichotomizing and partitioning that happens within the
groups or language varieties can also be projected onto intergroup relations. This process
can facilitate understanding of support for multilingualism and implementation of
multilingual language policies within the Tatar-medium schools, among ethnically Tatar
teachers and across schools and across ethnicities. Ultimately, erasure, is the process that
“renders some persons or activities or sociolinguistic phenomena invisible” (ibid, 1995, p.
1995).
Within sociological research contextual variables that impact linguistic situation in
the community play a vital role. These are contextualization and historicity. From a
general theoretical standpoint, placing the problem within a specific setting undergirds the
rigor of the study, allows for the transferability of findings (Duff, 2008). Duff (2008)
reviews several kinds of contextualization: theoretical, methodological and descriptive
(geographical, social, political, cultural, institutional, etc.). Therefore, it is crucial that any
study of the language phenomenon in society is embedded in the idiosyncrasies of the
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region and its observers (Irvine & Gal, 2000). The impact of historical legacy is also
relevant, “to the extent that early representations of sociolinguistic phenomena influenced
later representations and even contributed to shaping the sociolinguistic scene itself”
(Irvine & Gal, 2000, p. 36). The speakers and users of languages all have been impacted
by the histories of prior language policy and planning, language education, language
differentiation and bear their traces, cognizantly or without explicit awareness.
Research on language attitudes in education in multilingual communities stresses
the consequences of positive or negative attitudes towards languages. Those supporting
diversity of languages emphasize the key role of language attitudes in reversing language
shift, “changing language attitudes, beliefs and so on is often seen as the first step towards
the process of initiating the revival or revitalization of a minority language” (O’Rourke,
2011, p. 90). So the questions are raised about why the shift takes place and how to
revitalize the language in the lives of the speakers. The opponents and critics of language
revitalization ideas put forward the argument that multilingual speakers willingly
dispense with their languages in hopes of making social and economic gains via the
majority language (May, 2012). However, the point of willingness to shift to the
dominant language is not so well-defined.
May (2012) argues that there are several reasons that explain the shift. One
explanation is that is related to historicity and instrumental view of language, “Given the
internationalization over time of negative attitudes to a minority language, many of its
speakers may no longer view a historically associated language as being particularly
useful and may thus actively prefer to shift to a majority language” (p. 10). The second
motive comes from the ambiguity of language use in public domains. When language
moves from private domains, where it has been used in different ways, to public domains
the lack of agreed norms and forms of language use might cause difficulties (May, 2012).
Another reason for language loss is not necessarily a linguistic case, but “it has much
more to do with power, prejudice, (unequal) competition and, in many cases, overt
discrimination and subordination” (May, 2008, p. 4). May (2008) also resorts to
Bourdieu’s (1991) notions of ‘cultural capital’, ‘linguistic capital’, ‘symbolic violence’
and ‘misrecognition’ to unpack the workings of differential status and value accorded to
majority and minority languages.
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Language revitalization scholars stress several important components in efforts to
reinvigorate languages and the role of language attitudes in that process. Grin and
Kymlicka (2003) assert that government policies about official languages are decisive in
determining which languages will prosper and which will go extinct, as without the
official support it is unlikely that languages will be used in public life and thus developed.
Although some sociolinguists hold the view that particular languages are peripheral to
one’s identity, May (2008, 2012) and Sallabank (2013) are not so conclusive in their
deliberations. Sallabank’s analysis reveals that identification with the language and
having emotional bonds is not a guarantee for language to survive. Nevertheless, it is hard
to see how a minority language can be maintained in any form without an identity
element in language policy: it is difficult to rationalize on functional grounds alone. A
major justification for minority language revitalization is therefore to maintain links with
a community’s roots and identity, whether real and current, or (re)constructed (Sallabank,
2013). Promotion of symbolic ethnicity, identity, prestige and linguistic capital of a local
language is thus an intrinsic element in the system of language revitalization activities.
Beyond the symbolic elements, native activists among scholars and community members
urge not only to document the language, but most importantly to learn, teach and speak
the language.
As Hinton claims, “to document a language is just to ‘pickle’ it; but to save a
language is to train new speakers—to find ways of helping people learn the language in
situations where normal language transmission across generations no longer exists”
(Hinton, 2003, p. 45). The practical element of language revitalization includes training
bilingual or native language teachers, developing curriculum, and creating rooms for
various forms of mother tongue or bilingual education. However, the emphasis on
education should also be supported by examining educators’ willingness and positive
attitudes towards these initiatives. An example from Irish context illustrates, that “This
overemphasis on education in the Irish context was further compounded by a lack of
suitable teachers of Irish and by the ambivalence - and at times, outright opposition – of
many teachers towards the language restoration project” (May, 2012, p. 145).
Bourdieu’s (1991) notion of linguistic capital provides another theoretical
perspective to examine teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy.
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For him, interaction, expression of one’s ideas is seen as necessitating covert awareness
of the power of language. He views linguistic exchange as also an “economic exchange
which is established within a particular symbolic relation of power between a producer,
endowed with a certain linguistic capital, and a consumer (or a market), and which is
capable of procuring a certain material or symbolic profit” (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 66).
Bourdieu argues that it is the anticipation of profits that guides linguistic production; it is
the anticipation that is governed by the rules of the market that ascribes certain values to
languages, language competences. Within the context of schooling, it is peculiar to see
how teachers view multilingual linguistic competence, and how they believe language
policies, which can be conceived as constituents of the market, influence linguistic
production.
Bourdieu’s notions of habitus and the field can also inform the study. The former
can be defined as “the social formation of speakers, including the disposition to use
language in certain ways, to evaluate it according to socially instilled values, to embody
expression in gesture, posture, and speech production” (Hanks, 2005, p. 72). And the field
is a form of social organization characterized by a specific configuration of social roles,
positions and structures that they fit into and by the historical process occupied by actors
collectively or individually. The conceptualization of habitus can inform interpretations of
teacher attitudes which in turn, emerge in the interaction between the individual and the
field, here school and larger discourses (Hanks, 2005).
Thus, research on sociology of language calls for an examination of teacher
attitudes in their political, cultural, historical, and symbolic contexts. By means of
studying power imbalances among the three languages the researcher may identify what
and how languages are legitimized and institutionalized, what the relationships are
between language learners and speakers and these languages, and how geography and
historical legacy as well as symbolic values attached to these languages may impact
teachers’ attitudes to multilingualism and language policy.
2.1.2.3 Language policy
In Language policies in education: Critical issues, Tollefson (2012) reviews
conceptual frameworks that have been used to analyze language policies. These are
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historical-structural approach that emphasizes the social structure and public sphere
approach which focuses on creative agency of individuals and communities. These two
approaches preceded neoclassical approaches that examined the nation-state, particularly
education ministries, as drivers of language policy decisions. These approaches evolved
over time. While research, conducted through the lens of historical-structural approach,
still studies the nation state, it does so with a view on how states and institutions create or
sustain inequalities through language policies that favor wealthy and powerful individuals
and place at a disadvantage minority and marginalized communities.
The top-down analysis of historical-structural approach was criticized by scholars
who adopt the public sphere approach. For them the individual language learners and
users, teachers, parents, administrators, community members have the agency to make
changes. Some scholars, such as Canagarajah (2005), mention the danger of overstating
the hegemonic power of language policy, which undermines the agency of local educators.
Others examine the micro “agentive spaces” within which local actors interpret, negotiate,
implement and, at times, resist policy initiatives (Farr & Song, 2011; Hornberger &
Johnson, 2007; Menken & García, 2010; Ricento & Hornberger 1996). García (2013)
joins the criticism of top-down approaches and remarks that “in giving agency to speakers
and adopting post-structuralist positions, critical language policy scholars have often not
questioned the institutional domains in which LP work has focused” (García, 2013, p. 99).
Fairclough’s (1995) take on critical language policy integrates “‘micro’ events (including
verbal events) and ‘macro’ structures which see the latter as both the conditions for and
the products of the former, and which therefore reject rigid barriers” between the two (p.
28). Critical, here, is used in the sense of aiming “to show up connections which may be
hidden from people – such as the connections between language, power and ideology” (p.
5).
Recent trends in the study of language- in-education policy and multilingual
education suggest that effective language policy and planning requires that macro and
micro levels of analysis are integrated “in order to explain how individual language use
relates to societal multilingualism and, in turn, how this relationship might be managed
through language planning and policy” (Hult, 2007, p. 2). Combining the elements of
both historical-structural and public sphere approaches, or micro and macro levels of
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analysis, is considered effective, as the individual agency can only be exercised within a
structure and certain structures impose or coerce individuals into particular patterns of
language acquisition and learning, use and maintenance, language shift and loss. Three
dimensions that are explored in the dissertation are related to nation-state, i.e., the impact
of which is analyzed through language-in-education policies; institutional, which stands
for the language policy making, implementation and negotiation at the school level, and
individual, teachers’ understandings of the role of languages in education, their attitudes
towards language policy and their enactment of these ideas in teaching in their classrooms.
While sociology of language provides tools for examination of teacher attitudes,
the field of language policy offers a framework for its analysis. By placing teacher
attitudes in the hierarchy of micro (individual), meso (school), and macro (regional and
federal) levels, the researcher is able to slice the language policy onion and reveal the
impact of each layer on teacher attitudes to multilingualism and language policy
(Hornberger & Johnson, 2007).
Several other frameworks that pertain to the impact of language policy on
multilingual education might benefit the analysis of the dissertation. These are
relationship between language policy and nationalism, language policy and the repression
or support of multilingualism, language policy and culture. Let’s explore each of them
separately.
Language policies acquire a certain meaning within a country that embraces the
ideas of nationalism. According to May (2008), nation-state and the ideology of
nationalism remains to be one way that countries exercise internal political and legal
jurisdictions over its citizen. Nation-state congruence includes that the “boundaries of
political and national identity should coincide” (p. 6), which, in turn, leads to the
establishment of homogeneous nation-state that is ethnically exclusive and culturally and
linguistically uniform. This view effectively excludes the possibility of coexisting of
minority languages and cultures along with the national language/culture, and it is fairly
hostile to the idea of multilingualism. May (2008) further argues that within the
framework of nationalism, ethnicities are unfavorably juxtaposed with the nation states
where the former are associated with primitivism and particularism, and the latter is
associated with modernity and universalism. The scholar further contends that rather than
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siding with one or the other view, he sees the value of both, and sees ethnicity as being
constructed and contingent on the one hand and social, cultural and political form of life
on the other. This position allows May (2008) to rethink and reimagine the traditional
organization of the nation state and move towards establishing a more plural conception
of the nation state. This conception is more inclusive of multiple, flexible and fluid
identities of an individual and/ or collective group, as well as it support the adoption of a
multiculturalist and multilingual approach and acceptance of claims of national minorities
(see glossary). Thus, “the pluralistic view of a nation state may include the recognition of
not only greater political democracy, but greater ethnocultural and ethnolinguistic
democracy as well” (p. 17). The monolithic or pluralistic view of a nation may shape the
language policy of the country which has serious consequences for their mono- and
multilingual population.
One of the key apparatus of a nation-state is education, as it transmits what counts
as acceptable and accepted cultural and linguistic knowledge. Education is also the area
that sees how language minority students and their parents are willingly dispensing of
their ethnic, linguistic and cultural identities and heritage to access opportunities that are
being seen as only available via the dominant language and by giving up one’s language
and culture. A prerequisite for this pluralistic view is the formal legitimation and
institutionalization of minority languages along with the dominant languages within both
the state and civil society through policy and other decisions. Successful examples of
such decisions include Québec, Belgium, Switzerland where local language are granted
some form of equality at the level of the nation state. A caveat needs to be made though,
as there still is a divide between policy and practice, where official multilingualism in
these entities does not necessarily result in individual multilingualism. Another condition
is the necessity of the dominant group to adopt a bilingual view, a view that is inclusive
of minority language rights, benefits and needs, because “those who object to
bilingualism often do so because they fear differences and are unable to reconcile
themselves with the loss of their hegemony over society” (Coulombe, 1995, p. 104).
One way to achieve that, May (2008) suggests, is by equating the challenges of
minority groups to those of national majority groups in the face of burgeoning spread of
English as the current world language. Another more conceptual argument brings forward
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the possibility of challenging the conceptualization of a nation-state as a monolingual,
monocultural and ethnically homogeneous form of organization of a nation. If it is
accepted that nation-states are constructed phenomena, than it is possible to reconsider
critically “why it is that the constructedness and contingency of majoritarian forms of
ethnic and/or national identity (and languages that are associated with them) tend so often
to escape such recognition” (ibid., 2008, p. 309). Historical examinations of various
processes that legitimized and normalized certain languages have to be uncovered. When
the dominant language and ideologies associated with it, which in Bourdieu’s vocabulary
refer to cultural and linguistic capital, are accorded higher status, then it is not surprising
that many minority group members come to accept and internalize these views and
perceive their own cultural and linguistic habitus as having little or no value. The analysis
of language policies within the framework of the nation-state allows questioning some of
the underlying ideologies and meanings that are engrained within them and provide some
tools for deconstructing their origin and legitimacy.
Another useful schema to understand the workings of language policy is presented
by Wiley (2004). Approaching language policy analysis from the perspective of its impact
on minority languages and their speakers, on the factors that induce or inhibit the
development of multilingual policies, Wiley (2004) cites Kloss (1998) to offer the
following framework: A) promotion-oriented policies include the use of governmental
resources to further the official use of languages; B) expediency-oriented policies
accommodate but not intend to enhance the use of a minority language; the goal is to
facilitate educational and political access guaranteeing legal rights; C) tolerance-oriented
policies refer to the lack of state interference in the linguistic life of the language- minority
communities; D) restriction-oriented policies make social, political and economic benefits,
rights, and opportunities conditional on knowing or using the dominant language; E)
repression-oriented policies involve a cognizant attempt to exterminate minority language
(Wiley, 2004).
Kloss (1998) notes that in the U.S. history tolerance has been the most common
orientation towards multilingualism as reflected in the thinking of the founders. Certainly,
over the centuries tolerant approach to the languages other than English and their speakers
ebbed and flowed with various forms of bilingual education coexisting with English-only
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schooling (Wright, 2015). Nowadays, bilingual forms of education are still present and
popular among schools and schools districts, including states which passed anti-bilingual
voter initiatives (Wright, 2015). In states, like Indiana, where there seems to be a conflict
between official state law (which declares English as the official language of the state)
and language in education policy (which requires that schools provide special services for
English language learners), many schools provide various forms of English- medium
support for emergent bilingual students, and few others offer various forms of bilingual
models of schooling (Simich-Dudgeon & Boals, 1996; Morita-Mullaney, 2014). This
language policy framework can be useful to categorize types of language polices based on
the intended purpose and outcomes for multilingual population, although as literature
shows, there is still room for policy appropriation at local levels.
Lastly, in multilingual and multicultural contexts language policies should be
sensitive to cultural differences that may otherwise go unnoticed. In the context of
Canada, Turpel (1989) argues that “sensitive to cultural difference is an imperative which
should inform all levels of constitutional legal analysis with respect to Aboriginal peoples”
(p. 3).
2.1.2.4 Multilingual education
Multilingual education, understood here as the use of local, majority and English
languages in curriculum and instruction, is the last area that is included in the dissertation
to uncover the impact of teacher attitudes on language education in multilingua l
communities. The inclusion of multilingual education warrants the contributions of its
scholarship to the questions of multilingualism, minority language, language of
instruction and English. The case of Ireland, for example, shows that mandatory use of
Irish in school fosters the use of Irish among younger age groups, and the usage is more
intensive during school years. The impact of school becomes more evident when
contrasted to periods after completion of formal schooling, as Irish use drops and
gradually declines (O’Rourke, 2011).
In order for schools to provide meaningful, effective and high quality education
in multiple languages several factors need to be considered. First and foremost,
“languages that are not accorded at least some degree of formal status or role in the public
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realm are the ones most likely to become marginalized and/or endangered in the longer
(and sometimes shorter) term” (May, 2012, p. 18). Thus, official position of languages
brings its relevance, need and de jure or de facto status to the core of language education,
which are visible through the number of assigned classes, quality of curriculum and
instruction and the overall school climate for learning languages. Discussion of
multilingual education cannot go without a clarification of type of educational program
(see glossary).
A detailed description of language programs in Tatarstan warrants attention here,
as they differ in some ways from language programs elsewhere. Let’s divide the analysis
by each language. First of all, Russian language is taught together with Russian literature
classes in all schools in Tatarstan. In most of the schools, the curriculum and instruction
are developed based on the native speaker target student population. Only a few schools,
predominantly in rural areas use Russian language and literature curriculum that is
designed for non-native speakers. Second, Tatar language and literature classes are taught
in the same amount as Russian classes across all schools of Tatarstan. The Tatar
curriculum and instruction are largely divided into two types: Tatar for native speakers of
Tatar (also referred to as Tatar group), and Tatar for Russian-speaking students (Russian
group). Another alternative is also found in some schools, different sets of Tatar language
and literature curricula are available for Tatar-speaking students in the Russian- medium
schools, and for Russian-speaking students in the Russian- medium schools. However, no
formal research up to date is available to reveal these curricula differences. Lastly,
English language textbooks vary tremendously. Most of the schools use textbooks
published by foreign publishing houses, such as Oxford or Cambridge, others use locally
developed curriculum; the textbooks also vary according to many other dimensio ns: the
sequencing of topics, vocabulary, type of activities, etc. What is uniform is the method,
viz, teaching of English as a foreign language.
The types of language classes and programs offered in Tatarstan do not fit a
multilingual education model because none of the above-mentioned programs includes
explicit instruction of content area classes in more than one language. The two types of
schools, Tatar and Russian MOI schools, are conceptualized so that they teach
predominantly in Tatar or Russian languages. However, with the declining Tatar language
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proficiency among younger generation, existing Tatar language programs within Tatar
and Russian MOI schools might not be a best fit for the students. In other contexts,
heritage and second language programs have been developed to better built on students’
linguistic and cultural proficiency and thus, provide more targeted language instruction.
The findings and discussion sections of the dissertation will offer more insight into why
such catered programs are needed.
A separate comment should be made about foreign language programs. English
is the most common language within foreign language classes in most countries due to its
global role as the lingua franca of international communication. In many contexts, the
teaching of English is introduced in elementary schools and continues till the end of
compulsory secondary education. The type of curriculum varies depending on a myriad of
criteria, such as age, proficiency, human and material resources, etc.
2.1.3

Attitudes, multilingualism and language policy in Tatarstan, Russia

2.1.3.1 Historical legacy of language policies in the region
The language situation in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) was
such that Russian language gradually occupied a central position and soon became the
primary language due to its functional presences in different regions of the country, social
basis that is made up of the number of people speaking it as a first and second language
and social functions that are calculated based on the number of domains in which it is
spoken (Mikhalchenko & Trushkova, 2004). According to the All-Union Census of 1989,
97% of the population spoke Russian, 81.6% of all population were ethnic Russians the
majority of whom spoke Russian as their first and only language. In fact, only 0.6% of
ethnic Russians spoke regional languages or languages of the indigenous peoples of
Russian Federation as their first or second language. Mikhalchenko and Trushkova (2004)
argue that this tendency of Russians to remain monolingual is continuing and even
strengthening. Among non-ethnic Russians 27.6% spoke Russian as their mother tongue
and 11% of the total population spoke Russian as the second language, thus were
bilingual.
Russian has historically occupied an elevated status among both ethnic Russian
and non-Russian populations. Compared to other languages Russian, Mikhalchenko and
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Trushkova (2004) claim that “Russian in Russia has the widest range of social functions,
and it can be defined as the main means of communication in all spheres” (p. 262).
Russian is the predominant language of publishing books and periodicals, non-Russian
languages are supported mainly by regional authorities of the republics of Russia, 96% of
scientific literature is published in Russian. Since the early 1990s twenty one republics
adopted other languages along with Russian as their official regional languages. The
authors also state their concerns that such language accommodations might pose a danger
of using language laws to incite political and economic rivalry among elite, “e.g. with a
view of ousting Russian-speaking monolinguals from important spheres of regional
communication (and, hence, economic and political activity)” (p. 263). These tendencies,
they contend, can be observed in a number of regions, including Tatarstan. More so, the
scholars posit that the desire of bilingual regions to speed up the acquisition of their
languages “causes some anxiety” (ibid., p. 263).
The strength of the Russian language in Russian Federation is supported by
language policies of the country which are very supportive of the Russian language.
Analyzing the language situation in the former Soviet countries, Mikhalchenko and
Trushkova (2004) notice that Russian language “existed at the expense of regional
languages, which, undoubtedly, could have had a more important role” in various spheres
of industry, trade, official record keeping, etc. As a result, the language rights of
indigenous peoples of these regions were infringed, which scholars explain is one of the
reasons for reactionary language policies by the national governments of newly created
countries, like Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, among others. Interestingly, the movements to
support regional languages within former Soviet Union republics are analyzed through the
lenses of reaction to the legacy of restrictive mother tongue policies, whereas similar
initiatives of autonomous republics within Russia evoke feelings of anxiety, and potential
“ousting” or monolingual Russian from economic and political domains. Thus, two
statements can characterize language situation within Russia: ethnic Russians remain
monolingual and the movements by officially bilingual regions of Russia to move
towards bilingualism among its non-Russian and ethnic Russian populations is viewed
with uneasiness and apprehension.
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In Tatarstan, Russian language presence became stronger over the course of the
Soviet Union, especially since various language policy reforms in the 1930s.
The Republic of Tatarstan (Tatarstan) is located about 500 miles east of Moscow along
the central course of the Volga River. It is a historical homeland for Tatars as well as
home for other peoples who moved to this region over the last several centuries. Tatars
are a Turkic-speaking people who were conquered by the Russian tsar, Ivan the Terrible,
in the 16th century, since then Tatar people have been part of Russia and Tatarstan has
been under the Russian rule.
Over the last five centuries of residence under the Russian government the Tatar
language has endured much stress which intensified during the Soviet period due to shifts
in the form of functional domains towards Russian, thus speeding up the move towards
gradual language death. Despite the fact that Lenin rejected the idea that Russian should
have a privileged role in the new Soviet state, during Stalin’s administration this linguistic
ideology became pervasive and Russian was elevated above all other languages – which
were over 200 – spoken in the Soviet Union (Garipov & Faller, 2003). Non-standardized
versions of Arabic had been used by Tatars for over a millennium (from 920 to 1920s),
until 1926, when a Latinized script was adopted (Garipov & Faller, 2003). In 1927, the
Latin alphabet was officially recognized as the Tatar Language alphabet (Iskhakov,
1997a). The Russification of population reached its climax when all the alphabets of
Soviet languages were changed to some form of Cyrillic in the 1930, this was the case for
Tatar in 1936. Creating a unique Russian language while building a new nation,
simultaneously discouraged pan-Turkic connections across newly formed borders, thus
Tatars remained disconnected from other Turkic- speaking nations.
The linguistic ideology continued even after Stalin’s rule, and according to
Kreindler (1989) after 1958 all Soviet children were discouraged from using mother
tongue in the classroom (as cited in Garipov & Faller, 2003). Under Brezhnev and
Gorbachev’s ruling Stalin’s Russocentric ideology continued and became grotesque “as
Russian became endowed with high morality and non-Russians were encouraged to
abandon their native languages because doing so was touted as progressive, mature and
‘according to the laws of natural development’” (Garipov & Faller, 2003, p.168). By 1989,
when Tatar educational reforms were under way, the Tatar language was used for
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instruction in rural areas only with two schools in the center of Tatarstan, Kazan, serving
orphans or impoverished population.
Politics of language reform did not only deal with the enforcement of the Russian
language in all spheres of life, but also influenced lexical development of many languages,
Tatar was not an exception. Thus, soviet linguists, when engaged in modernization and
lexical development of the Soviet Union’s more than 200 languages (under the aegis of
Lenin’s policy), were working towards a goal of transitioning monolingual speakers of
minority languages to Russian bilingualism (Moskovich, 1989). In the 1930s, Soviet
linguists replaced most of the Arabic and Persian loanwords in Tatar with Russian
loanwords; such that half of the entries in contemporary standard Tatar-Russian
dictionaries are Russian borrowings (Wertheim, 2002). Present-day Tatar language
planners suggest returning to the Arabic or Persian loanword that was used up until the
1930s or coining new words. However, nowadays many Tatars express dissatisfaction
with all available options: Russian loanwords make the language ‘impure,’ but using
archaic Arabic loanwords can seem inappropriately formal or even pretentious, while
coining new terminology from native stock gives results that feel artificial (Wertheim,
2002)
Having received relative autonomy from the Russian Federation in 1990s and
establishing both Russian and Tatar as official languages of the republic of Tatarstan,
in 1999, Tatarstan attempted to re-introduce the Latin alphabet for Tatars.
However, federal authorities saw it as an excess of Tatarization and in 2004 the
Russian Federation Constitutional Court overruled the Tatarstan law, denying
republics the right to establish alphabets for national languages. (Veinguer &
Davis, 2007, p. 200)
2.1.3.2 Aftermath of Russification policies in public domains and schools
In Soviet Union the identity of each person was defined by being Soviet, which
increasingly meant Russification of non-Russian peoples in the country (Faller, 2000). As
more and more people spoke Russian, Tatars and everyone else, who spoke
predominantly Russian became “perceived iconically as ethnic Russians” (Garipov &
Faller, 2003, p.169). However, demonstration of linguistic ability and versatility in
Russian was not accompanied with respect and appreciation. On the contrary, often nonRussians were considered as having lower status due to their accent (Garipov & Faller,
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2003). Moreover, “non-Russian inhabitants of Russia continue to be reminded daily that
they are indeed not Russian” as, is the case with people from the Caucasus, who are under
constant harassment by the police due to their resemblance to the people from war-torn
Chechnya (Garipov & Faller, 2003, p.170).
This willful negligence of non-Russian identities is demonstrated in public
domains in Tatarstan. Grammatically incorrect Tatar is present in many public domains,
such as programs at the opera, ballet and symphony; street signs and signs for public
transportation; signage (Wertheim, 2002, p. 13). Wertheim shares her visit to an art and
culture museum in downtown Kazan (the capital of Tatarstan), when she witnessed a man
complaining to the museum guard about all the grammatical mistakes in the signage of
the museum artifacts. In response, he heard that “he should be thankful that there were
exhibit signs in Tatar at all, that years ago everything had been in Russian, and that while
there were probably many mistakes, it was better than having no Tatar at all” (p. 13). This
narrative demonstrates how the Tatar content is downplayed in favor of its mere
appearance next to the Russian signage. Museum guard’s commentary “should be
thankful,” “better than having no Tatar at all” indicates how the discourse of Russification,
disregard of the Tatar language and lack of respect towards ‘the other’ have perpetuated
the functional domains of its usage.
The social stigma attached to speaking Russian with an accent, not to mention not
speaking it at all, is such that it results in considering Tatars as “culturally and
‘consequently’ intellectually inferior to people who speak fluent, unaccented Russian”
(Garipov & Faller, 2003, p.172). For many Russians, Tatar is just a ‘kitchen language,’ or
‘language of peasants’ (Wertheim, 2002); it is not seen as a language that has been
pushed to homes away from public domains through explicit and implicit Russian-only
policies.
The issues of linguistic supremacy of the Russian language and literacy
opportunities in native language for Tatars become further aggravated as the nature of
schooling and other institutional discourses influence the education that Tatar students
receive in non-Tatar and Tatar educational establishments. On the one hand, “institutional
strategies play an explicit role in reinforcing and promoting specific attitudes and
representations”; thus, the official status of Tatar should stimulate learning the language
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both among Tatars and other students. However, as stated in Veinguer & Davis (2007) in
non-Tatar schools an “official language in the republic [Tatar] is tolerated without much
enthusiasm, and indeed with some hostility, because of the number of hours, poor
organization and inadequately trained teachers” (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 201).
Despite the legislation that promulgated the teaching of both official languages in
RT, the majority of Russian speaking students and their parents show apparent
indifference and hostility towards learning the language: “they deemed the [Tatar]
language and literature teaching to be ‘useless,’ ‘a waste of time,’ and ‘taking up time that
should be used to teach ‘real’ things’” (Wertheim, 2002, p. 5). Here is an opinion of a
Russian language and literature teacher: Tatar “is not a working language, it is a Russianspeaking population, and all Tatars belong to a Russian-speaking population, Ukrainians,
Jews and people from other nastional’nosti [ethnic groups] – they are all Russian
speaking” (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 199). The nationalistic ideas encountered in this
quote perpetuate the discourse of schooling, as more Russian people, and especially
teachers, openly show evident “lack of respect” and “lack of interest in learning” or
teaching it (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 198), not to mention zealous enforcement of the
Russian language as the only language of communication among non-Russian speaking
peoples. What happens as a result is that, while Tatars embrace Russian language and
show compliance with the requirements of the school and larger social and political
bodies, Russian population does not intend to learn the Tatar language, or is willing to
allow its teaching (Veinguer & Davis, 2007).
Educators and politicians should admit that despite the heavy investments of
organizational, political and professional resources in Tatar language teaching across the
school systems in the previous five years, these efforts did not result in a significant shift
towards bilingualism; Russian-speaking pupils were not starting to use Tatar. Veinguer
and Davis (2007) posit that some of the failures to do so are related to
The problems with the level of professionalism and teaching methods on the one
hand, and the influence of more general social factors on the other. … There is a
problem with attitudes to learning the Tatar language, a certain lack of respect or
tolerance towards other languages and cultures. (p. 196)
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However, if the problem of professional development and provision of Tatar teachers
with adequate resources can be addressed, the question of respect, attitude and social
stigma remain quite difficult to tackle and erase.
The concern of the mother of a Tatar pupil as presented in the vignette has its
reasons as there are distinctions between juridical status and real functioning of the Tatar
language in Tatarstan (Iskhakov, 1997a). As stated in The Politics of Language Reform
and Bilingualism in Tatarstan, “Tatar has not yet become a de facto government language.
It is still not the working language of legislative activities, official documents, clerical
work or management” (Garipov & Faller, 2003). Among social reasons for continued
absence of Tatar in official domains is that “the majority of Tatar managers speak only
colloquial Tatar, and therefore their level of knowledge is insufficient for producing
official documents, while Russian managers do not speak Tatar at all” (Garipov & Faller,
2003, p.166). This is partly due to the lack of educational opportunities in the Tatar
language that right now are only offered in a few Tatar secondary schools and are mostly
limited to Tatar majors at the university level. Students graduating from Tatar schools can
take the Unified State Examination (USE) (an equivalent to ACT or SAT in the U.S.A.)
in Tatar, but again de facto medium of instruction in universities and colleges in Tatarstan
is almost always Russian (Garipov & Faller, 2003) (see glossary).
2.1.3.3 Tatar MOI as a means to revitalize Tatar language and identity
To address the issues of Tatar education in the 1990s Tatars have started to
introduce comprehensive schooling in Tatar, thus the creation of new Tatar national
gymnasia or schools with Tatar-medium of instruction (MOI), was an attempt to revamp
the damage done by years of Russian schooling. Fishman contends that “it is, in a large
part, through their schools that ethnic communities define themselves, define their past,
define their future, define their goals and orient their future leaders” (Fishman, 1985, p.
373). Creation of new Tatar MOI schools is a “form of revival of a distinct Tatar identity
and culture with some aspects of exclusivity and ‘uniqueness’ coexisting with pragmatic
adaptation to the demands of a bi-cultural society” (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 189).
Gymnasia “aim to guarantee a national orientation, national consciousness and patriotism.
Second, they involve strategies for individual developments and self-realization. And
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third, they aim to educate young people in the musical, artistic and aesthetic values of the
national culture” (Ialalov, 1996, pp. 13-14).
Veinguer and Davis state that gymnasia are “institutions specially designed to
create, or re-establish, reinforce and develop the Tatar national culture and identities that
only a small group of Tatar intellectuals and artists could legitimately claim during the
Soviet period” (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 191). The opportunity to receive education in
the mother tongue and to develop literacies in the Tatar language has been the first step in
revitalizing the language and the sense of community among Tatar speaking people of
Tatarstan.
Schooling in Tatar is seen to define a nation as the community becomes
linguistically united (Garipov & Faller, 2003). Language serves as a mechanism “to
protect and keep the attachment to a community, to its national symbols” (Veinguer &
Davis, 2007, p. 201). Schools are the first institutions in the life of learners which “create
and reproduce concrete and specific symbols, a cultural representation that
simultaneously reinforces a sense of ‘belonging’ and ‘communality,’ as well as ‘otherness’
and ‘differentiation’” (Veinguer & Davis, 2007, p. 201).
The schools play a pivotal role in developing one’s identity, because they offer
Tatars the means to learn and preserve the language, which appears to be one of the
strongest indicators of identity (Iskhakov, 1997b). As Tatar gymnasia not only promote
the language, but also inculcate cultural and social norms, teach history and offer ways to
develop a well-rounded personality educational experience in these schools can be called
Tatarization. Veinguer and Davis (2003) define it “as a response to centuries of cultural
attrition within the Russian and Soviet empires that could have resulted in a complete loss
of identity” (p. 203). Thus, it can be noted that Tatar identity can be defined in opposition
to Russian, “such that the focus is less on what Tatars are and more on what they are not –
and what they are not is Russian” (Wertheim, 2002, p. 23). This De-Russification is an
attempt to resist cultural, linguistic and social assimilation into mainstream Russian
majority; the discourse on nationhood that is prevalent in Tatar gymnasia can be
explained as “the hope that through preservation of the integrity and distinctiveness of the
language, the integrity and distinctiveness of the nation can also be retained” (Wertheim,
2002, p. 23).
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If Tatar literacy is encouraged and promoted in schools, person’s identification
with a particular language and culture starts with socialization in the family (Garipov &
Faller, 2003). But many Tatar families are wary of sending their children to Tatar schools
due to the worries of social stigma and linguistic difficulties in college and further
hindrances in the job market, so they make a conscious choice of not speaking Tatar at
home and take their children to Russian schools where Tatar is only studied as a subject.
According to the statistics, “Only 81,6 per cent of Tatars report using Tatar with family
members, which means that the national language has ceased to be the language of
communication, even in the domestic domain, for one-fifth of Tatarstan’s Tatars”
(Garipov & Faller, 2003, p.172). However, research by Garipov and Faller (2003) shows
that one of the disadvantages of Russian- language schools for Tatar children is that they
are socializing according to the values of another nation’s culture, “This is thought to
result in a negative perception of one’s native culture and language as inferior, and
consequently results in estrangement from them” (p.178). Moreover, marginalization of a
significant part of Tatarstan’s Tatar population may result in a greater number of juvenile
crimes committed by Tatars.
Social organization and expectations concerning communication are also
influencing the choice of education in Tatar. Language attitudes among Tatars vary based
on their educational experiences received in Tatar or predominantly Russian schools, on
the preservation of cultural values and political stances. Wertheim (2002) points out that
many young people tend to regard the Tatar language with embarrassment, “as is
common for members of a minority community undergoing language shift” regardless of
their social and cultural milieu which can be Tatar or Russian (p. 6). So, the cultural and
linguistic pressure of the Russian language, society and culture continue to put Tatars
‘under siege’ even in social and educational arenas (Wertheim, 2002).
2.2
2.2.1

Conceptual framework
Transdisciplinary research

Teacher attitude is traditionally a subfield of educational psychology, perhaps
sociology, but this dissertation draws heavily from other disciplines. With the focus on
teacher attitudes towards language education, mainly towards multilingualism and
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language- in-education policies, the dissertation benefits from three interrelated disciplines:
sociology of language, language policy, and multilingual education. The combination of
these fields allows tapping into where teacher knowledge about language education and
policy comes from, how it is manifested in teacher narratives, interpretations and their
actions. Each of these disciplines provides a unique lens to unveiling the workings of
unseen and visible, purposeful and unplanned, critical and indiscriminate views on
language education, multilingualism and language policy. While the use of disparate areas
of inquiry to the study of teacher attitudes is enhanced by this broad theoretical
framework, the risk of depth at the expense of breadth is ameliorated by the benefits an
interdisciplinary (or transdisciplinary) approach provides.
The outline of this section is as follows. First, the rationale for doing
transdisciplinary research is presented that shows how each of the four disciplines are
intertwined and how the findings of each area enhance the knowledge about the object of
this study. Next, the conceptual framework for doing transdisciplinary research is spelled
out: its goals, scope and core principles. Integration is the core feature of transdisciplinary
research. Lastly, the transdisciplinary research framework composed of the contributions
of three fields is presented, explicated and visualized
2.2.1.1 Rationale for transdisciplinary research
In monolingual communities, the choice of language is natural, that is often not
the case in multilingual societies, where one language tends to take over the other(s). In
the latter case, the speakers have to choose which language to speak to whom, when,
where, in which language(s) to govern and to educate. Often the choice is not towards
maintaining multilingualism, which can exist in varied forms (Grosjean & Li, 2013), but
towards one of the languages, which happens to be more powerful, more prestigious and
more systematically developed.
When it comes to state-regulated institutions, the choice of language becomes
even more pronounced. On the one hand, public services, courts and legislatures, official
declarations and education employ language(s) that are official language(s) of the state, so
the state dictates language policies in society (Patten & Kymlicka, 2003). On the other
hand, in many communities, this choice might have different reactions in society, some
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might prefer one or the other language, others call for multilingualism, still the rest might
seem to be careless about which language to learn and speak. It is indeed complex
reactions of society and related policy decisions that reveal multifaceted nature of the
problem and diversity of approaches that are used to tackle them. Political science,
sociology, education scholars, examining language related matters, all focus on specific
areas of language policy, social aspects of language or language learning and teaching.
Few studies take on multi-perspective research, although analyzing the same data from
several disciplinary frames of reference would be “both interesting and timely” (Duff,
2002, p. 22), and “a growing number of authors quote across clover leaves, so to speak,
but they remain the exception rather than the rule” (Grin, 2003, p. 176).
Education is one of the realms where language is used systematically; hence, the
choice of language for curriculum and instruction, attitudes to language, comments about
language and the impact of language policy can be analyzed from a variety of fields.
Taking into account linguistic, pedagogical, political, and social aspects of language in
schools, the analysis can tap into the diversity of scientific perceptions of the problem and
better reflect the intricacy of language situation in the institution. Several scholars
propose various reasons and benefits of such integration. Within the area of critical
language studies, Fairclough (1996) critiques imaginary boundaries of different branches
of language study, “which belong closely together [but] tend to be kept apart – this is the
case for sociolinguistics and pragmatics, and for sociolinguistics and psychological work
on production and comprehension, for example – and because it relegates the social
nature of language to a sub-discipline” (p. 13). He proposes to place a broad conception
of the social study of language to be at the core of language study.
Scholars of language and society provide an explanation for verisimilar reasons
for separate sciences of language. Crowley (1990) argues that for a long time language
was seen as independent of human will and social aspects, so the “investigation of the
social context of language use or the variable relationship between language and groups –
between linguistic practices and social formations” (Gal & Irvine, 1995, p. 968) was
slighted. Gal and Irvine (1995) further contend that disciplinary boundaries were created
along with the nineteenth-century linguistic ideology of European nation states,
standardization and monolingualism. As such, social and linguistic boundaries are just as
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much imagined as disciplinary boundaries, so “they are constructions that can be reimagined” as well (p. 994). Bilingual educators and indigenous scholars, like May (2012),
support such interpretation and claim that “the battle for nationhood is most often a battle
for linguistic and cultural hegemony” (p. 132). Furthermore, education is a primary mean
of establishing and maintaining cultural and linguistic shape of the nation-state; yet,
seldom relevant literature from within sociolinguistics and educational research addresses
these discussions (May, 2012).
The study of language attitudes, which is another element in the study of language
education, may also benefit from a broader theoretical framework. O’Rourke (2011)
reviews scholarship on language attitudes and summarizes that most work has been
conducted in the rubric of the social psychology of language. However, findings from
linguistic anthropology, the sociology of language, sociolinguistics and education provide
important insights into the matter. O’Rourke’s view coincides with the previous iterations
of the need to study language in its social, political and ethno-linguistic milieu:
The perceived utility of attitude in the context of language-related research stems
from an understanding of language as a form of social behavior. It also derives
from an underlying recognition that the evolution of linguistic structures and uses
necessarily involves an analysis of speakers’ ideas about the meaning, function
and value attached to different ways of speaking and the use of different languages.
(O’Rourke, 2011, p. 5)
One way to overcome the criticism of language attitude research for remaining a
discipline predominantly concerned with laboratory-based experiments and to gain a
deeper understanding about how speakers use, talk about the language and understand the
role of language, is to engage in research involving multiple disciplines, multiple angles
to scrutinize the nature of language attitudes.
Political scientist, professor of economics of language and advocate for minority
languages, Grin (2003) also alludes to sharp demarcations between academic cultures and
compartmentalization of disciplines. He presents diversity as “a federating concept”, as a
paradigm, analytical device and policy goal. He examines the interconnections between
minority language rights and political theory and illustrates diversity in the form of the
diversity clover. The clover has four leaves and each leaf examines the topic from related,
but different disciplines. First, national minorities and minority rights are studied by
international relations, international law, and political science. Second, language
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minorities and revitalization are the focus of sociolinguistics, applied linguistics and
education science. Leaf three shows immigrant minorities investigated by sociology,
education sciences and economics. Indigenous people, i.e. leaf four of the clover, are
within the research of anthropologists, ethnologists and development studies specialists.
Grin (2003) elaborates that each component of the diversity clover should be viewed as
one aspect of ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity and that “the academic disciplines
that respectively play a leading role in each leaf should be combined in an integrative
perspective” (p. 182). Lastly, language revitalization specialists urge to “take advantage
of insights from a critical, postmodern approach, from a position overtly and
unashamedly in favor of linguistic diversity (as a linguist), together with (as a language
activist) a desire not to see either my own or others’ heritage languages disappear, in
order to contribute to effective language planning for revitalization (Sallabank, 2013, pp.
76-77). The conclusion is the utility of a general framework for diversity management, or
a transdisciplinary approach to the study of language education in schools.
Thus, this brief sketch of the role of languages in society, and specifically, their
presence and use in the domain of education illustrate that the use of just one discipline to
make sense of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy may limit
the range of views and the opportunities for analysis. Each of the three disciplines
contributes towards a more holistic interpretation. Sociology of language and linguistic
anthropology provide tools for the study of language attitudes, and the fields of
multilingual education and language policy and planning substantiate the discussions of
attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy.
2.2.1.2 Overview of transdisciplinary research
The conceptualization of a framework that involves two or more research fields
started in the 20th century (Pohl et al., 2008). Since then a variety of terms and
developments has been proposed to call such research, and not always the same terms
have the same meaning due to independent developments and different motives (Hirsh
Hadorn et al., 2008). Multidisciplinary research approaches an issue from several
disciplines, but each “works in a self-contained manner with little cross-fertilization
among disciplines, or synergy in the outcomes” (p. 24). Inter- and transdisciplinarity are
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more commonly discussed in the literature. Interdisciplinary has been widely taken to
mean transgressing disciplinary boundaries and integrating disciplinary perspectives with
the purpose of searching for innovations in ways to understand and interpret scientific
problems. This “interdisciplinary problem-solving” or “goal oriented interdisciplinarity”
definition of the term is also conflated with the second definition, which focuses on the
need to investigate concrete issues in the life-world, that is, meet the demands of the
knowledge society (Hirsh Hadorn et al., 2008).
In order to avoid possible confusion with definition of interdisciplinarity, Hirsh
Hadorn et al. (2008) adopt the term “transdisciplinarity”. In the Handbook of
transdisciplinary research (2008) they outline the emergence of transdisciplinarity as a
form of research, present its core principles, terms and definitions, examples of empirical
transdisciplinary research projects and incipient guidelines for scholars adopting
transdisciplinarity for their studies. For the purpose of this dissertation, Hirsh Hadorn et
al.’s (2008) articulation of transdisciplinarity will be used to organize the
transdisciplinary approach to the study of teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and
language policy. First, the definition, scope and process of transdisciplinary research
process will be outlined and three main forms of knowledge within transdisciplinarity will
be applied and explained within the context of the current study. Next, conceptual and
practical challenges within transdisciplinary studies are described and ways to address are
suggested. Lastly, a framework for integrating four disciplines in the current study is
introduced.
The emergence of transdisciplinary research is linked to the rise of knowledge
society, “which refers to the growing importance of scientific knowledge in all societal
fields” (Wiesmann et al., 2008, p. 435). Transdisciplinary research is interested in the
complex problems from the life world that can only be solved taking into account the
diversity of scholarly and societal views, linking abstract and case specific knowledge and
solving the problem that is perceived as the common good (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008).
The phases of transdisciplinary research are not linear, but iterative due to the nature of
the problem at stake. Often, “determining the problems involves making decisions about
what aspects are seen as important and what constitutes disputed ground” (Wiesmann et
al., 2008, p. 435). More so, by including heterogeneous sources of knowledge,
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transdisciplinary research iteratively combines knowledge components and forms. As
such, the canon of participating disciplines and competencies cannot be pre-defined, “it is
to be determined during the research process which bodies of knowledge” are to be
integrated during various stages. Another principle of transdisciplinary research is
contextuality and generality. The former means that the problem is taken from a specific
context and societal setting, and its results are valid for this context. However, its
generality stems from the unique insights, models and approaches that can be transferred
to other settings after careful adaptation and validation.
Transdisciplinarity is developed with the goal of advancing state-of-the-art
innovations by bringing solid knowledge base from disciplines and by being committed to
sound conceptions of integration. This integration requires acknowledgement, respect and
exploration of diversity of perspectives, which are seen as a creative interaction (Pohl et
al., 2008). Three basic approaches to integration are common in transdisciplinary research:
“common group learning, deliberation among experts, and integration by a subgroup or
individual” (p. 415). The form undertaken in this dissertation is the third one, where a
project leader is responsible for integration. Within each approach four means of
integration are offered: mutual understanding, theoretical concepts, models and products.
To avoid misunderstanding the researchers need to be familiar with the meaning of terms
across disciplines, their definitions and contexts of use. When transferring concepts
between fields, concepts can be adapted in relation to each discipline and their
operationalization should be clarified. Along with the description of key terms in the
chapters, the glossary of terms is provided to aid mutual intelligibility.
Miscommunication might also come from the choice of the model, which can be
situated on a continuum between purely quantitative to purely qualitative. The use of only
qualitative methods in the dissertation facilitates this aspect. Lastly, the fourth tool of
integration is the products, which can be specific development plans, technical devices,
regulations, policies, and so on. Application of the concept of integration to the current
study is presented in the following table adopted from Pohl et al. (2008).
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Table 1. Means of integration
Means of integration

Form of collaboration
Integration by individual
Mutual understanding
Creating glossary of terms, their definitions
and uses
Theoretical concepts
Transfer of concepts with a clear
explanation of the choice of concepts and
their adaptation to the current study
Model
Qualitative model based on a case study
research
Product
Policy recommendation, implications for
teacher training and professional
development, proposal for language
revitalization plan and multilingual
education
Transdisciplinary research relates to three types of knowledge: systems knowledge,
target knowledge and transformation knowledge. Instead of being conceived in a
sequential order, these forms reflect mutual dependencies. Systems knowledge is
concerned with the origin, development and interpretation of the problem. Questions
about identification and explanation of the need for change, desired goals and practices
are needed to obtain target knowledge. And transformation knowledge comes with
answers on technical, social, legal, cultural and other ways of achieving the goal to
transform existing practices (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008, p. 31). The figure below
illustrates how this model applies to the current dissertation.
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Systems knowledge
•uncertain knowledge about the
origin of language attitudes, about
possibilities of multilingual
education, and the impact language
policies on teachers and their
teaching

Target knowledge

Transformation knowledge

•Diversity of theoretical
perspectives to understand
teacher attitudes, language-ineducation policies and the role of
language in teaching

•theoretical and pedagogical
contributions to teacher
education, policy
recommendation and language
revitalization proposal

Figure 1. Three types of knowledge
The tripartite system of knowledge creation within the transdisciplinary research
fits the purpose of the current study. The first stage is to identify what teacher attitudes
are, the next is to find out what is the origin of teacher attitudes. Lastly, recommendations
are provided with the aim of transforming teachers’ knowledge and attitudes about
multilingualism and language policy.
Before proceeding further, it is necessary to review some challenges of doing
transdisciplinary research in order to ensure its rigor and high quality. Within systems
knowledge uncertainties are the result of “transferring abstract insights from a laboratory,
model or theory to a concrete case underlying specific conditions” (Hirsch Hadorn et al.,
2008, p. 31). The uncertainty might also be attributed to different degrees of importance
of various aspects of the problem. Reflections and deliberations are needed to identify
“which parameters are relevant, how they are connected in concrete processes, and what
disciplines need to be involved” (p. 432). The challenge of target knowledge is to choose
a standard “to clarify a variety of positions, and to guide deliberation about their
significance for problem-solving” (Hirsch Hadorn et al., p. 32). The regulatory principal
in this endeavor can be common good, which is understood as “an ethical principle that
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refers to having the social systems, institutions, and environments on which we all depend
work for the well-being of all people” (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2008, p. 428). As for the
transformation knowledge the difficulty is to become informed about how flexible the
existing infrastructure is, how supple are the laws, power relations, cultural opinions and
opportunities for change (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008).
2.2.1.3 Integration as a core principle of transdisciplinary research.
Now that the rationale for this conceptual framework and the description of
transdisciplinary research, it is time to present the points of convergence, that is, to
describe the integration of critical language policy, sociology of language, language
revitalization and multilingual education that can shed light on the research questions.
The last component of this overview shows how transdisciplinary approach is applied to
the current investigation. The aim is to yield the view, which embraces fundamental
principles of transdisciplinary research, and to point the meaningfulness and strength of
such an approach to answer the research questions of the dissertation. Pohl et al. (2008)
suggest adopting the following six questions to guide the process of integration.
1.

What was the transdisciplinary integration aiming to achieve and who was intended

to benefit?
2.

What were the elements (e.g. discipline and practice perspectives) that were being

integrated in a transdisciplinary manner?
3.

Who was doing the transdisciplinary integration?

4.

How was the transdisciplinary integration being undertaken?

5.

What was the context for this transdisciplinary work, which might have affected

any of the other elements (e.g. the aims, methods, impact)?
6.

How was impact measured? (p. 422)

Figure 1. Conceptual model
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2.2.1.4 Conceptual model
The choice of teachers for the study of language attitudes is not accidental as
teachers are the primary engineers of education; they are main providers of content
knowledge, knowledge about the world. Therefore, the figure places teachers at the
center of the multilayered elipse. Teacher attitude is the central concept of the dissertation
and its analysis is built upon teachers across three schools and teachers of different
content areas with a focus on language teachers. The current dissertation sets out to
explain the workings of teachers’ attitudes and their practices from multiple levels which
you can see through three ellipses in the figure. They describe the individual or micro
level of teacher attitude, school or mesa level, and macro level (regional and federal).
Teacher attitudes cannot be studied without a specific object towards which the
attitudes are oriented. The two arrows that point towards multilingualism and language
policies reveal the two relationships that are being studied, teachers’ attitudes to
multilingualism and language policy. Bold and dashed sections of the two arrows
represent the level of intensity that each of these terms represent in each layer.
Particularly, the discourse on multilingualism is more prevalent in the school context in
Tatarstan due to the fact that three different languages are taught in schools, whereas the
references to more than one language are present, yet are scarcer within language policies
on the regional and, especially, federal levels. Similarly, there is little awareness about
language policies within the school context, yet references to various language policies
are more pronounced at the regional and federal levels. The figure also includes four
areas that impact teacher attitudes through their linguistic, symbolic, contextual and
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power-related processes. If the information within the ellipses provides answers to the
question of what teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policies are
within the three-tiered structure, the four boxes around the ellipses provide a list of
constructs to deconstruct teacher attitudes, to find their origin and potentially transform
them.
The figure not only serves as a conceptual model that helps to answer the research
questions, it is also developed with the help of the transdisciplinary research framework
adopted for the study. It is now time to explain how the integration of the three
disciplinary areas strengthens the model. Teaching is a social practice, and its study
should pay equal attention to the structures and forces of institutions in which they
function. Historical and public sphere approaches from language policy are combined to
explain micro and macro structures within which language attitudes are considered as
“the commonest form of social behavior”, and embedded within larger cultural, political
and ideological, demographic context (Fairclough, 1996, p. 2). Critical approach allows
focusing on teachers as a place of connection between the micro and macro structures
where the boundaries between the two are blurred and teachers are navigating both.
Macro features are analyzed in the dissertation by means of language policy documents
on federal, state and school levels. The impact of these official legislative decisions is
first researched separately and then analyzed in relation to the teachers’ knowledge of
these policies and their interpretations.
Institutions, i.e., schools, occupy “an intermediate level of social structuring” and
teacher narratives comprise micro level features (Fairclough, 1995, p. 37). Fairclough
suggests that it is necessary to see schools as “simultaneously facilitating and
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constraining the social action (here, specifically, verbal interaction) of its members: it
provides them with a frame for action, without which they could not act, but it thereby
constrains them to act within that frame” (p 38). The study of teacher attitudes within
three different school buildings can reveal how schools formulate, symbolize and
explicitly or implicitly enforce a particular set of ideological representations, or what
Fairclough (1995) deems as how particular “ways of talking” are based on particular
“ways of seeing” (p.38). Institutions under the influence of macro features construct their
ideologies and impose them on their participants. Teachers working within the institution
have to embrace these ideological norms, and they are “typically unaware of one’s ways
of talking unless for some reason they are subjected to conscious scrutiny, so also is one
typically unaware of what ways of seeing, what ideological representations, underlie
one’s talk” (pp. 39-40).
In order to make sense of attitudes towards multilingualism and language policies,
contributions of multilingual education are of merit. Multilingualism in schools is
displayed in medium of instructions, language programs, language interactions in and
outside of schools, language of the documents, descriptions of the school site. To
understand how the medium of instruction and language programs influence teacher
attitudes three kinds of schools are the field sites for the dissertation. As described above
schools in Kazan can officially have two languages as the medium of instruction, Russian
and Tatar. In addition, core curriculum allots a certain number of hours for foreign
language in grades 1 through 11 (see glossary). So, the analysis of teacher attitudes
within different types of schools and varied language programs can show the similarities
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and differences not only across teachers within each school but also across all three
schools.
Research from the sociology of language is used to uncover overt and hidden
determinants in the system of social and other relationships. The focus on notions, such
as ideology, hegemony, cultural and linguistic capital, habitus and field, iconicity,
recursivity and erasure, historicity, contextualization create opportunities to critically
examine the influences of certain mechanisms on teacher attitudes that may be hidden
from people, the background knowledge that is taken for granted or naturalized. Teachers
are typically unaware of ideological dimensions of positions they occupy, and it is not
accurate to state that they are committed to them. Therefore, teacher attitudes should not
be confused with societal and institutional ideologies. Fairclough (1995) argues that
it is quite possible for a subject to occupy institutional subject positions which are
ideologically incompatible, or to occupy a subject position incompatible with his
or her overt political or social beliefs and affiliations, without being aware of any
contradiction. (p.42)
More so, institutions have language policies that may be unstated, such as the
language accepted as the norm for communication, for instance, Standard English in most
institutions in the US. Schools will also have internal language policies in “in terms of
which language(s) are used as the medium of education, and which languages are taught
as subjects, although these policies may also be set at regional or national level”
(Sallabank, 2013, pp. 142-143). Due to various levels of language policies that influence
teachers’ daily practices, “it is critical that teachers feel empowered as agents in
interpreting and implementing language policies affecting their teaching practices.
Recognizing their own roles in implementing language policy in the classroom is the first
step for this” (Farr & Song, 2011, p. 660). Thus, all these perspectives aid to understand
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how teachers produce, affirm or disconfirm language policies, and how they enact them
in their classrooms and other school contexts (Freeman 1998; Hornberger, 1997).
Therefore, the tools of the sociology of language help to make sense of whether teachers
are cognizant of the influence of ideologies or not, how much of their personal attitudes
play a role, and how much space and freedom they have or can carve out within their
institution and social structure.
There is another integrative element that is not visually present in the figure it is
the tripartite conceptualization of teacher attitudes. The first tier focuses on teacher
beliefs and opinions about multilingualism, the choice of language, the value of
maintaining local language and acquiring a foreign tongue. Teacher interviews and
classroom observations provide data on what teachers believe as important, valuable,
needed and useful in terms of language education and what is a waste of time, if at all.
The second tier pays attention to teacher practices and behaviors which involve language
interactions. Teacher interviews, school and classroom observation data permit
evaluating how teachers use language in different educational contexts, what language
they choose, if they speak more than one language, and how they talk about specific
languages and multilingualism overall. The third component that unpacks the origins of
teacher attitudes is language management, or language policy planning and
implementation. The way teachers manage language decisions and how they implement
language policies in diverse teacher discourses is also possible to study through
interviews, observations and policy texts. The emphasis on beliefs, practices and
language management comes from Spolsky’s framework on language policy (2004).
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A brief look at the relationship between teacher attitudes and teacher identity,
ethnicity and other symbolic elements is needed to round up the analysis. Numerous
emerging scholarly investigations explore close links among such notions as language
teaching, language preservation, language promotion, language learning on the one hand
and identity, ethnicity, nationality, professionalism on the other. Tollefson’s summary
neatly summarizes this idea,
beliefs about the close connection between language and identity and between
language and the nation-state, as well as the central important of language policies
in education, are evident in virtually all social contexts and all cases of language
policymaking, including those involving language maintenance and revival.
(Tollefson, 2012, p. 17)
Thus, the analysis of these connections aids in unveiling the complexity that lies
underneath the object of this study – teacher attitudes.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

Research design

3.1.1

Introduction

Following the case study methodology, multiple methods are used to socially
contextualize the data along the three dimensions reflected in the research questions:
policy, school context and educational practice. To thoroughly inquire into each
dimension diverse forms of data are included in the study: language policy documents,
audio-recorded and transcribed interviews, classroom observations, memos and field
notes. Policy texts at three different levels are analyzed to determine broad sociopolitical
discourses about multilingualism and multilingual education inherent within policy
documents, and how they frame learning and teaching languages in the country, region
and the schools. These discourses are then situated in relation to the localized
manifestation of ideologies by investigating how individual teachers working in three
different elementary school buildings in Kazan, Russia, understand multilingualism and
language policies. Turning to how these discourses relate to educational practice,
classroom observations of one focal teacher from each school are conducted to explore
how teachers negotiate the meaning of multilingualism and multilingual language
policies in their classroom. This is followed by an explanation of the use of memos, field
notes and researcher journal to achieve a comprehensive and reflexive representation of
the data. The guiding question and sub-questions for the study are as follows:
What are teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and language policies in three types
of schools in Kazan, Russia?
a) What are the requirements and underlying ideologies that are inherent within
policy documents on federal, regional and local levels that are related towards language(s)
of instruction?
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b) How do teachers understand multilingualism and multilingual language
policies within their school context?
c) How do teachers negotiate the meaning of multilingualism and multilingual
language policies in their classroom?
The following sections explicate data collection and analysis employed with respect to
each of the three dimensions and the analytic tools used to examine the data. There are 4
appendices at the end of the dissertation, Appendix A has more comprehensive
information about teachers’ backgrounds, Appendix B includes teacher interview
protocol in English, Russian and Tatar languages, Appendix C has a glossary of terms
and translations and Appendix D provides an account of the researcher’s heritage
language autobiography.
3.1.2

Research approaches

The purpose of this multiple case study is to understand and critically examine
elementary school teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy in three
types of schools in Kazan, Russia. The two key action verbs from the purpose statement
are understand and critique, and they inform the possibility of using two interconnected
positions for the examination of teacher attitudes. On the one hand, from the
constructivist point of view, the goal is to comprehend the mental constructions, feelings,
behaviors and dispositions of teachers within their social and institutional context. On the
other hand, the study also hopes to uncover “congeries of social, political, cultural,
economic and gender factors [that are] then crystallized (reified) into a series of
structures that are now (inappropriately) taken as ‘real’, that is, natural and immutable”
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The critical examination of these structures provides a way to
both excavate forms of subjugated knowledge and to point to ways these structures might
be changed (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
Both constructivist and critical perspectives have much in common, although a
few major distinctions need to be considered. Complementarity of these two positions
lies in the fact that they allow capturing both individual reconstructions of teachers about
multilingualism and language policies, at the same time paying attention to the
institutional and governmental decisions regarding language education. Both approaches
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require a special attention to the notions of trustworthiness, rigor, and authenticity of the
study. The role of the researcher who brings his or her values to the study and serves as
the research instrument is explicitly addressed and procedures taken to ensure the
trustworthiness, ethics, fairness and validity of the results is demonstrated (Duff, 2002;
Guba & Lincoln, 1994). From a constructivist standpoint, the researcher first engages in
the “multivoice” reconstruction of meanings of teacher attitudes through the initial
analysis of the findings from the three sources of data - policy documents, interviews and
classroom observations. Then in the discussion of the dissertation, a more critical lens is
applied to scrutinize teachers’ attitudes, combine the themes emergent from all data
sources, to analyze the origin of (mis)understandings and confront ignorance about the
certain aspects of language education.
The use of just one research approach would limit the opportunity to engage in a
more in-depth exploration of the problem. First and foremost, prior assessment of the
research problem (see literature review) reveals that these two paradigms are most
commonly used in assessing the problem. Based on the research topic and purpose they
best fit the researcher’s own assumptions and methodological preferences, and it is not
uncommon “to combine aspects of different paradigms and traditions” (Maxwell, 2008, p.
224). Simply co-constructing and describing what teacher attitudes are would not disclose
the political, socio-economic and cultural dimensions within which attitudes are formed
and sustained. Critical positioning brings forward the way of thinking and analyzing the
key themes from the data that unmask and deconstruct the structures which implicitly or
overtly influence teacher attitudes. Duff (2002) also asserts that case studies tend to be
descriptive, yet, critical perspectives can also be applied to case studies.
The expansion of the research perspectives to include more than one approach is
in accord with trends in applied linguistics, which have “a growing interest in ecological
validity and in the social, cultural, situational, embodied, and performative nature of
language, knowledge and learning” (Duff, 2002, p. 18). The use of both paradigms at
different stages of the data analysis has a potential to show “greater pluralism and rigor,
an increased sensitivity to the contexts and [structures] of research, the characteristics of
research participants and the need to draw meaningful theoretical insights from findings”
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(p. 21). Lastly, the use of two supplemental approaches goes in line with the
transdisciplinary framework adopted for this dissertation. Duff (2002) argues for the need
to conduct multiperspective research from different traditions and primary areas and
examine the research problem from these disciplinary frames of reference which fits well
with the transdisciplinary approach adopted for the dissertation. All three areas sociology of language, language policy and multilingual education - are commonly
examined through constructivist and critical research paradigms as well.
3.1.3

Multiple Case study

The reasons for conducting a qualitative inquiry are compatible with the chosen
purpose of the dissertation, research questions, scientific paradigms and other
requirements for carrying out qualitative research. First of all, qualitative research is
especially useful when the goal is to understand the meaning of teacher attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy, the accounts teachers provide of their personal and
professional lives and experiences (Maxwell, 1998). Qualitative research enables the
researcher to “get at the processes that lead to these outcomes” and structures that lead
the teachers towards developing and expressing certain attitudes towards multilingualism
and language policy (Maxwell, 1998, p. 75). The use of criticality is intended to
ultimately “help improve existing practice rather than simply to determine the outcomes
of the program or practice being studied” (Maxwell, 1998, p. 76). One of the major
contributions of qualitative research is its ability to provide rich, detailed and
comprehensive information about the key construct, in this study they are teacher
attitudes, multilingualism and language policy.
Case study is one kind of qualitative research that “involves the study of an issue
explored through one or more cases within a bounded system” (Creswell, 2007, p. 73).
For Creswell (2007), case study is not only a methodology, “it is a type of design in
qualitative research, or an object of study, as well as a product of the inquiry” (p. 73). As
such, case studies necessitate exploration of one or multiple bounded systems, multiple
sources of information, reports of case description and case-based themes (Creswell,
2007). In Yin’s (2009) definition of a case study, two parts are prevalent. Firstly, case
study provides a rich examination of a contemporary issue within its real-life context, yet
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unlike Creswell, “the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident” (p. 18). Second, Yin (2009) posits that case studies rely on several sources of
data to establish triangulation, and to employ “prior development of theoretical
propositions to guide data collection and analysis” (p. 18). Based on these characteristics,
for the purpose of this dissertation, case study is chosen to investigate teacher attitudes
within a bounded system of a school under the influence of other less clearly evident
contextual elements, such as policies on federal, regional and school levels.
3.1.3.1 Rationale for the choice of multiple case study
The rationale for the choice of theory and central concepts to study is tied to the
methodological choices made in the dissertation. The study resorts to multiple case study
research to describe, explain and critically evaluate teacher attitudes as the locus of
inquiry within a school (Creswell, 2007; Stake, 2005). Three schools are chosen for this
multiple case or collective case study research: 1) a school with Tatar-medium of
instruction (School 1 or Tatar MOI), 2) a school with Russian medium of instruction
(School 2 or Russian MOI, 3) a school with Russian medium of instruction and intensive
English language programs (School 3 or School with IEP). The choice of multiple
schools is determined by the intent to analyze an issue illustrating its complexity
(Creswell, 2007). The three different schools have a focus on three different languages Tatar, Russian and English - thus, teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language
policy might reflect differential preferences attached to these languages. Previous
research shows that students who attend schools with their native language of instruction
have higher language proficiency and have more favorable attitudes towards native
language compared to students who attend mainstream schools that do not allow their
native language The all-Irish primary school and core Irish-speaking Gaeltacht schools
are a few examples of that (O’Rourke, 2011).
Since the English language has long adopted the role of the global language the
attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy are also important to examine in
schools which provide extra English language classes in their core curriculum. While
some scholars argue that English is impeding the growth and learning of native local
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languages (Phillipson & Skutnabb-Kangas, 2013), other are not so assertive (Cenoz,
2009). Duff (2002) posits that more emphasis should be placed on “the multiple,
something shifting identities, perspectives, and competencies of research participants and
researchers and on the multiple contexts in which language is learned, produced,
interpreted, translated, forgotten, and even eliminated” (p. 22). So, the analysis of
language attitudes across the same domain, schools, but distinct contexts can show
different perspectives on the issues (Creswell, 2007; O’Rourke, 2011). Further, Yin
(2013) mentions that collective case study research employs the logic of replication,
where the researcher replicates the procedures for each case and through careful and
purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990) can achieve more generalizable findings.
3.1.3.2 Procedures for case study
Most researchers agree that procedures for conducting a case study need to be
carefully outlined to identify the selection of cases, unit of analys is within cases and
sampling cases (Creswell, 2007; Meyer, 2001; Yin, 2009). While in this dissertation
school is understood as the case, teachers are the primary units of analysis. Relevant
information is collected from several teachers within each of the three schools. Just as the
selection of the school is guided by the prevalence of one particular language in that
school, three types of teachers are considered for the unit of analysis: these are Tatar
language and literature teachers, Russian language and literature teachers and English as
a foreign language teachers. A detailed description of teacher and school profiles is
provided in the next section.
The purposeful sampling strategy was based on the selection of the following
criteria (Creswell, 2007). On the level of schools, a combination of maximum variation,
criterion and combination or mixed sampling was utilized. Based on the pilot study that
investigated principals’ understandings and attitudes towards languages and language
policies in Kazan (Gilmetdinova, under review), three schools from the initial group were
selected for this study. First of all, besides different language foci, they marked different
experiences of teachers due to a number of criteria. First was the location of the school.
Schools situated from different school districts in Kazan were included into the study to
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show variation within central school districts in the city. Second, each of the schools has
a different number of students being serviced and teachers: about 600 students and 60
teachers in School 1; about 1300 students and 100 teachers in School 2; about 350
students and 50 teachers in School 3. The next criterion for the inclusion of schools was
based on the findings from the pilot study. Principals of these three schools demonstrated
varied opinions about the value of multilingualism, the impact and implementation of
language policies in their schools. The objective was to trace whether principals’ own
understandings and attitudes have an impact on teachers’ attitudes and language
education in the school.
Lastly, the researcher tapped into her experiential knowledge which is based on
some insights from her knowledge of the city and schools, previous research in schools,
hypothesis and validity checks (Maxwell, 2008). Instead of merely disregarding primary
experiences and knowledge, the researcher engaged in “critical subjectivity” to
consciously and critically use them as a part of the inquiry process (Reason, 1988, p. 12).
The three schools in the city enjoy differential levels of prestige among populations.
Namely, school with intensive English language program is one of the most sought after
buildings in the city due to its quality instruction of the English language and an
indisputable high status of English language. Tatar MOI attracts parents and students who
are adamant supporters of the local language, who prefer their children to be educated
according to Tatar cultural traditions and values, as well as a few other parents who enroll
their children for its convenient location or other personal reasons. Lastly, Russian MOI
is the one who serves their immediate community and is known by outsiders for its
military preparation program.
The selection of teachers was also purposeful and mainly consisted of the
following criteria: criterion sampling, maximum variation, snowball or chain, random
purposeful, stratified purposeful, combination or mixed (see Dörnyei, 2007). Only
teachers working in the elementary schools and teachers teaching Tatar, Russian and
English languages were included in the sample. Second, teachers who come from
ethnically Russian, Tatar and other backgrounds were recruited to consider personal
backgrounds that might interfere with their attitudes towards languages. Next, teachers
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from grades 1 through 4, teachers working in the after school extended day care program
(see glossary), and associate principals for elementary programs were included in the
sample as well. A note should be made that all three schools are teaching students grades
1 through 11, with elementary programs being grades 1 through 4. This is a very common
organization of primary and secondary education in Russia. Lastly, novice and
experienced teachers with different years of experience were included in the sample.
The inclusion of policy documents is explained by their large impact on schools
and their influence on teacher attitudes. Second, policy documents serve the purpose of
triangulation of data collection methods. Federal, regional and school policies were
selected as they have a hierarchical effect on language education in schools. The
existence of different language curricula and instruction, language programs, and
language teachers is directly related to the policies that make room for them and outline
their requirements. Within each level of policy documents the choice of specific policies
was flexible and dynamic. Based on the literature review several documents were
identified. In the process of document retrieval and data collection other documents took
precedence. Lastly, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Tatarstan
was contacted on a few occasions with requests to identify several key documents about
language programs in Kazan schools. Their letters of response make up additional
sources of data.
3.1.4

Setting and Participants

3.1.4.1 School 1 (School with Tatar MOI)
3.1.4.1.1 Site description
School 1, a school with Tatar-medium of instruction has two wings, one for
elementary school and the other for middle and high school. It is remodeled from the
inside and out and has a large playground for children to play sports in the front yard. The
interior of the school is very well taken care of, the walls look freshly painted, and
furniture is in good condition. Upon the entrance to the elementary school building a
friendly front office staff greets you in Tatar and asks about the purpose of your visit. All
visitors need to wear plastic bags over their feet to keep the building clean. The lobby has
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a board with schedule and upcoming events. It also has an interactive electronic board
which displays information about the school, its official documents, its history, staff,
awards and events. When you walk down the hallway students and teachers tend to say
“исәнмесез”, that is, hello in Tatar to greet you (to distinguish between Tatar and
Russian words, Tatar words will be in italics while Russian words in regular type).
Young students try to refrain from running and behave themselves, especially when they
see an older person around. There is a hallway that connects two wings of the school.
The main lobby of the middle/high school building displays a shelf with various
statues, plaques and other awards of the school and its students. Also, there are three
about 7 feet tall posters along a blank wall of the lobby. One of them displays the mission
and the primary goals of the school. Another one lists data from the regional Department
of Education about the language of curriculum and instruction in schools, the number of
taught languages, and the ethnic composition of schools in Tatarstan and in the city of
Kazan. The third one shows the school curriculum for elementary school, Articles 14
from the Law on Education of the Russian Federation and Article 8 of the Law on
Education of Republic of Tatarstan. The former describes the rights for mother tongue
education in the country, and the latter states that both Russian and Tatar languages are
studied in equal numbers within the region. Four tables displayed at the bottom of the
poster show various results from the USE examination on Russian for the last several
years. The comparison is provided for the average score in Russia, in Tatarstan and in
Kazan across the following outcomes: percentage of students who failed the test;
percentage of those who scored between 81-100%. And the last table shows average
scores for Tatar language exam. All these tables show that in comparison to the average
scores in Russia, students in Kazan and Tatarstan on average score a few points higher
than the rest of the country.
So, the description of the school design and the information they have on display
tell a few things about the school culture. First of all, the school pays special attention to
housekeeping and creating a warm, friendly and cozy educational environment. Wellkept hallways with flowers on windowsills, beautiful curtains and other elements of
interior design make one feel at home in the school. Also, most of the information on
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display is available in Tatar and Russian languages. The presence of posters which
describe the school’s mission and include data and quotes from the tests and policy
documents illustrate that the school embraces its mission and has strong arguments in
support of their educational model. The posters also work as a way to address some of the
misconceptions or questions some parents, students or other stakeholders might about the
right and effectiveness of Tatar-medium instruction (see glossary).
3.1.4.1.2 Teachers’ backgrounds
Table 2. School 1 teacher’s backgrounds
Name

Gender

Teacher
training

Teacher
1-1

Female

Teacher
1-2

Female

Teacher training
community
college,
Math major in
college (see
glossary)
Teacher training
community
college

Teacher
1-3

Female

Teacher
1-4

Female

Teacher
1-5

Female

Teacher training
community
college
Tatar and
English major in
college
Russian
language and
literature major
in college
Teacher training
community
college,
Russian
language and
literature major
in college

Native
languag
e
Tatar

Subject
area

Grade

Elem.
school
Math

1st

Tatar

Elem.
school,
computer
science
Elementa
ry school

1st

3 months

4th

3 months

Tatar

Elem.
school

4th

Tatar

Elem.
school,
Russian
language
and
literature

3d

1 (high
school,
Russian)
22 (elem.)
26 (elem.)

Tatar

Years of
teaching
experience
34 (total)
20 (elem.)
10 (math)
3-4 (preschool)
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Table 2 cont.
Teacher
1-6

Female

Geography
major in
college

Tatar

Teacher
1-7

Male

English and
Turkish major
in college

Tatar

Teacher
1-8
(focal
teacher)

Female

Teacher
training
community
college
Tatar major in
college

Tatar

Elem.
school,
Geograp
hy
English
for elem.
school,
Turkish
language
Elem.
school
Tatar
language
and
literature

Assista
nt
princip
al
1-4

30 (elem.)
2 (admin.)

4th

6 (Tatar lang.
middle, high
school)
14 (elem.)

3 months

3.1.4.1.3 Classroom observations
Table 3. School 1 classroom observations
# Teacher
1. Teacher
2. 1-8
3.
4.
5.

Subject
Russian language
Math
Russian literature
Math
Russian language

Dates
Dec. 3, 2014
Dec. 4, 2014
Dec.10, 2014
Dec. 10, 2014
Dec. 10, 2014

# of ss
23
23
20
20
12

# of mins
45
45
45
45
45

6.
7.
8.

Russian language
Nature
Physical
education
English as a
foreign language

Dec.10, 2014
Dec. 13, 2014
Dec. 13, 2014

20
21
21

45
45
35

Grade
3d
3d
3d
3d
3d*
Diff.class
3d
3d
3d

Dec. 3, 2014

24

45

4th

9. Teacher
1-7

3.1.4.2 School 2 (School with Russian MOI)
3.1.4.2.1 Site description
School 2, or Russian-medium school is located in a residential area amidst
apartment complexes. It is a U-shaped, three-story building. The four elementary
classrooms are located on the first floor in the hallway connecting two wings. On the
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second and third floor all the classrooms are for middle and high school students.
Cafeteria has two rooms, which are each the size of an average classroom. It is located on
the first floor. The main entrance has a lobby which is decorated with the flags of
Tatarstan and Russian Federation, it also has the portraits of the presidents, Mr. Putin and
Mr. Minnikhanov, respectively.
The school has a special program to prepare students for the military service. If in
the middle and high school students are separated into distinct cohorts: some who signed
up for this program and others who don’t; in the elementary school all students study
together. The unique features of this program are that students, or cadets, start the school
day earlier and their first class is physical education. Then students have regular classes,
like everybody else. And in the extended day care programs, cadets have two additional
classes which can be choreography, music, martial arts and culture studies. Students who
want to be in the cadets’ program need to fill out an application with the school principal
and pay monthly fees of 1000 rubles, which is equivalent to about $20 (as of April 16,
2015). Students may withdraw from the program at any time due to medical, personal or
other reasons. While the school mostly serves students who live in the neighborhood, this
program attracts children from all over the city. Parents, who want their children to have
an advanced preparation to go to the police academy or the institute of Department of
Emergency Measures (equivalent to the Federal Emergency Management Agency), prefer
to enroll their children in such cadet program.
Upon the entrance to the school a few students on duty greet the guest and ask
about the purpose of the visit. They all wear uniforms and chit-chat as they are on guard.
One time, when the school principal walked in, the researcher observed that all students
on duty stood up, lined up, and greeted him in a military fashion “Здравия желаем”
(good morning/afternoon/evening, sir). On one occasion when the researcher was looking
for the teachers’ room to meet an English teacher for an interview, one of the students on
duty willingly showed her the way.
The military model of the school is also reflected in some of students’ behavior
and school duties. During the recess the researcher observed that there was a student
standing outside of the classroom and observing things. The boy was stopping the girls
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who were running around, telling loud students to be quieter and trying to keep the
hallways ruly. When there was a moment where the student was standing still as no
activity was happening close to his classroom, the researcher approached the student to
ask about his duty. The student explained that during that day it was his responsibility to
make sure that students behaved well during recess, more specifically, to prevent students
from running and playing on the wooden planks located near a few windows down the
hallway, so they would not slip and hurt themselves. However, only on few occasions did
the researcher see a student on duty during the recess. A few times the researcher
observed students from two grade levels pretending to be police and running after a
villain. Students imitated carrying guns and handcuffing the criminal, and all boys
seemed to enjoy the game a lot. However, on a few other occasions, there were real fights
in the hallway. It was hard to identify the reasons, but the students started cussing at each
other, pushing one another, hitting and ultimately on the floor, until somebody called a
teacher to pull the students apart. So, the military model seemed to coexist with
disorderly behavior of some students.
The school’s interior is very simple. It has old-style concrete or wooden floors,
heavy wooden doors painted in white colors to enter each wing of the building and most
of the classrooms. The windows hardly had any flowers. The curtains were short and
simple. The lobby had bulletin boards with several announcements: the schedule of
classes for grades 1-11; the duration of classes during the week - all in black and white.
Some marks were made on the class schedule. Overall, the interior of the school looked
less remodeled compared to School 1, although efforts were made to keep it clean and
tidy. The hallway of the elementary classrooms was decorated with several large bulletin
boards which over the course of two months had different materials on display: several
sheets which contained information and pictures about safety; various crafts made by
students called “наше творчество” (Our works of art), such as snowmen and Christmas
tree made out of colored paper, snowflakes, students’ drawings.
So, the school site created an impression of a school building that has the
amenities that a school might need, it has the space and the classrooms, but the interior
was not as nicely remodeled as the school 1, many elements could use remodeling or
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upgrade. The same holds true to the cafeteria, teachers’ room, assistant principals’ office
and several classrooms that the researcher observed. Exception was the Tatar language
classroom in the middle/high school wing of the building. Teacher 2-4 shared that the
room was remodeled and decorated with the help of a team of teachers to present it to the
central office as a part of the inspection. The focal teacher, teacher 2-3 didn’t have her
own classroom, so she taught her classes in those which were available. At times there
were some conflicts and a shortage of vacant classes, so once the teacher held her class in
school cafeteria.
3.1.4.2.2 Teachers’ backgrounds
Table 4. School 2 teachers’ backgrounds
Name

Sex

Teacher
training

Teacher
2-1

Female

Teacher
2-2

Female

Teacher
2-3
(focal
teacher)

Female

Biology major in
college
Elem. education
major in college
(in progress)
Teacher training
community
college
Elementary
education major
in college
History teacher
license
History major in
college
Elementary
school
certification

Native
langua
ge
Russian

Subject
area

Grade

Years of
teaching
experience
6 months
(biology)
2.5 (librarian)
1.5 (elem.)

Elem.
school
teacher

3d

Russian

Elem.
school
teacher

1st

25 (elem.)
2-3 (history
middle and
high school)

Tatar

Elem.
school
teacher,
Tatar
language
and
history
teacher

1st and
5th
(elem.
Tatar)
9-11th
(history
)

3 (history)
4 (elem.)
3 months
(elem. Tatar)
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Table 4 Cont.
.Teache
r 2-4

Female

Teacher
2-5

Female

Teacher
2-6

Female

Teacher
2-7

Female

Teacher
2-8

Female

Tatar language
and literature
teacher
certification and
professional
development
(Textile and
light industry
university,
training officer)
English,
language and
literature major
in college

Tatar

Tatar
language
teacher for
Russian
speakers
grades 111

3d

24 (elem.,
middle and
high school)

Tatar

English
language

3 months

Teacher training
community
college,
Geography and
public admin.
major in college
Teacher training
community
college,
Russian
language and
literature major
in college
Teacher training
community
college,
English major in
college

Russian

Geograph
y teacher,
Assistant
principal

English
for
grades
2, 5-8,
9-11
Geogra
phy for
grades
6-11

Russian
and
Tatar

Elem.
school
teacher,
Russian
language
and
literature
English
language
teacher

2nd

32 (elem.)

3, 4, 511

2 (elem.)
1 (middle, high
school)

3.1.4.2.3 Classroom observations

Russian
(ethnici
ty
Tatar)

2 (pre-school)
17 (geography)
3 months
(admin.)
21 total
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Table 5. School 2 classroom observations
1.

Teacher
#
Teacher 2-3

Subject
Tatar language

2.

Tatar language

3.

Tatar literature

4.

Tatar language

5.
6.

Teacher 2-4

Tatar language
Tatar language

Dates
December
2014
December
2014
December
2014
December
2014
December
2014
December
2014

5,

# of ss
3

# of mins
45

Grade
1st

5,

6

45

3d*

15,

6

45

3d*

15,

7

45

3d*

18,

8

45

4th

18,

9

45

3d

3.1.4.3 School 3 (School with intensive English program)
3.1.4.3.1 Site description
The school with intensive English language program also has two wings like the
previous schools. The main building which is for middle and high school is connected to
the elementary school by wing with a small hallway. At the entrance to the school you
can see a front office receptionist who asks about the purpose of the visit and also
requires that all school visitors wear plastic bags over their shoes to keep the school clean.
The lobby upon entrance is fairly small, it has two stations with computers, bell schedule
for both shifts, and on one day, when the school had a special event, there was a bell
schedule with shortened lessons. The school is well taken care of from the inside, the
walls are remodeled, beautiful large window flowers and plants are growing on the
windowsill. The doors to each classroom in the main building have signs in three
languages: Татарский язык, татар теле, Tatar language. In the elementary wing such
signs are posted on the classroom doors of rooms that teach classes, such as English,
Tatar language, the rest of the rooms don’t have a sign. Most likely, the reason is that the
classrooms have to be shared by elementary school teachers and students who use them
in the morning and in the afternoon shift. The hallways of elementary school have a few
benches and bulletin boards, which have information about winter school camp, students’
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work and some children’s poems in English and Russian languages. Overall, the interior
looks very modern and clean.
The middle and high school wing has more spacious lobbies on the second and
third floor which display students’ posters on various topics: health, sports, food in the
Russian language. One of the floors has a reading nook which is located in corner of the
lobby by the window. On the wall it has shelves with various books from top to bottom,
along the window there is a long table with chairs, and on two other sides, there are open
bookshelves with some magazines and books. A quick look at their collection of books
shows that most of the books are classics of the Russian literature, there are also some
classical and modern books in the English language. On the open shelves the researcher
also saw several journals in Tatar, Russian and English language, as well as some fairy
tales written in all three languages. This reading corner is also beautifully designed and
creates a special atmosphere for valuing and placing reading as an important aspect of
schooling. More so, nearby there is a big sign on the wall in Russian and English
languages that state: “A child who reads will be a child who thinks”. The elementary
wing does not have hallways or places for children to play, so most of the time children
ran around the hallway, sat on the benches or on the floor outside of the classroom, and
quite a few spent their recess inside their classrooms.
The interior design of the school shows that despite being in an old building the
school has resources to maintain modern design, the walls are nicely painted, the floor is
made out of tiles or parquet floor. The school creates a feeling that one is in a school with
up-to-date and well-kept facilities.
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3.1.4.3.2 Teachers’ background
Table 6. School 3 teachers’ background
Name

Sex

Teacher
training

Native
language

Subject
area

Grade

Years of
teaching
experience
10 (all grades)

Teacher
3-1

Female

Russian

English
language

3rd, 8th ,
10th

Teacher
3-2

Female

Russian

English
language

1-11

10 (all grade
levels)

Teacher
3-3

Female

Russian

Elem.
school

3rd

47

Teacher
3-4

Female

English and
psychology
major in
college
English and
psychology
major in
college
Teacher
training
community
college
Teacher
training
community
college

Tatar

2nd and
3rd

13 (grades 611 Tatar
lang.lit)
2 (grades 1-3
Tatar lang.lit)

Teacher
3-5

Female

Russian

1st

20 (elem.)
10 (geog. in
middle and
high school)

Teacher
3-6

Female

Russian

English

1-4

20 (middle and
high school)
5 (elem.)

Teacher
3-7

Female

Teacher
training
community
college
Geography
major in
college
Teacher
training
community
college,
English
major in
college
Spanish
major in
college

Elem.
school,
Tatar
language
and
literature
Elem.
school,
Geograph
y

Russian

Spanish

4-11

2
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Table 6 Cont.
Teacher
3-8

Female

Teacher
3-9

Female

Teacher
training
community
college
Russian for
Tatar
speakers
major in
college
Tatar
language
and
literature
major in
college

Tatar

Tatar
language
and
literature

Grades
3-4

21

Tatar

Tatar
language
and
literature

1st , 2nd,
4th

2

3.1.4.3.3 Classroom observations
Table 7. School 3 classroom observations
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Teacher
Teacher
3-5

Teacher
3-9
Teacher
3-10
Teacher
3-11

Subject
Russian literacy
Math
Physical
education
Russian literacy
Math
Tatar language

Dates
Dec. 16, 2014
Dec. 16, 2014
Dec. 16, 2014

# of ss
23
23
23

# of mins
45
45
45

Grade
1st
1st
1st

Dec. 17, 2014
Dec. 17, 2014
Dec. 18, 2014

21
21
10

35
35
45

1st
1st
1st

English as a
foreign language
Music teacher

Dec. 16, 2014

10

45

1st

Dec. 17, 2014

21

35

1st

3.1.5

Data collection

In order to achieve the purpose of the dissertation, to describe and critically
examine teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy, the researcher
followed “multiple strategies into multiple directions at multiple levels” (Dörnyei, 2007).
The goal of data collection is to find participants and other artifacts that can provide
thorough and varied insights into the phenomenon under investigation, so as to maximize
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what can be learned about the research problem. The methods then serve as the means to
answering the research questions through various data sources and triangulating the data
points. Multiple case study data collection includes a wide array of procedures, including
documents, interviews, direct observations, archival records, audio-visual materials,
reports, and other artifacts. Table below provides a general description of data collection
procedure. The following sections describe each of the data sources in more detail.

Table 1 Data collection

Purpose

Participants/
documents/
settings

Policy documents

Teacher interviews

To examine the
requirements and
underlying ideologies
inherent in the
documents that are
related towards
language of
instruction
Federal level
Regional level
Local level

To examine covert
and explicit attitudes
and ideologies about
multilingualism and
language policy

Instruments

25 Russian, Tatar and
English language
teachers from 3
different elementary
schools
Interview questions

Observations (follow-up
interviews)
To identify how attitudes
and ideologies about
multilingualism and
language policy are
manifested in curriculum,
instruction and social
interaction

Field notes, memos,
researcher journal
To reflect on goals and
motives of the study, to
record the researcher’s
hunches and learning
experience, changes, new
insights

Three focal language
teachers from each school

Written during data
collection and analysis

Written in free style

Procedures

Analyze each level of
policy documents
separately

15-20 semi-structured
individual interviews,
audio-taped and
transcribed verbatim

Observation protocol and
interview questions
3-5 hours of classroom
observations for each
teacher, audiotaped and
transcribed

Analytic
tools

Qualitative content
analysis

Qualitative content
analysis

Qualitative content
analysis

Descriptive and reflective
notes about setting,
participants, data
elicitation, ongoing
analysis, reflective notes,
notes about my own
experiences, learnings and
interpretation of the data
Qualitative content
analysis
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Such a matrix displays the logic of the methods decisions; matrix in which the
researcher lists the questions and identifies how each of the components of the methods
will help to get the data to answer these questions (Maxwell, 2008, p. 240). More so, data
is analyzed inductively, naming themes and codes as they emerge
3.1.5.1 Policy documents
Documents permeate and organize social life for private business, public sector,
government and its institutions, such as schools, hospitals, courts. Document analysis can
be used to understand how organizations and social settings operate. While textual
records differ in the level of formality, its form and format, they are routinely used to
make sense of production and consumption of documentary data (Coffey, 2013). Some
research questions and settings cannot be adequately and comprehensively investigated
without recourse to documents, such is the case with policies. It would be very hard to
explore the role of language policy in education without actually studying what these
policies are and how they impact the educational process.
In multilingual societies where the choice of language(s) is a point of contention
along many social spheres, analysis of policy documents reveals how they “construct
particular kinds of representations using particular kinds of textual (and often, too, nontextual) convention” (Coffey, 2013, p. 369). Yet what documents say and how they
regulate social life does not serve as a solid evidence of what they contain.
There is an implementational space where policy users make their own
interpretations of documents’ meaning and negotiate their own ways of implementing the
document’s rules and regulations. In fact, Menken and García (2010) argue that
“regardless of the type of policies of the educational context in which a policy text comes
to life in the classroom, there is typically space for policy negotiation in classroom
practice” (p. 1). So, the purpose of the policy document analysis is to uncover knowledge,
or mainly, ideologies, that they contain about multilingualism, language of instruction,
but also about the cultural, economic and political values attached to language(s), and
their role in society. The next step in the analysis consists of mapping the findings from
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the policy document analysis to teachers’ interpretations of these policies, and their
language decisions in the classroom.
In line with the research questions the document analysis does not aim to provide
a holistic or comprehensive examination of the entire corpus of the document data. On
the contrary, only excerpts that pertain to the requirements about language of instruction
and instances that unveil ideologies hidden in the technical, linguistic or conceptual
content within documents will be scrutinized. Coffey (2013) states that “if we wish to
understand how organizations and social setting operate and how people work with/in
them, then it makes sense to consider social actors’ various activities as authors and
audiences of documents” (p. 368). So, the analysis of policy documents is instrumental in
understanding how teachers work with these policy documents, how they make sense of
them and negotiate them in their daily practices.
The choice of policy documents to analyze comes from top down decisions
influence teaching in schools in Kazan. Schools and teachers have to abide by the
policies sent from the federal institutions, then regional governing bodies, and ultimately,
each school’s norms and standards. Therefore, the policies at three different levels are
included into the examination. These are federal policies, adopted by the Ministry of
Education and Science of Russian Federation that explicitly or implicitly set up the
requirements for language of instruction, language learning and teaching, and other
norms, standards, provisions and curriculum that pertain to multilingualism. The
following educational policies are chosen for analysis as they are primary documents that
shape the educational process in the elementary school. The documents at each of the
levels are available on the internet and have free public access.
Federal policies:


Закон об образовании, № 273-ФЗ, 2012 (Law of the Russian Federation On
Education)



О государственном языке Российской Федерации, N 53-ФЗ, 2005 (Law of the
Russian Federation on the State Language of the Russian Federation) (see
glossary)
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О языках народов Российской Федерации, N 1807-I, 2014 (Law on the
languages of peoples of the Russian Federation (the Russian Soviet Federative
Socialist Republic On the Languages of the Peoples of the Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic)



Федеральный Государственный Образовательный Стандарт Начального
Общего Образования, № 373, 2011, (Federal State Educational Standard for
Primary Education)



Примерная основная образовательная программа начального общего
образования, 2010, (Sample of curriculum for elementary education)

Regional policies:


Конституция Республики Татарстан, № 40-ЗРТ, 2012 (Constitution of the
Republic of Tatarstan)



О государственных языках Республики Татарстан и других языках в
Республике Татарстан, N 1560-XII, 2012 (The Law of the Republic of Tatarstan
on The State Languages of the Republic of Tatarstan and Other Languages of the
Republic of Tatarstan)



Об использовании татарского языка как государственного языка Республики
Татарстан, №1-ЗРТ, 2013 (Law of the Republic of Tatarstan on the Use of Tatar
Language as the State Language in the Republic of Tatarstan)



Сохранение национальной идентичности татарского народа (2014-2016
годы), N 785, 2013 (State program on the preservation of identity of Tatar people)



Концепция сохранения этнической идентичности татарского народа, 2012
(Conceptualization of preservation of identity of Tatar people)



Сохранение, изучение и развитие государственных языков в Республике
Татарстан и других языков в Республике Татарстан на 2014-2020 годы, №
794, 2013 (State program on the preservation, learning and development of state
and other languages in the Republic of Tatarstan)



Об образовании, N 68-ЗРТ, 2013 (Law on education)

School policies:


School 1
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o Устав гимназии, 2011 (School constitution)
o Программа развития гимназии до 2015 гимназии, 2010 (Strategic plan)
o Программа по работе с одаренными детьми (2010-14), 2010 (Program
for working with gifted children)
o Годовой календарь, 2014 (Yearly calendar)


School 2
o Устав, 2011 (School constitution)
o Учебный план, 2014 (Educational curriculum)
o Образовательная программа на 2011-2015, 2011 (Educational program)



School 3
o Устав, 2011 (School constitution)
o

Учебный план и пояснительная записка, 2011 (Educational curriculum
and explanatory note) (see glossary)

o

Образовательная программа, 2011 (Educational program)

o

Годовой календарь, 2014 (Yearly calendar)

3.1.5.2 Interviews
The purpose of the interview is to examine covert and explicit ideologies of
teachers towards multilingualism and language policy, to be exact, how ideologies impact
the way teachers understand and negotiate multilingualism and language policy in their
classroom. Unlike policy documents which are set in stone as written policy texts until
further amendments and modifications, teacher interviews can provide information that is
more flexible in its nature, fluid and dynamic. On a daily basis teachers interact with
students, colleagues and administrators, work with a variety of policy documents,
curriculum, and most importantly, they teach. All these experiences constantly shape
teachers’ understandings, beliefs and practices. Central here are a few statements.
Teacher interviews audiotaped and transcribed serve as a text to examine not only the
central themes that emerge from analysis, but also what triggers such interpretation,
ideologies embedded in language policy texts and schools that influence teachers’
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interpretations. The aim of the analysis is to go beyond descriptive analysis and move
towards the interpretative and critical investigation of teacher attitudes.
The procedure for interviewing included designing and using interview protocol
with semi-structured questions to solicit data that will help answer the research questions.
The set of pre-prepared guiding questions and prompts provides guidance and direction
for the interview, and at the same time leaves room for following up on “interesting
developments and to let the interviewee elaborate on certain issues” (Dörnyei, 2007, p.
36). Semi-structured interviews are used because the researcher is able to obtain general
information about the phenomenon from other sources, such as literature review, policy
documents, and observations. Hence the researcher is able to develop broad questions
about the topic for the interview in advance (Dörnyei, 2007). Second, semi-structured
interviews does not limit the breadth and depth of the participants’ responses. Lastly,
since the research problem is about teacher attitudes, semi-structured interviews provide a
way to ask questions that can reveal teacher attitudes through a variety of indirect
questions. The use of direct or unstructured questions might compel participants to
disguise their real opinions on the one hand, or provide data that does not specifically
answer the research questions on the other.
The process of designing interview questions happened in several stages. First,
from the literature a series of interview protocols were reviewed that pertained to the
topic of the dissertation. Second, based on the purpose of the study and the research
questions, a draft of the questions was developed. Next, after a series of revisions the
interview protocol was divided into several sections. The first section compiled questions
about the background of the teacher, their journey to becoming an educator. The purpose
of these introductory questions was to “set the tone and create initial rapport,” and to
make teachers “feel competent, help them to relax and consequently encourage them to
open up” (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 137). Asking questions such as “why did you choose to
become a teacher?” is a great way to accomplish this goal. Next, content questions were
grouped based on the following criteria which were developed to obtain data to answer
the research questions: a) questions about languages, b) questions about teaching
(languages), 3) questions about school, 4) questions about policies. Each of these
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headings focused on teachers’ experiences and behaviors, their opinions and values,
feelings and knowledge about the topic. A few questions also invited teachers to reflect
on their, students’ or their colleagues’ experiences teaching or learning languages. For
example, “What do you think motivates your students to study languages?”, or “Based on
your knowledge and observations, what languages do your students speak with their
parents, after school or at home?”
During the process of answering content questions, a number of probing questions
were asked. These included, follow up questions, such as “Could you please tell me more
about…?” specifying questions, such as “What did you mean when you said...?”, or
hypothetical questions, “What if your school were to adopt this language program, how
would your administration and your colleagues react” (Duff, 2008). Several questions
were reworded based on the school where teachers worked, the language they taught and
their background. For example, in a Tatar-medium school the following question was
asked: “I have heard that other Tatar schools are slowly moving towards Russian
language of instruction. What do you think about that? How would you explain these
changes?” In the two other schools, the question was phrased a bit differently: “I have
heard that there are schools where both Russian and Tatar languages are used in
curriculum and instruction. What do you think about that? If this approach were to be
used in your school, what would administrators, your colleagues and parents respond to
that?”
Lastly, closing questions included those that were geared towards teachers’
overall impression about the future of language education in their schools and elsewhere.
Teachers were also asked about their successes and challenges in language instruction,
about their desire to learn another language (Tatar or English), and their native language.
The purpose of asking about their language learning preferences and native languages at
the end of the interview was not to bias their answers to content questions at the
beginning of the interview, and to ensure that such questions do not interfere with their
interpretation of the content-related questions.
The interviews were scheduled via email (one) and in person (the rest of the
interviews). Teachers were approached in their schools during recess, before or after
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school with requests to participate in the study. After a short introduction about the study
the teachers either agreed to make time or expressed different reasons for not
participating in the study. Then the time and place of the interview was negotiated. All
the interviews, except one, took place in teachers’ respective schools: in their classroom,
in the teachers’ room, hallway or an empty classroom. One teacher invited the researcher
over to her house for dinner and the interview was conducted there. All the interviews
were digitally recorded and then transcribed verbatim. After the transcription, the
researcher listened to the interviews again to mark places in the transcript that revealed
information that can potentially enhance the analysis (Dörnyei, 2007). Namely, pauses
longer than 3 or 5 seconds were noted as such (pauses), emotions (laughter), actions
(gestures, expressive mimicry and their actual activities of showing their rosters, lesson
plans, etc.) were included in the transcript to further assist with the analysis.
Lastly, interviews were conducted in the Russian or Tatar languages. The
researcher was very sensitive to the preferences of the teachers and school environment.
In the Tatar-medium school, the expectation is that everybody speaks Tatar, especially
teachers. So, all the teachers were approached in Tatar language. All the interviews in
that school, except one, were conducted in the Tatar language. In the Russian- medium
school and the school with intensive English program, teachers were approached in the
Russian language, as that was the de facto language of interaction in these schools. When
asked, only two Tatar language teachers indicated that they would prefer to be
interviewed in Tatar, the rest were interviewed in Russian. All teachers were given an
option of keeping a copy of the consent form, and only one teacher decided to make a
copy of it. The interview protocol in all three languages is presented in the Appendix B.
One focal teacher from each school was interviewed twice.
3.1.5.3 Classroom observations
As the study focuses on what is often a covert representation of individuals’
understandings and attitudes, it is essential that observations are included into the study
of teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy. Through direct
observations, the researcher receives additional information about each school, more
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specifically; a) languages used in various interactions among teachers, students,
administrators, parents and staff; b) culture of an organization; c) description of the site,
etc. Observing the reactions of school personnel, students and their parents during data
collection adds useful new dimensions for understanding the language use, language
behavior, and ultimately, language attitudes in each school setting. Two major sources of
observations in this dissertation include holistic observation of the school and
observations of specific language classrooms. The former includes casual observations of
the school setting, children and teachers at the recess, parents’ and children’s
communication with children, teachers’ and staff’s descriptions of the school site
(physical setting inside the school).
Classroom observations are more formal and are conducted based on the protocol
that contains the following structure. The research question “How do teachers negotiate
the meaning of multilingualism and multilingual language policies in their classroom?” is
guiding the classroom observation process. Based on the initial set of interviews, focal
teachers are selected for classroom observations, one from each school. The selection of
teachers is based on the purposeful sampling, i.e., teachers with whom the researcher
developed good rapport, and who show willingness and openness to the researcher’s
presence (Marvasti, 2013). Data collected during the classroom observations, included
the following: a) classroom setting; 2) copies of curriculum used during observed classes
(copies of textbooks’ pages and supplementary materials), 3) explicit and implicit
comments related to language (during instruction, students’ responses), 4) code-switches
(to/from three languages) by teachers and students, 5) choice of language for different
type of activities (instructional and management). Lastly, the aim is not only to examine
these features, but also how “the participants in your study make sense of these, and how
their understanding influence their behavior” (Marvasti, 2013, p. 75), so this protocol
aims to further procure information about teacher attitudes to languages and policy.
3.1.5.4 Field notes, memos and researcher journal
Field notes, memos and researcher journal serve as useful way to sort out, make
sense and reflect on the data collection and analysis process as well as to keep it in line
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with the goals of the study (Maxwell, 1998). Maxwell (1998) includes memos and
displays as one of the strategies for qualitative analysis along with categorizing (coding
and thematic analysis) and contextualizing (narrative analysis and individual case study).
Writing memos and field notes is an inherent component within the constant comparative
method, where data obtained during coding or data that comes from the memos and field
notes substantially contributes to the theory development (Glaser, 1965). In the writing
stage, field notes and memos can also serve as an opening or closing vignette, or an
experiential note, that reflect some key ideas of the analysis (Creswell, 2007). A
researcher journal is useful in documenting the entirety of the experience during the data
collection process. It recreates the environment, emotions, activities, and interactions
which become a data source in the analysis. The rule of thumb is to write the logs as soon
as possible after the data collection took place, that way the memory is still able to hold
as many details, experiences and insights about the setting, participants and their actions.
Lastly, the field notes, memos and research journal are analyzed together with the other
data and with the constant comparative method to aid interview analysis.
3.1.6

Data Analysis

Qualitative research is iterative in nature, the researcher moves between data
collection, data analysis and data interpretation, having been informed by the theoretical
framework, with the goal of answering the research questions of the study (Dörnyei,
2007). In case study research data analysis is aimed at providing a wealth of information
about a particular case, or in this dissertation, several cases with the goal of holistic
description and interpretation of the phenomenon. Another characteristic of qualitative
data analysis is that it is flexible in nature, data led, or what some call “artful” to achieve
“rigorous flexibility” or “disciplined artfulness” (Dörnyei, 2007, pp. 244-5). The
accuracy or organized nature of qualitative research can be achieved through a systematic
and local operations performed while analyzing the data. For example, data reduction,
data display and data interpretations should be clearly presented (Dörnyei, 2007).
Qualitative content analysis is one of several data analysis techniques. It is
commonly used to make inferences in a systematic, logical and objective manner and
identify new and special meanings in the data (Berg, 2001). The following reasons
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elucidate the choice of this technique for the dissertation. First of all, as described in the
introduction and literature review, the nature of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism
and language policy is not thoroughly theorized and examined. Hence, there is a need to
further investigate the relationships among the three central concepts - attitudes,
multilingualism and language policy. Qualitative content analysis serves as a formalized
analytical procedure to inquire into this matter in such a way that can reveal new
understandings about the topic of the dissertation, describe and interpret new meanings,
connect them to larger social issues and critique invisible sources of power. Second,
qualitative content analysis can also be referred to as “pattern-finding” (Dörnyei, 2007),
so in the multiple case study establishing patterns of teacher attitudes that are similar and
different within each case (school) and across cases is an advantage. Next, within
qualitative content analysis it is common to use text as a conduit of social action and
human activity. Data that is collected to answer the research questions is presented and
analyzed in the form of a text: policy documents, transcriptions of teacher interviews and
classroom observations, memos, and field notes. Furthermore, qualitative content
analysis aligns with the theoretical framework of the study, where theoretical concepts
from several disciplines are integrated in a qualitative model of data analysis.
Another way to describe qualitative content analysis is by distinguishing three
main strategies for data analysis: “categorizing strategies (such as coding and thematic
analysis); connecting strategies (such as narrative analysis and individual case studies),
and memos and displays” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 236). Categorizing strategy involves coding
to “‘fracture’ (Strauss, 1987, p. 29) the data and rearrange it into categories that facilitate
comparison between things in the same category and between categories: (Maxwell, 2008,
p. 237). Categorizing can be further divided into organization, substantive and theoretical
categories. The first include a broad subject and categories that are established prior to
the data collection as they are to be anticipated. Substantive categories, which can be seen
as sub-categories of organization codes, are primarily descriptive; they describe
participants’ concepts and beliefs. They are derived from close open coding of the data,
and not necessarily predetermined. Lastly, theoretical categories implicitly make some
sort of claim about the topic. Unlike substantive claims, which represent participants’, i.e.,
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emic, perspective, they represent researchers or etic point of view. Maxwell (2008)
further argues for the need to incorporate connective strategies as well, as they enable the
researcher to comprehend the data in context, to “look for relationships that connect
statements and events within a particular context into a coherent whole” (p. 238). In what
follows, the researcher elaborates on how ways of qualitative content analysis are applied
to this dissertation.
As described earlier in this chapter, both constructivist and critical paradigms
inform the research process of this dissertation. Thereupon, data analysis is strategically
divided into two rounds. The first round aims to comprehend the nature and the forms of
teacher attitudes from multiple sources of data. The goal is to understand what teacher
attitudes are, what constitute the factors that influence their attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy, and how teachers make sense of multilingualism
and language policy. To capture the nuances of meaning, to accumulate a wealth of
information about how teacher attitudes are constructed, analysis of each data source is
undertaken through analytic induction (Miller & Brewer, 2003). Inductive approach is
chosen with the intent of letting the meaning inherent in the data alone to guide emerging
ideas, patterns and themes. It is often associated with Glaser and Strauss’ grounded
theory (1965; 2009). Inductive approach is used to create substantive categories in order
to illustrate what participants’ understandings and beliefs are. This process is the first step
in developing a holistic and comprehensive understanding of teacher attitudes and does
not derive directly from the theory.
Once statements, themes and key ideas are identified from all the sources of data
through induction, in the second round of analysis the discussion aims to critically
examine these claims. The goal is to answer questions about the origin of teacher
attitudes, viz: how certain structures, institutions and norms shape teacher attitudes
towards languages and policies; what mechanisms are used to compel teachers to think,
behave and react in a certain way when it comes to language education; what are the
relationships among teacher attitudes, multilingualism and language; and how this
analysis, or answers to the questions, can be used to transform current language education
practices, policies and ideologies. Theoretical framework aids in the data analysis,
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especially during the second round, as it provides the tools, i.e., constructs to explain the
meaning of the findings. The second round of analysis is also substantiated by the
methodological approaches of the critical paradigm, where the focus is not just on
describing and constructing teachers’ understanding and attitudes, but on deconstructing
and transforming them (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). In addition, more explic it analysis of
similarities and differences across teachers and schools, about the general themes in the
data are answered with the help of connecting strategies. Together with categorizing
strategies they provide a larger picture of the data and the phenomenon under study. As
Atkinson (1992) states, at this stage of the data analysis, “rather that constructing my
account like a patchwork quilt, I feel more like working with the cloth” (p. 460).
The rationale for dividing the analysis into two parts is threefold. First of all, it
helps to bracket, that is to, suspend or hold in abeyance presuppositions, biases,
assumptions, theories and previous experiences to be able to uncover and describe the
essence of the phenomenon, which is the goal for the first round of the analysis. Gearing
(2008) states that it “allows a focused researcher to observe the unfiltered phenomenon as
it is at its essence, without the influence of our natural attitude - individual and societal
constructions, presumptions, and assumptions” (p. 63). The bracketing procedure is
further explained in the trustworthiness and researcher role section of the methodology.
Second, dividing the analysis into two parts allows the researcher to explicitly state the
axiology that affects this dissertation project. Axiology here is understood as a value
theory that refers to the way in which people relate and make sense of their social,
cultural and material environments. Hiles (2008) posits that the “human subjectivity,
context, and (moreover) human values” play a role in the generation of knowledge and
the logic of inquiry (p. 53). Consideration of values is especially relevant in constructivist
and critical paradigms. More so, “because assumptions invariably encode values, the
notion of paradigm becomes crucial in the relationship between inquiry and the study of
value” (Hiles, 2008, p.54). So, by dividing the analysis and explicitly stating how the
values inherent in each paradigm influence data analysis, the researcher is able to
establish a more transparent description of the inquiry process. Lastly, by holding off the
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critical examination of the data till the second round, the analysis aims avoid critique
often directed to scholars adopting critical paradigms.
The following sections describe how qualitative content analysis is applied to
examine each data source: policy document, teacher interview, classroom observation,
field notes and memos.
3.1.6.1 Policy documents analysis
Document analysis entails finding, choosing, appraising, and synthesizing data. It
is often used in combination with other qualitative research methods, and is typical in
case study research (Creswell, 2007; Yin, 2009). In this multiple case study it serves to
elicit meaning, gain understanding and develop empirical knowledge about the role of
multilingualism, language learning and teaching ascribed within policy documents.
Bowen (2009) contends that “document analysis is particularly applicable to qualitative
case studies - intensive studies producing rich description of a single phenomenon, event,
organization or program” (p. 29). Policy documents constitute an invisible context or
boundaries within which teachers operate in schools. Three layers of policy documents
are chosen for the dissertation. Policies on the federal level provide general requirements
and guidelines for language education in the country with little attention given to the
topic of local language teaching and learning. Regional documents introduce new
nuances to language education in Tatarstan due to official bilingualism in the state. Lastly,
each school has a set of documents that discloses their official or implicit orientation
towards multilingualism and each individual language. These documents provide
background information on the legal decisions about languages in educational institutions.
The purpose of document analysis is to answer the following question: a) what are the
requirements and underlying ideologies that are inherent within policy documents on
federal, regional and local levels that relate towards language(s) of instruction in
elementary schools?
Analysis of documents in this research is undertaken in several steps. First,
documents are skimmed for superficial examination in search of passages that pertain to
the research question. These contain meaningful and relevant excerpts about language
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education. Second, a more thorough examination is undertaken of specific passages. A
closer look involves “coding and category construction, based on the data’s
characteristics, to uncover themes pertinent to a phenomenon” (Bowen, 2009, p. 32).
Inductive method is applied to analysis of documents to accomplish the following goals.
Searching for patterns and developing explanations, the researcher may stay open to
emerging ideas, and let the data speak for itself. The third stage is the interpretation of
key ideas. Each level of documents, starting from the federal language-in-education
policies is analyzed using this procedure, and a conclusion for policy document analysis
is provided at the end of this first round of analysis.
After the first round of analysis is completed for the analysis of interview and
classroom observation data, the discussion focuses on integrating these key ideas
gathered from different data sources. Contributions of each data source are explored with
a critical eye to the impact of various factors in the discussion section of the dissertation
3.1.6.2 Interview analysis
Constant comparative method is used to analyze teacher interviews (Glaser &
Strauss, 1965, 2009; Boeije, 2002). Before this metaanalysis is to happen, an in-depth
examination of teacher interviews is a prerequisite, as it sheds light on the plurality of
meanings, similar and contradictory positions of teachers within and across three schools
towards multilingualism and ideologies.
To analyze individual teacher interviews as well as well interviews of teachers
within and across schools, the constant comparative method (CCM) is adopted (Glaser &
Strauss, 1965). CCM is particularly useful for the analysis of teacher interviews as it
generates themes and useful comparisons of codes and emerging categories and themes
within and across teacher interviews. Its systematic, transparent and consistent
mechanism to compare the data points makes the analysis rigorous and credible. CCM
also is an appropriate mechanism to study teacher attitudes as it aims to investigate
problems that might be of secretive nature, which people are usually adept at covering
and it calls for the combination of different data sources: “observing what is going on,
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talking in rather loose, sharing, fashion with the people in the situation, and reading some
form of document that they have written” (Glaser & Strauss, 1965, p. 436).
The Table 2 provides a summary of how constant comparative method is used to
analyze teacher interviews. The CCM starts out by coding each incident in the data in as
many categories as possible. Comparisons of incidences that are coded in the same
category go alongside the coding process. When the category is coded for a third of
fourth time, and a conflict arises as to whether the new incident should be coded as an
existing or a new category, a memo is written to reflect the reasoning and the choices.
The next stage of CCM is integrating categories and their properties. At this stage the
diverse properties of the category start to be integrated (Glaser & Strauss, 1965). So this
is how this process works for the analysis of teacher interviews. First, initial codes and
tentative categories are developed based on one teacher interview transcript. The coding
of the second and subsequent transcript is compared to the existing codes and categories
to see if they are the present in the data, similar or different. Lastly, the codes and
categories are compared for teacher interview transcriptions within each school and then
across schools; and they are collapsed and combined.

Table 2. Analysis of teacher interviews
(Constant comparative method of analysis is adapted from Boeije, 2002, p. 396)
Type of
comparison
a)
Comparison
within a
single
interview
b)
Comparison
among
interviews
within
teachers of
the same
school
c)
Comparison
of teacher
interviews
across three
schools

Analysis activities

Aims

Questions

Results

Open coding:
summarizing core of
the interview;
finding consensus on
interpretation of
fragments
Making connections
between categories;
Formulating criteria
for comparing
interviews;
hypothesizing about
patterns and types

Develop
categories,
understandi
ng
individual
ideologies
Conceptuali
zation of
teacher
ideologies
within a
particular
school

What is the core message of the interview?
How are fragments related?
Is the interview consistent? Are there
contradictions? What do fragments with
the same code have in common?

Summary of the
interview, provisional
codes, conceptual profile,
extended memos

Is teacher A talking about the same as
teacher B? What do the interviews reveal
about ideology? What combinations of
concepts occur? What interpretations exist
for this? What are the similarities and
differences among interviews with teachers
A, B, C…?

Expansion of code words
until all relevant themes
are covered;
Description of comparing
interviews:
Clusters of interviews
(typology)

Selecting themes
from coding that
reflect teachers’
individual ideologies
and those shaped by
the school and
society

Complete
the picture
for
teachers’
ideologies
across each
school

What do teachers from school 1 say about
certain themes and what do teachers from
school 2 and 3 say about the same themes?
What themes appear in one school/teacher
that do not appear in other schools and vice
versa?
Why do teachers see things similarly or
differently?
What details and new information do
teachers from each school supply about
one another?

Criteria for comparing
schools
(Conceptual) profile of
each school, extended
memos;
Inventory of central
issues.
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3.1.6.3 Classroom observation analysis
As described in the data collection section, classroom observation is conducted
for one focal teacher from each school. Developing rapport with focal teachers was one
of the key features, as it enhances “understanding of and entrance into the world of the
other” (Marvasti, 2013, p. 357). Several techniques are used to ensure rigor, and enhance
the validity of data analysis. In order to maintain some analytic detachment from the
observation, the researcher kept a journal where she voiced personal sensibilities,
perspectives and points of view on the data being analyzed and the ideas that emerged
during data analysis. Second, the researcher resorts to the research question and the
purpose of the study to maintain focus and integrity of the analysis. Lastly, analysis of
classroom observation only focuses on the five areas that the researcher identified prior to
data collection, which have been described in the observation protocol. First, the
classroom setting is described, which includes physical arrangement of furniture, literacy
environment, and seating of students and the teacher as well as general atmosphere
(emotional, intellectual environment, attitude). Next, a quick account of the topic that the
class has been studying is provided to contextualize the analysis of teacher’s comments,
behavior and practices. Third, the actual analysis of the instances when the teacher a)
makes explicit and implicit comments related to language, b) chooses a certain language
for an activity (academic or instruction), c) code-switches from one to another language
comes next. The analysis consists of open and axial coding and generation of main
patterns and themes. Definitions of open and axial coding are taken from Glaser and
Strauss (1965, 2009).
3.1.7

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness of the data collection and analysis in the qualitative study can be
analyzed from different perspective. Scholars, like Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide
evaluative criteria with trustworthiness at the heart of qualitative research. In this view,
trustworthiness consists of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.
Here, credibility implies confidence in the ‘truth value’ of the findings; it may require
prolonged engagement, systematic observation, different types of triangulation, member
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checking etc. Transferability shows that findings can be applied to other contexts;
dependability means that the findings are consistent and could be repeated; confirmability
states that researcher’s and other types of bias, motivation or interest are minimized and
the findings are neutral. Maxwell (2008) places bias and reactivity as two major sources
of validity threats in qualitative research and offers several strategies to rule them out.
Given the criteria for establishing trustworthiness, the researcher developed a
series of measures to address potential anticipated and unanticipated threats to ensure
high quality of the data. First of all, the general term “trustworthiness” will be used to
cover a range of threats to qualitative research. The debate between qualitative and
quantitative researchers about the choice of vocabulary to describe the criteria is outside
the scope of the study (Maxwell, 2008). Due to little consistency across articles and to
avoid potential ambiguities and controversies, the term trustworthiness is employed in
this dissertation to refer to specific analytic strategies and techniques that are chosen to
make sure that the analysis of the data is of the highest quality (Yin, 2014). Second, the
list of specific strategies includes the following: intensive involvement with data
collection (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Maxwell, 2008); rich data (Maxwell, 2008) or “all the
evidence” (Yin, 2014, p. 168); discrepant, negative evidence and rival interpretations
(Maxwell, 2008; Meyer, 2001; Yin, 2013); triangulation (Creswell, 2007; Dörnyei, 2007;
Maxwell, 2008; Yin, 2013); comparison (Maxwell, 2008).
One of the major advantages of case study research is the opportunity to collect
thorough data about a specific topic. Three levels of policy documents, interviews with
multiple teachers within and across schools, classroom observations, field notes and
memos provide different kinds of data that is direct and less dependent on inference.
Diversity and richness of data “can help rule out spurious associations and premature
theories” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 244). The attempts are made to examine both supporting
and discrepant evidence. By asking problem-oriented questions, including data that might
not fit the general patterns and searching for alternative plausible explanations to explain
the data, the researcher is able to report negative cases, treat them with care and diligence,
and allow readers to make final conclusions (Maxwell, 2008; Meyer, 2001; Yin, 2013).
Comparisons are integrated into the design of the study in multiple ways. First of all,
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within each data source, comparisons are made between different levels of policy
documents; within teachers in each school and then across cases; and among three focal
teachers. Comparisons also constitute a large element in the discussion section, where the
themes, patterns and ideas from the first round of analysis are compared guided by the
research questions, in terms of their relevance to three central concepts of the dissertation
(attitude, multilingualism and policy) and in terms of their various implications. Lastly,
what strengthens the trustworthiness of this research study is that it is centered on one
specific phenomenon, teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language policy.
Dissertation’s research design, process of analysis and interpretation are all focused on
describing and critically examining this central phenomenon (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
A few words should also be dedicated to the notion of bracketing, which serves
two functions: it is a technique for a more rigorous methodological process; second, it
makes axiological properties transparent, that is, values attached to the phenomenon by
the researcher open to public scrutiny and an intrinsic element of the data analysis
process. Gearing (2008) identifies four core elements of bracketing:
1) The actual brackets that the researcher places around the phenomenon;
2) The nature of the internal and external suppositions, experiences, theories, or
assumptions being held in abeyance or suspended by the researcher;
3) The temporal structure in which the bracketing is applied; and
4) The reintegration of data gathered from the bracketing process. (Gearing, 2008, p. 64)
Applied to this dissertation, the bracketing is done to establish the boundaries for data
analysis. As shown in the overview of the data analysis section, bracketing is needed to
place parenthesis on internal and external suppositions that may affect the analysis. More
specifically, it shows that for the first round of data analysis, researcher suspends most of
the theoretical assumptions to elicit themes, ideas, and patterns that are unaffected by
existing concepts, beliefs of theories. Second, researcher makes a deliberate attempt to
show that theoretical, researcher’s personal and contextual suppositions remain
unattended at the first round of the review. The third element of bracketing is temporal
structure, which shows that bracketing is restricted to the first round of the data analysis
process. Lastly, unbracketing and reintegration of the data derived from the bracketing
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into the larger data analysis takes place in the second round of analysis in the discussion
(Gearing, 2008).
3.1.8

Translation in cross-cultural research

Translation in cross-cultural research that involves data in more than one
language poses additional methodological challenges. One of the biggest challenges is the
issue of translation. The translator needs to make decisions about how to maintain the
cultural meanings that are carried in the original language so that “the two worlds they
inhibit are ‘the same’” (Simon, 1996, p. 130). Second, the relationships among languages
involved are usually not impartial. In fact, “the perspective of one language- using
community on another is rarely neutral and the perceived status of languages rarely
equivalent” (Temple & Young, 2004, p. 167). Therefore, it is important to acknowledge
and consider the power relationships within which research and translations are taking
place. Among more technical issues are semantic and content equivalence: “Semantic
equivalence, [is] where the meanings are similar in two cultures or languages after being
translated; and content equivalence, which refers to the extent to which a construct holds
similar meanings and relevance in two different cultures or languages” (Regmi, Naidoo
& Pilkington, 2010, p. 18). Therefore, the translator needs to ensure that ample
explanations and clarifications are provided to ascertain that these equivalences are
considered. Lastly, the position of the translator is not unaligned, therefore special care
should be taken to make the researcher’s epistemology and biases evident and transparent:
“How the social position and the worldview embedded in a translator’s ‘autobiographical
self” may affect the text production beyond language equivalency” (Wong & Poon, 2010,
p. 151)
For the purpose of this dissertation the researcher provided all the translations. It
is a rare case, but the researcher is equally proficient in Tatar, Russian and English
languages to provide translations without using outside translators. Several steps were
taken to ensure the accuracy, cultural and linguistic validity of translations. First of all,
only excerpts that were included into the dissertation were translated. This helped to
avoid the fatigue and much time that would otherwise be spent on translation of the entire
data set. Second, the researcher shared her background and engaged in reflexivity to
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show how her previous experiences might affect the analysis. This information is
provided in the heritage language autobiography (Appendix D) and in the researcher
journal section of the dissertation. Furthermore, to avoid bias, the researcher bracketed
the first round of analysis where all the translations took place. Next, the researcher made
memos at the points where she had to stop and think about the meaning and translations
(Regmi, Naidoo & Pilkington, 2010). To allow the reader who might be proficient in
Russian or Tatar languages and to offer transparency, the translations are accompanied
with the text in the original language. Lastly, a glossary was kept to stay consistent in the
use of terminology, to provide additional cultural and social meanings that might
otherwise be unknown to a reader not familiar with the context of the study.
3.1.9

Researcher’s journal

A researcher journal is also used to keep track of the researcher’s influence on the
study. Serving as an ongoing conversation about the experience, researcher journal
demands self-reflexivity, transparency and accuracy to the best of researcher’s ability. As
the researcher’s own experiences and backgrounds influence their work, the researcher
becomes the main instrument of the study, it is through their lens the data is collected,
analyzed and interpreted (Dörnyei, 2007). Therefore, researcher journal among other
tools, is used to construct researcher’s interpretations of the experience and to question
how these interpretations came about. Writing the ideas down and keeping the logs
systematically in the researcher journal not only documents the information about the
data collection, but also the researcher, their learning process, their own attitude, actions
and reactions to the data obtained. During the data analysis the researcher goes back from
the data to the journal to refresh the memory, search for information supportive of
emerging ideas and themes, and to question their own assumptions and biases. Duff
(2008) argues that since the researcher’s role cannot be denied or controlled in the
qualitative research, it is necessary not to shy away from it but to embrace it:
that being candid and reflective about one’s own subjectivities, biases (ideologies),
and engagement with research participants and with the research itself is
invaluable. Furthermore, providing sufficient detail about decision making,
coding or analysis, chains of reasoning, and data sampling can allay concerns
about unprincipled subjectivity. (p. 56).
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Discussion about the role of the researcher also requires a more explicit
articulation of reflexivity that is, “including discussion of the writer’s biases, values and
assumptions in the text” (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 293). Decisions about theoretical framework,
research design, interpretation of findings are provided at each step of the research
process to limit researcher’s bias.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1
4.1.1

Findings

Policy Documents

This sections aims to answer the following research question: What are the
requirements and underlying ideologies that are inherent within policy documents on
federal, regional and local levels that relate towards language(s) of instruction in
elementary school? The language of all policy documents is Russian language, unless
otherwise noted
4.1.1.1 Federal policies
4.1.1.1.1 Law of the Russian Federation on Education
The law on education of the Russian Federation is the one of the most important
policy documents that defines, describes and regulates educational process in the country.
The word language(s) is used in the text about 40 times in the following broadly defined
contexts: a) rights to education, including language education, b) language of education, c)
language of curriculum, d) and other brief references to language (see glossary).
Definitions of key terms, such as “обучение” (the process of teaching) “воспитание”
(nurturing), are provided in the glossary (see glossary, education).
Article 5, section 2 and Article 48, section 3 postulate the right of individuals to
education regardless of their language background and prohibit educators to discriminate
based on students’ language backgrounds. The article 14, titled “Язык образования”
(Language of education) with six sections outlines regulations and requirements for the
language in which students receive their education in Russia. The first clause in the
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article states that education in the Russian language is guaranteed for all, and the choice
of the language of teaching and nurturing is guaranteed within the limits established by
the educational system. The teaching and learning of titular languages may be offered in
compliance with the legislation of the republics of Russia, and they should not be carried
to the detriment of the national language (see glossary). Citizens of Russia also have
rights to receive pre-school, primary and secondary education in the native language, one
of the languages of the peoples of Russia, within the limits established by the educational
system. Section 5 allows education to be provided in a foreign language in compliance
with the educational programs, educational legislation and local and statutory acts.
Article 18 states that only textbooks that are included in the national list of
approved textbooks, are allowed to be used in grades 1-11. This list also includes
textbooks that take into account national (regional) languages of the subjects of Russia,
textbook that allow individuals to exercise their right to education in their native
language and learning of the native language, which is one of the languages of the people
of Russia (see glossary). Article 60 states that language of educational documents, that is,
language of documents that show the level of education and/or qualifications has to be
Russian, unless otherwise stated within the “Law on education” and the “Law on the
peoples of Russia” (see glossary). It is also permissible for such documents to be issued
in foreign languages as legally presented by the organizations providing educational
services. Article 44 describes the rights and obligations of parents and caregivers in the
area of education of underage students. Section 3 of the article describes caregivers’ right
to choose the form of education, educational institutions, as well as language(s) of
education, additional and elective courses offered within an institution.
4.1.1.1.2 Law of the Russian Federation on the State Language of the Russian
Federation
The law enacted in 2005 mentions the word language over 80 times and consists
of seven articles. The articles stipulate the following: Russian as the national language of
the Russian Federation; legislation; spheres of use; protection and support for the
language, rights to use the language, responsibility for the breach of law and
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implementation of the national language of the Russian Federation. Three goals of the
law include establishing the use of the national language in the entire country, ensuring
the rights of Russian citizens to use the national language and protecting and developing
linguistic culture (see glossary). State government is in charge of setting the norms of the
modern literary Russian language, Russian orthography and punctuation. The national
language is stated to be the language which facilitates mutual understanding, strengthens
interethnic communication in one multinational country. More so, protection and support
of the Russian language as the national languages, the law states, promotes advancement
and mutual enrichment of the spiritual culture of the peoples of Russia. Russian language
is required to be used in the state government of all levels from federal to local, in court,
international communication, geographical signage, identification cards, mass media,
elections, and advertisement.
Several sections of the law add an exception to the presence and use of Russian
language. These include section 7 of the article 1 which states that the use of this law
should not be interpreted as the negation or depreciation of the rights to use official
languages of republics of Russia. Article 3, section 2, clause 9 allows the use of titular
languages in the republics of Russia in mass media in cases when the newspapers and
news channel were specifically created to use the titular languages. The rest of the
articles further explain the measures taken by this law to establish Russian and the
national language. The Article 4 of the law aims to guarantee the protection and support
for the national language by means of creating and developing legislation, taking
measures to ensure the rights of Russian citizen to use the national language, to enhance
the teacher training and curriculum for the Russian language and literature education,
among others. The rights to use the national language imply receiving education in the
Russian language in state and municipal institutions, obtaining information from
government offices and mass media in the Russian language.
On May 5, 2014 the State Duma issued an amendment to the law. Among nine
references to language only one change pertains to the focus of this analysis, that is, the
inclusion of the titular languages along with the national language of the Russian
Federation in the advertisement.
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4.1.1.1.3 Law on Languages of Peoples of the Russian Federation
This law issued in 1991 has undergone a number of amendments. The current
edition of the law includes changes and additions made on March 12, 2014. The law
consists of a prologue and seven chapters, which outline general provisions; rights of
citizens to use languages of the peoples of the Russian Federation; the use of the
languages in federal jurisdiction; rights of subjects of federal and local governments; the
use of languages in activities of governmental agencies, companies and institutions;
languages of names for geographical features, road and other types of signs; the use of
languages in international relations between Russia and foreign countries, companies and
subjects of Russia; and lastly, responsibility for the breach of law on languages of the
peoples of Russia.
The prologue states that languages of the peoples of Russia are its national
property and they are under the protection of the state. Furthermore, the state promotes
the development of titular languages, bi- and multilingualism in the country. The goal is
to create conditions to support the growth, equality and distinctive development of the
peoples of Russia (or self-determination of the peoples of Russia), and to serve as a
foundation for legal control of the use of languages in activities of individuals and legal
entities (see glossary). The law also guarantees the equality of languages of the peoples
of Russia, rights of peoples and individuals to maintain and develop their native
languages, freedom of choice and using language for interaction. The first section of the
article on legal provisions posits that the national language of the Russian federation is
Russian. The rest of the sections explain that republics and other regions of Russia have a
right or might introduce titular or other languages under various conditions. The alphabet
of all the languages of the Russian Federation is Cyrillic as enacted after the amendments
from the decisions of Constitutional court in 2004. The government secures social,
economic and legal protection for all languages of Russia; monies are allocated to
support research, governmental and scholarly programs for the maintenance and growth
of languages. The rest of the chapters present the details on the use of language in various
realms.
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Individuals have the right to choose the language of education; the government
provides conditions for teaching and learning languages of peoples of Russia and for
doing research on these languages. The language of the federal government, its legislative
decisions, Constitutional court and other governmental agencies, institutions and bodies
is Russian, albeit republics and other subjects of Russia may or have the right to choose
titular or local languages for their activities on the regional level. In fact, each section of
most articles outlines a number of details pertaining to the possibilities of using titular or
other languages in various domains. For example, the first section of the Article 20 states
that all-Russia state newspapers, magazines, television and radio broadcasting is carried
out in the Russian language as the national language of the country. However,
newspapers and magazines may also be published in other languages at the discretion of
the founders of these outlets. Another example is the use of languages in geographic
features and various public signs. Section 1, clause 1 of the Article 23 states that they are
to be written in the national language, the next clause adds that republics have the right to
use local languages along with Russian on these signs.
On the whole, the law explicitly states and privileges Russian as the national
language of the country. Also, it creates room for the use of other languages, titular
languages of the republics or languages of the peoples of Russia. Yet, these allowances
are stated in the second part of the sentence or in the subsequent clause after the
statement about Russian as the national language. Second, mentioning of the languages
other than Russian is often preceded by the verbs “вправе” (have a right to), or “могут”
(may), compared to those used for Russian in references to the national language, such as
“осуществляется,” “ведется” (is carried out), “применяется” (is applied),
“используется” (is used). Next, there are numerous nuances as to the use of non-Russian
languages, either together with the Russian language, separately or in translation. Each
article describes the extent to which the use of a non-national language is permitted. In
the area of education, individuals’ right to choose the language of education is mediated
by the educational legislation.
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4.1.1.1.4 Federal State Educational Standard for Primary Education
The standard for primary education consists of an assemblage of requirements for
educating young children; it features three areas: learning outcomes, the structure of the
educational program and the conditions for implementing the educational program. The
word language is eluded about 25 times. The document claims that it is developed with
due regard for national-regional needs of the peoples of Russia and that it focuses among
other aspects, on preserving and developing the cultural diversity and linguistic legacy of
multinational peoples of the Russian Federation (see glossary). More so, it aims to
provide rights to learn a native language, and opportunity to receive general elementary
education in a native language. A few other places in Chapter I on general provisions
allude to fostering diversity, for instance, in terms of enhancing the “диалог культур”
(dialogue of cultures), “уважения многонационального, поликультурного и
поликонфессионального состава российского общества” (respect for multinational,
multicultural and multiconfessional constituents of Russian society) (Chapter I, Article 7,
clause 1, p. 3). Another reference to the national component appears in Chapter II, article
10, section 1, which posits that learning outcomes should reflect the awareness of one’s
ethnic and national background and formation of values within a multinational Russian
society.
The word language is used in the Article 12 in reference to learning outcomes for
the “Russian language. Native language” and “Foreign language”. The first section of the
Chapter I, Article 12 points out that content area outcomes for Russian and native
language learning must reflect “формирование первоначальных представлений о
единстве и многообразии языкового и культурного пространства России, о языке
как основе национального самосознания” (the formation of the rudimentary ideas
about the unity and diversity of languages and cultures in Russia, and about the language
as a foundation for national consciousness). The next clause states that learning outcomes
must reflect children’s “осознание значения русского языка как государственного
языка Российской Федерации, языка межнационального общения” (awareness of the
meaning of Russian language as the national language of the Russian Federation, the
language of cross-national communication) (Chapter 1, Section 2). The section on foreign
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language lists the following expectations: to acquire elementary speaking and writing
skills, rules for appropriate communication and behavior, basic knowledge about
linguistics; to form friendly attitudes towards the speakers of other languages based on
children’s folklore, fiction and other sources about the life of peers in other countries.
Chapter III of the standard describes the requirements for the structure of the
educational standard for general primary education. The mandatory part of the
educational program makes up 80%, and a part that is developed by the stakeholders of
the educational process constitutes the other 20% (see glossary). After laying out the
requisites, the standard posits that
Учебные планы обеспечивают в случаях, предусмотренных
законодательством Российской Федерации в области образования,
возможность обучения на государственных языках субъектов Российской
Федерации и родном (нерусском) языке, а также возможность их изучения и
устанавливают количество занятий, отводимых на их изучение, по классам
(годам) обучения.
(In cases considered by the educational legislation of the Russian Federation,
curriculum ensures opportunities for learning and studying in state languages of
the subjects of Russian Federal and native (non-Russian) language, as well as sets
the number of hours dedicated to the study of these languages based on grade
levels). (Chapter III, Article 19.3, clause 4)
The core content areas within the mandatory part of the educational program
include: 1) philology (language and literature), 2) mathematics and computer science,
social studies (nature), foundations of spiritual and moral values of the peoples of Russia,
art, technology (applied science), physical education (see glossary). The number of hours
for four years of primary education may not be less than 2904 or more than 3345 hours
total. The other 20% of the educational program that is developed by stakeholders makes
provisions for designing and teaching classes for in-depth study of particular content
areas, and classes that nurture varied interests of students, including national-regional
interests. The standard also makes mentioning of additional services, which are aligned
with the school constitution, and that educational institutions may offer on a fee basis.
The Federal State Standard for Primary Education makes no explicit reference to
multilingual education. The requirements for language education in Russian and native
language are combined under the same headings and approached from similar
pedagogical and instructional viewpoints. While, on the one hand, the inclusion of native
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language is of paramount importance in this policy document, the equating of the purpose
of studying Russian language with the purpose of studying native language seems
problematic for several reasons which will be elaborated upon in the discussion section of
the dissertation. Second, the description of language education makes it clear that it is the
Russian language that is the language for cross-cultural communication, Russia is the
national language of the country and that Russian language is the language to unite
multiethnic, multi-confessional, multicultural peoples of Russia. Foreign language has a
special role in the standard as it is a way to enrich students’ knowledge about linguistics,
culture and the world.
4.1.1.1.5 Sample of a curriculum for primary education
The sample curriculum consists of an explanatory note, 8 chapters and a glossary
of terms (see glossary). The document is over 200 pages, and contains over 150
references to language. The first chapter focuses on the goals and objectives of spiritual
and moral development and nurturing of students. In relation to language, the document
states that the objectives are “воспитание ценностного отношения к своему
национальному языку и культуре;” (to foster respectful attitude towards one’s own
national language and culture) and “формирование толерантности и основ культуры
межэтнического общения, уважения к языку, культурным, религиозным традициям,
истории и образу жизни представителей народов России” (to demonstrate tolerance
and foundations of cross-ethnic communication, respect for language, for cultural,
religious traditions, history and way of life of peoples of Russia) (Chapter 1.1., p. 11).
More specifically, in the next sections of the same chapter, the importance of respectful
attitude is brought up in relation to the Russian language as the national language of the
country and the language for cross-national communication on the one hand, and towards
one’s national language and culture on the other (Chapter 1.4; Chapter 1. 8.).
The second chapter depicts expected learning outcomes for content area classes.
The section on “Russian language. Native language” reiterates several propositions from
the Federal Educational Standard for Primary Education. Both Russian and native
languages are mentioned in reference to specific topics that children will cover in their
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educational programs, such as phonology, morphology, syntax, vocabulary, etc. The
section on foreign language is created with the focus on English. Most of the introduction
to the learning outcomes in English language aims at highlighting the benefits of learning
another language. These include the importance of foreign language skills in a
multicultural world, laying the foundation for respecting an alien (different) culture and
deeper understanding of peculiarities of one’s own culture and identity.
Basic curriculum for primary education can consists of three models in terms of
the language of education. The first model is for educational institutions in which
education is conducted via the Russian language. The second model is for those where
one of the languages of the peoples of Russian is taught as a subject matter in a Russianmedium educational institution. Model number three is for those institutions where
education is provided in a native (non-Russian) language. Model three is relevant in this
dissertation. Each educational institution is free to choose 5 or 6 day school week, for
children in grade 1 it is 5 days a week. Stakeholders are also able to choose 85 hours a
year for courses they deem important. Model number three has equal number of hours for
Russian language and literature and native language and literature, 710 and 709
respectively, and 204 hours for foreign language instruction. For schools in the second
model, the classes on the native language (grades 1-4) and on foreign language (grades
2-4) are divided into two groups, if there are more than 25 students in a class (in an urban
setting) (see glossary, division of classes). Parents have the right to demand education in
the native language, and the central office has to support the parents and their children in
helping find an educational institution that can provide education in native language.
Chapter 4, section 4.3 makes a reference to the benefit of learning Russian and
native language: “Изучение русского и родного языка создаёт условия для
формирования “языкового чутья” как результата ориентировки ребёнка в
грамматической и синтаксической структуре родного языка и обеспечивает
успешное развитие адекватных возрасту форм и функций речи, включая
обобщающую и планирующую функции” (The learning of Russian and native
language provides conditions for developing ‘linguistic feeling’ as a result of a student’s
knowledge of the grammatical and syntactic structure of the native language, and it
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ensures successful growth of adequate speech forms and functions, including the
generalizing and planning functions) (section 4.3, p. 101). No further explanation of the
term “linguistic feeling” is provided in the text. In the same chapter several benefits for
learning a foreign language are offered. Lastly, Chapter 4.5 claims that one of the biggest
challenges is the transition from preschool to elementary school. In particular, among
other issues, it states that “серьезной проблемой остается недостаточная
подготовленность значительного числа детей к обучению на русском (неродном)
языке” (poor preparation of a considerable number of students to study in the Russian
(non-native language) remains to be a serious problem) (Chapter 4.5, p. 114). At the end
of the chapter, this idea is reiterated almost verbatim.
4.1.1.1.6 Conclusion
Several themes emerge from the analysis of the federal policy documents. First
and foremost, the prominent role of the Russian language is found across all policies.
Russian is the national language the country, defines all Russian citizens as belonging to
one nation, the Russian Federation. Russian is to be used in the legal, governmental,
public and other domains across the country. It is also the primary language of education
and is given a symbolic role of uniting the peoples of Russia, facilitating interaction and
mutual understanding. Albeit brief, peripheral and incidental, federal policies leave room
for the use of other languages. Several provisions are made to allow using other
languages in various domains; however, these are usually included as a second thought
upon establishing and securing the use of Russian. More so, the description of the extent
of using non-Russian languages in public domains, including education is not systematic
and is often included with a hedge, a conditional sentence, limitations imposed by other
policies.
In the area of education, the differential status of Russian and other languages is
most evident. While education in the Russian language is guaranteed for all citizens and
is mandatory for all students, the learning of regional and other languages of Russia is
only permitted under various circumstances. First of all, the regions with two official
languages and school districts that have the capacity are able to provide education in a
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language other than Russian and/or offer language classes other than Russian. Second,
although the Law on Languages of the Peoples of Russia starts out by claiming the
promotion of multilingualism, nowhere do the policies explicitly elaborate on the benefits
of learning more than one language and secure unconditional legislative and financial
support for teaching and using these languages. The exception is mastering a foreign, that
is, English language, which, according to policies, provides a number of linguistic,
cultural and other advantages. The learning of the regional or other indigenous languages
of the peoples of Russia is lumped in curriculum in the description of teaching Russian
language and literature. The consequences are such that the value of bilingualism in the
regional and Russian languages is disregarded; the teaching of non-Russian languages is
not treated as requiring a different set of curricular and instructional approaches, and
lastly, its inclusion as a fundamental right for all ethnically non-Russian peoples is
minimized.
4.1.1.2 Regional policies
4.1.1.2.1 Constitution of the Republic of Tatarstan
The Constitution was enacted in 1992 and about 15 amendments were made since
then. Tatarstan is a sovereign republic that has a special relationship with the Russian
Federation regulated by the Constitution of Tatarstan and the 1994 bilateral treaty with
Russia (Article 25, Tatarstan Constitution). Its prologue starts with the statement that this
“constitution expresses the will of the multinational people of the Republic of Tatarstan
and the Tatars” (Tatarstan Constitution, para.1). It goes on to state that the constitution
fosters the maintenance and growth of historic, national and spiritual traditions, cultures,
language of the region. The Constitution consists of three parts: Foundations of the
Constitutional order; Main rights, freedoms and obligations of a person and citizen;
administrative-territorial system; and the structure of the state government. There are 126
articles, and nine of them mention language.
Article 8, section 1 states that “Государственными языками в Республике
Татарстан являются равноправные татарский и русский языки” (Tatar and Russian
languages are equal state languages in the Republic of Tatarstan). The next section of the
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article declares that both state languages are used on an equal basis in the regional
government, municipalities and other governmental organization in Tatarstan. Similar to
the Law on Education of Russia, Constitution of Tatarstan declares the right of
individuals to use native language in education, nurturing and interaction and forbids
teachers to discriminate against students based on their language backgrounds. After
claiming that pre-school, elementary, secondary and dual education system or community
college education are guaranteed for all at no cost, the last clause of Article 56, section 2
adds that education in state languages is included in this list (see glossary).
The third part of the constitution in Article 80, sections 1 and 2 posits that all laws
of Tatarstan are passed and published in both state languages; Articles 91 and 93 state
that only speakers of state languages can be elected to be presidents of the Republic of
Tatarstan, and that the newly elected presidents swear in both state languages.
4.1.1.2.2 Law of the Republic of Tatarstan on Education
The law consists of four chapters and 28 articles. It was passed on June 28, 2013
and is developed based on other federal and regional policies described above and others
pertaining to the area of education. The policy mentions the word language 30 times; yet,
areas that pertain to the language of education, language teachers, language requirements
are scarce. For the most part, the policy seems to be conceived as a regional document
that outlines obligations and control of the regional governme nt over various aspects of
the educational process. For instance, it goes into detail to describe the oversight of the
regional government on matters of the structure of educational system, departments for
curriculum development, admission procedures into educational institutions, educational
provisions for students with special needs, etc.
The few places that do mention language pertain to two articles: Educational
management (Article 8) and Language of education (Article 8). The former in clause 2
section 2 states that regional government participates in the control of curricula materials
to ensure the inclusion of national-regional elements of Tatarstan, to safeguard the rights
of citizens to receive education in their native language and to study their native
languages (from the list of languages of the peoples of Russia). The article on language of
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education consists of 6 sections. The first two posit that citizens of Tatarstan have the
rights to receive education in native language or study native language and Tatar and
Russian languages are taught in Tatarstan. The following clauses also clarify that Tatar
and Russian are taught in equal numbers according to the federal standards and
accredited programs. Section 5 of the article explains that institutions of higher education
and community colleges may teach via the Tatar language.
4.1.1.2.3 Law of the Republic of Tatarstan on the State Languages of the Republic of
Tatarstan and Other Languages of the Republic of Tatarstan
The law passed in 1992 and had a few amendments since then. It consists of six
chapters and 26 articles. Tatarstan’s law on education it starts out by listing describing
relevant laws, rights and freedoms for the use of languages in Tatarstan. In Article 4 it
details that the region guarantees to provide social, economic and legal support for the
state languages. More so, it posits that employees, whose responsibilities require
proficiency in both state languages, are entitled to up to 15% rise in salary. Article 8 lists
the rights for choosing the language of education and nurturing. Parents of legal care
givers are to make the choice of the educational institution with one or the other language
as the medium of instruction. The same article also states that “Обучение детей
родному языку является гражданским долгом родителей” (teaching of the native
language is the civic duty of parents) (Article 8, p. 4). Each individual educational
institution makes the decisions to choose a language or languages as their medium of
instruction based on the local policies, educational programs and legislation of the
Russian Federation.
Chapter III describes the use of state languages and other languages of the
Republic of Tatarstan in various domains, including regional and local government,
elections, official paperwork and communication, courts, industry and commerce, etc.
For the most part each of the articles in this chapter indicates the use of Tatar and Russian
languages, yet it is not always clear whether both languages have to be used
simultaneously or one suffices. For example, “В сфере промышленности, транспорта,
связи и энергетики на территории Республики Татарстан применяются
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государственные языки Республики Татарстан” (state languages of Tatarstan are used
in the area of industry, transportation, telecommunication and power engineering within
the Republic of Tatarstan) (Article 19, p. 8). In other cases the choice of language or the
presence of both are plainly explained. For instance, “[cудопроизводство] ведутся на
одном из государственных языков Республики Татарстан в порядке, установленном
законодательством” (one of the state languages of Tatarstan is chosen [to be the
language of the courts in Tatarstan] in accord with the legislative regulations) (Article 16,
p. 8).
4.1.1.2.4 Law of the Republic of Tatarstan on the Use of Tatar Language as the State
Language in the Republic of Tatarstan
The law passed in early 2013 and it aims to ensure the use of Tatar language, the
rights to use Tatar language as a state language, to support and develop Tatar linguistic
culture and maintain the continuity of historical traditions for written language of the
Tatar people - all within the Republic of Tatarstan. The law consists of six articles and an
Appendix that shows the correspondence between the letter of Tatar alphabet written in
Cyrillic, Latin and Arabic scripts. The protection of rights to use Tatar includes the
following: to receive education in and on Tatar language from public institutions, receive
information from regional mass media in Tatar languages. Article 5 explains the
regulations for the use of the script in correspondence via Tatar language. In official
communication and any communication that is under the control of the government,
Cyrillic script is to be used. If governmental institution in Tatarstan receives a
communication from a person or an organization in Tatar that is written in Latin or
Arabic script, the reply is written in Cyrillic. A reply in Latin or Arabic script may also
be attached to the official response.
4.1.1.2.5 State Program on the Preservation, Learning and Development of State and
Other Languages in the Republic of Tatarstan for years 2014-2020
The State Program is in its third edition (1994-2003; 2004-2013) and aims to
improve legal aspects of language policy in Tatarstan; to support equal functioning of
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Tatar and Russian languages in the region; to develop holistic system for learning Tatar
and Russian language and being educated via these languages; to support the learning of
Tatar and in Tatar outside of Tatarstan; to carry out scholarly work on preserving and
developing languages; to increase the status and popularity of state languages; and to
monitor ethnolinguistic situation in the region. The budget for the program includes
1084.20 million rubles or 17,602,518.26 dollars (as of March 11, 2015). The program
also has a list of outcomes expected by 2020.
The program consists of the problem statement; outcomes of the previous
program (2004-2013); goal, objectives and indicators of the outcomes; potential risks;
timeline; financial support; evaluation and socio-economic effectiveness of the program.
The state program dedicates a special role to the educational institutions to learn and
promote the preservation and growth of native languages. It adds that “важной задачей
является совершенствование методик обучения” (enhancing the methods of teaching
languages is an important goal) (p. 6). Yet, the next paragraph describes the need for
scholarly research in the area of language studies and linguistics with no reference to
research on education. The program also mentions that over the course of last years, the
number of schools with Tatar-medium of instruction is decreasing, as well as the network
of Tatar departments within higher educational institutions in areas with large numbers of
Tatars.
The outcomes of the previous edition of the state program mention that
educational institutions have qualified personnel and resources to teach Tatar language
and literature. There has been an initiative to equip Tatar language and literature resource
centers/classrooms across the region with various curricula resources. New efforts focus
on developing communicative-based and new multimedia educational materials. Several
universities have cohorts that study in Tatar languages. However, despite the availability
of bilingual educators, the percentage of classes in community colleges and universities is
only 2.5%. The document continues to explain that among the factors that hinder the
success of the state program are lack of similar state programs on the federal level to
support languages, small budgets, lack of statutes to regulate the breach of language laws,
little motivation to study Tatar language, lack of language certification in Tatar,
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incomplete educational system via Tatar medium that only goes from pre-K through high
school. The objectives of the current program only mention explicit pedagogical focus in
Objective 3: providing curricular materials for teaching Tatar and Russian, developing
programs for studying in Tatar language in universities, designing animated and
multimedia projects for language teaching, training highly qualified people in the areas of
Tatar language and literature and Russian language and literature, organizing internetbased multilingual education of students in secondary schools in Tatarstan.
4.1.1.2.6 Conceptualization of Preservation of Identity of Tatar people and State
Program on the Preservation of Identity of Tatar people
The conceptualization was developed by the World Congress of Tatars, a nonprofit organization with a mission of consolidating Tatar people, and the document was
approved at the annual meeting of the organization in 2012. It consists of a prologue and
five chapters. While the primary focus of this policy is to strengthen, unite and ensure the
maintenance of Tatar identity, it also makes several references to the education in or on
Tatar language and culture, and has a section within chapter 4 on educational objectives
of the document.
Chapter I provides information on general provisions, and chapter II describes the
current situation on the topic of Tatar identity. Within the latter chapter, it is indicated
that one of the reasons for the decrease in the knowledge of Tatar and motivation to learn
is due to the decrease in the number of schools with Tatar language of instruction. The
section on educational objectives offers several key points: a) to monitor the
opportunities for education in Tatar language; b) to increase the number of educational
institutions with Tatar medium of instruction and to bring back the legacy of family
values and Tatar “ethno-pedagogy,” that is, pedagogy that is rooted in the traditions,
history, culture and language of an ethnic people; c) to create Tatar-medium education
from pre-school through higher education and professional development; d) to ensure
high quality instruction of Tatar language and literature, as well as Tatar history and
culture; e) to enhance the training of specialists on Tatar language and culture and raising
the prestige of Tatar language and literature teachers.
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Unlike the conceptualization developed by the World Congress of Tatars, the
document adopted by the government, State program on the preservation of Tatar identity,
does not go in that much depth and breadth in terms of taking measures to protect Tatar
identity. Most of the document focuses on activities that support Tatars living outside of
Tatarstan, mainly to increase the number of Tatar language speakers and those who
identify as ethnically Tatar. The budget of the state program is 89.9 million rubles, equal
to 1.444.000.77 dollars (as of March 11, 2015).
What these two documents illustrate is the relationship between the interest
groups and government and subsequent policymaking. The general provisions of the state
program start out by describing the conceptualization developed by the World Congress
of Tatars and occasionally cite the information from the conceptualization. Yet, it is
unfortunate that not all objectives, including those pertaining to education, are reflected
in the state program and allocated funding to be implemented.
4.1.1.2.7 Conclusion
Several ideas emerge from the analysis of Tatarstan Constitution. First and
foremost, it is the official status of the Tatar language on par with Russian language that
is clearly indicated in several articles of the constitution. Several provisions are made to
support the Tatar language development and growth within and outside of Tatarstan, to
ensure rights of speakers of languages, and availability of education in Tatar as well as
Russian. Interestingly, the structure of the state government calls for the need of Tatar
texts of the laws and Tatar and Russian proficiency of the president of the region and no
other realms or state officials are required to demonstrate state bilingualism.
Educational policies explicitly state the right to study in both state languages.
However, the responsibility to teach native language is given to parents and the
government’s role is to create conditions for learning and teaching state and other
languages in Tatarstan, including creating educational institutions that provide education
in native languages, supporting research on state languages, etc. Fairly detailed
description of the use of state languages in non-educational domains reflects the intent to
create professional and public spaces for using both languages within the Republic of
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Tatarstan. But state bilingualism is not explicitly manifested in the language of the
requirements, that is, the use of either language is required, yet simultaneous bilingualism
is only vaguely alluded to.
The state program on the preservation of state languages, although serves as
another legislative decision to promote regional languages, reveals a number of areas for
improvement. The key ideas that emerge from this policy document are the repetition of
some very general and lofty objectives and provisions for the support of state languages,
particularly Tatar language. Very brief and superficial information is available in relation
to language requirements and language teaching and the objectives to improve them,
although education is singled out as one of the key areas. Some inconsistencies or
ambiguous points can be detected. For instance, one of the outcomes states that the
number of Tatar children attending Tatar pre-school will remain at 64% and the number
of Tatar students studying in Tatar-medium schools will remain at 43,6%. However, the
same document mentions that the number of schools providing education via Tatar
language continues to decrease. So, what measures will be taken to address that issue are
unclear. Second, Objective 3 describes the steps taken to developing a holistic system for
not only learning but also teaching Tatar languages, yet, the only procedure directly
targeting education is providing curriculum in both state languages. The
conceptualization of preservation of Tatar identity echoes the need to monitor the Tatar
MOI institutions, as many gradually shift to the Russian language of instruction.
4.1.1.3 Local policies
All the school documents were taken from public electronic sources, primarily
from the online platform that the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Tatarstan created for all schools in the region.
4.1.1.3.1 School 1 (School with Tatar MOI)
The school was founded in the early 1990s as a Tatar gymnasium, that is, Tatar
MOI School. It has partnerships with local universities and educational centers. The
school has three classes for each grade level totaling 12 elementary classrooms. The
school constitution was adopted in 2011. The few references made about language are the
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official name of the school in the Russian and Tatar languages; Chapter II, Article 2.2
states that education and nurturing in the school are in Russian and Tatar languages; that
Russian and Tatar are taught as state languages, English and Arabic as foreign languages
(see glossary). Article 2.4 states that the school can provide additional educational
services on a fee basis, which might include classes on foreign language for preschoolers,
foreign language classes that exceed the norms set by the standards or on other
educational programs.
The curriculum for 2014-5 academic year describes “Перспективная начальная
школа” (Promising elementary school) as the curriculum that is adopted for the
elementary schools. The document also states that part of the curriculum that is
developed by stakeholders in the second and third grades is dedicated to the study of the
Russian language class. The table below shows the number of classes for each language
taught in grades 1-4 as shown on their website.
Table 10. School 1 schedule of language classes
Content area
classes

Number of classes per week

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Total
Russian language
3
3
3
3
12
Russian literature
2
3
2
3
10
Tatar language
3
3
3
3
12
Tatar literature
1
2
3
2
8
English language
2
2
2
6
Strategic development program for the years 2010-2015 has only one reference to
language. The description of their ideal school graduate among other characteristics has
the following: “Владение родным языком и культурой, уважительное отношение к
национальным культурам народов Российской Федерации” (proficiency in the native
language and culture, respectful attitude to national cultures of the peoples of Russian
Federation). The program for gifted and talented education includes the in-depth of study
of several languages, including English, Arabic and Tatar languages. English language is
taught from the second grade through graduation from high school; second foreign
language, Arabic, is taught in grades 5-8; Turkish is taught as a second foreign language
in the last year of high school. Interestingly, the only document that has some information
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in the Tatar language is a course curriculum for English as foreign language in grade 4
which has its title page in Tatar language and the rest is in Russian.
4.1.1.3.2 School 2 (School with Russian MOI)
The official name of the school is a Russian-Tatar school. The year it was
founded is not clear; the date on the website provided through the Ministry of Education
and Science shows early 1960s.The school’s personal website states that it celebrated its
70 anniversary a few years ago. There are four classes in the elementary school, one for
each grade level.
School constitution was adopted in 2011 and has just two places in the document
that include the word language. The first is the full name of the educational institution in
both Russian and Tatar languages. In the second reference to language, the document
states “Обучение и воспитание в Учреждении ведутся на русском и татарском
языках” (education and nurturing in the building are carried out in Russian and Tatar
languages). Within the Article 2.9 of Chapter II, the document states that methods of
teaching and organizing educational process are based on the principles of healthcare,
particularly Waldorf (Steiner) education, distance learning and military programs
(similarly to Reserve Officer Training Corps in U.S. colleges). The curriculum for the
year 2014-5 states that language of instruction in school is Russian and English and
French are taught as foreign languages. In the second grade one additional class is given
for math instruction, in the third grade for Russian literature and the fourth grade to the
course on Foundations of religious cultures and civic ethics.
The school curriculum states that they recently opened military classes in the
middle school level; grades 5-9, therefore additional hours that school chooses to teach
are dedicated to the intellectual and physical development of cadets in these classes.
These are Russian, mathematics, and life safety classes. The document mentions that the
hours dedicated to teaching Tatar language and literature at the middle and high school
level are aligned with the norms and curricula for educational institutions in the Republic
of Tatarstan. More so, it states that, “the inclusion of ‘Tatar language’ and ‘Tatar
literature’ classes in the list of required classes is determined by the implementation of
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the Law of the Republic of Tatarstan on the State Languages of the Republic of Tatarstan
and Other Languages of the Republic of Tatarstan.
The official school website provides several examples for specific course
curricula in elementary school, these include Russian language literacy (грамота),
Russian language (русский язык), Russian literature (литературное чтение), art
(изобразительное искусство), mathematics, nature (окружающий мир), technology
(технология), physical education for grade 1 (see glossary). For the second and third
grades, English curriculum is added to the previous list of courses. Tatar language or
literature course curricula cannot be found on the school’s website for any elementary
school grades. The analysis of the school’s educational program for the 2014-5 academic
year include over 80 references to language, most of them are used in the combination of
“Russian language”, about 10 are used for “English language” or “Foreign language”, the
phrase “Native language” is also used a few times, mostly in reference to Russian as a
native language. The word Tatar appears only in the name of the school and twice in the
school calendar as the Tatar language and Tatar literature classes in grades 1-4. The
absence of the Tatar language and Tatar literature in the educational program can be
traced in a few places. The description of required classes and classes chosen by local
stakeholders includes literacy, Russian language and literature and foreign language
along with other content area classes, but no Tatar language or literature classes.
The educational program is developed based on two federally approved curricula
“A planet of language” and “A school of Russia”. Each curriculum identifies the
importance of achieving personal and content area goals, as well as other educational
goals, literally called “meta content area goals” (see glossary). To illustrate how School 2
adopts these curricula, the following examples are provided. For personal goals: “the
Russian language textbooks transmit a special attitude towards the value of a word, to the
language of one’s people, to the peculiarities and wisdom of the people” (учебники по
русскому языку несут особое отношение к слову, к языку своего народа, его
колориту и мудрости) (Educational program, p. 6); English language textbooks teach
children to talk about their family, their country, the sightseeing places of their homeland.
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(Учебники «Английский язык» учат детей рассказывать о своей семье, своей стране,
о достопримечательностях своего края) (Educational program, p. 6).
4.1.1.3.3 School 3 (with intensive English language program)
The official name of the school is “School with deep study of English” or what
will be called “School with intensive English language program”. There are 17
elementary classrooms, five in grade 1 and four cohorts in grades 2, 3 and four. Due to
the number of students and classes, the school works in two shifts.
The school constitution provides the official name of the school in Russian and
Tatar languages. However, the spelling of several words in the Tatar language is
inaccurate (“мэктэп” instead of “мәктәп,” “биру” instead of “бирү”). One of the goals
of the schools is to teach respectful attitudes towards languages, national values of the
country in which students reside. Like the two previous schools, School 3 provides
education and nurturing in Russian and Tatar languages, which are state language of
Tatarstan, and English is taught as a foreign language. The school constitution specifies
that for several content area classes the students are split into two groups to take them.
These are Tatar language and literature classes for grades 1-11; foreign language classes
for grades 2-11 and few others.
The explanatory note of the school curriculum states that the hours given for
teaching Tatar language and literature classes are maintained at the level required by the
regional requirements, which in turn complies with the law of the Tatarstan on state and
other languages of the region. The language of instruction in school is Russian, and
English is taught from the second grade. The explanatory note also indicates that out of
46 classes, 19 use Tatar language for the purpose of nurturing and 6 of them are in
elementary school. In the second and third grades, the additional English language class
is introduced through the school’s educational component, that is, the choice of school
stakeholders (see glossary). The schedule of classes for grades 1-4 indicates the choice of
model 2 of the sample curriculum for the primary school. The additional hours, indicated
as (+1) in the table below are provided through school’s educational component.
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Table 11. School 3 schedule of classes
Content area
classes

Number of classes per week

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Total
Russian language
3
3
3
3
12
Russian literature
2
3
2
3
10
Tatar language
3
3
3
3
12
Tatar literature
1
2
3
2
8
English language
2(+1)
2(+1)
2
6
The explanatory note also includes a detailed description of the curriculum
adopted for each content area. Since the school adopts two federal curricula programs,
“School 2100” (Школа 2100), “Perspective” (Перспектива), and divides the students in
Tatar language classes into “Tatar group” and “Russian group” the description specifies
which program and textbooks are used for each class and grade level.
The educational program that School 3 provides is very lengthy, and a third of the
program copies the sample curriculum for primary school provided by the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Russian Federation. The other two-thirds of program
describe personal, content area and “meta content area” goals for the subject matter for
each grade level from 1 through 4; content of the textbooks and supplementary
educational material for each grade level; equipment and other resources used for
teaching this content area class. A similar comprehensive description is provided for
mathematics, Russian language, Russian literature, nature, technology, music, art,
physical education classes. Unlike the section on the Russian language curriculum, where
the word native and Russian are used interchangeably, this section separates them. For
example, the goal is to develop a respectful attitude to “[ценностное отношение к]
русскому и народному языку, народным традициям, старшему поколению”
([respectful attitude towards] Russian and native language, traditions and older
generation); “На ступени начального общего образования особое значение для
продолжения образования имеет усвоение учащимися опорной системы знаний по
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русскому языку, родному языку и математике” (at the level of elementary school
education, learning the foundations of Russian language, native language and
mathematics as a foundation of knowledge becomes important for continuing education).
4.1.1.3.4 Conclusion
Analysis of school policies reveals several patterns. First of all, all school
documents are written in the Russian language. The only information in Tatar language is
given in the official name of the school in each school’s curriculum. School 1 and School
3 explicitly describe the number of hours dedicated to the teaching of Russian, Tatar and
English languages; School 2 doesn’t include that information. All three school among
other course, provide Russian and English language classes as additional classes across
grades 2-4 (see glossary). Very scarce attention is given to Tatar language within the
school policies of School 2 to the extent of exclusion of Tatar language and literature
classes from the description of their curriculum. School 2 and School 3 explicitly state
that the teaching of Tatar language and literature classes is based on the regional policy
of state bilingualism.
Some of the differences across school are also identified. Based on the documents
that the School 1 provides not much can be said about the requirements and expectations
for language learning and teaching. Nowhere do they explicitly state that the language of
instruction is Tatar that all content area classes in the elementary school, except for
Russian language and literature and English language are taught via Tatar language. The
language profile and focus of the school are not emphasized, except for the name of the
school. The documents of School 2 show by far most of the effort is dedicated to the
teaching of Russian language, through the federal curriculum they adopt, additional
classes that the school stakeholders choose and through the emphasis on the importance
of learning that appears across all school documents. Analysis of School 3 documents
shows a fairly balanced approached to teaching languages. There is an evident emphasis
on teaching English as the name of the school suggests, yet there are moderate attempts
to provide catered Tatar language instruction to heritage language learners of Tatar as
well as Russian learners of Tatar as a second language. The educational program,
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however, does not include either Tatar or English language curriculum for elementary
school, although it dedicates dozens of pages to the Russian language.
4.1.2

Teacher interviews

4.1.2.1 School 1 (School with Tatar MOI)
The guiding research question that the section on teacher interviews aims to
answer is as follows: how do elementary school teachers understand multilingualism and
language policies within their school context?
4.1.2.1.1 Teacher 1-1
The analysis of teacher 1-1’s interview revealed several provisional codes that
pertain to her views on three languages in various contexts, to her understandings of
students and their parents’ language practices and language policy decisions within the
schools she worked. Each of these clusters of codes has ideas that are consistent and
some fragments that are contradictory or they show equivocal feelings of the teacher
towards that topic.
Teacher 1-1 views multilingualism as an asset with a few overarching benefits of
any language learning. Yet, most of her comments reveal several differences in the
rationale for learning and using Russian, Tatar and English. Her view of multilingualism
as an asset includes cognitive advantages of language learning that language learning
makes her brain work that is “башны эшләтә”, and improves her memory: “Мин көн дә
бер шигырь ятлатам. Инглиз теленнә көн дә бер шигырь ятлатсалар, aтнага 3
шигырь ятлатсалар, 3 дәрескә, ул бит ничек шәп булыр иде. Шулай ич?!” (I let them
memorize one poem a day. If they learned a poem a day in English, 3 poems a week in 3
lessons, it would be great, right?!). She also states that the more languages you know, the
better, that languages are needed everywhere, when travelling abroad, interacting with
colleagues or neighbors who might speak another language. The reasons for English
language learning stem from its global role as the lingua franca. Teacher 1-1 provides
examples of how both of her sons had to undergo a series of job interviews in the English
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language before getting a job. Teacher 1-1’s opinions about Tatar and Russian language
learning are not so clear-cut.
The reasons for Tatar language learning for Tatar people are stemming from one’s
connection to their mothers, identity and culture. She states that five years ago she
purposefully shifted to School with Tatar MOI to immerse herself in Tatar which is her
native language: “Менә беләсезме, когда син көне буе урысча сөйләшеп кайтасың,
имә, нәрсә 48 яшьтә, 47, 49 яшьләрдә күчтем инде мин, телләр ара, авыздан
төкерек чәчри башлый, урысча сөйләшә-сөйләшә. Шуннан соң өеңә кайтасың да,
татарча сөйләшеп җипбәрәсең, менә җан ял итә.” (You know, when you return
[home] having spoken in Russian all day, so at 48 [years of age], I moved [to Tatarmedium school when I was] 47, 49, your tongue is tired, you start spitting as you have
been speaking Russian so much. Then you return home, start speaking Tatar, and then
your soul rests). On another occasions she argues that “Әнисен яраткан кешегә әнителен белү кирәк.” (If a person loves their mother, they need to learn mother tongue).
For non-Tatar people multilingualism that is inclusive of Tatar language is necessary due
to state bilingualism that is supported by Tatarstan Constitutio n and out of respect
towards Tatar people: “Безне хөрмәт итсеннәр. Татарстанда яшәгәч, татарның
дәүләт теле хөрмәт итеп өйрәнергә тиешләр дип саныйм.” (If they respect us. If
they live in Tatarstan, they ought to learn it as the state language of Tatars, I think). Tatar
language is also a requirement in some government jobs, like nursing to service Tatarspeaking individuals, especially elderly who are not proficient in Russian.
Acknowledgement of the need to learn Tatar language is also accompanied by an
acute realization of various obstacles that hinder Tatar language learning and use in
schools and society, even though her current school is an exception in that regard. First of
all, many students who come to school have low language proficiencies despite being
raised in Tatar families or families that are supportive of Tatar language learning. This is
the case not only in the current school but in her previous school in another district. She
finds that children nowadays know Russian better than Tatar and think in Russian in
classes, interact with one another in Russian and sometimes reply to the teacher in
Russian as well. She posits: “Русчаны җиңелрәк аңлыйлар. Барыбер, аларның бит
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уйлаулары урысча күбесенеке” (They understand Russian much better. Anyway, their
thinking processes are in Russian, for many of them); “Ничек булдыра. Алар русча
аңлата, алар русча аңлата” (How they can. They explain [to one another] in Russian,
they explain in Russian). The teacher attributes students’ dominance in the Russian
language to the fact that the environment is Russian, that everywhere on the streets, even
in Tatar pre-schools children are immersed in the Russian language.
Another obstacle that the teacher identifies that isolates Tatar language from the
discussion about the value of multilingualism is parents. The parents who bring children
to the current school are interested in teaching their children Tatar. But it is not always
easy or is not the case in other schools. Teacher 1-1 considers when a mother is not
proficient in the language it is more difficult for the child to master Tatar. The teacher
compares the language proficiency of two children from mixed families with either
mother or father not being ethnic Tatar and speaking Tatar: “Шунда, үзе, хәтере дә шәп,
акыллы малай үзе. Акыллы. Кызы авыррак, анысы да һәйран, aнысы да аңлый
башлады бугай инде аны. Аның әнисе белә татарча. Ә теге, малайның әнисе белми
бит. Әти белән генә авыррак барыбер.” (So, his memory is great, he is a smart boy.
Smart. It is a bit more difficult for the girl, even though she is much better at
understanding things, I think. Her mother knows Tatar. And the boy’s mother doesn’t,
you know. It is more difficult just with a father). However, there are also parents who are
thinking of the future usefulness of languages, and resist Tatar language instruction
altogether and drive school policies. Teacher 1-1 describes her experience of teaching in
another school:
Чөнки әниләр әйтә, шулай укытсагыз гына бирәбез диеп тә. Аннары менә
шулай укытырга мәҗбүр булдылар инде алар. Бездәге (мәктәп исеме) дигән
мәктәптә шулай башладык татар классы. Менә мин анда бер класс
укыттым татарча. Бөтен фәнне татарча укыттым, Ә аннары балалар
барыбер күбрәк урыслаштылар. Киләләр балалар, белмиләр татарча.
Шуннан соң инде татар классы дип алсак та, татарча түгел, русча
укыттык бер ел. Әниләр шулай әйтте.
(Yes. This was one of the reasons. Because mothers said so, that only if you teach
this way, we will send our children. So, consequently, they had to teach that way.
In our school (name of the school), we started a Tatar class that way. I taught one
year in Tatar. I taught all content area classes in Tatar. And then, children
switched to Russian anyway. Children come, they don’t know Tatar. After that,
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even though we took students into what we called Tatar classes [with allegedly
Tatar language of instruction], we didn’t teach in Tatar, we taught in Russian for a
year. Mothers said so.)
The teacher believes that many parents’ resistance to Tatar language might also
come from the fact that they don’t know the language themselves, so they are lazy,
unwilling to learn something new to be able to help their children.
Teacher views of the Russian language were most fragmented and inconsistent
among the three languages. These contradictions might be the result of further
questioning some of the statements the teacher made, they may also come from an
internal struggle. The teacher might still be negotiating what some of the statements mean
to her individually, as a speaker of Tatar language, a teacher, and a parent. She
reminisces that throughout her career her lack of full proficiency in Russian inhibited her
from receiving awards and other distinctions, especially when she taught via the Russianmedium of instruction: “Җүнле грамоталар да ала алмадым. Миңа сәбәбе шуннан,
рус теле белмәү. Чөнки, мәсьәлән, ра-нода конкурс үткәрәләр, мин анда барып
выступать итәргә ояла идем” (I couldn’t get any good awards. In my opinion, the
reason is not knowing Russian. Because, for example, when the central office is hosting a
competition, I was shy to participate).
At the onset of the interview the teacher strongly asserts that she only teaches in
Tatar language except for the Russian language classes, and that her students also all
speak Tatar. Yet, further probing reveals that she does use Russian systematically, to
translate key terms and words, to read additional math problems, to slowly prepare
students for the high school graduation exam, also known as “Единый
Государственный Экзамен” (Unified State Examination): “Менә самый ключевой
моментлар була бит инде, терминнарны, аларны русча әйтәм инде. ЕГЕ бирәсе
бар бит. Барыбер истә калдырырга хор белән дә кабатлатам, русча әйтмичә
мөмкин түгел. … Хәтерләрендә сеңеп калсын өчен” (So, there are the most important
moments, right, I say them, the terms, in Russian. [They] need to take “EGE” (High
School Graduation/ College entrance exam in Russia). In any case, I make them say them
altogether, it is impossible not to say [the key words] in Russian. …So, that it stays in
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their memory). There comes a sense that Russian language dominance is impossible to
avoid, and is something that needs to be taken for granted.
Her ambivalence towards the dominant role of Russian appears to be her
concession to the external pressures that push the Tatar language to the periphery. The
external forces, such as mockery of her son’s use of Tatar among his non-Tatar friends,
children’s preference of Russian on the street, parents’ pressure to use Russian instead of
Tatar language of instruction in her previous schools - these are the factors that she feels
she cannot resist, so she accepts them as such and tries to justify them. The teacher 1-1
reminisces that their school tried to fight against the decision to administer the Unified
State Exam only in Russian, but in vain, “Юк. Безнең монда, безнең гимназия
тырышып карадылар ич инде. Җиңә алмадылар, судка да биреп карадылар татар
теленә күчерергә диеп. Дәүләт теле. Ну, Россиядә яшәгәч инде, русча гына дияргә.
Ну ладно. Рус телен дә белергә тиешләр бит инде. Анысы.” (No. In our school, in
our gymnasium they tried, you know. They couldn’t win, took the case to court to change
it [the language of the test] to the Tatar language. The state language. Well, to say that
you live in Russia, therefore just Russian. Well, it is ok. They [children] do need to know
the Russian language, you know. That).
As has been explained above teacher 1-1’s understandings and opinions about
multilingualism are partially impacted by some of the language policies, such as
Constitution of Tatarstan, or Unified State Examination (being offered only in the
Russian language). Her perspective on language policy is such that she takes policies for
granted, although she does interpret them in a way that is at times flexible within her own
classroom. The teacher fully embraces the Tatar only language policy within the school,
she conducts parent-teacher meetings in Tatar language, converses with colleagues in
Tatar, teaches mostly in Tatar and expects students to reply in the same language. She
explains that if students repeatedly answer in Russian, she pretends not to understand
them till they switch to Tatar:
Teacher 1-1: Мин русча әйтәләр, аңламыйм. “Нәрсә әйтәсең, аңламыйм”. (I,
[if they] say in Russian, I don’t understand. “What are you saying, I don’t
understand”)
Alsu: Ә менә шулай дип әйтәсез (Oh that is what you are saying)
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T1-1: “Нәрсә әйтәсең, аңламыйм”. Шуннан биш кат русча кабатлый да,
шуннан балалар “татарча әйт,” дип. (“What are you saying, I don’t
understand”. Well, after they repeat five times in Russian, then other children
[say], “Say in Tatar”).
A: дип әйтәләр (they say)
T1-1: Аннары татарча җавап бирә инде ул (Then he replies in Tatar, you
know).
A: Ага. ага (ok, ok)
T1-1: Әйе. “Можно в туалет?” дип сораса да, нәрсә, мәйтәм, нәрсә? (Yes.
Even if he asks “May I go to the bathroom” (the question is in Russian), I say,
what, what?”
She explains that this unwritten policy comes from the principal, but she makes
adjustments to this policy: “Ну, (директор исеме) бик яратмый бугай инде ул аны…
Кем белә инде. Ул бит татарча сөйләгез дип әйтә.” So, the [name of the principal]
does not really like it, you know. Who knows? [The principal] says speak Tatar). Yet,
later the teacher admits that it is not always possible to speak Tatar: “Мөмкин түгел
кайсы вакыт аңлатмыйча. Сезгә дә шулай аңлатканнардыр ич инде?” (It is
impossible not to explain it [in Russian]. They explained that way [in Russian] for you to,
most likely?). Her examples of using Russian in instruction are illustration of that.
Thus, the provisional codes that emerged from this interview include a
comprehensive understanding of the benefits of multilingualism and in the context of
teacher 1-1’s school and society it is Tatar, Russian and English multilingualism. The
learning of English is not disputed and taken for granted as a norm in modern society.
While Tatar language learning is seen as a must from personal, societal and multicultural
perspectives, its role is contested by various stakeholders, undermined by some policies
largely due to the dominance of the Russian language. The interview projects most of the
contradiction in the relationship between the impact of the Russian language’s superior
status that inhibits opportunities and willingness to learn and speak Tatar. Teacher 1-1’s
understanding of language policy are complacent whether they are school policies
promoting Tatar language use, or Unified State Examination that limits language choice;
yet the teacher does make room for policy negotiations in her classroom.
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4.1.2.1.2 Teacher 1-2
The analysis of emerging codes from teacher 1-2’s interviews shows that there are
very few, if any, inconsistencies in her answers. From the choice of the school to work at,
to her own language practices, interactions with students, parents, she definitely prefers
the Tatar language. This predilection for Tatar language is not exclusive. She does
acknowledge the need to master the Russian and English languages, and recognizes the
dominant and growing importance of these languages in the society. As a novice teacher,
she is satisfied with the curriculum, teaching practices and the school policies, except that
she does make room for the use of Russian language, but only in situations when teaching
in Tatar only impedes students’ comprehension. She is aware of various influences on
students’ language practices, and does try to explain to parents the need to speak Tatar to
support children’s language skills in school. Her responses reflect, on the one hand, her
strong ties to the Tatar language through her family, and the entire educational experience
which was mainly in Tatar. On the other hand, she has not been exposed to teaching or
seeing how languages are taught in Russian- medium schools or in mixed schools with
mainly Tatar and Russian students.
Teacher 1-2 regrets that most of the students despite coming to study in a Tatar
MOI school know little Tatar and prefer to speak in Russian: “Менә киләләр мәктәпкә
балалар күп балалар киләләр, әле кайберләре бар татар мәктәпләренә килсәләр дә,
алар татарча белмиләр. Урысча сөйләшәләр күбрәк, шуңа бәлки аларга русча
сөйләшергә җайлырактыр да” (So, many children come to school, even some come to
Tatar schools, yet they don’t know Tatar. [Children] speak Russian more, therefore they
prefer to speak Russian). To counteract some of these practices, teacher 1-2 resorts to a
similar strategy of eliciting responses from students in Tatar by pretending not to
understand when they speak Russian or asking them to repeat in Tatar. Teacher 1-2 is
aware of the Tatar only policies in school and refers to administration as its origin. She
also is aware that parents target this school because they want children to learn Tatar, this
is the case even with Tatar parents who might not speak Tatar at home.
Teacher 1-2 also flexibly interprets school’s Tatar only language policy in
instruction, yet she does so for slightly different reasons. She teaches all content area
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classese, except for Russian language and literature in Tatar, but she switches to the
Russian language only when students’ comprehension is at stake: “Кирәк инде ул.
Аңламый калса бит инде ул аны, аннан соң да аңламый дигән сүз. Шуңа күрә
аңлатырга туры килә инде барыбер…Безгә әйтәләр инде татар телендә
укытырга. Ләкин аңламаган балаларны барыбер нишләтәсең дә инде, русча да
аңлатырга туры килде” (It is necessary, you know. If he doesn’t understand it, he
won’t understand it afterwards. Therefore, we have to explain it anyway… We are told to
teach in Tatar. But when children don’t understand, what do you do, we have to explain
in Russian).
Dominance of Russian language over Tatar is also perceived by the teacher 1-2 as
impeding Tatar language learning and use. First of all, she also believes that the
prevalence of Russian in society, and for example, in the Unified State Examinations
causes many to shift to Russian. She also describes the fact that many Tatars who move
to Kazan from rural areas also gradually use more Russian. Here the teacher alludes to
the idea that it is often believed that Tatar language is better maintained in smaller towns
and villages and by rural residents, yet some processes in big cities cause Tatars to
abandon their language. Lack of supplementary curricula materials in Tatar, challenges
unique to the Tatar language, such as grammatical features different from Russian,
impact Tatar language practices.
Teacher 1-2 mentions strong parents’ role in students’ language education. Unlike
the case of parents demanding to eliminate Tatar language instruction in other schools,
teacher 1-2 provides an example of parents who request additional language classes,
“Мәсәлән, безнең мәктәптә инглиз теле бирелмәгән иде. Ул безнең факультатив
кебек кенә бара, безнең ата-аналар сорагач, ул безгә факультатив итеп бирделәр.
Балалар бик кызыксыналар инглиз теле белән. Мәсәлән, минем класстагы балалар
бөтенесең йорисе килә. Алар кызыксыналар” (For example, in our school English was
not taught [in first grade]. It is given as an additional class, when parents requested, they
provided it as an additional class. The children are very interested in English language.
For instance, in my class, all children want to attend it. They are interested). So, the fact
that parents expressed a desire to introduce English classes is an example of how they
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want their children to learn languages. The teacher also mentioned that some students
attend additional Tatar language classes that are also provided in the school for children
with poor Tatar language proficiency.
Overall, teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and policy are also additive in
such a way that she sees the value of learning Tatar, Russian and English and refers to the
policy to strengthen it. Unlike teacher 1-1, she clearly places Tatar at the heart of
multilingualism because,
Безнең, мәсәлән, республикабыз, Татарстан республикасы бит инде. Татар
теленең, мәсәлән. Мин уйлыйм инде, безнең төп тел ул безнең барыбер
татар теле. Әгәр татар теле кешесе икән ул, татар телен онытырга
тиеш түгел, шушы татар телендә әйбәт сөйләшергә тиеш дип уйлыйм.
Мәсәлән, иң беренче урынга, мин, барыбер дәген татар телен куер идем.
(Our republic, for instance, is the Republic of Tatarstan, you know. Tatar
language, for example. I think, our main language for us it is Tatar language
anyway. If he/she is a Tatar person, they shouldn’t forget Tatar language, they
have to speak in this Tatar language well, I believe. For instance, I would put to
the first place Tatar language anyway.)
This teacher introduces the idea that Tatar language learning is required due to the
regional characteristics, to the fact that it is a language of Tatarstan and Tatar people. To
the question about the need for Tatar among non-Tatar language speakers, she asserted
that they still need to learn Tatar, because they live in Tatarstan, even though they might
not think so.
4.1.2.1.3 Teacher 1-3
Teacher 1-3 supports language learning and multilingualism in society, school
and in the family. Despite having little experience in schools, she has already formulated
opinions about Russian, Tatar, and English languages. She sees each of these languages
occupying different roles, yet she believes in the value of learning and teaching all three
of them whether children want it or not:
Балаларның теләкләре булмаса да, телләрне өйрәнү бара. Барыбер алар
ишетеп булса да, кайдадыр сеңеп кала инде ул аларның. Һәм хәзер булмаса
да, берничә еллар үткәч, үскәч, барыбер килеп чыгачак аның кирәклеге. Әгәр
дә ул хәзер кирәк түгел дип санаса да, кирәге чыгарга мөмкин. Һәм сеңеп
кала дип уйлыйм мин. 3 телле, 3 теле дә.
(Even if children do not have a desire to learn languages, learning languages
continues. Anyway, they are hearing the language, and it is soaked up somewhere.
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Even if the child doesn’t think that it is necessary, it might be at some point. And
I think it is soaked up, three languages, all three languages.)
She hopes that by teaching children the languages now some information will be
retained and will be useful in the future. Her opinion of Tatar language was consistent in
the school context, yet in larger social domains it was less stable and influenced by
various factors. She chose to work in this school due to its prestige, positive former
student teaching experience in the school and its convenient location. But she also
embraced school’s mission and language education policies. Just like the previous
teachers, teacher 1-3 is fully aware of Tatar only instruction in content area classes, yet
she also switches to Russian language when students don’t understand the material. She
also tries to work with students who are still not proficient in Tatar and encourage parents
to support their language learning, as much of language knowledge comes from family
language practices.
Outside of the school the value of Tatar is drastically smaller than the Russian
language, more so, she admits that “бар инде кешеләр татар телен яратып
бетермәүчеләр дип әйтү дөрес булмас, ләкин кирәклеге тошеп баруы ачык” (There
are some people, it would be accurate to say that they don’t like Tatar, but the fact that
the need for Tatar is declining is clear). The teacher adopts a pragmatic view of the
language, that is, she admits that the need for Tatar language is small, yet she doesn’t
fully agree with her Russian friend’s comment “нигә кирәк инде ул, татар теле.
Бөтен халык бит инде рус телендә сөйләшә ди инде. Есть ли за границу поехать,
чит илгә китсәң, анда английский язык кирәк, ә татар теле кая кирәк
Татарстаннан кала?” (Why is it necessary, Tatar language. Everybody now speak
Russian, you know. If you travel abroad, then you need English, but where is Tatar
needed outside of Tatarstan?) The teacher 1-3 perceives the attack on the legitimacy of
Tatar language as a personal attack, and recounts replying that “‘Ничек син шулай
минем каршымда әйтә аласың?’ Мин бит татар баласы, татар кызы” (‘How can
you say such thing in front of me?’ I am a Tatar child, a Tatar girl). Furthermore, teacher
1-3 adopts her Russian friend’s logic of usefulness of language and its regional nature,
yet upon some contemplation she realizes that, in fact, Tatar is spoken outside of
Tatarstan. She recounts her experience of working in a hotel and hosting Tatars from all
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over the world China, Japan, USA, who speak “шундый саф, чиста, матур” (such a
fluent, pure and beautiful) Tatar, while attending the World Congress of Tatars. Thus, her
first reaction is emotional, for her denying the role of Tatar language is equivalent to
disregarding herself as a member of the Tatar community. Yet, she follows the logic
imposed by her Russian friend and seeks to legitimize the role of Tatar on the grounds of
pragmatic uses of language in and outside Tatarstan.
The role of English language is also perceived differently in the two contexts. In
the school, there is a novel policy of trilingualism, where the role of English language is
promoted after Tatar. And even though the priority language remains to be Tatar, the
administration wants to push for the increased use of English in the building, “Һәм әгәр
дә син татарча җавап бирә алмыйсың икән миңа, әйдә инглизчә җавап бир.
Директор белән безнең шундый приказ да бар, англизча телне күбрәк кертергә
балаларга, инглиз теле алып барыла. Өйрәтү. Күбесенчә.” (And if you cannot reply
in Tatar to me, then reply in English. We have a decree with the principal that there
should be more English introduced to children, English is taught. For the most part). The
goal is to “Инглиз телен сеңдерергә” (to inculcate the English language), because
currently her students’ knowledge of English remains much to be desired. In her own
classroom, she extends the Tatar only policy to English, when students cannot say/ask in
Tatar, they are prompted to do so in English.
In public domain the teacher’s experience with English makes her believe that the
society is not ready to embrace English language in Tatarstan. So much so that she finds
that Tatar people are less likely to value English language compared to the Russian
people:
“А: Ә ул урыслар арасында, башка милләт халыклары арасында? (And is it
[observed] among Russians, members of other ethnic groups?)
T1-3: Ә менә урыслар арасында, миңа калса, алар күбрәк, английский языкка
башкача, башкача обрашаться итәләр шикелле (Well, among Russians, in my
opinion, they are more, they look at English differently, differently)
Teacher 1-3 then ponders whether Tatars’ lack of care for English is a
characteristic that is inherently Tatar, pertaining to the way the entire community sees the
role of languages in society. This hypothesis is interesting to investigate, because for
many Russians, English is the primary second language they want to master paying lip
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service to learning Tatar, whereas Tatars who want to maintain their native language,
need to strive not only towards bilingualism in Tatar and Russian, but to learn a third
language. Perhaps, teacher 1-3 doesn’t fully acknowledge the fact that embracing English
for many Russians means learning a second language, whereas for Tatars it means
learning the third.
Russian language for teacher 1-3 occupies the most important role, and she
accepts its dominant position in society, because everywhere one needs Russian. She
approves of the shift to the Russian language of instruction in middle and high school
when she went to school back home. Therefore, taking USE in Russian language was not
difficult for her. Nevertheless, within her current school she supports the need to offer a
choice of taking USE in Tatar language for Tatar MOI schools. And she even argues that
her few Russian dominant students should take the standardized testing given to 4th
grade students in Tatar, although it is available in Russian.
Thus, teacher 1-3 shows an additive approach to multilingualism although it
comes across stronger in her school that is supportive of trilingualism compared to the
social context. She accepts the school language policies as a rule making minor
adjustments in her practice, but she is still trying to comprehend larger language policies
in the region. Her identity as a Tatar and a speaker of all three languages puts her in a
unique position, that of a truly multilingual individual, a fluent speaker of Tatar, Russian
and English. Teacher 1-3’s emotional ties to her mother tongue help her stay rooted in her
ethnic identity, fluency in Russian facilitate her advancement through the educational
system. In addition, she has the advantage of speaking English that distinguishes her
among other teachers in the school and mono- or bilingual people in society. Having
these characteristics, the teacher 1-3 is an ideal candidate to be a role model for school
teachers, for the Tatarstan society, a model of a multilingual individual. However, this
skillset should also be undergirded by a strong commitment to the value of
multilingualism, particularly, not only to extrinsic/pragmatic uses of a language, but to
many other positive aspects of learning Tatar, Russian and English languages that can
benefit a person individually and societally.
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4.1.2.1.4 Teacher 1-4
The teacher 1-4 was confident in her answers and didn’t express any ambiguities
or conflicting feelings about the topic of multilingualism or language policy. Her
opinions were formed and they were in line with the school’s language policies. It is
important to mention that, initially the teacher expressed some concerns about the
interview, and only agreed to participate after the researcher ensured that all information
would remain confidential. She was also the only teacher among all three schools who
preferred to keep a copy of the consent form. So, her initial reaction might partially
explain that she didn’t want to disclose some of the controversial opinions that might
backfire, if they reach the administration.
Teacher 1-4 comes across as an advocate for Tatar language learning and
maintenance. She seems optimistic about the future of Tatar language in her school and
society, because she remembers the times when even speaking Tatar was not accepted in
public,
Ну, мәсәлән, теге транспортта бaрганда да, татарча сөйләшмиләр иде.
Татарча сөйләшә башласаң, мин мәктәптә укыганда, 78 елда мин кем анда
инде, кечкенә, шул 80нче еллар булгандыр инде. Ни. Татарча сөйләшә
башласаң, теге ‘поговорите по-русски’, дип һаман әйтә иделәр. ‘Татарка из
травмпарка,’ дип әйтеп җибәрәләр иде алар. Балалар арасында да
мәктәптә инде ие. Шуңа күрә андый ниләр булды.
(Well, for example, in public transport, nobody spoke Tatar. If you started
speaking Tatar, when I was in school, in the year of 1978, who was I then, little,
so it was the 1980s. So. If you started speaking Tatar, so, you were told to ‘speak
Russian’. They would also add, ‘You are a Tatar from tram park (tram station)’. It
was present among children in school too. Therefore, we had these things
happened.)
Language discrimination in public places, mockery in school when speaking Tatar
was something that the teacher 1-4 grew up with. She feels that the situation with
speaking languages, especially Tatar language, is much better nowadays and she notices
that over the last 4-5 years some Russian families bring their children to study in a Tatar
MOI school.
She fully upholds multilingualism, “балага артык тел белү ул начар түгел.
Белсәләр әйбәтрәк инде, күбрәк телләрне белсеннәр” (it is not bad for a child to learn
another language. If they know, let them learn more languages). She also supports the
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learning of Russian, English and other languages, as for children multilingualism comes
easier and more naturally than it does for adults. She believes that the parents’ role,
involvement in children’s education has a great impact on students’ language learning,
even in situations where parents are not speakers of the language. Students’ motivation to
study languages comes from their parents, but it is teachers who actually help children
learn languages.
Teacher 1-4 further illustrates this idea with the example of one of her students:
After observing several schools a mother brings her child to this school because she likes
it. Initially, the parent was concerned that they don’t speak Tatar in the family, but then
she actively started learning the language with her daughter, “И менә үзе дә шунда, (кыз
исеме) сиңа кирәк. ‘Менә мин дә синең белән бергә өйрәнәм,’ дип, ул бит бер
институтка курсларга йорде, татар телен өйрәнергә. Әле шуннан соң ул миңа
килеп, сораулар биреп, менә монда ничек.” (And she there [said], ‘(the name), you
need it. I will be learning together with you’, so she attended some courses at the
university to learn the Tatar language. She even stopped by to ask me questions, how [to
say] here). The teacher observes that now, after four years the girl communicates with
others in Tatar fluently, writes essays. On the contrary, resistance of parents and students
to study Tatar language is explained by parents’ reluctance to learn the language, but
their lack of willingness to support their children’s Tatar language learning at home. So,
to address this issue, the teacher explicitly describes the fact that if language learning
might seem like an ordeal for parents, for young children it is easy and parents’ mere
support of language learning is often enough for children to succeed.
The teacher connects the reasons for studying Tatar language to the regional
peculiarity, to the fact that they live in Tatarstan:
Кирәк-кирәк, бик тә кирәк. Безнең бит инде хәзер ни, Тататарстан
республикасы, аның исеме үзе әйтә, татар телен син белергә тиеш дип.
Шуңа күрә мондагы яшәгән кешеләр татар телендә сөйләшсәләр
рәхәтләнеп, шул ук руслар татарлар белән бергәләр татарча сөйләшсәләр.
Без бит русча сөйләшәбез алар белән. Шулай бит, без бит рус телен беләбез.
Шуңа күрә алар да белсеннәр дә.
(Necessary, necessary, much needed. We now have, what, the Republic of
Tatarstan, its name says that you should know Tatar language. So, therefore, if
people who live here spoke Tatar, the same Russian would speak to Tatars in
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Tatar. We do speak Russian to them. Right, we do know Russian language.
Therefore, they should know too.)
Tatarstan here is associated with the Tatar language, with the Tatar people, so the
mere geographical location and coexistence with another ethnic group spurs the reasons
for learning at Russian and Tatar languages, for becoming bilingual.
Lastly, teacher 1-4’s ideas on language policy are as follows. Like other teachers,
she flexibly interprets Tatar only language policy in her classroom. As a matter of fact,
she believes that policies are the primary drivers of language education. She illustrates
that if teachers were asked to learn English, they would do that, which is the direction
that their school is slowly moving towards. Her take on Unified State Exam is different
compared to teacher 1-2 and teacher 1-3, who shared that the lack of Tatar language
option is a hindrance. Teacher 1-4, on the other hand, believes that,
Ну ул зур бер проблема тудырмый. Теге бала бөтен яклап әзер булса, ул инде
русчамы, татарчамы, барыбер үз фикерләрен әйтә ала бит инде. ЕГЕсын.
Шуңа күрә ул проблема түгел. ... русча китаплар үзләре карыйлар. Аннары
бит инде, бөтен яклап рус теле яңгырый безнең, телевидение мәсәлән,
китаплар, газета-журналлар, анысы да.
(So, that it is not a big problem. If the child is fully ready, they can express their
thoughts either in Russian or in Tatar. At the Unified State Examination.
Therefore, it is not a problem. …they see Russian books. And then, Russian
language is everywhere, on television, for example, books, magazines and
newspapers.)
Teacher 1-4 considers that exposure to Russian language in the environment and
seeing/reading books in Russian are enough for children to be adequately prepared for a
Russian exam. Nevertheless, despite the exam being in the Russian language, the teacher
still focuses on using Tatar in curriculum and instruction.
Teacher 1-4 attitude towards multilingualism stems from her personal experience
as a speaker and learner of Tatar language as well as her extensive teaching experience.
Compared to her schooling experience when Tatar was ridiculed in public and
marginalized as an elective only in the school curriculum, she views current situation as a
substantial improvement, especially, when Tatar schooling can attract Russian-speaking
children. Despite majoring in the Russian language and literature studies, years ago she
made a decision to work as an elementary school teacher in a Tatar-medium school and
overtime acquire the knowledge of academic Tatar. She still embraces the Tatar language
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policy, curriculum and instruction. While Tatar-Russian bilingualism is an expected
outcome of her instruction, she admits that English is increasingly pushing its way into
the school and society. And since in her perspective teachers tend to be acquiescent and
accept all policies that are passed down from above, it is simply a matter of implementing
an English policy that can make the shift from striving towards bilingualism to
multilingualism in school.
4.1.2.1.5 Teacher 1-5
The teacher 1-5’s responses were very open, detailed and she often used a few
Russian words in her answers. Her ideas echo previous teachers and she has several
strong opinions about various other aspects pertaining to multilingualism and language
policy. Teacher 1-5’s answers provide a perspective of a teacher from two angles, that of
a teacher and a mother. Regardless of the positionality, she recognizes the importance of
learning languages and multilingualism. Her attitude can be summarized in a following
quote: “Обязательно, бик кирәк. Хәзерге заманда особенно телне өйрәнү миңа
кажется хәзер һава шикелле кирәк ул. Менә кеше һавасыз яши алмый. Телне
белмичә, яши алмый. Шуңа күрә телне белү бик кирәк әйбер” (Of course, [learning
languages is] very needed. Nowadays especially, learning languages, I think, is necessary
like air. So, a person cannot live without the air. Without a language, a person cannot live.
Therefore, it is a very important thing to know a language). She acutely recognizes the
growing popularity and need to learn the English language from her own experiences,
attention to language in her school and the changes in society. So, learning English,
parents’ active support for children’s English classes, and request for additional English
classes reflect a norm in a modern society. The role of the Russian language is not
contested either. Most of the opinions founded on confidence, teacher’s beliefs and
values pertain to the learning, the usefulness, and the e ffective teaching of Tatar language.
Teacher 1-5 comments on ubiquitous parents’ support for teaching English
language, on the impact of parents’ good language skills on children’s language learning
trajectories, and resistance of some parents to Tatar language learning, which might come
from not only parents’ lack of Tatar knowledge, but also their deep seated traumatic
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personal experiences of knowing Tatar well and Russian poorly when they moved to
Kazan years ago. Teacher 1-5 mentions the same Tatar-only policies in her building, and
her use of Russian when necessary in instruction. In addition, teacher 1-5 more
eloquently than previous teachers states why languages should be introduced as early as
possible:
Әлбәттә, кирәк ул, балаларга чөнки андый возрастта аларның башлары
нирәк була, хәтерләре әйбәтрәк була, кызыксынулары күбрәк була, шуңа
күрә нихәтле иртәрәк өйрәнә башлыйсың, шуның хәтле файдалырак. Мин
шулай дип уйлыйм. Менә хәзер минем белән чагыштырсаң ул балаларны,
алар миңа караганда яхшы итеп өйрәнәчәк.
(Of course, it is necessary, because at this age for children, the, their memory is
better, they are more interested, so the earlier to start learning, the better it is. I
think this way. If you now compare these children to me, they are going to learn it
much better than I would.)
Here the teacher refers to children’s more active language development in early
ages compared to adult’s language learning practices, which are supported by the
literature in second language acquisition studies (Doughty & Long, 2005).
The opinions that were newly introduced by the teacher pertain to various features
of Tatar language learning and teaching. Teacher describes Tatar language schools as
having characteristics that are different than those in other schools; these features are
derived from and are typical within Tatar education and nurturing:
Бөтен балалар өенә, кешенең өенә ничек килеп кергәч, ул синең белән
исәнләшеп, теге нитә бит инде, уздыра. Имә, шулай, ‘әйдә түрдән уз,’ дип
әйтә бит инде. Әйеме? Шуның шикелле, килеп керәсең бөтенләй икенче
гайләсенә килеп кергән шикелле кабул итәләр. Балалар әдәплеләр,
тәртиплеләр иде. … Шуңа күрә ул җир белән күк арасындагы шикелле
аерма. Рус мәктәбеннән, татар мәктәбеннән аермасы бик зур. Ул хәзерге
вакытта да шулай. Дисциплина, тәрбия мәсьәләсе. Мин аны уйлыйм, бит,
урыслар начар тәрбияли дигәннән түгел. Просто менталитет, мин аны
шулай дип. Әйе. Монда балалар все-таки, шәфкатьле, итәгәтьле. Менә
шундый ниләр бар. Именно татар халкына хас инде бу. Уйлыйм мин аны.
(All children, when they enter, as if they are entering someone’s house, they greet
you, know, invite you to come in. Right, this way, ‘please, walk upon the center
(come on in),’ they say. Right? The same way, when you walk in, [you feel like]
you are totally entering someone’s family, that is how they welcome you.
Children are well-mannered, behave well. … Therefore, the difference is like
between the sky and the earth. Between the Russian school and Tatar school, the
difference is very big. It is the same way even nowadays. Behavior, question of
manners. I think, that it is not that Russians bring up their children poorly, no. Just
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the mentality. Yes. Children here are, anyway, benevolent, dutiful/docile. So,
there are these things. These are more typical to Tatar people. This is how I think.)
Teacher believes that it is Tatar mentality, or culture that creates conditions for
certain expectations among students and teachers in the school.
Her conscious choice of working in a Tatar MOI school also brings an additional
difficulty of not only teaching students the content, but also the Tatar language. Since
many students are more dominant in the Russian language, she finds that she does a dual
job of a language and a content area teacher. One way she addresses the issues is by
making cross-linguistic references:
Синонимы, антонимы, рус теленнән тәрҗемәсе алына түгел. Гарәп теленә
мәсьәлән мин тәрҗемәсен бирәм, потому что телләр бит теге, тоже
заимственность бар. В основном, башка телләрдән кергән сүзләр. Ул бит
инде без теләсәк тә, теләмәсәк тә, кеше аралашканда, телләр аралаша ди
ич шулай. Теге башка телдән күчә.
(Synonyms, antonyms, not only to include the translation from Russian. For
example, I give the translation into the Arabic language, because, languages, so,
there is borrowing there. In general, [these are] words that came from other
languages. Languages do interact when people interact, right, whether we want it
or don’t want that to happen. Well, comes from another language.)
This explicit language instruction is also used as a justification for using Russian
and other languages in her classroom under the Tatar-only policy in school.
The success of her teaching is evident in many ways, one of which is her students’
language practices. The teacher describes a girl who came with no knowledge of Tatar in
the first grade, and now in the third grade writes poetry in Tatar language using literary
language. Lastly, she explains that the reason some parents demand that Tatar MOI
schools shift to the Russian MOI and school administration makes such changes is their
misunderstanding of the role of MOI in education: “үзеңнең башка яктан
күрсәткечләреңне арттырып түгел, ә татар телне русчага күчерү нәтиҗәсендә
балалар җыялар. Мин шулай дип аңлыйм” (So [parents and older people] bring
students, not by improving their performance in other ways, but by switching from Tatar
to Russian they gather children. That is how I understand that). She argues that if the
quality of instruction is high, than the choice of language doesn’t make a big difference
granted that many other factors can play their role, such as students’ skillset, curriculum,
family support, etc. To support her argument she states that her daughter having studied
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in the current school successfully passed Unified State Examinations taking them in the
Russian language. Although, the teacher strongly believes that the choice of Tatar in such
exams should be still be provided.
Teacher 1-5 explicitly states that in current society multilingualism is a norm, and
even a must. For her issues stemming from negative attitudes towards Tatar language
teaching or students’ lack of motivation to learn the language and their little or much
progress in Tatar language classes and schools can resolved through quality content and
language instruction, parental support and building upon the cultural norms of Tatar
nurturing. Teacher 1-5 also believes that teachers should be well aware of the policies
that sent down from the school administration, central office or elsewhere, yet she is
critical of those that she thinks do not benefit students’ learning. So much so that she has
strong educational arguments in cases she deviates from some, as is the case with using
Russian and other languages in instruction.
4.1.2.1.6 Teacher 1-6
Teacher 1-6 provides rich data to understand language learning processes in the
Tatar-medium school. As a former teacher and current associate principal she shares
some of the beliefs about language education with the teachers in the school: promotion
of all three languages in the school, the importance of parents in children’s education, the
actual practices for teaching languages to students with different language proficiencies.
Yet, she also differs from her colleagues in her role as an administrator who needs to
enforce some of the school policies and serve as a liaison between parents, teachers, and
the central office. She does not accept the possibility of using Russian in the classroom
beyond the first semester of elementary school and applies a rigorous selection process
for new hires to ensure school mission and policies will be respected. Teacher 1-6 is very
thoughtful about what it takes to educate a child to speak multiple languages. Much, she
believes, comes from parents’ willingness to teach the language and help the child in the
process. Mother tongue is considered as the primary foundation upon which further
learning can be more securely built.
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Teacher 1-6 realizes that there are myths about poor Russian language learning
and subsequent difficulties taking Unified State Exam in the Russian language within
Tatar MOI schools. To address this issue without shifting to the Russian MOI, teacher
resorts to her knowledge of pedagogy. She introduces electronic supplementary materials
into her classroom across several content area classes. She explains that the Russian
language of these materials is the argument she uses to address parents’ concerns:
Менә шунда бөтен хикмәте аның: электрон дәреслекләр рус телендә бара. ...
Менә мин шулай аңлатыр идем, дәрестә татарча укыйбыз, ә бит балаларга
өстәмә эш барысы да русча бирелә. Димәк, без рус телендә дә, татар
телендә дә укып барабыз бит математикадан, шулай бит? Димәк,
башлангычта бала бездә белем алса, 5 нчы сыйныфта уйласа да башка
мәктәпкә китәргә, рус мәктәбенә барып керсә дә, ул бала югалып калмаячак.
… Бездә, гомумән, укыту менә шулайга нигезләнгән бит, ике телдә дә бара
ул. ... Менә шулай әти-әниләр үзеннән-үзе ышана баралар аңа.
(Well, this is the wisdom of it: electronic textbooks are in the Russian language. I
would explain it this way, we study in Tatar in class, but additional materials are
all given in Russian. Thus, we are teaching both in Russian language and in Tatar
language in Math, aren’t we? Thus, a child who is studying in our elementar y
school, even if they think to go to a different school for a 5th grade, to a Russian
school, that child won’t feel lost. Our educational model is set up that way, in two
languages. … So, this is how parents are slowly being convinced about it.)
Another approach to strengthen multilingualism that she offers consists of high
quality instruction. She believes that all teachers are literacy teachers, and in their classes
should develop students thinking skills, vocabulary and their ability to eloquently express
ideas. Lastly, a mere exposure to all three languages through a variety of language
festivals, literacy rich environment in the school that teachers and staff create enhances
students’ chances of mastering all three languages.
Teacher’s understanding of policies is more developed than that of her peers. The
teacher is acutely aware of the regional law that establishes bilingualism in Tatarstan, yet
she is saddened by the fact that its implementation at the level of official government is
almost non-existent. In order to imagine a situation where bilingualism is respected she
creates an idealized world, but the one, where Tatar language takes precedence over
Russian, the roles are switched, and Russian is delegated to the language of choice,
despite being a second official language of the region:
Менә минем республикам – Татарстан. Менә мин – ил башлыгы. Үземнең
илемдә икетеллелек законы кабул иттем.... минем илем икән, минем үз
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телем өстен булырга тиеш минем республикамда...Рәсми документлар
бөтенесе татар телендә булырга тиеш... Дөрес өйрәтелергә һәм дөрес
язылырга тиештер... Тел өйрәтелгән һәм югары җитәкчеләр нинди
җитәкчеләр булуына карамастан, телне әйбәт белә...Һәм читтән килгән
кеше дә, Татарстанга килде икән кунакка, белми икән татар телен
тәрҗемәчесе белән килә һәм ил башлыгы янына килә тәрҗемәчесе белән
кереп. Менә бу вакытта тулаем минем республикам үз көчендә Татарстан
Республикасы, аның теле бар, аның халкы бар, ул – ил. Ә рус теле, ул инде
янәшәдәге...Кем аралашырга тели рус телендә, шул кешеләр өчен. Рус
телендә кино карарга кирәк ул аларга, рус телендә чараларда катнашу өчен
кирәк ул аларга, башка республикаларга чыкканда кирәк ул тел. Инглиз теле
кешегә кирәк бит менә чит илгә ял итәргә барып кайтканда, шулай
бит...Ничек рус телен өйрәнә ул, дәүләт теле буларак фәннәре кертелә
аның, шулай бит рус телен өйрәнә, шулай ук инглиз теле дә керә бит рус
теле кебек. Но инглиз теле дәүләт теле дәрәҗәсенә куелмаган.
(Here is my republic, Tatarstan. I am the ruler of the country. I passed a bilingual
law in my country. If it is my country, my language has to take precedence in my
republic. All official documentation should be in Tatar language. It has to be
written and spoken properly. Language is learnt and higher officials regardless of
which kind know the language. If a guest from abroad visits Tatarstan and doesn’t
know Tatar, they bring an interpreter and meet with the ruler of the country in
Tatar language. So, in this situation my republic is Tatarstan Republic in its full
strength, it has a language, it has a people, it is a country. And Russian language,
it goes side by side. Those who want to interact in Russian, it is for them. They
can watch movies in Russian, to participate in events in Russian it is needed, to
travel to other region one needs that language. Well English is necessary for
people when they go on vacation abroad, right. How does he learn Russian, as a
state language classes are taught in Russian, this is how Russian is learnt, English
is also taught like Russian language. But English doesn’t have the status of a state
language.)
The fact that in the ideal scenario the implementation of a bilingual law doesn’t
reveal any bilingual traces for teacher 1-6 speaks to the idea that bilingualism in her
interpretation is conceived in a subtractive manner, as “either-or”, either Russian
language dominance over Tatar, or Tatar language dominance over Russian. A possibility
of a balanced bilingualism is beyond the imagination of this teacher.
4.1.2.1.7 Teacher 1-7
Teacher 1-7 stands out among all the other teachers in the building. He is the only
one who preferred to give the interview in the Russian language. His opinion of the place
of Tatar language, the need to learn the Tatar language, and the policies for Tatar
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language were most different among teachers in the school. Like all the teachers, he does
share the understanding of the benefits of learning many languages, he tries to enact the
trilingual school policies in his classroom and in other interactions. Like a few other
teachers, he also notices that Russian is a dominant language among children and that the
role of English is so big, that it cannot be ignored in the school or society. Yet, what
makes his opinions different is the fact that he has more of a tolerant view towards
learning and teaching Tatar and he does not see himself as an advocate for Tatar language
as other teachers in the building do. Unlike other teachers he has had no schooling
experience in Tatar, nor does he speak Tatar at home. Therefore, his Tatar language
proficiency might not be very high, even though he claims to speak Tatar and Russian
languages in his class. Despite working in a Tatar-medium school, some of his ideas
show that he adopted a dominant perspective on the role of Tatar in society, on the need
to learn the Tatar language among non-Tatar language speakers and the policies that
promote/limit the use of Tatar in Tatarstan.
Some of teacher 1-7’s ideas about multilingualism and policy resemble opinions
of teacher 1-3. More specifically, both of them adopt a pragmatic view of language, that
is, its usefulness in the future: compared to English, Tatar fares worse. The teacher 1-7
sees that Tatar language is not developing, “К сожалению, татарский сейчас у нас всётаки… ну, он не развивается. Не могу сказать то, что он угасает или нет, но по
крайней мере чёткого развития я особо не вижу” (Unfortunately, Tatar language
nowadays, in any case… so, it is not developing. I cannot say that it is fading away, but at
least I don’t see a clear development). And during the next interview he clarifies that
“Нет, я не говорю то, что он… Он просто… такое ощущение, что он пока застрял”
(No, I am not saying … it is simply… it feels like for right now it is stuck). He provides
examples that he observes that most parents speak to their children in the Russian
language in the school and that Russian is the dominant language for children he works
with. He claims to never have heard Tatar spoken by children on the street and that
Russian is the dominant language among students in all schools. In addition, like teacher
1-3 he also approves of principal’s promotion of English language use in school, which is
partly determined by the fact that both of them are English teachers.
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Teacher 1-7’s view about language policy also deserves attention. Unprompted
the teacher imagines different scenarios of laws that might impact language education,
and he contrasts the current situation of bilingualism to the possibility of creating a
monolingual Tatar law. And that for him is nonsense, and a violation of human rights.
When contrasted to the imaginary situation of the teacher 1-6, the two teachers seem to
have very different perspectives. While the assistant principal really puts Tatar language
at the forefront of language legislation in the region, the teacher 1-7 considers that a
violation of rights. Some degree of bilingualism is present in their perspectives, but while
teacher 1-6 privileges Tatar over Russian, teacher 1-7 implicitly takes the perspective of
the dominant society not considering how the rights of Tatar people might be violated
under the current situation of the dominant role of Russian in the region. His opinion
about the language of Unified State Examination is also supportive of the current state of
affairs. He opines that if Tatarstan is granted the possibility of taking the test in Tatar
language, then all the other ethnic communities would want such an opportunity, and that
would create many difficulties for test developers: “Но если для Татарстана сделали –
потом другие попросят. И это… ну, получится как-то, наверное, слишком уже
сложновато для создателя. Вы так не считаете?” (So, if they do it for Tatarstan, then
others will ask. And that… it will turn out to be, somehow, perhaps, too difficult for the
test developer. Don’t you think so?). So, he takes upon the perspective of the test
developer, and not the people for whom taking the test in a native language might be the
exercise of their right to use their language in education.
Overall, teacher 1-7’s opinions about multilingualism are supportive, but only so
in theory. Having listed a number of various benefits of learning languages, he
uncritically and instinctively adopts the view that Russian-English language bilingualism
is the status quo. And since in his view Tatar language development is at a deadlock, he
disregards the possibility of multilingualism, inclusive of Tatar language. He laments that
the need for studying English is higher than that for his native language, yet he seems
oblivious of various factors that push Tatar language to the periphery of language
learning. On the one hand, the teacher is supportive of the school’s mission to teach Tatar
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language and culture, yet on the other hand, he sees policies that might support the school
to accomplish this mission as a violation of human rights.
4.1.2.1.8 Teacher 1-8
Teacher 1-8, the focal teacher, concludes the analysis of teachers’ opinions about
multilingualism and language in School 1. The constant-comparative method of analysis
of the School 1 teachers’ interviews shows that most of teacher 1-8’s views have already
been described to some extent by her colleagues, and analyzed in the sections above. The
summary of her ideas shows that teacher 1-8 is an avid supporter of multilingualism, and
gives Tatar a special status in her teaching and her view of multilingualism. The
knowledge of Russian and English language is considered as a prerequisite for a
successful individual, yet it is through Tatar language that she calls for all learning and
nurturing to take place. Like teachers 1-5, 1-6 and 1-7, teacher 1-8 realizes that Tatar
MOI schools have certain characteristics that set them apart from Russian MOI schools;
these are nurturing through Tatar language and literature, discipline, patience, modesty.
She states: “Менә мин үзем өчен шуны ачтым. Ничә ата-ана белән сөйләшсәң дә,
‘сездә тәрбия яхшы,’ диләр. Уку яхшы димиләр, тәрбия яхшы диләр.” (Perhaps, I
don’t know. This is what I discovered for myself. Regardless of how many parents you
talk to, they say ‘nurturing is good in your school’. They don’t say that the education is
good, they say that nurturing is good. Parents realized that much depends on a child’s
nurturing). Like teachers 1-1 and 1-3 teacher feels proud to be a Tatar person, and models
her confident use of Tatar in front of her students in classroom and public places. She
believes it is up to an individual to create spaces for Tatar language use in educational
and social domains.
Interestingly, unlike teacher 1-3 and 1-7, teacher 1-8 claims that Tatar language is
needed in society and is useful in her students’ future. The teacher 1-8 provides several
examples from her own life and her former students who came back to thank her after
graduation because they could speak Tatar and it was needed in their lives: “Нәкъ шулай
11 не бетергән кыз, (урыс исемле кыз) кияүгә чыкты, татар егетенә. Килде дә
инде бу, ‘(укытучы исеме), вы мне так помогли, минем ирем хәзер татар, дип
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куйды (көлә).” (That’s right, so the girl, [with a Russian name] who graduated school got
married a Tatar guy. So she came and said: “teacher 1-8, you helped me so much, my
husband is now Tatar,” she added). So, this particular Russian student was grateful that
she had Tatar language skills to communicate with her Tatar husband. The need to learn
the language of the people who live in your region is emphasized again in teacher 1-8’s
comments. Also, unlike teacher 1-5 who is consciously using and making references to
several languages in the classroom, teacher 1-8 believes in strict separation of languages
in instruction. She contends that, “Шулай. Методика буенча шулай. Рус телендә
укытасың икән, рус телендә, мәсьәлән, дәресеңне алып барасың. Татар телендә
белем бирәсең икән, татар телендә. Ике телне катнаштыру тиеш түгел.” (So. It
is so according to the methods. If you teach in the Russian language, for example, you are
teaching your lesson [in that language]. If you are teaching in Tatar language, then Tatar
language. You are not supposed to mix the two languages). Upon further probing she
explains that this understanding comes from her education in the community college, but
she doesn’t remember exactly where it comes from.
4.1.2.1.9 Cross-case analysis
Analysis of School 1 or school with Tatar medium of instruction presents an
engaging description of what teachers think about multilingualism and language policy.
Open coding is focused on the text to identify key concepts and categories. Due to the
limitation of the space these codes are provided in the table below. The categories are
grouped into three columns, those that are consistent and common across most or all
teachers, those that are shared by several teachers and the ones unique to individual
teachers.
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Table 12. School 1 cross-case analysis
Consistent among most or
all teachers
Students language
proficiency
- high in Russian
- low or varied in Tatar
- low or varied in English

Acknowledgments of
benefits of multilingualism
- cultural
- regional
- cognitive
- developmental, etc.
Tatar only policy in
curriculum and instruction
with the exception of using
Russian when comprehension
is at stake
- strategies to elicit students’
responses in Tatar
- English is promoted as an
alternative to Tatar
- policy is internalized by
students
- this policy comes from the
principal
Students resistance to Tatar
language comes from parents’
resistance, laziness, lack of
knowledge of the language
and fear that learning Tatar
may lead to poor Russian
language proficiency

Shared by several teachers
Learning Tatar is justified
by
- the need to respect Tatars
- its disregard is perceived as
contempt towards Tatar people
(mockery of Tatars speaking
Tatar in the past and
nowadays)
Parents’ ability to speak
Tatar language positively
influence students’ Tatar
language knowledge
- mother’s language
proficiency and involvement is
most influential
In other Tatar MOI schools
parents urge and
administration carries out the
shift to Russian MOI due to
- misunderstandings in the role
of MOI in education
- seeking to blame the Tatar
language and not ineffective
instruction
- shying away from assuming
responsibility for their own
lack of language knowledge
Parents’ choice of school
with Tatar MOI is determined
by
- strong ties with the language
and culture
- willingness to preserve the
language in the family
- among Russians, desire to be
bilingual in Tatar and Russian

Unique to
individual teachers
Issues within
teaching in Tatar
- unique challenges
of grammar
- typos in textbooks
- dual job of
teaching language
and content
Tatar language
learning needs to be
proved, while
English learning is
taken for granted

All teachers should
be literacy and
language teachers
and quality of
language instruction
is a prerequisite for
multilingualism

Tatar only
legislation might
- violate one’s rights
- create an ideal
scenario for
languages
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Table 12 Cont.
Tatar schools are
characterized by benevolence,
discipline, patience, nurturing

All parents support and
advocate for English
language instruction

Discrepancy
between the law on
state bilingualis m
and its
implementation

Tatar language learning is
justified by
- regional characteristics
- ties to identity, culture, pride
and as a link to mothers

View of Unified State
Examination offered only in
Russian
- some: negatively, seen as an
obstacle or breach of rights
- others: neutrally, as
knowledge of content is more
important that the language of
the content

Learning English is justified
by
- job requirements
- travel
- global language

Tatar language
- is declining and it is not
useful
- is better than in the past and
is needed in interactions and
some jobs

Tatar from rural
areas
- perceived as fluent
speakers of Tatar
and weak speakers
of Russian
- perceived as
shifting from Tatar
to the Russian
language
Use of two or more
languages in one
class
- is argued for
- is argued against

4.1.2.2 School 2 (School with Russian MOI)
4.1.2.2.1 Teacher 2-1
Teacher 2-1 is a classroom novice teacher who works in a Russian-medium
school. She views English, Tatar and Russian languages as important classes to be taught
in school because languages broaden students’ horizons. The teacher is ethnically
Russian, thus speaks fluent Russian. Her knowledge of Tatar and English languages is
minimal.
English for her serves as a requirement for global interaction, and Tatar is a
necessity of the state. When questioned about different matters pertaining to each of these
languages several patterns emerged. First of all, English language teaching comes more
as a requirement of the globalized world: “Если даже куда-то поехали не в
англоязычную страну, но в основном если как туристам, в основном общаемся на
английском: самый такой оптимальный язык, который большинство людей знает”
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(Even if you go to somewhere to a non-English speaking country, if you are a tourist, we
in general interact in the English language: it is the most optimal language, that most
people know). She understands that to teach English in school is important, yet, she
rejects the need to make English a part of the test taking process. She thinks that making
the exam in English is an act of cruelty: “Согласна, нужен, нужен. Но тренировать
детей на то, чтобы сдавали экзамен, – по-моему, это всё-таки жестоко.” (I agree, it is
necessary, necessary. But to train children to take an exam [in the English language] is, in
my opinion, nevertheless, cruel) (see glossary, need). Here the teacher refers to some
rumors from the members of the parliament who want to introduce more English
language instruction in schools and require school graduation exams to be in English.
These rumors are not supported by any existing bills or policy initiatives.
The analysis of teacher 2-1’s views on Russian and Tatar language can be
juxtaposed. Initially, she claims that there needs to be equality of Russian and Tatar
languages in Tatarstan, so that the rights of Tatar individuals are not infringed:
Мы живём в Татарстане: в национальной стране – в национальной
республике, простите, – и... В плане ущемления, не ущемления татарского
народа, то есть татарский народ, ‘мы знаем ваш русский – будьте любезны
знать наш, татарский, язык или хотя бы изучать его, чтобы хоть как-то
разговорную речь понимать на татарском языке’. То есть единоправие
должно быть языков: русского и татарского – в Татарстане конкретно.
(We live in Tatarstan: in the national country - in the national republic, sorry, and… When it comes to infringement, not infringing on Tatar people, that is Tatar
people [say], ‘we know your Russian, now please be so kind to know our, Tatar
language, or at least learn it, so that you can understand some conversational
speech in Tatar language’. That is, there has to be equality of languages: Russian
and Tatar in Tatarstan specifically.)
However, her reflections about the teaching of Tatar and the role of Tatar in
society and policy, don’t match these claims. First of all, the teacher describes learning
Tatar with an element of coercion: “У нас и в институтах преподают татарский,
поэтому хочешь, не хочешь – изучать придётся” (Even in our universities they teach
Tatar, therefore, whether you want it or not, you will have to study it) (see glossary, have
to). In addition, there is an underlying assumption that even taking Tatar classes, if
somebody learns Tatar that would be for Tatar individuals in Tatar groups or those whose
parents, mainly mothers teach the language at home. Second, the teacher believes that
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only students in the villages can achieve and maintain full Tatar language proficiency,
and in Kazan Russian is the dominant language: “Вы опрос проводите в Казани – в
Казани татары уже мало разговаривают на татарском языке, потому что везде
русскоязычная речь – и им сложно просто на татарском” (You are doing interviews
in Kazan - in Kazan already few Tatars speak Tatar, because Russian speech is
everywhere - it is simply hard for them [to speak in] Tatar).
Third, Tatar that is spoken in school is only conversational Tatar among teachers,
and all students speak Russian language, including Tatars and immigrants. Lastly, she
notes that Tatar is not needed outside of Tatarstan. As she continues developing this
thought, she brings up two examples, one of Crimean Tatars, and one about the
similarities of Tatar with Kirghiz language. However, due to the fact that Crimean Tatar
is only a dialect, and that Kirghiz language, despite being similar to Tatar, is useful for
communication only - “Можно так общаться, всё” (You can interact, that is it) - she still
retains her opinion about the limited need for Tatar. Lastly, teacher 2-1 views introducing
Unified Stated Examination in Tatar as a possibility, yet a huge burden, much like teacher
1-6 described. In sum, the equal status and the need for studying Tatar are completely
misaligned with her own limited knowledge of the language, little exposure to Tatar in
schools, and little acknowledgement of its need in society.
In comparison to Tatar, Russian language is seen as “единый язык, на котором
все разговаривают” (the united/common language, that everybody speaks) whereas
Tatar language as the “второй государственный язык, и мы должны его знать”
(second state language, and we have to know it). Russian language is also a state
language that everybody has to know, and it is taught in all schools, including national
schools, where another language is the medium of instruction. The teacher is also an
adamant supporter of the Russian language teaching as she expresses her concerns that
not enough time is given for Russian language instruction in schools,
проблема в том, например, что у нас сейчас очень мало русского языка как
такового. То есть программы сейчас делаются на пять часов изучения
русского языка в школе, вообще в обычной. У нас это сжимается до трёх
часов. И полный объём русского языка здесь невозможно дать за то время,
которое мы с ними занимаемся на уроках. Поэтому это какие-то
дополнительные занятия у нас.
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(The problem is that, for example, we now have very little of Russian language as
is. That is, the [federal] programs are prepared for five hours of Russian language
in school, in general in average school. We have it condensed to three hours. And
it is not possible to give the entire content within the time that we are working
with them in classes. Therefore, we have additional lessons.)
Due to the fact that the federally approved textbooks are designed for the entire
country, including regions which don’t have a local language component, there happens
to be a mismatch in the number of hours and content that teachers in different regions of
Russian have to teach. So, regions with a local language have two somewhat
irreconcilable conditions. On the one hand, regions, like Tatarstan, are allowed to
introduce equal number of classes for the Russian and local language, but at the same
time, they are constrained by the fact that despite shrink ing the number of hours for
Russian language, they still have to cover the same amount of information as the schools
in regions where only Russian language is taught.
Overall, teacher 2-1’s’ attitude towards multilingualism reveals general support
for multilingualism as an ideal, but a differential treatment of each of the languages
involved in practice. Interestingly, teacher attitudes towards Russian-Tatar bilingual
policies in Tatarstan are supportive, but in practice they are not substantiated. On the
contrary, the need for learning English in schools is justified, but she is against policies
that can make the presence of English overwhelming in school, like establishing school
graduation exams in English.
4.1.2.2.2 Teacher 2-2
Several provisional codes emerge from the interview of teacher 2-2 who is a
classroom teacher of the first grade. Many of her answers about multilingualism and
language policy were based on her views of the need to study language, the quality of
language teaching and what she heard from colleagues, parents, and others about
language learning and teaching. First and foremost, language need is the defining criteria
for any language learning. And using this criterion as a benchmark, she gives priority to
Russian. As an ethnic Russian, she considers Russian as her mother tongue, it has a
special meaning for her:
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Ну, вообще велик и могуч наш русский язык. Ну вот. Русский язык – это…
ну, для меня святой язык, вообще любимый язык, красивый язык, самый…
классики сами мировые все… я считаю, что на русском языке. Ну, самая-то
главная роль – это общение людей языковое.
(Well, overall, great and powerful is our Russian language. So, that is. Russian
language is, for me a sacred language, overall, my favorite language, beautiful
language, the most…. I believe that all the world classics are in the Russian
language. And the most important role is the language interaction among people.)
Russian language’s unique status is supported by the amount of classical literature
written in the language, which places it among the world classics. The words “great and
powerful,” now a common saying in everyday communication, come from the Russian
poem by Turgenev (1882) called “Russian language: “In days of doubt, in days of dreary
musings on my country's fate, you alone are my comfort and support, oh great, powerful,
righteous, and free Russian language!” (poemhunter.com). This quote also shows that
Russian is the lingua franca for communication. On another occasion, the teacher
believing there is no need to learn Tatar is because all Tatars speak Russian. The need to
learn Russian goes without saying for immigrant students as well. Teacher 2-2 claims that:
Если они приехали в эту страну учиться, пусть учатся на русском языке. Я
думаю, что это не нужно. То есть это я, опять же, буду их запутывать и…
Пускай дома общаются разговорной речью. Они же его знают: свой язык. А
обучение они должны… если в своей стране – другое дело.
(If they came to this country to study, then they should study in the Russian
language. I think, [using their home language] is unnecessary. That is, again, I
will be confusing them and … Let them speak conversational language at home.
They already know it, their language. But education has to, if in their own country,
it is a different story.) (see glossary, need)
The need for learning Russian for immigrants also means to leave their native
languages at home, as using languages other than Russian in instruction, teacher 2-2
believes might confuse children.
Teacher 2-2 peripherally supports the learning of more than one language; it
mainly becomes evident when comparing the need to learn English or German and Tatar
languages. While there is a clear benefit of learning the former languages in the job
market and the future prospects of using it, Tatar language, from teacher 2-2’s opinion,
doesn’t have any of these advantages. Teacher 2-2 claims that if she were to learn a
second language that would be English, because
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Вот я бы пошла изучать иностранный язык. Потому что они более
востребованы – понимаете? – в жизни даже. Ну что?.. Вот я поеду, например,
во Францию. Что, мне татарский язык там будет?.. Я на татарском языке
общаться буду? Нет. Правильно? В ту же любую другую страну. Но
татарский же изучают только вот в Татарстане… Ну, в Москве. Ну,
крымский… Но их много, татар, по всему миру. Я согласна. Но они же все
умеют общаться на русском языке. Как бы нет такой необходимости.
(So, I would go to study a foreign language. Because they are more in demand,
you know? - even in life. So what? So, if I go to, for example, France. So, what
will Tatar language do for me there? Will I speak Tatar language there? No. Right?
[The same holds true, if I go] to any other country. But Tatar is only learnt in
Tatarstan. Well, in Moscow. So, Crimean [Tatar]. But, there are many Tatars
around the world. I agree. But they all know to interaction in the Russian
language. So, as such, there is no need.)
Compared to Tatar, the world status of English creates a special need to learn this
language to enable communication abroad. While Russian is considered a lingua franca
for Tatar and Russian speakers in Tatarstan and Russia, English has this status outside of
Russia. Like teacher 2-1, this teacher disregards the fact that Tatar is also spoken in
Moscow, Crimea and other countries, as the superiority of a language dictates language
choice locally and globally. A similar idea of usefulness of a foreign langua ge holds true
in discussion about German. Teacher 2-2 reflects that her relatives made a conscious
choice of sending their son to a school with intensive German instruction with the
prospects of sending him to live in Germany. The teacher acknowledges the boy’s
excellent language skills, yet notes, that despite his superior skills in learning any
language, he dislikes Tatar very much. So, parents’ views on the usefulness of some
languages over others might impact children’s motivation to study them.
From the pragmatic view of the value of language learning, Tatar fares worst in
the hierarchy of Russian and foreign languages. Teacher 2-2 considers that its learning
should be supported as a symbol of patriotism and acknowledgement of living in a region,
called Tatarstan, which bears the legacy of Tatar language and culture upon its name.
However, the fact that Tatar is not used or required outside of the school makes it the
least appealing language to acquire. On multiple occasions the teacher expresses its
unimportance: 1) “Я абсолютно не националистка, как говорится, я очень отношусь
трепетно… нет необходимости – вот скажем так. Нет необходимости. Нет нужды
мне в нём” (I am definitely not a nationalist, as they say, I treat [Tatar] with care… no
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need, let me say that. There is no need. I don’t have a need in it.). From her view, Tatar
language has no future in Kazan, “‘Зачем он нужен? Дальше?.. Перспективы у этого
языка нет в Казани. Всё равно общение на русском. То есть в профессии ничего это
не даёт” (Why is it needed? In the future? This language doesn’t have the future in
Kazan. Anyway, interaction is in the Russian language. That is it doesn’t do any good for
your career). The only place where Tatar might be needed is family:
Вот дети в школе мучают, мучают, а дальше пришёл в институт… Но тоже
там вроде, говорят, есть на каком-то курсе это… английский язык. Ну а
дальше-то он… Ой, татарский язык. А дальше-то ведь, ну, как бы нет
общения и развития этого языка. Ну, только если ты в семье вот общаешься
на татарском языке, да?
(So, children are tortured, tormented in school, then they go to college. There, it is
also, they say, there is in some years the… English language. But in the future
it…, Oh, I [meant] Tatar language. In the future, so to say, there is no
communication and development of that language. Only if you interact in the
family in the Tatar language, yes?)
This quote also highlights the teacher attitudes towards the teaching of Tatar
language in schools, which she equates to tormenting, vexing or bothering children. From
her view, since Tatar language is not used outside of school, its teaching should be
reduced to a few hours a week and made optional: “Но мы же видим, понимаем, вот
что в жизни нет такой востребованности в татарском языке, а только чисто на
уровне национального” (But we see that, we understand, that in life there is no need for
Tatar language, but only on the level of a national language). Therefore, the only role
Tatar language has is symbolic, as a sign of acknowledgement of Tatar legacy, since the
languages of present day and future are Russian and foreign languages.
Teacher 2-2’s had very few opinions about language policy decisions, most of
which were about local decisions made in school. The teacher negatively viewed school’s
decisions where unqualified teachers were placed to teach Tatar language classes. She
strongly believes that only those who love children, know and love their subject matter
can be effective teachers in the classroom. However, in her current school, being of Tatar
ethnicity is enough to be assigned to teach Tatar language classes, so much so that
teachers of history and chemistry who need more hours teach Tatar language and
literature classes. The example of a focal teacher from School 2, who is a history and
social studies teacher, is an illustration of this point. More so, due to her experience
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monitoring standardized test administration, she visits many schools, and she finds that
the situation is the same: “Вот ты татарка – вот ты веди татарский язык. И это во
многих школах. Это не только в нашей. Я просто бываю во многих школах, потому
что я руководитель экзаменов в районе девятых классов” (So, you are Tatar, then you
teach Tatar language classes. And that happens in many schools. Not only in ours. I
simply go to many other schools because I am the head of the testing division for the 9th
grade students in the district). More so, teacher 2-2 mentions that she was invited to work
in a school with a Tatar MOI and she was surprised as she doesn’t speak the language.
Я говорю: «Как я?.. Я же русская», – я говорю, – «как я буду?..» Она говорит:
«Да у нас только на бумажке вроде написано. Мы всё равно учим на
русском. Мы», – говорит, – «только пишем… У тебя будут заполнять
журналы как на татарском вроде это…».
(I say: “‘How can I? I am Russian,’ - said I. ‘How will I…’ And she says: “Well,
in our school it is only written on paper. We teach in Russian anyway. We,’ - she
says, ‘only write… You will have rosters filled out in Tatar, sort of…’)
Just like teachers in School 1 mentioned, teacher 2-2’s comment shows that Tatar
language is marginalized in many Tatar MOI too. Teacher 2-2 adds that the only schools
where Tatar remains as the medium of instruction are those affiliated with religious
institutions, such as mosques or madrasas. Her experience of observing Tatar MOI brings
her to the conclusion that there is no need to administer Unified State Examination in
Tatar language as she doubts there are any children who are proficient enough in Tatar to
take it. More so, many teachers feel strongly against the inclusion of Tatar language exam
upon finishing 9th grade, and teacher 2-2 supports this idea. Lastly, although the school
doesn’t have an official language policy, this teacher posits that students only speak
Russian and only very few use Tatar or native language with their parents. Among
faculty, only Tatar teachers or novice teachers of Tatar background interact with one
another in Tatar. The teacher 2-2 acutely remembers feeling awkward and uncomfortable
when in cafeteria, a group of teachers continued interacting in Tatar despite the fact that
teacher 2-2 joined their table. Her exclusion from the conversation, or perhaps the use of
Tatar language instead of Russian bothered the teacher because it temporarily changed
the place of Russian as the default language in the school.
In sum, teacher 2-2’s attitudes towards multilingualism are determined by the
usefulness of a language according to several criteria: its use outside of school, its status
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among other languages, and other characteristics, such as emotional ties to language and
symbolic meaning of a language. Her views on language policies reveal that she is
critical of the institutional infrastructures that place unqualified teachers to teach Tatar.
However, besides her care about the deprofessionalization of Tatar language education,
she does not see positively policies that support Tatar language teaching and even sees
them as harmful. In fact, she is in favor of changing them to align Tatar language
teaching with her views on multilingualism.
4.1.2.2.3 Teacher 2-3
Teacher 2-3, who teaches Tatar language and literature, views language positively,
she believes that learning languages at a young age is easier for children than when they
get older, and regardless of any language multilingualism is an asset. She believes that
the primary reason for learning any language is communication and provides an example
of one of the Tatar-speaking students in college who studied in her cohort. The girl didn’t
speak Russian very well and felt embarrassed to speak it, so teacher 2-3 tried to speak to
her in Tatar, and the girl much more willingly communicated with the teacher 2-3
afterwards. However, in her comparison of Russian, Tatar and English languages, she
places the primary role to the Russian language, casts Tatar language as the language of
Tatarstan that has to be preserved, and English as the world language that needs to be
learned for travel.
Teacher believes that Russian has the most important role in our state, despite
having two official languages: “Всё-таки у нас пускай даже два государственных
языка, русский язык – основной язык. То есть его нужно знать” (Anyhow even if we
have two state languages, Russian is the primary language. That is, it is necessary to
know it). Several arguments for learning Russian include studying it in school, speaking
it fluently without mistakes in public, in everyday life, and while taking Unified State
Examinations. Similarly, the status of English as the language of the world is indisputable,
“Английский язык – это же уже язык мира же, как называют его. То есть с
английским языком человек нигде не пропадёт. Если русский язык кто-то знает,
кто-то – не знает, а английский... “ (English language is already the language of the
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world, as they call it. That is with the English language, a person will not get lost in the
world. If some people know Russian and others don’t, but English…). The English
language is the language of communication among different peoples. She provides an
example of a friend who studied English in school and then immigrated to Spain without
knowing Spanish. Teacher 2-3 states that the knowledge of English was of great help to
her friend, especially in the early days before she learned Spanish.
Tatar language, occupies a lower place, but it has a special importance in
Tatarstan: “Я считаю, что татарский язык нужен именно на территории нашей
республики” (I consider that Tatar language is necessary exactly on the territory of our
republic). Teacher 2-3 believes that it is regional bilingual policies that make the learning
of Tatar required in schools; in a way for people, these policies legitimize what it means
to teach Tatar language in Tatarstan. Teacher’s attitudes towards Tatar language are thus
warm. She offers some linguistic and cultural benefits of learning Tatar, yet her answers
reveal that the presence of Tatar has to be justified and proven. For example, teacher 2-3
is aware that many parents’ negative attitude towards learning Tatar affects students’
learning practices, and since at such early age children typically do not have their own
opinions, they mimic the views of their teachers and parents:
Даже если родители не будут говорить ‘ой, этот татарский надоел мне,’ это
уже будет большой плюс. ‘Этот татарский – зачем он нужен?’ Просто вот
дети – ой, родители – начинают так говорить – и дети это всё слышат – и у
них – они сами не понимают... У них это всё закладывается.
(Even if parents won’t say ‘oh, I am tired of this Tatar’, this will be a good thing.
‘This Tatar, why it is necessary?’ So, the children, I mean parents, start talking
like that and children hear all that, and they start, they don’t really understand that.
But these ideas stay with them.)
Teacher 2-3 also finds that those parents who tend to oppose Tatar language don’t
know the language themselves and thus cannot help their children. On the contrary, if
parents speak Tatar at home and encourage children to learn the language, the children
are more likely to better learn Tatar. To validate the Tatar language in schools, the
teacher has two arguments. First, if Tatar is not taught in schools, it will go extinct, and
regardless of the usefulness of a language or whether children like it or not, learning any
language is good for them. The second reason comes from the name of her school, which
is officially called Russian-Tatar school. The teacher explains it as follows:
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Те, кто татарские… вот кто татарский язык ведёт, – они могут и на
татарском. Например, если они берут какую-то тему вот на педсовете, они
спокойно могут на татарском языке нам рассказать. Потому что у нас
русско-татарская школа, … [что означает] изучают русский и татарский
языки. Одинаково. Одинаковое количество часов, одинаковое количество
подачи знаний то есть.
(Those who are Tatar…. who are teaching Tatar language, they can [speak] in
Tatar language. For example, if they take a topic for a departmental meeting, they
can easily talk about it to us in Tatar. Because we are a Russian-Tatar school, …
[which means] that [students] learn Russian and Tatar languages. Equally. In
equal numbers, so equal number of ways to give knowledge.)
The inclusion of the word Tatar in the name of the school, serves to explain why
Tatar language department meetings can be held in Tatar or why equal number of Tatar
and Russian languages are taught in the school. However, these are the rights that are
granted to any school in the region, so reference to the school name to support these
rights simply partly shows quite hostile environment in school towards Tatar use and
teaching.
Teacher’s attitudes towards policies are neutral. In her school, there are no official
language policies, but she never hears children speak any language but Russian in school.
The teacher doesn’t see the de facto Russian language use in school as a problem, albeit
she asserts that language practices in the family are important to help children learn Tatar.
However, in her own family, despite graduating from a Tatar school and the ability to
speak the language, she prefers to speak to her mother and daughter in Russian leaving
Tatar to interactions with the grandmother and those who initiate the talk in Tatar. She
explains that it is a habit, but doesn’t go beyond that to explain what triggers the
formation of the habit. Thus, in school instead of challenging de facto Russian language
policies, she feels the need to justify the presence of Tatar, whereas she critiques
language policies at home, yet doesn’t follow through them in her own family. Teacher 23 is one of the focal teachers. Therefore, further analysis of how her interview compares
to the classroom observation will be provided in the next section of the dissertation.
4.1.2.2.4 Teacher 2-4
Teacher 2-4 is a veteran Tatar language and literature teacher who came to the
profession of teaching Tatar language accidentally, but once she was in, she worked on
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improving herself to provide good experience for the students. Early in her career she
encountered Dr. Litvinov’s method of teaching Tatar to speakers of Russian language and
fully embraced this approach which evolved from teaching English as a foreign language.
She worked together with Dr. Litvinov to master it and observe the best practices in using
it. Teacher 2-4 explicitly states that “я влюблена в эту методику,” (I am in love with
this method) “мне нравится этот предмет,” (I like this subject) “мне очень приятно
работать с детьми, я их очень люблю” (I find it very pleasant to work with children, I
love them very much). This care for children comes across in most of her answers. Her
view of multilingualism and language policy is positive but fairly diffuse, as she doesn’t
explicitly answer what is the role of language in Tatarstan, where motivation for language
learning comes from and how policies impact language learning. Instead she often brings
examples from her classroom of how she engages students in the learning process, their
reactions or how students upon completion of how school or later in life return to thank
her for teaching Tatar language, as they find it useful in their community college
programs, in their jobs as social workers.
Teacher 2-4’s attitudes towards multilingualism are positive, as she views any
language learning as an asset that can benefit the individual in one way or another later in
life. She doesn’t speak much about Russian or English languages, as her primary focus in
school is teaching Tatar to Russian speakers. She refers to Russian when explaining her
teaching approaches, where she constantly moves back and forth between Russian and
Tatar showing similarities and differences between the languages. The relevance of
English is explained in relation to international events hosted in the city that attract large
numbers of foreigners.
Her approach to teaching Tatar is to let students like her first, and then like her
subject matter. She provides an example of class interaction between two Russian boys:
Он сказал: Я не знаю татарский язык, знать не хочу и не буду изучать". А в
классе сидел мальчик (имя другого русского мальчика) – он говорит: "Кому
ты это говоришь? Самой (учительнице 2-4)?!” И я хочу сказать, что я делаю
так, чтобы дети сначала в меня влюбились при изучении. Влюбляются – и
только потом начинаешь требовать у детей. Вот через меня они влюбляются
в татарский язык.
(He said: “I don’t know Tatar language, I don’t want to know and will not learn”.
And there was a boy in the class whose name is (another Russian name), he says:
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‘Whom are you saying this? To the teacher 2-4 herself’. I want to say that I do so
that children first of all fall in love with me while learning. Once in love, only
then you start requiring something from children. So, through me they fall in love
with the Tatar language.)
Her love and interest in Tatar language are also revealed from the way she
discusses it in class. She explicitly discusses the reasons for studying Tatar and praises
students who might also know languages, like Chuvash or Mari:
Мы живём в Татарии, мы должны знать с вами два языка". Так что чем
больше ты знаешь, тем лучше. И русский, татарский, английский – это же
хорошо. А мальчик говорит: "А я не только это знаю. Я ещё знаю и
чувашский". У нас ведь не только учатся русские и татары. И чуваши, и
марийцы. Вот. Разве плохо? Вот например, тот же мариец знает марийский,
татарский, русский, английский. Прекрасно.
(“We live in Tatar land, we have to know two languages with you”. So, the more
you know, the better. And Russian, Tatar and English, this is great. And a boy
replies, ‘I know not only that. I also know Chuvash [language] as well’. There are
not only Russian and Tatar students in here. There are Chuvash and Mari
[students too]. So, is that bad? So, for example, that same Mari student knows
Mari, Tatar, Russian and English. Excellent.)
Teacher 2-4 adopts an additive approach to language learning without privileging
one over the other. Her enthusiasm for teaching Tatar colors how she views some parents’
negative attitudes towards the language. She believes that if teachers provide quality
instruction and leave fewer assignments for homework, then parents are less likely to
complain about having difficulties helping children do the homework, thus less likely to
dislike the language so much. She finds that it is especially the case with parents who
don’t speak the language. For them lengthy and complicated home assignments pose
additional challenges. Another challenge comes from the workload and financial aspect
of teaching Tatar. Teacher 2-4 teaches no more than 18-21 hours a week, compared to
other teachers who want to earn more money, thus teach more classes. Consequently, the
quality of teaching may go down which influences students’ learning and attitudes.
Finally, when it comes to policies, she views current policies with skepticism,
especially those related to testing. First of all, the introduction of federally mandated
testing at the end of the 9th and 11th grade influences how parents choose schools, as
they look into school’s test scores to make their choices. She believes that such highstakes testing is unnecessary, although if administered it should be provided in Tatar
language as well. The new federal educational standards are only slowly being introduced
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into schools, as she is yet to learn about how they work and their impact. In her school
there are no official language policies, and she can use any language she prefers in and
outside of class as long as her students show progress. In her home, she remembers that
her parents had very strict home language policies which allowed no Russian at all.
However, when raising her own children she has not stuck to them, and despite talking to
children in Tatar, she observes that they interact with one another in Russian. Thus,
primary codes from teacher 2-4’s interviews are a belief in that love for language, one’s
job and children can serve as a foundation for quality Tatar language learning, for
counteracting some parents’ negative views of Tatar and for viewing any type of
multilingualism as an asset. Her attitudes towards policies are not so well-formulated, and
are based more on her perceptions of the impact of testing on children’s learning and
parents’ decisions rather than on language education per se.
4.1.2.2.5 Teacher 2-5
Teacher 2-5 is a first year English teacher with little experience and exposure to
teaching English language. She supports multilingualism as a positive ability that is
necessary for an individual’s growth and for interaction among peoples. She provides
different reasons for why Tatar, Russian and English languages need to be studied. More
specifically, for Russian, the proper speaking and writing is highlighted, for Tatar it is the
cultural aspect and the regional peculiarity of Tatarstan, and for English it is pragmatic
needs of employment that matter most.
She later claims that both Russian and Tatar languages are equally important to
learn, “Вот я не понимаю таких категорических мнений: "Зачем мне татарский
изучать? Зачем русский изучать?"” (So, I don’t understand such explicit opinions:
‘Why do I need to learn Tatar?’ ‘Why do I need to learn Russian?’). She believes that
individuals will encounter both languages in their lives, and it will simply make it easier
for them if they know both languages. However, when it comes to the decision about
when languages should be introduced in school, she posits that English should be taught
in elementary school, whereas Tatar should be made mandatory only from the middle
school and parents should decide whether they want their children to study Tatar in
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elementary grades. Teacher 2-5 reasons that children encounter more English words in
the 21st century through cartoons and other sources, so early teaching should accompany
early exposure to the language. Apparently, that is not the case for Tatar.
The teacher also voices her concerns about students’ reluctance to lean English.
This, she claims, applies to all students from both elementary and secondary school:
Я бы поменяла отношение детей к иностранным языкам. Чтобы они
приходили в школу и знали, что "нам нужен английский язык". А то как бы
так получается, что большинство учеников уверены в том, что им
английский не нужен вообще. В будущем – они прямо так категорически
говорят: "Английский мне не нужен.
(I would change students’ attitudes towards foreign languages. So that they would
come to school and know that “we need English language”. Otherwise, it happens
so that most children are sure that they don’t need English at all. In the future,
they explicitly state that ‘I don’t need English’.)
This negative attitude of students makes it difficult for the teacher to work, and
she shares that she is currently in the process of trying to find ways to increase their
interest in language learning.
Within the school environment, the teacher hears students using Russian and
Tatar language. She also states that teachers also use both languages. Tatar is used when
everybody speaks Tatar and if there are more Russian speakers, than the de facto
language is Russian. As other teachers mentioned there are no official language policies
in school, nor does she know of any regional or federal policies that impact language
teaching. Her views on Unified State Examination exam being given in the Russian
language are neutral. When she took the test herself, it was offered only in Russian, and
she didn’t have any problems understanding the tasks. So, she doesn’t think the Russian
language of the test is a barrier for those who study via Tatar language.
All in all, teacher 2-5’s views on multilingualism and language policy are not yet
fully formed and she expressed much hesitation and paused a lot while answering the
questions. Yet, what she already said reflects some incognizant bias towards Tatar in
school, which appears when she talks about a possibility of reducing Tatar language
instruction in elementary school.
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4.1.2.2.6 Teacher 2-6
Teacher 2-6 provides rich data to analyze language situation in the school.
Despite it being her first year in that school, her position as an assistant principal for
elementary school enables her to get to know the teachers, observe classes, review
documents and fulfill other leadership roles that provide her insight about language
practices and attitudes in the school. She also draws heavily from her previous
experiences in another school as well as her family.
Teacher 2-6’s opinions about multilingualism are skewed towards learning what
she calls “перспективный” (promising) languages. She expresses positive opinions
about the need to learn English and supports English language learning as a way to
advance in the future, more specifically, to study, live or travel in another country. She
supports her argument that English is the language that is useful to learn by bringing
examples from her personal and professional experience and quoting parents from the
school. Personally, she believes that “Все абсолютно понимают... Я сколько раз была
за границей, абсолютно понимают, что это европейский язык. Если ты хочешь
дальше продвигаться, нужен не татарский, а английский язык” (Everybody
absolutely understands. I have been abroad many times, [everybody] absolutely
understands, that it is a European language. If you want to advance further, you need
English, not Tatar). English being a European language has a higher status, thus, more
prestige and usefulness than Tatar.
Second, she describes that in her job she often encounters information in the
English language, and not knowing the language makes her uncomfortable. She recounts
her experience in the professional development training once when she “просто какуюто свою ущербность чувствовала вот в данном случае” (I simply felt some lameness
in this case)”, her lack of English knowledge makes her feel like she has a defect, a
problem. Moreover, she shares that in her 20 years of teaching experience she never
heard parents complaining about English language classes, only in cases when children
are not good at learning languages are an exception. In addition, she includes Chinese and
Spanish as languages that need to be included into the curriculum from the first grade,
along with English. Teacher 2-6 explains as a geography teacher she sees that now 1 out
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of 5 people speak Chinese, so this is a more valuable language to learn compared to
French that is offered in their school. Thus, teacher 2-6’s attitudes towards English and
other world languages are shaped by the prominence of languages, their status and their
usefulness to possibly advance in one’s life and career. Therefore, the lack of English is
perceived as an embarrassment and something to be fixed.
Teacher’s attitude towards Russian is revealed when she compares it to Tatar
language use and teaching. First of all, she states that her family’s ethnic background is
very diverse. Her parents and grandparents have Russian, Mari, Jewish and Ukrainian
background. Her husband has Tatar and Russian lineage, but “И вот дети наши вообще
непонятно, какой национальности, хотя мы написаны везде "русские" (and so our
children are unclear at all, which ethnicity, although we write ‘Russian’ everywhere’).
Interestingly, despite this diverse background, Russian becomes the choice of ethnicity
for their mixed family. Second, a similar situation happens in the school building.
On the one hand, teacher 2-6 states speaking any language is allowed in the
school: “У нас такая, демократическая, школа, что мы это не запрещаем, как бы это
нормально.” (Our school is such, democratic, so we don’t prohibit that, it is sort of
normal). On the other hand, she acknowledges that everybody, except Tatar language
teachers who speak Tatar and Russian, speaks only Russian. More so, even immigrant
children who don’t know any Russian, whom she states their school so openly accepts,
within one or two years starts speaking Russian. So, despite being open to any language,
Russian is the norm in the school as well. Lastly, the teacher complains that compared to
Tatar language, there are only two English classes in elementary school, and far fewer
Russian language classes. “Во втором классе татарского пять часов, в третьем –
шесть часов, в четвёртом – шесть часов” (In the second grade there are five hours, in
the third six hours and in the 4th six hours). In contrast, she states that “Русского тоже
меньше, чем татарского. Русский язык – так, началка – там два русского, один –
литература” (There are fewer Russian [hours] than Tatar. Russian language, so, the
elementary, there two [hours of] Russian language, and one for literature). When the
interviewee was in school she took a picture of a schedule that was publicly displayed in
the lobby. These are the number of language classes that were shown on the schedule:
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Table 13. Comparison of School 2 schedule and teacher 2-6’s opinion
Language
classes
Comparison

English
Schedule

Teacher’s
view

Grades
1st
1
nd
2
2
rd
3
2
th
4
2
Total
7
The table shows that in

Tatar language/
literature
in the schedule
Teacher’s
Schedule
view

Russian language/
literature
Schedule

Teacher’s
view

Number of language classes per week
1
3/1
N/A
2
3/2
5
2
3/3
6
2
3/3
6
7
20
N/A
fact the number of hours for Russian

2/3
3/3
2/1 for
each grade
3/3
3/2
21
12
language and

literature is not twice as small compared to Tatar, as the teacher 2-6 states, it is about the
same. In fact, comparing the total number of hours, there is one more class for Russian
literature overall. Thus, her answers give an impression that within her family and school
there is room for multilingualism, but in fact, Russian is seen as the norm and even
perceived to receive less attention due to the increased presence of Tatar.
As has been seen from the previous analysis, the teacher views Tatar language
negatively, as the language that is not used and needed in society, as the language that
takes time away from learning other more important subjects, as the language that brings
problems in schools, etc. Interestingly, the teacher 2-6 starts out her account of Tatar
language on a positive note: “Потому что очень как бы тоже хорошо отношусь”
(because I sort of have a very positive attitude [towards Tatar language]). Or she states
she is not a nationalist, which in this context might mean that she doesn’t endorse views
of some of the radical adherents of ethno-nationalism who believe that one particular
nation is superior to another, and who might demonstrate some discriminatory and
intolerant views towards people of other nations. Although the teacher softens her views
by mentioning her own children’s ability to speak the Tatar language or some children in
the school who want to study Tatar, she strongly sides with opponents of Tatar language
teaching in schools. She tries to bring multiple arguments to show that she herself, her
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children, the majority of students and their parents as well as general public do not see
the need for or speak Tatar.
In her own family, when she tries to interact with her husband’s mother and
grandmother in Tatar, her children mock her for having a heavy accent and ask that she
never speak it again. She also states that although her children speak Tatar well without
an accent her son posits that "Но он мне не нужен" (But I don’t need it), because “он
его не применяет” (he doesn’t use it). The second problem with the Tatar language is
inadequate curriculum. Teacher describes that the vocabulary in the textbooks and the
grammar that is taught is far from the realities of Tatar language speech in everyday life,
so she states what is taught is not applicable and needed. More so, she refers to parents
and children in school to strengthen this idea: “И татарский язык – он в большинстве
своём не нужен многим: 90 процентов его не хотят, даже сами татары – изучать”
(And Tatar language, it for the most part, is not needed for many: 90% do not want to
study it, even Tatars themselves.). The teacher resorts to the fact that even most Tatar
parents and children do not want to study their native language, then what is the value of
learning it?
An extreme example of a Russian parent is also offered to show that the mother
was so upset with Tatar language that tore her daughter’s Tatar textbooks and notebooks
apart. The girl was a very good student and aced all classes except for Tatar language and
literature. The teacher 2-6 confesses that “Две тройки кое-как мы ей нарисовали
просто. Можно сказать” (We sort of simply gave her the two Cs, we can say). Since the
school has to provide Tatar classes and it is best for the student and the school if she
graduates, the teacher confesses that they “нарисовали”, that is, gave or literally “drew”
these imaginary grades that in reality didn’t reflect the student’s knowledge of Tatar.
Although, the teacher considers such behavior as an example of nationalism, she uses it
to illustrate that Tatar language brings many problems to school staff.
The issues with Tatar language do not end there. The teacher offers other opinions
that are worth exploring further. The teacher 2-6 first states that no more than a half of
students wants to learn Tatar and in the next sentence she clarifies: “Большая часть,
конечно, относится крайне негативно к изучению татарского языка, потому что
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очень сложный язык и неприменяемый в дальнейшем. Поэтому вот такой негатив,
наверное, как во всех классах, во всех школах, наверное.” (Most of the students,
certainly, have a very negative attitude towards learning Tatar language, because it is a
very difficult language and not utilized in the future. Therefore, such negativity, perhaps,
like in all grades and, perhaps, like in all schools). Consequently, she comes to the
conclusion that even though children do not want to study Tatar, but it is a compulsory
class in schools in Tatarstan, “Получается, это насильственный язык, который... Идёт
вот отторжение” (Consequently, it is a violent language, which… So, there comes
rejection). So, the teacher 2-6 from having positive attitudes towards Tatar language ends
her idea with describing Tatar language as violent or forcible language which evokes
rejection from people who learn it.
After the interview was over, the researcher immediately returned to the teacher
with a few follow-up questions. During this short exchange that was not recorded the
teacher shared the fact that Tatar language teachers get 17% more money for each class
they teach just because they teach Tatar. She added that she was so tired of dealing with
the Tatar language that she was ready to “bomb the language”. There might be various
reasons for why the teacher decided to use this strong metaphor to show her dislike of the
language, however, altogether these opinions show that far from having positive attitudes,
her views towards Tatar resemble some of the features of nationalists that she excluded
herself from.
Teacher 2-6’s attitudes towards language policy show a similar hostility towards
those policies that support Tatar language. When she was asked hypothetical questions
about what she would do if she had the power to change things in regards to language
education, she stated that she would return the constitution that was prior to the one
adopted in 1992, and would embrace all the laws that apply to all the regions of Russian:
“Все законы, применяемые в Российской Федерации на образовательном уровне,
мне более нравятся, чем в Татарстане.” (All the laws, that are used in the Russian
Federation on the educational level, I like them more than those of Tatarstan). She
reminisces the times when Tatar language was not mandatory for all students, but was
taught to Tatars only as an additional class. She suggests that getting rid of Tatar would
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free up the time to provide other electives, additional preparation for USE exams, and to
organize other extra-curricular activities.
The inclusion of Tatar language into the curriculum results in the fact that schools
in Tatarstan have to study on Saturdays: “А у нас субботa – учебный день только из-за
того, что татарский язык мы не умещаем в пятидневную учебную нагрузку.” (And
for us Saturdays are a school day only because we do not fit Tatar into a 5-day school
week). Instead, she offers to reduce the number of Tatar language classes and offer it as
an option, a choice: “Я считаю, что если демократическая страна, и выбор языка
должен быть такой.” (I consider that if it is a democratic country, then there has to be a
choice of language). A similar democratic ideal is evoked when suggesting Tatar as an
elective, not a core class. One remains wondering how different or similar this
democratic choice is, if in the context of their school it is manifested in making Russian
as the norm.
The extensive analysis of School 2’s assistant principal’s interview shows that she
only approves of multilingualism that consists of an in-depth study of the Russian
language and more time allocated to the learning of useful, widely spoken languages, like
English and Chinese. Multilingualism inclusive of Tatar is seen as subtractive. Two
particular situations make her comments stand out among other teachers. One comment
equates mandatory teaching of Tatar as being a violent action of forcing the language
upon others, and the other comment is about smaller number of hours given for the
Russian language compared to Tatar. While the latter view is simply inaccurate, as the
analysis of the school schedule shows, the former comment is even more troubling. This
statement seems not only unethical but also culturally and pedagogically discriminatory.
It is puzzling to think about why only Tatar language classes are perceived as forced,
because the legitimacy of other content area classes, including language classes, like
English are not questioned. Not knowing English is perceived as a problem, while
learning Tatar is an issue to be solved. The inclusion of an additional physical education
class for all students or a class on ethics and religious studies for fourth grades is not even
mentioned. Second, to use the metaphor of violent, or in the unrecorded talk to mention
‘bombing’ shows traces of intolerance and outward display of hostility towards the
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language. The most alarming thing is that the teacher openly considers herself not a
nationalist, but a person who, as she says, has tolerant views towards the language and
whose husband is half Tatar.
4.1.2.2.7 Teacher 2-7
Teacher 2-7 is an experienced classroom teacher who worked in the same school
for over 30 years in the elementary program. Her opinion towards each language in the
situation of Russian-Tatar-English multilingualism is not the same across languages.
Russian seems to take a dominant position among the three languages, her view of Tatar
language is very equivocal and English is considered is seen as important modern foreign
language to learn.
Russian language is seen as the one that needs most attention in school. Teacher
2-7 shares a concern that three hours of Russian language classes a week are not enough
to cover the content; the expectations of federal educational standards do not match the
realities of schools where local language is taught along with Russian:
А у нас три и три. Но на чтение, я ещё думаю, нормально, а русскому языку
очень мало уделяется времени. И мы вот программу сжимаем, сжимаем. У
нас все базовые программы: вот, например, российские – они по 175 в год. А
мы 3 часа умножаем на 35 – 105.
(And we have three-three. But for Russian literature, I think it is ok, but very little
time is given for Russian language. And so we condense and condense the
program. But all our foundational programs, so, for instance, the Russian
[programs], they are 175 hours a year. And we multiple 3 hours by 35 [weeks of
school year], - 105.)
As teacher 2-6 and 2-1 pointed out, teacher 2-7 also sees the discrepancy of hours
for Russian language in the federal curriculum and the one approved for the regions with
a local language. An additional hour that has been allocated to teach Russian once a week
helps, but it is not clear which policy this assignment originates from and why a separate
curriculum is developed for it.
Although Tatar language teachers and some young ethnically Tatar teachers
sometimes speak Tatar, Russian language is a norm in their school. Students and faculty
talk in Russian, and even when some students’ dominant language is not Russian, they
switch to Russian over time. Teacher 2-7 offers an example of an immigrant girl who
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started school with no proficiency in Russian and how she overtime started speaking and
writing in Russian, albeit with mistakes. Ultimately, the teacher argues that if she could,
she would increase the number of Russian language hours to make it once a day. It is
worth noting that Russian is the language that she is most fluent in and that she considers
it as her native language along with Tatar, despite being ethnically Tatar.
Teacher 2-7’s attitudes toward Tatar are ambivalent; she supports it in some
contexts, expresses her concerns about it, or openly states that she doesn’t have a formed
opinion about its role in school and society.
Ну татарский тоже надо знать, конечно. Я думаю, что и русскому, поэтому,
наверное, и ввели: чтобы не забывали свой язык. Хотя очень тяжело даётся
русскоязычным – да и татарам тоже очень тяжело. Я думаю, что... Может
быть, что программа сложная. Почему так дети страдают и родители
страдают?
(Well, it is also important to know Tatar, of course. I think, for a Russian too,
therefore, perhaps they introduced it, so that [they] wouldn’t forget their language.
However, students have very difficult times learning it, well Tatars have
difficulties too. I think that… Perhaps the curriculum is difficult. Why are the
children suffering and parents suffering?)
The teacher 2-7 tries to reconcile, on the one hand, the need to learn and teach the
Tatar language so that it doesn’t disappear, on the other hand, she sides with the students
and parents for whom Tatar language learning is difficult. In order to find something or
someone responsible, she decides to put the blame on the curriculum. Her care for
language not to disappear coexists with her views on Tatar as a language that cause
children to suffer, which again brings up the idea of language causing anguish and pain.
To the question about what she thinks about introducing Tatar into the elementary school
she again hesitates: “Я думаю, что... Мало ли что я думаю? Я думаю, например, что
по желанию бы это, что ли” (I think that… Does it really matter what I think?). She
reasons that if parents were to choose whether they wanted their child to study the
language or not, they would study better: “Если они желают, они бы и лучше
занимались, может быть. Так что по желанию, конечно. В наше время ведь: мы
учились когда – русские не учили.” (If they want, they would perhaps, study better. So,
by choice, certainly. In our times, when we studied, Russians didn’t study [Tatar]). She
adds that in the 1960s when she went to school Tatar was an elective, and she perceives
that as normal.
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Her own knowledge of Tatar is only conversational, and she says that she refused
teaching Tatar language classes when offered in school. In her family, she had strict
language rules for only speaking Tatar, which is the primary reason, she believes, she
knows any Tatar at all. She ponders that since nowadays many young Tatar families do
not speak the language at home, or if any family doesn’t support language learning,
children have difficulties with Tatar language. The superiority of Russian is so strong for
her that she remembers with astonishment and wonder one cohort of ethnically Tatar
students in her school who loved Tatar so much. Years ago the school enrolled a group of
students whose parents came from villages and lived in the nearby dormitory. These
children knew very little Russian and spoke at recess and with one another in Tatar,
medium of instruction in school was still Russian.
Вот перемена – они на татарском разговаривают. Я вообще удивлялась:
такого класса вообще в школе больше не видела. Вот такой класс был.
Рәхәтләнеп татарча сөйләшәләр иде – прямо вот упивались как будто вот
этим языком и мальчишки, и девчонки. Такие дети были.
(Here is a break, they speak in Tatar. I was utterly surprised: I haven’t seen such a
cohort in the school before. That kind of the cohort it was. They were speaking
Tatar language with ease, as if they were sort of reveling in that language, both
the boys and girls. There were children like that.)
For her it comes as a surprise that students enjoy speaking in the language so
much and the very fact of using the language made them feel so comfortable.
The teaching and learning of English is seen as very important, because modern
world requires proficiency in a foreign language. However, teacher 2-7 regrets that her
school has not been able to provide quality English language instruction. Even the
brightest students who excelled in all content area classes complained about the poor
knowledge of English. The teacher proposes that it might be due to ineffective teacher
training programs or methods of English teaching. Currently, they have a very young and
inexperienced English teacher who struggles with discipline, because children don’t
behave well.
Teacher 2-7’s view on language policies is related to her attitudes towards
multilingualism. On the one hand, she supports bilingual regional policies that make
room for both Russian and Tatar language:
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Ну не знаю. Ну два языка – я думаю, что надо знать всё равно каждому, кто
живёт у нас в Татарстане. Это и удобно...Ну знать, слышать. Потому что
кто-то общается на каком-то языке – чтобы ты тоже знал, что там написано
на татарском языке, чтобы ты знал.
(Well, I don´t know. So, I think anybody should know two languages anyway, the
one who lives here in our Tatarstan. And it is convenient. Well, to know and hear.
Because somebody is speaking a language, so that you also knew what was
written in the Tatar language and so that you knew.)
The teacher also considers that students should be given an option of taking USE
in Tatar language, if students are willing and if there is a possibility to make it happen.
In conclusion, the teacher’s opinions about languages are shaped by several
factors. Her nurturing in the Tatar household and some language proficiency makes her
care about Tatar language maintenance and preservation. On the other hand, the demands
of federal educational standards, the discourse of reduced Russian language classes and
concerns of parents and children make her think that Russian language is underserved.
She seems to be torn between the policies that approve bilingualism in the state, yet she
suggests that Tatar language might be offered as an elective in elementary school instead
of a core class. Her opinions of language policy mirror her views on language.
4.1.2.2.8 Teacher 2-8
Teacher 2-8 is a novice English teacher with only a few years of experience.
However, her education in Kazakhstan, proficiency in several languages and exposure to
two similar language environments in Kazakhstan and Tatarstan allow her to have a
comparative and more nuanced understanding of the language learning and teaching in
Tatarstan. Like many others she approves of language learning as an advantage to all
children. She provides many benefits of language learning, just like teacher 1-7 neatly
summarizes this idea as, “Как говорил один из великих, сколько ты знаешь языков,
столько раз ты человек” (As one famous person said, ‘how many languages you know,
that many times you are a human being”). She strongly believes in the value of early
introduction of language, because children’s memory is better, brain is more flexible and
overall language learning comes easier than later in life. From her point of view, all
teachers should try to motivate children to learn languages. For instance, all teachers,
history, geography and Russian teachers can make references to the origins of things,
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“вот это вот пришло к нам оттуда, вот это пришло к нам отсюда. То есть всё равно
мотивируют детей таким образом.” (This came to us from here, and that came to us
from there. That is, anyway they can motivation children [to learn languages] that way).
In her own classes, however, she states that she doesn’t provide examples from
other languages, translates from or to Tatar/Kazakh language with the exception of rare
cases. Once working in the school-preparation program she realized that one of her
Uzbek students didn’t understand her instruction, because she didn’t speak any Russian.
The teacher 2-8 approached her quietly afterwards and explained everything in Tatar,
which was very helpful. The teacher stated that she didn’t want to openly embarrass the
child in front of others for not knowing Russian: “потому что дети – как бы сказать? –
они же жестокие. Они могут что-то не так понять ведь – и потом будут
неправильно относиться к ребёнку. Я всё равно хочу, чтобы ребёнок себя
чувствовал комфортно в школе, чтобы он бежал сюда.” (because the children, how
should I say this? They are cruel. Anyway I want that the child felt comfortab le in school,
so that he would run here). In this quote, the teacher is trying to say that the use of
languages other than Russian or English in her class might be perceived by some students
as an opportunity to mock or embarrass the girl for speaking a different language and/or
not knowing Russian well.
Her opinions about English, Tatar and Russian languages are based on their role
in Tatarstan society, pragmatic and economic reasons for learning languages, regional
characteristics and the legacy of historical and political events in the near past. Russian
language has the highest status, as she thinks that “Так как на русском языке, в
принципе, общаются все. Это, так сказать, межнациональный, что ли, какой -то
язык” (Because, in fact, everybody interacts in the Russian language. It is, so to speak, a
language of cross-national communication). Russian, not local languages like Tatar in
Tatarstan, should be used for medium of instruction to ensure children’s future success.
Her personal multilingualism, that is, proficiency in Russian, and an ability to speak Tatar,
Kazakh and some Urdu and Hindi, is important for her, but she still considers Russian as
her native language, even though she acknowledges her Tatar ethnicity and speaking
Tatar as she developed her speaking skills in early childhood.
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As an English teacher she has strong opinions about its role in Tatarstan society
and in school. She perceives that English has a major role in the region due to various
international and world-wide events that are hosted in Kazan, 2013 XXVII Summer
Universiade, 2015 World Aquatic Championship, and 2018 FIFA World Cup, among
others. Therefore, learning English language is important to communicate with foreign
guests, to help them get around the city and make them feel welcome. In the school
context, she is aware that her students come from various backgrounds and approach
English language learning from different perspectives. The teacher describes how she
tries to explicitly talk about the benefits of English learning with students and how she
tailors her arguments based on students’ background. She motivates some by claiming
their salary would be higher: “Допустим, ты будешь каким-нибудь инженером, а у
тебя будет знание английского языка. У тебя будет зарплата выше того человека, у
кого нет английского языка. Они уже тогда как-то задумываются” (Let’s say, you
are going to be an engineer, and you will have the knowledge of English. Your salary will
be higher, than the person who doesn’t know English. And then they begin to think about
it). For students who are in the cadets training program, she argues that they would be
able to communicate with and help more people if they work for the Department of
Emergency Measures and are sent abroad for disaster relief purposes. She admits though
for many children, the financial side is the most important, even for the third graders she
teaches.
One major obstacle that she sees in teaching English is some parents’ negative
attitude towards languages: “То есть если родитель дома говорит ‘Зачем тебе этот
английский язык? Куда мы поедем?’ – то и у ребёнка такая же позиция. То есть
приходится перебарывать авторитет родителя и доказывать ребёнку свою точку
зрения.” (That is, if a parent at home says, “why do you need that English language?
Where can we travel? - then the child also takes the same stance. That is, a teacher has to
overcome the authority of the parent and prove to the child her/his own point of view).
She observes that therefore, some children come to English classes running with
excitement, and others sigh and show attitude. In her teaching she tries to focus on
developing students’ speaking skills, with younger children she combines fun lessons and
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games with more grammar and literacy-based lessons, the former is necessary to keep
them engaged, while the latter is critical to help them learn the language and pass 4th
grade testing which is based on grammar.
Like many others, teacher 2-8 views learning Tatar along with Russian as
essential due to residing in the region of Tatarstan. She disapproves when parents or
children consider English or Tatar language as irrelevant: “Во-первых, сейчас
образование идёт бесплатное. То есть даже дополнительный один час, который
вводится английского, русского или татарского языка, – то есть это оплачивает
государство. Почему бы и нет? Почему они против того, чтобы их ребёнок знал
больше?” (First of all, now education is free. That is, even one additional hour for
English, Russian or Tatar languages is paid by the government. Why not? Why are they
against if their child knows more?). Teacher considers that while language learning is
provided through free education it is not logical or rational that parents go against this
learning. Tatar language learning, like any learning, she believes, is only going to benefit
children.
She contextualizes parents’ negative attitudes towards education and language
learning in particular as the consequence of the legacy of historical and political changes
that took place during the Soviet Union and in the aftermath of its collapse. The reasons
Russian language acquired such high status in the current society, teacher believes, is due
to Soviet language policies:
То есть даже если люди дома говорили на каком-то языке, то есть в социуме
этого не следовало показывать. И таким образом, немножко эти все языки
вымерли, и поколение даже наших родителей, так скажем, которым сейчас
где-то по 50 лет, вот так… Они все разговаривают на русском языке. Даже
те, кто живут, там, допустим, в Казахстане… казахи – да, они говорят на
русском языке. Говорят на казахском или, там, на татарском чаще всего
люди, которые из деревень переезжают. И поэтому, таким образом, язык
немножко, так сказать, исказился, что ли. Тяжело на нём какие-то моменты
объяснить.
(That is, even people spoke a language at home, it was not allowed to show that in
public. An thus, these languages a little bit died, and the generation of our parents,
who are, let’s say about 50 years old, they are. They all speak in Russian language.
Even those, who, for example, are in Kazakhstan, the Kazakhs, they speak in
Russian. The ones who speak Kazakh, or let’s say, Tatar are more likely to be the
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people who come from the villages. And therefore, thus, the language is so to say,
distorted, maybe. It is difficult to explain certain things in it.)
In this particular example, the teacher 2-8’s experience of living in two contexts,
Kazakhstan and Tatarstan, with similar language situations allows her to see a bigger
picture of the language problem that caused the older generation of multilingual speakers
to shift to the dominant language. Yet, she attributes poor Tatar or Kazakh language
proficiency to the language being distorted, rather than the lack of systematic exposure,
learning and using the language in school and public domains, or the impact of repressive
language policies. In her later explanation she states that when they reintroduced Kazakh
MOI in the 1990s, its quality was lower than in the Russian MOI schools and teachers
could not explain the material well enough because of their poor language skills, “Мн е
кажется, это неправильно. Сначала нужно развить язык на таком уровне, чтобы,
наверное, была потребность такая” (I think that is wrong. First, one needs to develop
the language to such a level, that there is a need for that). Otherwise, she said that when
teachers are not proficient in the language, they are doing a disservice to the students.
More so, she believes that Russian is needed for children’s future for reasons described
above and because all the information, including internet is now English and Russian.
More so, the political and economic turmoil of the 1990s caused many parents to doubt
the value of education, because not all individuals who studied hard were able to succeed
in life. Teacher 2-8 conjectures that this can also explain many parents’ skeptical attitude
towards not only language education but the value of education overall: “И наверное,
поэтому они считают, что и их дети в этой жизни получат больше, если они просто
будут уметь вертеться, крутиться, как говорится, в этой жизни. Наверное,
сказывается это.” (And, perhaps, therefore they think, that their children also will get
more out of life if they learn how to ‘prevaricate and spin’, as they say, in this life.
Maybe, that has an impact). Well-aware of the impact of these policies she has to work
against the authority of parents and motivate students to learn, and to learn languages,
То есть некоторые родители, так сказать, одевают крылья своим детям и
дают им возможность мечтать, а некоторые родители даже с раннего
возраста их приземляют. [saying]… А что тебе эта школа даст? Ну, учись, ну,
делай уроки, а всё равно ты пойдёшь работать на завод.
(That is, some parents, so to say, put wings on their children and give them an
opportunity to dream, and other parents even from the very early ages make them
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land… [saying] What will this school give you? Well, study, do your homework,
but you will go to work for the factory anyway.)
In sum, teacher 2-8’s attitudes towards multilingualism are very positive, she
views learning any language as an asset to child’s development. Nevertheless, she
appoints different values to each language: Russian occupies the most important role,
Tatar is the language that enables to maintain regional peculiarity and English as the
world language and the one which can potentially bring financial gains. Her
interpretation of language policies is unique in that instead of commenting on current
policies, she reviews those from the past. Aware of the negative impact of Russian-only
policies, she still puts the blame on low quality of local language instruction on language
teachers and language development.
4.1.2.2.9 Cross-case analysis
Analysis of School 2 or school with Russian- medium of instruction presents a
diffuse picture of teachers’ understanding and attitudes towards multilingualism and
language policy in several contexts. Very few codes are consistent among most or all
teachers. Most of the codes are only shared by a few teachers, or similar ideas have
contrary or different interpretations as shown in the second column (shared by several
teachers). Lastly, a long list of codes is unique to individual teachers and reveals their
personal opinions on the matter.
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Table 14. School 2 cross-case analysis
Consistent among most or
all teachers
Russian’s role is high
Russian as a lingua franca,
dominant, powerful, state
language with a higher
status than Tatar, it is the
language for children’s
future success
Russian dominance in
society is a norm

Shared by several teachers

Learning languages is
good

Parents complaints about
Tatar
- Most Russians complain,
most Tatars don’t
- Many parents complain
- Parents don’t complain
about Tatar

Tatar is necessary to learn
because we live in
Tatarstan

Learning Tatar causes
suffering
- it is taught under
compulsion, coercion
- learning it is like torment

English learning is good
because
- it is a lingua franca abroad
- can help earn more money
- promising (European)
language
- parents don’t complain
about it

Parents influence language
learning
- negative/positive attitude
shapes students language
attitude
- educational background
and knowledge of language
impacts how parents see the
value of learning the
language

Tatar language proficiency
- high among people from
the village
- low among urban people
- expected from Tatars who
have some knowledge of
Tatar

Unique to individual
teachers
Tatar’s role is
ambiguous
- Tatar is spoken in
outside of Tatarstan
(Crimea) and is similar
to Chuvash, Uzbek
languages
- Tatars don’t want to
learn Tatar, all Tatars
can speak Russian
Language learning is
beneficial in many
ways:
- develops a person’
knowledge of culture
and identity
- broadens’ horizons
- useful in life
References to school
constitution
- to justify teaching in
Russian
- to justify teaching
Tatar
There are more Tatar
classes than Russian,
Tatar language is a
barrier to learning other
languages, preparing for
USE
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Table 14 Cont.
No official school language
policy is de facto Russian
policy
- all students and teachers
speak Russian
- some young ethnic Tatar
teachers and Tatar language
teachers sometimes speak
Tatar
-parents speak Russian to
children
- immigrant speak Russian
as they learn the language
Parents’ attitude/views
impacts children’s
language learning

Language learning
- should start for English as
early as elementary school
- should start for Tatar
should be offered as an
option, decided by parents
- has cognitive advantages
(better memory)

Tatar should be
learned in Tatarstan so
that rights of Tatar
people are not infringed

Mismatch between federal
and regional standards for
Russian language teaching
Making Tatar learning
option will lead to
language extinction
Teacher training and
qualifications
- poor among English
language teachers
- being ethnic Tatar is
enough to teach Tatar in
School 2 and other Tatar
MOI schools
Using/ referring to two or
more languages in
language instruction is
- confusing, unnecessary
- important and should be
done by all teachers
Administering USE in
Tatar:
- burden, no fluent Tatar
speakers, language is not a
barrier
- should be offered in Tatar
if requested

Love and use of Tatar
language in school is a
surprise
Language learning
happens first through
liking the teacher
Challenges of learning
Tatar by Russians and
Tatars

Not knowing English
makes one feel like a
having deficiency

Children’s attitude
towards English
- some: negative
- one teacher: positive
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Table 14 Cont.
Language of the family
- is Russian in Russian and
mixed families, even if they
know some Tatar
- is Russian among Tatar
families, except when
talking to grandmothers,
elderly mothers
Tatar pedagogy
Tatar language curriculum
and instruction should
- focus on developing
speaking skills
- use English language
teaching methods
- match the language use
outside of the classroom

Would return to Soviet
policies or adopt policies
of other regions with
only one state language

4.1.2.3 School 3 (School with intensive English program)
4.1.2.3.1 Teacher 3-1
Teacher 3-1 is a mid-career English language teacher whose answers to all
questions were very thoughtful and tactful. She comes from a family of teachers and sees
teaching in school as her ideal job. She enjoys working with students and working in that
particular school for several personal and school-specific reasons.
She recognizes that the school is very popular among children and parents in the
city and that the teaching of English has an important place in the current life, including
the economy of Tatarstan. Various international events held in Kazan require speaking
English and even many job interviews are now conducted both Russian and English
languages:
На сегодняшний день самое важное, наверное. Потому что даже сейчас
знания математики, физики и химии отступают на второй план, потому что
без этих точных наук человек может прожить, а без знания языка сейчас уже
никак. Даже во многих сейчас фирмах и бюджетных предприятиях идёт
собеседование на двух языках
(Nowadays, [it is] probably the most important. Because, now the knowledge of
math, physics and chemistry pale into insignificance, because a person can live
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without these hard sciences, but without the knowledge of a language, it is
impossible. Now even in many companies and governmental organizatio ns a job
interview happens in two languages.)
English is also perceived as a nice addition to existing bilingualism in the region.
Teacher 3-1 also believes that English language learning should be introduced as
early as possible, because children start learning Tatar and Russian from birth: “Пока у
детей такое восприятие, как губка, они всё впитывают. Тем более язык. Чем больше
в начале своего становления ребёнок говорит на иностранных языках, тем лучше.”
(While the children’s perception is like a sponge, they are soaking everything. Especially
language. The more the child speak the language at the state of their development, the
better). Throughout their English language program teachers try to immerse students in
language rich environments to facilitate language learning. In early years they start with
simple set phrases, such as “open your book”, “close the door”, and as students acquire
more language, more instruction happens in English; in higher grade levels all instruction
in English language classes happen in English language. The primary purpose of English
teaching in elementary school is to get students interested in language, “чтобы ребёнок
полюбил язык, потому что без любви к языку не будет никакого результата, не
будет никакого итога” (So that the child falls in love with the language, because without
love there won’t be any results, there won’t be any outcome). The teachers prepare
several activities, continuously encourage and support children’s learning in early stages
to accomplish. One example is inviting high school students to describe their experiences
learning and using English.
She sets high standards for students for learning English to enable them to be
competitive with their peers in bigger cities, like Moscow and St. Petersburg, yet she is
aware of the difficulties of learning English in other schools, therefore, potentially
introducing a mandatory Unified State Examination on English is considered as an unfair
undertaking.
The teacher 3-1 shows general support of learning and teaching Tatar language
due to the fact that they live in Tatarstan. The value of Tatar language is also brought up
in classes to facilitate cross-linguistic transfer, such as similar sounds in Tatar and
English. In her classes the teacher 3-1 uses her knowledge of Tatar and sometimes
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German to explain some features of the English language. For example, she states that
Tatar language has sounds, such as “ң” (ng) and “һ” (h), which don’t exist in the Russian
language. The examples are “яңа” [yaŋa] (new) in Tatar, and the words like “sing” [sɪŋ],
and “song” [soŋ] in English. She finds that these comparisons help children pronounce
the words in the English language much better. In the German language she explains that
the words are written how they are said, whereas the rules of English grammar are more
complex, with such words as “think” and “thought”. Tatar is also stated to be an
important language when applying for regional grants. However, the value of Tatar
language doesn’t go beyond the institutional structures that create the presence of Tatar in
schools.
Although the school doesn’t have any language policies, Russian language is the
norm:
У нас, наверное, самая богатая школа на национальности. У нас огромное
количество детей из разных уголков мира учатся. Но у нас как-то так
принято говорить на русском языке. И мы знаем, что в Казани есть школы,
где дети общаются только на татарском между собой, но у нас так не
получается. У нас всё-таки на русском все.
(Our school is, perhaps, the richest in terms of diversity of nationalities. We have
children from different corners of the world. But it is customary somehow to
speak Russian. And we know that in Kazan, there are schools, where children
interact only in Tatar among themselves, but we cannot do that. Nevertheless,
everything is in the Russian language here.)
The teachers’ comments that despite having students who come from different
backgrounds the de facto language is Russian, although the speaking of other languages
is not prohibited. She considers that when children come to school, they hear Russian
speech. Most interaction in school happens in the Russian language, children adopt
Russian as the lingua franca in school, and parents rarely converse with their children in
Tatar. Even though she accepts the possibility of creating a class via another medium of
instruction besides Russian, she believes that providing an option of taking Unified State
Examination on math in Tatar language is restrictive and limits students’ future
opportunities for higher education in Russian.
Но я немножко боюсь в плане того, что дети, соответственно, будут
поступать только в вузы Татарстана – иначе как они будут учиться в вузах
Москвы или Санкт-Петербурга? … Но ведь если они хотят поступать,
предположим, в Омск или в Пермь, к большому сожалению, там нужен
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уровень и русского языка обязательно. Я думаю, что это будет немножко
нечестно, опять же, к этим детям.
(Well, I am a little bit afraid in that case, that children, then will only go to
colleges of Tatarstan, otherwise, how can they study in the colleges of Moscow or
St. Petersburg? … But if they want to go to, for example, to study in Omsk or
Perm, much to the regret, they certainly need a good level of Russian as well. I
think, it will again, be a bit unfair to these children.)
In her answers teacher 3-1 uses the idea of “fairness” to justify her point of view.
However, the premise for fairness is different for each case. For the situation with the
USE exam on English the teacher compares students from her school to those in regular
school and states that lack of learning in-depth English in other school places students at
a disadvantage, so she sides with them. In the second example, the in-depth learning of
Tatar language is associated with poor knowledge of Russian. More so, taking the test in
Tatar language is perceived as limiting students’ chances to study in colleges outside of
Tatarstan, because education there is in the Russian language. Thus, by forcing children
who studied in Tatar language to take the exam in the Russian language, the idea is to
help them be better prepared for higher education in the Russian language.
Teacher 3-1 acknowledges existing bilingualism in the region, yet ascribes
English a special status, as the language that helps to enhance one’s career and life. The
learning and use of Tatar is described within the context of Tatar language classes.
Russian language is the language used in school among teachers, students and parents
despite the multiethnic composition of students.
4.1.2.3.2 Teacher 3-2
This teacher’s own views on multilingualism are very positive and supportive of
learning of Tatar, Russian and English language. She repeated several language practices
that teacher 3-1 enumerated: fostering the love for learning English via classroom and
extra-curricular activities, the importance of early introduction of English language
classes, opportunities for reinforcing the value of trilingualism when language teachers
make cross-linguistic connections.
Teacher 3-2 sees parents as partners in helping children learn the language,
although it is not always easy to work with some parents, who might disagree with
teaching approaches, grading, etc. Approaches multilingualism as an asset, she
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disapproves when some parents disregard the teaching of English or Tatar language. She
strongly believes that their schools supports multilingualism and offers quality instruction
in all three languages. More so, she states that, “чем больше он будет знать разных
основ и языков, тем лучше он будет знать свой родной” (the more languages he will
know, the better he will know his own language). Thus, knowing one’s own and other
languages, a person can travel and meet people from different countries and learn about
them through a common language and share his or her own knowledge of the world.
Teacher 3-2 provides several explanations as to why parents might be reluctant towards
English and/or Tatar languages. Some parents might be afraid that learning more than one
language leaves little time to master their native tongue, while others fear that their child
will leave the country to work abroad. Parents’ concerns for Tatar language stem from
the fact that they can teach basic Tatar language at home and leave time for other more
important classes in school. Others see no need in Tatar language at all, including Tatar
families, who don’t speak the language and plan on moving out of Tatarstan in the future.
Teacher 3-2 confesses that it is disheartening to hear such statements: “Вот это
очень обидно и грустно… Вот это очень больно и обидно, потому что у ребёнка
есть уникальный шанс узнать язык и познать культуру” (It is very upsetting and
sad… That it hurts [to hear that] and it is a pity that a child has a unique chance to learn
and come to know their language and culture). Teacher 3-2 is against conversations about
reducing the number of hours for learning Tatar language to leave more room for Russian
or English languages. She demonstrates learning the language, the students are exposed
to the unique features of the Tatar language. For example, she describes how recently
Tatar language teachers organized lessons dedicated to the topic of Mother’s Day. They
described how in Tatar families there is much respect towards older people that elderly
people are invited to the table first and they showed a dance for the mothers followed by
a tea party.
Supporting Tatar language learning, however, also comes with somewhat contrary
opinion of introducing Tatar language classes as an elective. Choice is perceived as a
democratic element in the 21st century that might eventually lead to the voluntary
decision of learning Tatar, rather than being forced to do so:
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Я боюсь, что в 21-м веке не всегда и далеко не все вот этот категоричный
тон условий в плане родителей захотели бы принимать. Иногда кажется, что
если дашь выбор, наоборот, люди скорее придут к правильному решению. И
к той же обязательности изучения.
(I am afraid that in the 21st century not always and not all parents are willing to
accept an explicit tone of conditions. Sometimes, it feels like, if you give a choice,
on the contrary, people come to the right decision. And to the same obligation of
studying.) (see glossary)
The idea of choice also runs through the teacher’s attitudes towards Unified State
Examinations. From her point of view, students in Tatar MOI schools should be offered a
choice of taking the exam in the Tatar language due to the nature of their instructio n, and
lack of choice is seen as forcing teachers and schools to move to teaching in both Tatar
and Russian languages.
Overall, teacher 3-2 makes few comments about the Russian language, and
focuses primarily on the idea of fostering multilingualism in their school through
classroom instruction, school events that promote languages and cultures, targeted work
with parents and collaboration with other language teachers. Despite her various
comments about benefits of multiple language learning and at early age, she considers
that Tatar language should be offered as an elective, while the status and number of
English classes remains intact.
4.1.2.3.3 Teacher 3-3
Teacher 3-3 is the most experienced teacher among all 25 teachers who were
interviewed for the dissertation. Her teaching experience of almost 50 years as an
elementary classroom teacher took place in two schools, both of which largely serve
students from affluent backgrounds. Her experience of working almost 40 years in the
current school gives her a unique perspective to trace changes in leadership, parenting,
and children’s level of preparedness to school. She also has witnessed changes in policy
when bilingualism was introduced into schools and has worked with many students and
parents to negotiate what that means to children. Overall, her opinion of the Tatar,
English or other language learning is driven by the future benefits that this language
knowledge might bring.
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The teacher 3-3 doesn’t say much about the Russian language, except that “Ну
без русского-то никак: общение-то всем необходимо – правильно” (Well, it is not
possible to be without Russian, interaction is necessary for everybody, right?). Russian is
also the language of interaction in school. The teacher notes that over the last years,
children are less likely to engage in reading activities, and literacy growth is not as high
as it used to be. She attributes this fact to changes in society where parents see education
as less important, they don’t provide as much support with children’s homework at home
and are ready to hire tutors instead. Parents don’t share teacher’s concern when their
child is not able to read at the grade level in third grade or doesn’t know multiplication
table, they exclaim that children can use calculators, and claim “Она в университете
учиться будет, учитель 3-3. Не переживайте” (She [daughter] will study at university,
teacher 3-3, don’t worry). Many parents tend to focus so much on making money, and
think that it is not education that will help their children get a college degree and later
make a career. This response echoes the ideas of teacher 2-8 but merely shows the trend
in society.
The teacher also uses parents’ opinions about language to explain that learning
Tatar language is not useful as it doesn’t enhance one’s life or bring any financial or other
gains. She includes the attitudes of both Tatar and Russian parents to show that:
Сами родители-татары – они говорят: ‘учитель 3-3, нам, кроме разговорного
татарского, ничего не надо. Мы не собираемся писать книги, мы не
собираемся преподавать татарский язык. Разговорный мы дадим дома, мы
разговариваем на татарском языке. А русский – мы писать хотим грамотно,
ведь поступать – везде нужен русский. Нам нужна грамотная речь: устная и
письменная – по русскому языку’.
(Parents themselves, who are Tatars, say: ‘teacher 3-3, we don’t need anything
else except for conversational Tatar. We are not planning to write books, we are
not planning to teach Tatar language. We can give conversational Tatar at home,
we speak Tatar language. But it is Russian that we want to write accurately in,
because to go to college everywhere you need Russian. We need to speak
accurately: oral and written in the Russian language’.)
The teacher agrees with such statements and she believes that if Tatar parents
don’t want their children to study the language, than its role in schools should be reduced.
A similar idea is shared by Russian parents. Teacher 3-3 claims that they don’t mind
Tatar, except that they state: “учитель 3-3, татарский язык нам не помешает, но
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сделали бы его факультативно… Пусть бы он был не обязательный, а если
обязательный – не в таком количестве’” (Teacher 3-3, Tatar language won’t hurt us...
Why wouldn’t it be an elective, and if it is obligatory, not in that many hours’) (see
glossary).
The teacher also considers that not only learning Tatar is unnecessary, but that it
means a disservice to those who learn it. She provides an example of her colleague,
department head for Tatar language and literature in school who upon the start of college
in Kazan couldn’t stay as a chemistry major because the language of instruction was
Russian, as the teacher was born and raised in a rural area and was dominant in Tatar
only. It is her knowledge of Tatar that is seen as the problem, not the fact that Russian
was poorly taught in rural areas at the time:
Oна так безграмотно ещё говорила на русском, кое-как. Сейчас она
прекрасно разговаривает, то есть она живёт, в коллективе общаемся, много
говорит на русском языке. Ей нужен татарский язык, только общаясь с
коллегами: она завуч татарского... Вот сейчас она прекрасно всё... Она
говорит, как вспомнит она: "Боже мой, сколько я наплакалась..." Вот что
значит...
(she could hardly speak Russian and made so many mistakes. Now she is
speaking fluently, that is she is living, she is interacting with staff, she speaks a lot
in Russian. She needs Tatar language, only when interacting with her colleagues:
she is a Tatar language department head… So, now she is perfectly… She says,
when she remembers, ‘good gracious, how much did I cry’. This is what it
means…)
The teacher 3-3 comments that it was in this school that her colleague was able to
acquire Russian language proficiency, and her knowledge of Tatar is only needed for her
job requirements. The teacher also finds issues with Tatar language teaching. She shares
that when Tatar language was just introduced as a core class in the 1990s, there were
huge disagreements about some matters, like pronunciation and word choice. This lack of
professional ethics, and mastery of the subject matter are perceived as inherent problems
of Tatar language, and not due to the lack of systematic and comprehensive Tatar teacher
training, curriculum development, etc.
Unlike Tatar, English language is said to be very beneficial. It is the English
language that secured successful careers for all her children and its need is not even
questioned. Lack of English language knowledge has put the teacher into many
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uncomfortable situations, especially when she travels abroad, so if she could go back she
would learn the language. She also supports the possibility of making English one of the
mandatory exams at the Unified State Examinations, as it will draw more attention to
Tatar and serve as a gateway to children’s future. USE in Tatar language is again
disregarded as unnecessary as it will not help children to study in college where all
education is in Russian language.
Lastly, teacher 3-3 negatively views regional bilingual policies and if she could,
she would go back to the old Soviet policies and make Tatar an optional class. She opines
that, “Ну кто проанализировал, где нужно это и где нужно это? Никто, наверное, не
проанализировал. А если это сделали, то это сделали очень нечестно, вот я считаю”
(Well who analyzed where it (Tatar language classes) was needed and where it was not
needed? Perhaps, nobody analyzed. And if somebody did, then they did it in an unjust
manner, this is what I think). The current policies, she believes, do not reflect the realities,
and since Tatar language is not useful or needed in society, then policies should be
changed.
In sum, while language learning is seen as a positive activity, and she is glad that
her school offers many different language classes and supports multilingualism, language
learning is only good when it brings tangible benefits to individuals who learn it. From
this perspective, Russian language is considered a de facto language of any
communication, English provides additional financial and other advantages, while Tatar
except for occasional uses is not needed at all.
4.1.2.3.4 Teacher 3-4
Teacher 3-4 is a mid-career Tatar language and literature teacher. She believes
that it is important to learn languages, like it is worthwhile learning any discipline,
because it broadens one’s horizons. From her point of view, all three languages have a
place in Tatarstan, but each has its place in the hierarchy. Teacher 3-4 considers that “Ну,
если так поставить, то вот, наверное, русский язык, потом – английский, потом
только – татарский” (So, if placed like that, perhaps, Russian language, then English
and only then Tatar language). The Russian language is necessary in everyday life, in
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interactions, so it is the de facto language of all communication in society. The English
language, due to its status as a world language, is above Tatar, in her analysis: “Ну
конечно, вот английский язык стоит выше уровнем. Так как он всё-таки всемирный
язык такой, да?.. А татарский – он только вот… ну, так сказать, в рамках школы.
Конечно, хотелось бы…” (Well, of course, so English language is on a higher level.
Because it is still a world language, isn’t it?... And Tatar language, it is so… well, so to
say, within the confines of the school. Of course, it would be nice…).
Russian language is the language of society and their school. When she returned
from the pregnancy leave during which she mostly spoke Tatar with her child and her
parents, she switched to Russian: “больше уже общаешься на русском языке, поэтому
вот это автоматически уже у тебя закладывается.” (you speak more in the Russian
language, therefore, this automatically settled). Teacher 3-4 confesses that Russian
language is more natural, more automatic for her to speak to surrounding environment
than is Tatar. Nowadays, her daughter is also more fluent in Russian than Tatar.
The teacher enjoys teaching Tatar language and literature; she mostly focuses on
developing communicative skills and engaging students in language learning. She notes
that children and their parents enjoy Tatar language classes, and they never expressed any
complaints about Tatar:
Даже где-то у кого-то вот по отношению к моему предмету, там, скажем,
меня… Вот я не слышала такого как бы, пока вот со словами благодарности
– так скажем. Что нужен татарский язык… Вот я не слышала, чтобы
родители говорили, что не нужен всё-таки.
(So, somewhere from somebody [I haven’t heard] such an attitude towards my
subject area, so to say, to me… So, I haven’t heard anything like that, so far [they
come to me] only with the words of gratitude, so to say. That Tatar is necessary.
So, I haven’t heard that parents said that Tatar is not necessary.)
Teacher further notes that parents ask her about ways they can support their
children’s language learning and willingly attend various events that Tatar language
department or the teacher is hosting and enjoy them very much. In her teaching she often
makes cross-linguistic comparison to help student better understand the pronunciation or
the meaning of some words, the sounds ‘h’ and ‘w’ are the ones that are commonly
referred to comparing Tatar and English.
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Teacher 3-4 doesn’t know much about the policies impacting language education,
the only policy that she is aware of that makes a big difference in her teaching is regional
policies declaring state bilingualism, “Я думаю, что вот именно так как у нас
государственных языка два – поэтому всё-таки изучается он” (I think that because
we have two state languages, this is why it is learnt). This policy also declares that the
president of Tatarstan should know the Tatar language as well as other officials who
occupy important positions in the states. She uses this rationale with young children to
explain the need for learning Tatar language. At the same time, she laments that the role
of Tatar is limited to schools and wishes education in Tatar was also offered in college.
She supports introducing USE in Tatar language and on English, as Russian language
might be a barrier for comprehension in the former case, and students from her school
know English well enough to pass the latter exam.
In conclusion, Teacher 3-4 only has positive experiences of working both with
students and parents regardless of their background. She claims quoting the president of
the region that Tatar along with Russian and English is a prerequisite for a successful
career in the region, but she states that it is only the official status of Tatar in the state that
enables Tatar language teaching in elementary and secondary schools in Tatarstan. When
questioned about the origin of such matters or why some individua ls have negative
attitudes towards Tatar language, teacher 3-4 simply states that it has always been like
that, and that it is more automatic, natural to speak Russian as all the people around
converse in the Russian language. Teacher 3-4’s believes interdisciplinary connections
facilitate students’ learning.
4.1.2.3.5 Teacher 3-5
Teacher 3-5 is an experienced classroom teacher who has worked in the current
school for over 20 years (30 years total) and utterly enjoys working with children. She
strongly believes in the value of the teaching methods that she learned from the teacher
training program and class demonstrations that she used to go to provide and attend when
she was growing her skillset. Nowadays, even when the curriculum has become more
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complex and challenging for students these methods are still applied and work for
teaching elementary school students.
The teacher 3-5 views language learning as an asset to the child, yet she considers
that introducing all three languages in the elementary school is not very effective. Most
importantly, she believes that in the first grade students need to develop basic literacy
skills and then later add the knowledge of new languages in the second and higher grade
levels. “По методике, чтобы у него получалось, должны работать три органа:
зрительный, слуховой анализатор и моторика. Понимаете? Всё вместе. Вот тогда
он пойдёт. А когда он только сидит и слушает устно... Ну человек так устроен: он
не воспринимает” (According to the methods of teaching, in order for a child to succeed
three organs have to be engaged: visual and oral analyzers and motor skills. Do you
understand? All together. Only then he can learn. But when he is only sitting and
listening orally… The person is built that way: he doesn’t perceive [the information]). In
this excerpt 3-5 clarifies that from her opinion, early introduction of several languages
when students haven’t developed literacy in their first language forces the students to be
passive recipients of information in a second and foreign language, and it is thus less
effective.
As few previous teachers mentioned, teacher 3-5 observes that students’ literacy
levels decreased in the last decade, as children read less and spend more time on their
phones and other gadgets. She finds faults with curriculum which places more emphasis
on students’ individual learning rather than classroom instruction. This is the case with
Tatar language as well. Tutoring children in the evenings and having taught Tatar for first
and tenth graders she notes that textbooks, for example, teach endings and stems even
before children are able to read Tatar well. More so, some Tatar language teachers assign
too much homework, which altogether causes man to dislike the language: and “Ребёнок
не может. У него потом появляется отвращение к этому” (The child cannot. And then
he develops disgust at it). On the contrary, teacher 3-5 provides an example from her
teaching of Tatar:
Вот я брала тему – мы долго говорили по этой теме. И через полгода они
уже отвечали на вопросы, строили предложения. Я считаю, вот пусть
меньше будет, но зато он будет знать. Не давать много, потому что он не
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будет знать. Оттого, что много дают по программе, он не может просто. Я
вот сама вижу, что у людей страшные истерики. Они кричат: "Я не хочу
учить". И слышу в троллейбусе эти разговоры про “Татарский язык”.
(So, I used to take a topic and we talked about it for a long time. And then in half
a year they already answered questions, made sentences. I consider that it is better
that students know less, but they will do know it. Not to give much, because he
won’t know it. Just because they are giving a lot in the curriculum, he simply
cannot [know it all]. I see it myself that people have horrible hysteria. They yell:
“I don’t want to learn”. And I hear such conversations on the trolley bus about
Tatar language classes.)
Teacher 3-5 does not know of any policy, except for federal educational standards
that impacts language teaching. More so, she states there are no language policies in
schools that promote or prohibit any language use. She sees that students speak Russian
and all teachers speak Russian in school as well. In her career she knows of only a group
of girls in the 9th grade who speak fluent Tatar because they speak Tatar at home,
otherwise she notes that her students and parents, both Tatar and Russian, speak Russian
among themselves. Her own language policy is supportive of multilingualism. One of the
students is half Chinese, and her mother once shared that they would take him to Chinese
classes, teacher 3-5 replied “"Ради Бога. Чем больше языков будет знать ребёночек,
тем лучше". Она, значит: "Ну ладно". Я ж ему сказала: "Ты нас тоже учи тогда".”
(For God’s sake. The more languages a child knows, the better. She replied, “ok, great”. I
told him “you should also teach us some”). Teacher 3-5 also mentioned that she
encouraged the child to teach some Chinese to the class like hello and other simple
vocabulary.
Her knowledge and opinions about language- in-education policies are overall
supportive of multilingualism, yet she admits that she doesn’t know much about their
origin and impact on language teaching.
4.1.2.3.6 Teacher 3-6
Teacher 3-6 is an experienced English language teacher with strong opinions
about language teaching and language policies. Several of her comments and remarks
reveal her concealed dissatisfaction with some policies, especially those pertaining to
Tatar language, yet she tries to come to peace with them. She considers that the role of
English is very important as the language that allows bettering the future and offers
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opportunities of world travel, English is necessary “Для того, чтобы себя чувствовать
свободным в мире, куда-бы ты ни поехал” (So that you can feel free in the world,
wherever you go). She also makes several remarks that associate the knowledge of
English with success and prosperity.
On one occasion, when she describes unwillingness of a student to learn English,
she contrasts it to his parents’ own education in the school with intensive English
program, and how they are now very successful and well-off. She argues that if parents’
understanding of the value of learning English should be communicated to the child, so
that he/she studiously learns the language. On another occasion, she comments that their
school does a good job teaching English, because all school graduates have at least good
level of English, which is not the case for Tatar. The teacher also thinks strongly about
introducing English later in the elementary school and approves of additional hours that
are allocated to teaching English in the later years of elementary school too. Her opinion
of bilingualism and its benefits only extends for learning foreign languages: “я считаю,
что любой… любой иностранный язык… чем больше ты знаешь иностранных
языков, тем ты богаче становишься. И тем тебе интереснее.” (I think, that any, any
foreign language, the more foreign languages you learn, the richer you become. The more
interesting it is). She then provides a personal example of learning French and how
understanding the differences between the two languages helped her better understand the
hostility between the British and the French.
Her views on Tatar language are tolerant on the surface, but negative overall.
Initially, she refrains from making comments about Tatar language or its teaching
because she is not familiar with it, yet later she shares some ideas about Tatar language
teaching methods, attitudes towards Tatar, and its value compared to the Russian
language. First of all, teacher 3-6 points out that teachers of Tatar language assume that
all students come to school with some knowledge of Tatar, however, even many Tatars
don’t speak it: “Ведь татарский язык – они считают: вот те, кто – как родной язык…
что они со структурой языка знакомы с детства, и им только нужно лексику”
(Because Tatar language, they think that for those it is like native language… that they
are familiar with the structure of the language from childhood, and that they only need
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vocabulary). To avoid the problem with Tatar language teaching, she suggests using
methods for teaching English for Tatar classes. She briefly mentions Dr. Litvinov’s EFL
methods applied to the teaching of Tatar as more appropriate for Tatar.
To the question about why some parents and children voice concerns about Tatar
and/ or English languages, teacher 3-6 simply states “Many men, many minds”. While for
her learning English is so clear that it goes without saying, she her opinion about Tatar is
explained through some covert comments: “А что касается… Просто как можно
сравнивать татарскую литературу и русскую? Я, конечно, ничего не хочу сказать,
но даже по объёму. А количество часов – у нас же паритет: одинаково.” (Well, when
it comes to… Simply, how can Tatar literature be compared to Russian? I, certainly,
don’t want to say anything, but even in volume. But the number of hours, we have
leveraging, equality). In this statements teacher implicitly states that the Russian
literature is richer and larger and that it is not even possible to compare it to Tatar
literature. She argues that due to the superiority of Russian literature it deserves more
hours in the master schedule than Tatar language, and state bilingualism undermines that.
Yet, she states that equal number of hours is allocated for Russian and Tatar literature.
Teacher 3-6 expresses negative opinions about regional bilingualism and uses the
metaphor of a sore point or sensitive issue to describe the presence of Tatar in schools:
Ну, в общем, это вопрос очень больной и никто его назад отдавать не будет.
В других местах есть… там по желанию, там родители… Ну, Париж и
Мамадыш – это разные вещи. У меня нет детей… вот меня, слава Богу,
Бог… Я не знаю, хорошо это или плохо. Поэтому меня эта проблема
миновала, вот. А у кого есть дети – те все страдают, переживают. Потому
что это же большое количество времени.
(So, in general, this is a sensitive issue and nobody will bring it back. In other
places they have, by choice, it is parents who… Well, Paris and Mamadysh are
different things. I don’t have children, so, thank God, God… I don’t know
whether it is good or bad, therefore, this problem didn’t touch me, so. But those
who have children, they all suffer, worry. Because it is a lot of time.)
She admits that the law is strong and that no changes can be made to it, even
though ideally, she would prefer Tatar language was taught as an elective, and parents
made that choice. She then compares Paris to a town of Mamadysh, which is located in
the north central part of Tatarstan. Mamadysh is a small town with about 15,000 citizens,
which is famous for its agricultural business. So, comparing Russian and Tatar language
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and literature is like comparing the city of Paris and a small town of Mamadysh, with the
idea that the former is of higher nature and kind than the latter. Another explanation
comes from a saying “To Paris from Mamadysh”, which means to choose a long and
unnecessary route to Paris through a town of Mamadysh that is allegedly located away
from the shortest route. In this case, the comparison of the two languages, via the two
places is based on the idea of learning Tatar is unnecessary and a waste of time.
The comparison between Russian and Tatar language, modernity and rurality
associated with it is brought up again when teacher posits that it is normal that everybody
in school speaks Russian, except for occasional greetings in Tatar. Her comment about
the fact that departmental meetings occur in Russian language further reveal her negative
attitude towards Tatar:
Ну а на каком языке? Вот если бы мы жили в Мамадыше, то совещания
происходили бы на татарском языке. И я бы должна была учить татарский
язык, чтобы понимать. У нас такие были случаи, когда наши студенты
уезжают – именно выпускники… уезжают в районы, где чисто татарские
районы, где нет русских. Или даже девочки из татарских семей, где порусски не говорили в школе… дома. Там все педсоветы на татарском языке.
Хочешь, не хочешь, или учи, или сиди, делай вид, что понимаешь.
(Well, in what language [do you think]? If we lived in Mamadysh, then the
meetings would be in Tatar language. And I would have to learn Tatar language
to understand. We had such cases, when our students go, I mean school graduates,
go to other municipal districts, which are purely Tatar districts, where they don’t
have Russians. Or even the girls from Tatar families where they didn’t speak
Tatar in school… at home. Over there all meetings in school are in Tatar language.
And whether you want it or not, you learn or sit and pretend that you understand.)
In this excerpt two ideas are highlighted. The first one is the normalcy of using
Russian as the de facto language in their school, and consequently, the backwardness of
having meetings in Tatar in the rural town. The second point of view is the burden of
learning Tatar language regardless of the context: a Russian dominant school in a big city
or a Tatar dominant school in a rural town. The teacher 3-6 uses the example of
ethnically Tatar English teachers born in the city and graduated from their school as an
example that even for them having to learn Tatar language is a burden.
Overall, teacher 3-6 views multilingualism as an advantage when it comes to
learning foreign languages. Her profession, choice of the school and her comments about
high status of English language show that it is the language of success, freedom of travel
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and financial prosperity. The role of Russian is only revealed in its comparison to Tatar,
where Tatar is far below in most of the criteria: inappropriate teaching methods and
curriculum, lower status of its literary heritage, negative views of parents and teachers,
and perception of Tatar language as a burden, as a language learning which brings no
future benefits.
4.1.2.3.7 Teacher 3-7
Teacher 3-7 is a novice Spanish language teacher and a teacher working in the
extended day care program. She enjoys working with children as she feels that they share
some positive vibes with her and she likes to see their progress. It is her first year
working in the school, yet she already has plans for future Spanish language classes and
developing curriculum for her students. Her opinion of learning languages is additive as
she finds various reasons for learning English, Spanish, Russian and Tatar languages.
Like all other teachers she states that the role of English is very high due to its
global status, and that it has an important place in Tatarstan. Similarly, she also sees the
role of Spanish language as high, “Вот допустим, у нас сейчас очень много каких-то
контрактов с Латинской Америкой, с Кубой: например, Вертолётный завод, помоему, с какой-то страной Латинской Америки... Я думаю, что в любом случае
очень много тоже сфер, где можно это...” (So, for example, we have many contracts
with Latin America, with Cuba. For instance, the helicopter making company, I think,
[trades] with a country in Latin American. I think, in any case there are many areas like
that, where it is possible to…). So, overall her views on foreign language learning are
positive.
Teacher 3-7’s opinion of Russian and Tatar languages is also additive. She sees
both of them as state languages and as being important. She explains that “Ну вот
русский – понятно, мы живём в России, но для нас также: республики Татарстан –
важен и татарский язык в любом случае.” (So, Russian language is clear, we live in
Russia, but for us also, the Republic of Tatarstan, Tatar language is important in any
case). Teacher further notes that the role of Tatar is not as high as Russian, but Tatar
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language is still quite important for interaction with others. More so, she provides another
rationale for why knowing Tatar is an asset:
И для людей, которые хотят, например, как-то развиваться и, скажем, тоже
быть успешными в бизнесе, – знание татарского языка будет большим для
них плюсом в общении, скажем, с какими-то людьми, кто, например,
разговаривает на татарском языке и для кого татарский язык – это родной
язык.
(And for people, who want, for example, to somehow develop, so to say, and also
be successful in business, the knowledge of Tatar language will be a huge asset in
interaction, let’s say with some people, who, for example, speak Tatar language,
and for whom Tatar language is a native language.)
Besides the benefits Tatar language for business and interaction she explains that
she loves learning languages and talking to people in their native tongues. This makes her
feel more comfortable in situations when another language is spoken and she understands
what others are talking about.
However, teacher 3-7 also shares several challenges in language learning and
teaching. Her experience with Tatar language is that it is taught too intensely from the
very first grade, and she wishes she had more opportunities for communication. Even
nowadays she wanted to review Tatar but couldn’t find resources for self-learning that
are focusing on conversational skills instead of grammar. She also finds that there are
very few resources for teaching Spanish in schools, most materials are for adults and
college students. In order to facilitate Spanish language learning she continuously seeks
resources from the internet and builds her own curriculum. In her teaching she likes to
make comparisons across languages that children are studying in school:
И допустим, оранжевый цвет в английском языке "орандж": это и апельсин,
и название цвета. То же самое в испанском: правда, слово немножко другое:
naranja, – но то есть это тоже и оранжевый, допустим, и сам фрукт. И вот это
с нами дети уже говорят: "Ага, это вот так же, как в английском”.
(And say, orange color in the English is “orange”, and that is the orange (the fruit),
and a name of a color. The same thing is in the Spanish language: yet a word is a
bit different: “naranja,” but it is also orange [color], let’s say, and the fruit itself.
And so children already tell us, “hm, this is like in the English language”.)
She states that children enjoy learning about such similarities and it makes it
easier for them to remember things.
Teacher 3-7 confesses that she heard negative comments about Tatar language
teaching from parents and students and disagrees with them, because she finds much
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culturally valuable information in learning Tatar. She reasons though that parents’
opinions tend to have a great impact on children’s language learning. For instance, she
observes that many students choose Spanish because together with their parents they
decide that it is a language that will be necessary and useful for them in the future. Other
children make their own choices of learning languages. In the case of Spanish, they like
the culture, the songs and would like to learn more about them.
In conclusion the teacher has a very positive attitude towards multilingualism.
While acknowledging the higher status of Russian and popularity of English, she believes
that any language learning is an asset and only enriches child’s learning experiences. As a
novice teacher she has no opinions about language policies as she doesn’t really know of
any that impact language teaching.
4.1.2.3.8 Teacher 3-8
Teacher 3-8 is a Tatar language and literature teacher who has been working in
the current school for a number of years. Her views about language learning are very
subdued and not very assertive. She didn’t explicitly comment about the value of
multilingualism, nor did she speak about language policies. Most of her answers
pertained to the teaching of Tatar language.
Teacher 3-8’s perspective on the role of Tatar language is largely determined by
the context in which she works. The teacher states that the status of the Tatar language in
school increased over the last several years. She attributes this to following factors:
“Күбрәк әйтелә дәүләттән дә, татар теле дәүләт теле дип өйрәнелә башлагач
инде. Телевидениедән дә ишетелә, программалар да күрсәтелә. Экзаменнар да бар
инде хәзер, тест формасында. Балаларга 9 нчы класста тест язасы.” (It is more
spoken by the government also, now that Tatar language is learnt as the state language. It
is heard from television, seen in various TV programs. There are now exams in the form
of a test. Children are to take a test in the 9th grade). The teacher perceives that the
presence of Tatar in media, its support by the government and the inclusion of testing
legitimize the Tatar language and raise its status. The improvements are also seen in
curriculum. The schools uses Tatar curriculum that is based on teaching Tatar as a
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foreign language, it provides plenty of engaging, high quality materials which are a huge
improvement over previous textbooks “Китаплар да кызык түгел иде. Научныйрак
төзелгән инде …Хәзер үзгәртелгән әзрәк, кызыграк итеп инде. Төрле чаралар белән,
әйтеп кителгәнчә, дисклар белән” (The books were not interesting. They were a bit
scientific. Now it changed a bit, it is given more interestingly, as I said, with discs).
In the school she works with different children and different parents. Some of
them are supportive of Tatar language learning, while others aren’t. She notes that those
who have grandfathers and grandmothers speak more Tatar: “Татар гаиләләрендә дәү
әнисе, дәү әтисе булганнар яхшы сөйләшә. Килгәндә үк аларның сөйләм телләре
яхшы…Алар сразу күренә, кем өйдә татарча сөйләшә, алар күбрәк татарча
сөйләшәләр, дәшәләр.” (Those who have grandmothers and grandfathers in Tatar
families speak better. When they come their speaking skills are good. They are noticeable
right away, those who speak Tatar at home, they speak and reply in Tatar more). The
teacher also works with parents who question the need for Tatar. Teacher 3-8 shares
while parents don’t openly show their negative views about Tatar language, they do
express them at the teacher-parent meetings:
Алай миңа кирәкми дип открытый килеп әйтүче юк инде. Ишетелгәне бар.
Баланың отношениесеннән күренә инде. Өй эшләре эшләнмәгәнлеге, салкын
карашы – әти-әнисенең мөнәсәбәте дип уйлыйм инде. Ата-аналар
җыелышларында шулай ук сораулар бар инде. Ни өчен татар теленең
сәгать саны күбрәк? Күп дип.
(I don’t really have people who openly come to tell me that there is no need. But
it is in the air. It is seen through the attitudes of a child, you know. When they
don’t do the homework, have a sullen look, I think it all comes from parents’
attitudes. Also there are questions at the teacher-parent meetings. Why is the
number of Tatar language classes bigger? Why many?)
Teacher’s own view of Tatar language learning comes across as submissive, as if
she tries to justify to her job and why Tatar language is necessary and should be
maintained. She states that it is important to save the Tatar language as it is the language
of our forefathers. She believes that it is up to pre-schools and school to save it, as well as
to families, although many young families she notes have different views. When asked
about why that is so, the teacher changes the subject and turns to the rural areas as the
islands of hope:
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Менә авылларда тел югалмас дип уйлыйм мин. Татар теле күбрәк, анда бит
татарча сөйләшәләр. Төрле концертлар алып барыла, телевидениедә дә күп
хәзер татарча тапшырулар. Татарстанда татар халкы югалып калмасын
өчен эшләнә инде, минемчә. “Яшьләр тукталышы” тапшырулары. Яшьләр
актив аралашалар. Кирәк дип уйлыйм.
(Well, I think that it will not disappear in the villages. Tatar language is bigger,
there they speak Tatar. Different concerts are held, many programs on televisions
are now in Tatar. I think it is done so that Tatar people do not disappear in
Tatarstan. Programs, such as “Youth’s stop”. Young people are actively
interacting, I think it is necessary.)
The teacher considers that it is easier to maintain Tatar language in the rural areas
where most of the people are Tatars and are in the Tatar environment. With that she
almost shows her docility to the current situation in schools, where she sees that it is hard
to ensure similar level of success of Tatar language learning and maintenance.
All in all, although she is supportive of the need to learn and teach the Tatar
language, she doesn’t have very clear arguments in favor it learning the language. The
teacher is not aware of any policies or laws that influence language education in schools,
she does what is given to her through educational programs sent by the central office. She
also uses their authority to justify the need for learning languages and, unlike other
teachers, doesn’t have her own reasons for supporting Tatar language learning in schools.
4.1.2.3.9 Teacher 3-9
Teacher 3-9 is a young Tatar language and literature teacher who has already
developed her views about language teaching and the role of languages in society.
Teacher 3-9 recognizes the important role of Tatar language in the region and highlights
the needs to teach and learn it in schools. The teacher also admits that Russian plays a
bigger, more important role in society and she gives English language the third place in
the language hierarchy.
She provides several reasons for supporting Tatar language. The role of Tatar
language expands the region of Tatarstan, Tatar is learned on other continents and by
people from other countries: “Шул Австралиядә дә, Америкада да, башка илләрдә дә.
Бөтен җиргә татар сибелгән. Татар бетмәячәк. Татар җырчылары чит илләргә
баралар. Татарлар онытылмый.” (So, in Australia, and America, and other countries.
Tatars are spread everywhere. Tatars will not disappear. Tatar singers travel abroad.
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Tatars are not forgotten). She also notices that members of other ethnic groups are
willingly learning Tatar language: “Татар телен хәзер теләп өйрәнәләр чувашлар,
удмуртлар, марилар. Бар шундый рус кешеләре алар татар кешеләренә караганда
да яхшырак, әйбәтрәк сөйләшүчеләр.” (Now, Chuvash, Udmurt, Mari people are
willingly learning Tatar. There are some Russian people who know Tatar, who speak
Tatar better than Tatars).
The learning of Tatar in schools from the first grade and in the numbers that are
equal to those given to Russian language is also justified by the teacher. She cites several
reasons locally for the need to learn Tatar language: official bilingualism in the state,
“Чөнки Татарстанда ике тел бит инде” (Because there are two language in Tatarstan
you know); respectful attitude towards Tatar people via learning Tatar language,
“Хөрмәт йөзеннән дә”; and as a necessity for interacting with Tatar people, “үзеңә
бераз җиңел булсын өчен” (so that it is a bit easier for you), “Балалар бакчаларында
ук тәрбиячене эшкә алганда татар телен белү мәҗбүри дип язалар” (the
knowledge of Tatar is now a requirement for applying for a pre-school teacher job in preschools).
Along with the benefits of learning the language, teacher 3-9 also acknowledges
some challenges in curriculum. She states that the content is complex, not only for
Russian groups but also Tatar groups learning Tatar language. For example, in the first
grade students are already expected to learn conjugation, declension, and plural forms.
She states that these topics are confusing for children. More so, “Иртәрәк бирелә
программада күп кенә темалар. Мәсәлән, 4 нче сыйныфта үтә торган темалар 1
нче сыйныф дәреслегендә дә бар” (Many topics are given too e early in the curriculum.
For example, the topics that are covered in the 4th grade are included in the first grade as
well). The inclusion of difficult topics, teacher thinks, is not only reflected in how well
students understand the material but also in the challenges that teachers have explaining
these topics to students. She hypothesizes that perhaps the English language is more
interesting for students partly because their curriculum is better developed, so she
suggests that “Бәлки безнең татар укытучыларына, татар авторларына күбрәк
үзләре өстендә эшләргә кирәк микән инде? … күбрәк ишетеп аңлау күнекмәләре
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булса яхшырактыр” (Perhaps our Tatar teachers, Tatar authors need to work on selfimprovement? … It would be better if there is more emphasis on listening and
comprehension skills and abilities).
The teacher sees huge potential in providing English-Tatar language classes. The
teacher describes how she had a chance to attend a lesson demonstration in a 2nd grade
elementary classroom in another school where two teachers co-taught a Tatar and English
language class. She portrays that they taught a lesson in both languages and were able to
compare and contrast the two languages as they taught each language and content:
Мәсәлән, кыш темасы. 10 минут инглиз теле укытучысы аңлата
аудиториягә, сөйли, укучылар тәрҗемә итәләр, бер-берсе белән сөйләшәләр,
кул күтәреп, җавап бирәләр. Һәм шул ук теманы татар телендә аңлата.
Шул ук җөмләләр белән. Мәсәлән, яз темасы. Яз көне нинди һава торышы,
табигать нишли? Үләннәр нишли? Кар эриме-юкмы? Һәм шул ук тема
татар телендә дә, инглиз телендә дә алып барыла.
(For example, the topic is winter. The English teacher spends 10 minutes
explaining the audience, she talks; students are translating and speaking to one
another, raise their hands and answer. Then the same topic is explained in the
Tatar language. With the same sentences. For example, the topic is spring. What
is the weather like in spring, what does the weather do? What do plants do? Does
the snow melt? And the same topic is taken in both Tatar and English languages.)
This lesson, the teacher 3-9 believes, fulfills several goals. It teaches the content
area in two languages, so children are able to develop their knowledge of a topic in two
languages. Second, it keeps the students engaged in learning as it involves various
activities. The teacher thinks that this model would be well-received in their school as
well.
The teacher observes that parents have a crucial role in supporting children’s
language learning and motivation. Most parents bring their children to the current school
to learn English. However, she also met some Russian parents who would like their
children to learn Tatar in-depth and be transferred from the Russian to the Tatar group for
Tatar language and literature classes. At the same time, the teacher also has to work with
parents who complain at teacher parent meetings about the number of Tatar classes.
Interestingly, most complaints come from Tatar parents, because she believes that the
content for Tatar students learning Tatar is too hard and not very well developed:
“Күбрәк татар төркемендәге әти-әниләр каршы чыга. Чөнки темалар авыр,
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барысын да истә калдырырга, өй эшләрен даими эшләп барырга авыр. Авырга
туры килә.” (More parents from the Tatar group complain. Because the topics are
difficult, it is difficult to remember everything, to keep up with the home assignment. It is
difficult).
Teacher 3-9’s views on language policy focus on regional bilingual policies and
standardized tests. The teacher uses the argument of Tatarstan’s official bilingualism not
only to justify Tatar language classes in school but to also make it a norm so much so that
its lack might be perceived as abhorrence. She also feels very strongly about Unified
State Examination not being offered in Tatar, because when she took it in 2007 that
possibility was there which made a huge difference for her since she studied in a Tatar
MOI school. She believes that the lack of Tatar option is causing many Tatar schools to
shift to the Russian language of instruction: “Бердәм дәүләт имтиханнары рус
телендә. Хәзер бит инде рус теленә өстенлек бирелә, татар теленә кысынрак
калына. Шуның өчен укучы балага күбрәк отышлы булсын өчен рус телендә алып
барырга” (The United State Exams are in Russian. Now that Russian language is given a
priority, Tatar language is left on the periphery. Therefore, so that it is better for a student,
the child is taught in the Russian language).
In sum, teacher 3-9 is an adamant supporter of learning Tatar language and sees
multiple benefits and needs for learning it. She also feels strongly about providing best
teaching experience for children, and is critical of some elements of curriculum that pose
challenges for language learning. She states that the complexity of curriculum creates
difficulties for teachers and then students and their parents in learning and remembering
the information. The teacher 3-9 is also observant about children’s motivation to learn the
language. She realizes that teaching in a way that involves more modalities is more
effective and consequently, wishes that there would be more materials that are age
appropriate and engaging. Finally, she reflects on the impact of the USE that requires
students to take the test only in the Russian language. The teacher also shares that she has
very little knowledge of policies and how they impact language education.
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4.1.2.3.10 Cross-case analysis
The table below shows a list of codes that emerged from teacher interviews from
School 3 or school with intensive English language program.

Table 15. School 3 cross-case analysis
Consistent among most
or all teachers
English:
- is bringing benefits and
needed for work,
financial gains
-world language, high
status
-is why most parents
bring their children to
this school

Shared by several teachers

Learning Tatar
- important because we
live in Tatarstan, is
needed for interaction

Negative comments about
Tatar
- doesn’t bring benefits, so
parents and children don’t
want to study it
- Instruction is too intensive,
ineffective, content is too
hard
-should focus on
communication and use
English as a foreign language
teaching methods
-Knowing Tatar is seen as
disadvantage in college
(knowing Tatar well means
not knowing Russian)
- is taught due to regional
policies
-Tatar should be made
optional and or reduce its
hours

English
-is regarded as valuable in
Tatarstan
- learning foreign languages
one becomes culturally richer

Unique to individual
teachers
English
-is more important than
content area knowledge in
work/life
- more languages you
know, the better you know
L1
-English curriculum is
more interesting for
students than Tatar
because it is better
developed
Negative comments
about Tatar
- Knowing Tatar is seen as
burden
- Disagreements about
Tatar education among
Tatar language teachers
- Learning Tatar as a
problem, suffering
-Few resources for Tatar
learning
-Russian literature is more
advanced compared to
Tatar
- Tatar curriculum,
especially for Tatar groups
should be enhanced
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Table 15 Cont.
Positive comments about
Tatar
-learn valuable cultural
knowledge
- important because we live in
Tatarstan, is needed for
interaction
- is limited to school
- is taught due to regional
policies
- Some Children who speak
Tatar at home, speak Tatar in
school
- uses EFL methods and
focuses on communication
-need to save the language
from going extinct

Positive comments about
Tatar
-facilitate English
language learning
-the status of Tatar
increased in society over
the last years due to larger
presence in media,
government work and
public places
- great improvement of
Tatar textbooks in the last
years
Other comments about
Tatar:
-The best Tatar language
teachers are those who
learnt it as L2
- Teaching Tatar using
methods of teaching
Russian is inappropriate
- Schools with Tatar MOI
are chosen by Muslim
families and by parents
who speak mostly Tatar at
home
-Tatar is strong in
villages, its presence in
the city cannot be as
strong
-Tatar is spoken in other
cities, countries, including
members of other
ethnicities
- learning Tatar is a sign
of respect, needed for jobs
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Table 15 Cont.
Languages use in
school:
- no official language,
Russian is the norm
- other than Russian, only
greetings can be heard in
Tatar
- most parents speak
Russian to kids, some
Tatars speak Tatar

Language learning
-immerse children in literacy
in and outside of class early in
elementary school is
important
- getting students interested in
language is key for learning
-2nd, 3rd language learning
should happen in the second
grade after children learn
literacy in L1 (Spanish in 4th
grade)
-Children literacy levels
decreased in recent years
-language teachers can
collaborate to reinforce
learning of all 3 languages
-teachers make crosslinguistic comparisons when
teaching
English/Tatar/Spanish

Language learning
-Few resources for 1-11
Spanish
-Tatar-English bilingual
class is a great idea
School policies
- Russian in schools is
normalcy in the city, Tatar
in rural areas is a sign of
backwardness
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Table 15 Cont.
Parents’ attitude
influence children’s
learning:
- if negative children
don’t do homework,
dislike the language
Parents attitudes
towards Tatar
- Tatar language learning
is not necessary
-if taught, should be an
elective

Students
- all, 90% speak Russian
when they come to
school
- their Tatar language
proficiency varies (Some
Children who speak
Tatar at home, speak
Tatar in school)
-come from diverse
ethnic backgrounds
- Student Tatar language
proficiency varies at the
start of school

Parents’ support is crucial
- choosing a school
- encouraging children to
share what they learned in
school
-hard to work with some
parents but possible
-many Tatar families don’t
speak Tatar at home
Parents support Tatar:
- are willing to show and ask
for help
Parents complain about
Tatar
- conversational is enough
- Tatar parents: we can teach
basic Tatar at home, we need
more Russian to go to college,
in life or
-other Tatar/Russian parents:
no need for Tatar at all
Negative attitudes to
regional bilingual policies,
viewed as unfair, prefer to
return to previous policies
USE
- on English is unfair for
students from other schools
-on English should be offered
- in Tatar limits students’
options to go to college
outside of Tatarstan; means
students don’t know Russian
well enough
- in Tatar should be offered

Parents support is now
less
- delegate it to tutors
-disregard some aspects of
education
-rely on money and other
privileges, not education
to succeed in life
Parents support Tatar
language learning
-some Russian parents
want their children to
study Tatar in Tatar
groups
- parents from Tatar group
complain most about
Tatar classes
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4.1.3

Classroom observations

4.1.3.1 School 1 (School with Tatar MOI)
4.1.3.1.1 Language practices outside of classroom
The researcher visited the school multiple times over the course of two months.
School and hallway observations were conducted before or after teacher interviews. The
interviewer also spent some time observing behavior and language practices in the lobby
of two wings, mainly in the elementary wing, in the hallways during recess and in school
cafeteria. Despite the fact that language practices in the school were studied, they were
not the focus of the dissertation; therefore, more extensive ethnographic data should be
collected to make stronger statements about language use in the buildings. The first visit
which took place over the summer to receive the consent of the principal and make initial
contacts with the teacher happened at the time when the school had a summer camp
focused on intensive English instruction. The lesson timetable was written in the English
language and students had several English classes daily on top of their other activities.
More so, the researcher was asked to visit several classrooms with short 10-15 minute
English mini- lessons. Later, during the interviews teacher 1-4 explicitly mentioned these
summer camps.
Several initial patterns emerged from these observations. First of all, the de facto
language in school is Tatar. When a person comes in and talks to the staff, teachers or
parents, they start speaking in Tatar language, the students also tend to address the older
people in the Tatar language. Teachers in the hallway or at recess talk to one another in
Tatar, although they do include a few Russian words or code-switch seldom. Multiple
observations of students of different grade levels and in different settings - in class during
the lesson, during the recess, in the extended day care program, at play - reveal that
Russian is the most common language of interaction, although some students do speak
Tatar extensively or speak a language that is a mix between Russian and Tatar, or in the
words of García (2009), translanguage. The interaction between parents and children and
parents and teachers or staff also varied. Most of the time, it was a combination of
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Russian and Tatar languages. Lastly, staff in cafeteria and front office speaks mostly
Tatar unless students or parents address them in Russian, then they reply in Russian. In
fact, the lady at the front office, shared with the researcher that it was the principal who
told her to speak only Tatar, and that, although it was a hard transition from her previous
job where she mostly interacted in Russian, she is now used to speaking to everybody in
Tatar.
The students’ language use was most interesting. Almost all of the time when
students greeted someone they used the standard formal greeting in Tatar, and then some
would go back to their conversations in the Russian, others would continue conversing in
Tatar. On one occasion a student struggled to unlock the door, and seeing no other adult
person, approached the researcher with the question in Tatar: “апа, булыш, әле” (lady,
help, please). On another occasion a brother came to pick up his younger sister from the
1st grade, and he also asked the question in Tatar language about where his sister was, the
answer was “ул биюдә” (she is at the dance). When the sister returned she quickly
changed and motioned to her brother, saying in Tatar “әйдә, абый” (let’s go brother) to
go home. On many occasions students were seen playing games on their phones, all the
interactions during the activity were in the Russian language.
On another day, as the researcher was waiting for the teacher in the hallway she
observed the interaction of several children in the hall. The two girls were getting dressed
and uttered no words in Tatar as they talked to one another in Russian. A mother walked
in, greeted them in Tatar “исәнмесез” (hello) and they replied in Tatar. They then
continued speaking Russian to the mother telling where her daughter is (she came to pick
up the daughter). The girls then continued with the Russian talk. Mother came out with
her girl and spoke to her in Tatar with occasional Russian words, for example “Eсли мин
сиңа шалтраттым, киенеп куй диеп...” (If I called you, saying that you should put on
your clothes…). A few minutes later a boy walks into the hallway. The boy and the
same two girls start talking, the boy speaks in Tatar, the girls react mostly in Russian with
some Tatar “Син что мальчик?” (Are you what, a boy?). This vignette shows that indeed
Tatar hello is a marker of the school, so to say a manifestation of their Tatar language
speaking policy. However, the Russian language is more dominant among children. The
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few children or parents who continue speaking Tatar after the formal greeting are more
likely to receive their responses in the mix of Russian and Tatar or solely in Russian.
Russian is also the language of students’ games and one-on-one interaction.
The interaction among parents and students was most often heard in the form of a
mix between Russian and Tatar. It seemed that the parents tried to speak Tatar to their
children, school staff or teachers, but their limited vocabulary or lack of fluency in Tatar
forced them to insert certain Russian words in their speech. For example, when the
assistant principal exchanged a few words with a parent about one past activity, the
parent replied in both languages: “Нравиться ей, ошады, да” (She like, she liked, yes).
In another conversation with the person at the front desk a mother or grandmother replied
about a bench that had a number of items that were in the “lost and found” pile: “Бу,
югалган әйберләр түгелме соң? Минем сразу күзем төште” (Aren’t they lost things?
I immediately paid attention to them). In the second sentence the Russian word
“immediately” is inserted into the structure of the Tatar sentence. Lastly, in the
conversation between the two teachers and a teacher and parent that the researcher
overhead, the few words that were always used in the Russian language were days of the
week and conjunctions, such as “because,” “so,” “then,” etc.
Consequently, language practices of students, teachers, parents and staff in the
schools were not uniform, but can be described as located on the continuum shown below.
The teachers are the advocates for Tatar language learning and using, so they are on the
Tatar end of the spectrum, they only use Russian in the Russian language classes or when
parents do not speak Tatar. Students, on the other hand, turned out to be on the other end
of the continuum. They tend to use more Russian in their speech outside of the class,
except for a few Tatar dominant students. Students use Tatar language only in formal
greetings and mix Tatar and Russian in their talks with parents, and as will be shown later,
some students struggle to express their thoughts only in Tatar during classes as well.
Parents’ language practices can be located in the middle of the spectrum, because most of
them used both languages in their speech with their children and teachers. The purpose of
this continuum is to attempt to show a fragment of different stakeholders’ language
practices, and it doesn’t aim to provide a comprehensive or holistic interpretation of their
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skills across both languages. For a more specific evaluation of their language practices, a
more detailed analysis is required of language use according to different criteria in both
languages: language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing), domain (classroom,
recess, home), audience (teachers, parents, staff, other children), etc.
Tatar

Tatar/ Russian

Russian

Russian
Tr

Teachers/ staff

Tatar
T/ R

Parents

Rt

Students

Figure 3. School 1 language practices
4.1.3.1.2 Focal teacher
The teacher 1-8 is a 3rd grade a classroom teacher. The researcher observed 8
lessons of the teacher, 7 of which were with her own cohort of students, and one Russian
language class she taught for another cohort of third graders as an additional class. The
content area lessons that were observed were the following: Russian language, Math,
Russian literature, Nature, physical education. All the lessons except for Russian
language and literature the teacher 1-8 taught in the Tatar language. The curriculum
adopted by the school and the teacher is called “Perspective.
The classroom is a spacious room with 5 windows; the walls are painted in two
different colors. The walls are also decorated with ornaments, such as big butterflies and
other insects. The curtains on the windows are beautiful as well, so they all enable to
have a bright and warm space inside the classroom. The room is divided into two areas,
the classroom area and entrance room. There are book shelves, short benches, cooler with
water and cups, and a few other cabinets in the entrance room. The main area has 12
desks for two students each. The classroom also has a long blackboard and a projector
next to it. In the far corner of the room, there is a teacher’s table and behind her a few
desks and shelves for her books and other materials. The classroom also has students’
work that is hanging on one of the walls; one of the bookshelves has a chess board and
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other reading materials. During the recess, the researcher observed that students went to
pick up the chess board to play chess, others drank water from the cooler, and few others
played games on their phones sitting on the benches of the entrance room. Overall,
students felt comfortable walking around the classroom during the recess, some looked
out the window, others stayed at their desks to chat, a few others played in the hallway.
Each student has their assigned seat and they stay there throughout the year, unless the
teacher reseats them for behavior or other reasons. Boys and girls are often seated at the
same desk, although a few desks also have two boys or two girls.
The topics covered for each class are as follows. For both of the math lessons they
studied long multiplications. They solved problems in class all together, then individually,
then several students came up to the board to solve problems. The teacher also offered
additional problems from a supplementary textbook. For the Russian language lesson the
topics were root words and suffixes. For one of the classes students’ homework was to
draw pictures that have objects with root words, then they presented their works in class,
discussed the rules and made a few exercises. For the lesson on suffixes, the teacher
started out with a few riddles the answers to which led students to guess the suffixes that
they were to focus on in class. The teacher used PowerPoint presentations, showed an
excerpt of a cartoon, and had students work in pairs during the lesson. The lesson on
nature was about the insects and animals leaving in water reservoirs and meadows. The
lesson started with a poem from the Tatar language class on the topic, then engaged
students in analyzing the pictures, reading the texts and discussing the role of humans in
the cycle of matter. Lastly, due to poor weather conditions and no access to the gym, the
teacher gave a theoretical lesson on physical education where they reviewed some of the
activities they did in their last class, children drew and described some of the machines
and tools they use in the gym.
The teacher 1-8’s choice of language was very straightforward and consistent
with only a few exceptions. She barely mixed the two languages in any of her classes. In
the Russian language and literature she only spoke Russian, in all the other classes Tatar
was the language of curriculum and instruction. Only on one instance in the beginning of
the Russian class did she switch to the Tatar language. She was giving an additional
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Russian lesson to the cohort of students from a neighboring class when one of her
students walked into the class. He forgot to take his textbook for the English language
class and his teacher sent him back to fetch it to check the homework. The teacher
interrupted her introduction of the Russian lesson and said:
Teacher 1-8: Так что нужно спросить сначала? (What do you need to ask first?)
Student: Керергә ярыймы? (May I come in?)
Teacher 1-8: Керергә ярый. Нәрсә кирәк? (yes, you may. What do you need?)
Student: (unintelligible)
Teacher 1-8: Мин нәрсә дидем, дәрес алдыннан? (What did I say, before the
class?)
Student: учитель сказал надо проверить (The teacher said that he needs to
check)
Teacher 1-8: Ник алмадың соң? (Why didn’t take it then?)
Student: Мин алдым… (unintelligible) (I took, …)
Teacher 1-8: Aлырга кирәк иде калганнарын (You should have taken the rest
too).
The teacher 1-8’s first statement was in the Russian language, and then the
student replied with a request “May I come in?” in Tatar, and the teacher continued the
conversation with him in Tatar language. Once the student got his book, she switched
back to Russian and continued the lesson in the Russian language.
The only other instance when the teacher uses Tatar language in the Russian
language class was with a student who struggled to make an assignment. She asked him
the question in Tatar and then explained in Russian when he stumbled: “Син нишләп
удивительно дип язасың?... Улым, удивить, значит удивляющий” (Why are you
writing surprisingly? My son, if [it says] surprise, then [you should write] surprising).
The task was to make adjectives out of verbs, and the student was struggling. This
particular student, the teacher later mentioned struggles a bit, so she tries to provide him
with extra support.
During the Tatar language classes, the teacher hardly ever used any Russian, she
would accept students’ answers in the Russian language or in a mix of Russian and Tatar
and do one of the following: ask them to say or translate it into Tatar, help the student to
say it in Tatar, or give the beginning of the sentence and let the student finish it. Here are
a few examples:
1) Student: Болында загрязнять ярамый (It is not allowed to pollute in the
meadow)
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Teacher 1-8: Әйе, чүп ташларга ярамый. (yes, it is not allowed to litter)
2) Student: Кирәкми ходить үләннән, потому что образуются еще одни
дорожки (One shouldn’t walk on the grass, because more paths are trodden)
Teacher 1-8: Татарча әйт, яңа сукмак салырга (Say in Tatar, to treat a new
path…)
Student (together with the teacher): ярамый (it is not allowed)
3) Teacher 1-8: Ул татарча ничек була? Kитабыгызда карагыз. (How do you
say that in Tatar? Look at your textbooks).
In the first example, the student inserts the word “загрязнять” (to pollute) in the
middle of Tatar sentence, and the teacher accepts that as the correct answer and offers
translation of pollute in Tatar as “чүп ташларга”. In the second example, the student
makes a Russian sentence and only uses only two Tatar words in it “Кирәкми” (one
shouldn’t) and “үләннән” (on the grass). The teacher helps the student translate only the
second part of the sentence which was all in Russian and she indicates that by saying “say
in Tatar”. She also lets the student repeat the last word with the teacher to bring the
control back to her, so that she would continue her though in Tatar. In the last example,
as students name the insects on the picture using Russian terms, the teacher instead
translating these words refers them back to the textbook which has Tatar words for the
terms.
The teacher 1-8 made several references to the content covered across subject
areas in her lessons, but the researcher didn’t hear any about language. For example, in
the Russian literature lesson where the students read a story about the ant and his mother,
the teacher reminded students about the insects and the cycle of matter that they studied
in their Nature lessons. During the lesson about Nature where the students were
reviewing different insects, the teacher asked a question about a butterfly, more
specifically she asked if they remembered the name of the poem about a butterfly that
they read in their Tatar literature class. Several students replied and helped teacher recite
the poem and make connections between the subject areas. During Russian language and
literature lessons no explicit references to the Tatar language were observed.
4.1.3.1.3 Discussion
The teacher’s language use and language interaction reveal that she embraces the
school’s mission of promoting Tatar language learning and using, and Tatar is the
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language of most of the in-class and out-of-class interactions she had with students,
teachers and administrators. The teacher 1-8 keeps both languages separate in her
teaching, doesn’t mix the two languages in her instruction. Most of the time she addresses
the students in Tatar, as “кызым,” (my daughter) “улым” (my son) across all content
area classes. In the follow-up interview she explains that she asked parents’ permission to
call children that way. She believes it is a psychological moment to get closer to children.
She states she has referred that way to her students in her previous school as well. When
asked about why and when she shifted between languages in class, the teacher explained
that “Мин аны бит тема буенча әйтмим, мин аны әйтәм психологик моментта
гына. ‘Тизрәк, улым’ дип. Тәртипне саклар өчен. Тәрбия татар телендә анысы” (I
don’t say that about the lesson topic, I only tell that in the psychological moment. ‘Be
faster, my son’. To keep [good] behavior. Nurturing is in Tatar language, it is). Just like
the use of “my son” or “my daughter”, the teacher believes that if she resorts to the Tatar
language in order to manage behavior or talk about values, her words in Tatar language
will have a stronger effect on children than if she were to speak in Tatar. She also hints
that she doesn’t mix languages in the classroom. This might come from the strict school
policy of no Russian language use in non-Russian classes, or from her own belief that the
languages should be kept separate in instruction.
In her interactions with students the teacher allows students to use Russian
language in their responses, but her end goal is always to support students in expressing
their ideas in Tatar. The teacher 1-8 believes that if she remains patient and scaffolds
students they will slowly shift to replying to her in Tatar language during the class as well.
Lastly, when she was asked about cross-disciplinary references the teacher states that she
does that consciously to enable students to make connections across curriculum. She
states: “Әйе. Бер тел белән икенче телне бәйлим. Сүзъясагыч кушымча. Анда да
үттек сүзнең төзелешен өйрәнгәндә сүзъясагыч кушымчаны. Нәкъ шулай итеп
суффикс кебек түбә белән бәйләдек. Монысы – предметлар бәйләнеше. Методика
буенча” (Yes, I link one language to another. A word-making suffix. When we were
studying the word building we learnt about a word-making suffix. We also drew it as a
suffix with a roof. These are interdisciplinary connections. According to the methods).
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When she describes how she connected the two topics in the Russian and Tatar language
classes, she mainly refers to connecting the topics that are studied, and not necessarily the
language that is used to describe these topics; she doesn’t refer to key terms or
vocabulary that are used in two languages to describe the same concept or idea.
Thus, the way the teacher negotiates multilingualism in the classroom is binary,
that is, it is strictly separated based on the classes she is teaching. She feels anchored in
the value and meaning of mother tongue, and uses Tatar as a primary mechanism to teach
content, and to nurture. The teacher privileges the role of Tatar over Russian outside of
the classroom as well. Her own view of the role of languages coincides with the school
policy of promoting Tatar language, although she embraces societal bilingualism and
makes room for the use of Russian language in her classroom and interactions with
students as well.
4.1.3.2 School 2 (School with Russian MOI)
4.1.3.2.1 Language practices outside of the classroom
The researcher visited the school multiple times in the morning and early
afternoon to observe language practices in the hallways, in the lobby and cafeteria.
Similarly, most of the time was spent in the wing of the elementary classrooms, although
the interior of the middle/high school and older students’ language practices were also
noted. The hallways for higher grade classrooms were decorated with the bulletin boards
with the following information: first aid, the hierarchy of ranks within the military,
portraits of famous military figures, fire safety in school and in the forest, traffic rules etc.
Some students of the upper grades greeted the researcher with solemn “здрасти” (hello),
but in most occasions, the researcher’s presence was ignored. Teachers’ room was
located on the second floor, and was a tiny room with several cabinets, one table and a
few chairs. It was definitely small even for the relatively small staff of the school. When
the researcher was waiting outside the teachers’ room to take an interview, teacher 2-4
approached her with apologies that she couldn’t invite the guest into the teachers’ room,
because it was so small. This teacher seemed to try hard to show hospitality even in the
limited circumstances their school could provide.
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Most of the interaction among all stakeholders took place in the Russian language.
The researcher didn’t hear students talking to one another or their teachers in Tatar.
Teachers talked to one another in the Russian language, a few conversations among Tatar
language teachers, teacher 2-3 and teacher 2-4 also took place in Russian. The few
occasions when Tatar speech was heard were in cafeteria, between the staff of the
cafeteria and the teachers and principal, and the short conversation of a student on the
phone with his caregiver. When a principal entered the cafeteria he greeted everyone in
Russian, when he approached the kitchen counter, the cook said: “Исәнмесез. Нәрсә
ашыйсыз?” (Hello. What are you eating?). The principal replied in Russian. On another
occasion, during the class time, the researcher was waiting in the hallway. A student
walked out of the class, got dressed and answered the phone in Tatar: “Ага, хәзер”
(Hmm, one moment). All other interactions among students, teachers and staff were in
Russian, including conversations between Tatar language teachers. For example, after
teacher 2-3’s Tatar language class the two teachers of Tatar language meet in the
cafeteria and discuss the level of students’ knowledge: “Так грустно, что дети плохо
знают татарский язык, что только членов семьи на татарском языке и знают дети”
(So sad that children know Tatar language so poorly, that they only know members of the
family in Tatar). The teacher 2-3 adds that even Tatar language group has very little
knowledge of Tatar, not to mention the Russian group of students learning the Tatar
language.
4.1.3.2.2 Focal teacher
Teacher 2-3 was observed in her 1st and 3rd grade Tatar language and Tatar
literature classes on 4 occasions. The teacher’s primary qualification is history and social
studies which concurrently teaches in 9-11 grades. Teacher 2-3 welcomed the researcher
to observe her classes at any time, so four Tatar language and literature classes were
observed: one first grade lesson and three lessons with third grade students. The class size
was very small, 3 and 7 students respectively. Both cohorts of students are considered as
a Tatar group that means that they are taught Tatar language and literature using the
curriculum for native speakers. Small numbers of students indicate that the majority of
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students attend the Russian group and work with another teacher. Teacher 2-3 covered
the following topics during her classes: the letter “З” (Z) of the alphabet in the first grade,
the topic of antonyms and root in Tatar language class with the third graders, and a text
about Tatar holiday, “сабантуй” (plough’s feast) in the Tatar literature class in the third
grade.
When one walks into the classroom they can see the teacher’s desk and a
blackboard. The room has three windows and thus enough natural lights for the
classroom. There are three rows of desks each for two students. Along the wall across
from the windows there are a few shelves. Some of them have some books and students’
notebooks, and others contain random materials, books, school supplies, etc. in no
particular order. In the back of the classroom there are some open and/or closed cabinets,
but most of them are fairly old, some are missing doors, others have old textbooks. Some
table tops are torn or have scribbles on them, others need repairs to fix the top to the legs.
The rooms are fairly plain, with a few posters upfront on the same wall as the blackboard.
The chairs do not come from the same set, some of them are of different height, color and
shape. The walls inside the classroom are cracked at a few places. Just like the school, the
classrooms have all the necessary furniture, but do not seem to be cozy or well-taken care
of. The classroom of a 4th grade teacher looks different compared to the other ones. It has
a nice set of desks and chairs, more posters on literacy and math topics. It also has a
smart board built in next to the blackboard. The books on the shelves are well organized
and there are a few maps in the back of the room folded in a corner. The model classroom
of Tatar language class for higher grade levels also portrays a different picture. Its walls
are nicely decorated with various materials. In the back of the room there are some Tatar
cultural artifacts. The teacher’s table is upfront in the middle of the classroom. The room
also has nicer curtains, flowers on windowsills and more print literacy on various shelves
and cabinets
The analysis of classroom observations reveals several patterns. The teacher
provided the bulk of the instruction in the Russian language. The moments when she used
Tatar language can be grouped as follows: asking students the definition, translation or
explanation of the main topic or key words and ideas; reading the instruction for a task;
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giving instructions; acknowledging students’ responses; random words and phrases.
Usually, her Tatar questions, comments or instructions were immediately followed or
preceded by their equivalents in the Russian language. The teacher 2-3 tried to use full
Tatar sentences, although occasionally, she code-switched between Russian and Tatar
within the same sentence. Let’s look at a few examples of each case.
1) Teacher 2-3: Давайте вспомним. Нәрсә ул омонимнар? (Let’s remember.
What are homonyms?)
Student: Это слова (unintelligible) (These are…)
Teacher 2-3: Так, а на татарском (So, but in Tatar)
Student: сүзләр бер-берсе белән охшый (The words that like each other)
Teacher 2-3: Охшаган. Ә нәрсәсе белән охшаган? (are alike. But in what way
are they alike?)
Student: Ул сүзләр алар бер-төрле. (These words, they are similar)
Teacher 2-3: Бер төрле это как? (Similar, how it is?)
Student: Это одинаково (It is the same)
Teacher 2-3: Они одинаково что делают? (What are they doing the same?)
Student: Бер төрле язылышы (similar is the writing)
Teacher 2-3: Бер төрле язылалар ләкин. …Ләкин мәгьнәләре (they are written
similarly…. But their meanings are…)
Student: мәгьнәләре төрле (the meanings are different)
Teacher 2-3: мәгьнәләре төрле була. Яхшы утырабыз (their meanings are
different. Ok, let’s sit down)
This example illustrates that the teacher scaffolds the student to provide a
definition of homonyms as she and the student are shifting in and out of the Tatar
language. In the beginning the teacher gives one sentence in Russian “Let’s remember”
followed by another sentence in Tatar “What are homonyms?” Then she tries to support
the student who is struggling to explain the meaning of the term in Tatar language. In her
attempt to support the student she asks questions and corrects the student in both
languages, sometimes code-switching within a sentence, like in the example of “Similar,
it is how?” (see glossary)
In the first grade classroom, the teacher asks students to mostly provide one-word
answers to her questions or simply show the answer with a movement. For example, as
the teacher describes in her interview, to review colors the teacher asks students to stand
up next to the color she asks them about: “Сейчас, (укучы исеме) идет к предмету
цвета яшел. Яхшы” (Now, (the name of a student), goes to the object whose color is
green. … Good). In this sentence the only Tatar words the teacher uses is the name of the
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color green. During the class the teacher engages students in doing a physical minute in
the Tatar language (see glossary). The teacher 2-3 and her students are reviewing the
names of parts of body in Tatar as they are touching their head, ears, shoulders, toes, etc.
In this lesson the teacher also code-switches within a sentence: “Давай вместe саныйбыз.
Бер, ике, өч...” (Let’s count together. One, two, three…).
The teacher 2-3 used a lot of Russian language and translated from Tatar into
English a lot due to the nature of the lesson. She had the students read a text about a Tatar
holiday, “Сабантуй” (Plough’s feast). The text had a lot of complex vocabulary and
sentences so students could not translate a single sentence on their own. More so, many
students struggled reading the text at a good speed, with prosody and fluency, except for
one or two students.
The lesson on Tatar literature posed many difficulties to students in regards to
translations. The teacher tried to pose questions to help students guess the meaning of the
words, for example, “Where do the wrestlers wear the wrestling towel?” “On the waist”.
But since students lacked the knowledge of vocabulary, the teacher had to provide not
only the translation of separate words but help translate the entire sentences for students.
The vocabulary of the text included a number of figurative words, so the translations of
the teacher were not always accurate, although they rendered the main idea of the
sentence. The table below shows the differences in translations: teacher’s translations and
researcher’s translations of the sentences. The words that are underlined show that the
teacher deviated from the accurate translations of words and phrases choosing different
interpretations.
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Table 16. School 2 focal teacher’s translation of a text
Extract from the text in Tatar
(translated into English by the Researcher)
1. Ямансу хисләр уята торган моң агылды
(The melody evoking sad feelings poured
out of it)
2. Салих моңлы көйне уйнап бетергәндә
(When Salikh was finishing up the sad
melody)
3. Бармакларын төймәләр өстендә ничек
йортә
(how he moves his fingers over the buttons)

Teacher’s translation into Russian
(translated into English)
Разные мысли у нас начали просыпаться
от ее мелодии
(Different thoughts started awakening from
the melody)
Салих когда свою красивую мелодию
закончил играть
(When Salikh finished his beautiful melody)

Пальчики под клавишами как заставляет
танцевать
(how he makes the fingers dance under the
keys)
4. Салихның күңеленә әти сүзе ут салды
У Салиха естественно, то что ради папы,
естественно я сыграю
(The word about a father set Salikh’s soul
(For Salikh, of course, that for a father, of
on fire)
course, I would play)
The example from the table shows that some of the vocabulary words, mainly
figurative language is difficult even for the teacher to accurately translate. Some of the
teacher’s translations slightly changed the meaning of the sentence. For instance, the
translation of “different thoughts” instead of “sad feelings” in example 1. With idiomatic
expressions her use of figures of speech is inconsistent. On the one hand, the teacher
resorts to metaphors when they are not in the text, as in the example 3, she states “the
fingers dance under the key” instead of “he moves his fingers over the buttons”. On the
other hand, she cannot translate the idiom “to set the soul on fire” in example 4. Lastly,
her understanding of the term “моңлы көй” is not precise. The notion of “моң” is a very
complex one, in fact. Faller (2011) calls it a national reproduction of collective sorrow,
and overall the melody is characterized as sorrowful and sad. So, calling the melody
beautiful doesn’t fully represent the meaning of this unique Tatar notion. Overall, perhaps,
lack of training in Tatar language pedagogy and/or fluency in the language inhibits the
teacher from helping students to accurately translate the text.
The next task assigned to the student was not easier either. The teacher asked the
students to prepare for a retelling of the text. She wrote down six sentences that rendered
the text’s meaning, and left blanks for the last words, so that students can fill in the gaps.
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But since the sentences were taken directly from the text, students couldn’t find the right
words to finish the sentence, as they didn’t keep track of all the new words from the text.
Overall, the example of this lesson shows that both curriculum and instruction for
the lesson were not a good fit for students’ language proficiency, their level of language
comprehension and production.
4.1.3.2.3 Discussion
Teacher 2-3’s several Tatar language classes were observed as well as her
interactions outside of the classroom taken into consideration. She is assigned to teach
Tatar group of students, that is, their level of Tatar language is supposed to be native-like
compared to their peers in the Russian group. However, the teacher asserts that students
only have rudimentary knowledge of the language, and know very little and can barely
produce the language. To scaffold students’ comprehension and production the teacher
constantly moves back and forth between Russian and Tatar languages. She often
translates full sentences or borrows Tatar words in a Russian sentence or vice versa. She
encourages students to express their ideas in Tatar and helps them along the way. So,
while she doesn’t separate languages in her classes, she also doesn’t require that students
learn how to fully express their ideas in Tatar language. Instead, most of what they say on
their own or with the teacher’s help are some words combinations or short phrases. So,
her view of multilingualism, proficiency in Tatar language is limited to enabling students
produce basic phrases and sentences, and does not encompass developing a more full a
diverse language skillset.
4.1.3.3 School 3 (School with intensive English program)
4.1.3.3.1 Language practices outside of classroom
The researcher went to the school several times to interview teachers and
observed language practices of its students and staff. Because the parents were restricted
from accessing the building and many waited in their cars or at the entrance to the main
lobby, the researcher didn’t observe much interaction between the students and parents or
parents and the teachers. Most observations took place in the hallway of the elementary
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school wing, in the school cafeteria and in the classroom during recess. All interactions
among students were in the Russian language. A few times when Tatar language was
used was in interaction with the Tatar language teacher. On multiple occasions Tatar
language teachers were greeted by their students in Tatar. On another occasion, the
teacher 3-4 was walking down the hallway surrounded by students. As she was talking to
elementary school children in Russian an older student approached her with “Исәнмесез.
Хәлләр ничек?” (Hello, how are you?). Another teacher asked a student with a Russian
name the same question in Tatar, he replied to her in Russian and their informal
conversation continued in the Russian language. The conversation in Tatar language was
also heard in the school cafeteria, the cooks exchanged comments about food and pans in
Tatar language, and they also served food to the researcher in Tatar language. Once as the
researcher walked into the elementary classroom during recess to ask a teacher’s
willingness to participate in the study, she observed that two groups of students were
practicing reciting a Tatar poem. The students looked focused and engaged in the activity
and recited the poem with prosody and enthusiasm.
English language was also heard in the hallways of the elementary wing. On one
occasion as the researcher was sitting on the bench waiting for a teacher, the two students
sat on the floor outside of the English language classroom, pulled out their books and
practiced their homework. They were quizzing one another on the knowledge of key
words, and they practiced its spelling by drawing the letters in the air. The researcher also
observed that the students had more expensive gadgets in the school. In school 1 students
had smartphones or other advanced phones to play games; in the second school only a
few children had fancy phones and their games were limited to other face-to-face games,
such as jumping rope, and other games for developing motor skills. In the current school,
many students had tablets of different sizes, large phones and played video games as well
as other games on smaller phones. What is more, the language of the video games was
often English and students easily navigated their menus.
Once a researcher was doing and observation in the hallway and writing down
notes in the English language. The student sitting next to her looked at her notes and
asked what she was doing. The researcher replied that she was writing something in
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English. He replied that of course he knows that the writing is in English and can read it,
because he lived several years in India. During one of the visits, the researcher learnt that
one of the focal teachers was giving a lesson-demonstration to school teachers,
administrators and staff from the central office as a part of the competition for best Tatar
language teachers in the city. When the lesson was over, the researcher overheard
conversations that described the lesson as a successful one and how the visitors were
happily surprised about high level of Tatar language vocabulary that the first grade of
Russian group of students had in Tatar language.
The interactions among teachers were minimal. The teachers who teach Tatar,
English or music classes would walk in and out of the classroom in the beginning and end
of the class without engaging in any extensive conversation with the classroom teacher.
The conversations between teachers in the hallway were limited to greetings and a few
brief comments or questions in Tatar, such as “укытучы дәресенә керәсеңме?” (Are
you going to the class of a teacher?). Otherwise, the common greeting was “Здрасти”
(Hello). In this particular school many teachers refused to give me an interview, and they
also seemed to look at the researcher sitting in the hallways or interviewing the teachers
with mistrust.
4.1.3.3.2 Focal teacher
The focal teacher is an experienced elementary school teacher and has been in the
school for about 20 years. She was willing to let the researcher observe the classrooms
any day and gladly answered the questions. She also shared some of the personal
difficulties that she experienced over the course of last ten years or so, which included
misunderstandings with the school administration and problems with fellow teachers.
Before dwelling on her teaching and follow-up interview, let’s describe her classroom. It
was by far the most well-equipped, new and modern classroom.
The classroom has three windows and the far end the teacher’s table with a
cabinet, smart board, and a blackboard. In the corner next to the blackboard there is a
cooler with cups and cabinets. The windowsills have flowers and a number of curtain
decorations. The window in the back has students’ clay work on display as well as
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several winter decorations by students. Along the back wall, there is a tall and long
cabinet with multiple drawers and shelves. They have textbooks, students’ book, crafts
materials, books and other things on display. The teacher took out to show several works
of her past students, books given to her by some of her students’ family members who are
writers and ballet dancers. The back corner by the window has a V-shaped bench and a
table. During the month of December the table had a small Christmas tree on it as
students’ crafts around it on display. There were many posters with short poems, literacy
materials around the walls
The following classes of the teacher 3-5 were observed: Russian literature, math,
physical education, Russian literacy, and math. The literature class focuses on developing
students reading and writing skills; students read a story in a role play, and then learn
how to copy write upper and lower case letters in the notebooks. The math class focuses
on the review of addition. Students answer questions orally, then provide answers to
addition and subtraction individually on their small erasable boards, and lastly, they solve
other more complex problems from the textbook. During the physical education the
students change in their room and go down to the gym for a class of various physical
exercises followed by 10 minutes of games. In the Russian literacy class the teacher
reviews some of the grammar rules and then engages students in writing activities. All of
the classes were in the Russian language, no other language was used in instruction
during teacher 3-5’s lessons.
School 3 has intensive English language program, so a few words need to be said
about the use of English in the building. Despite the fact that teacher 3-5 didn’t use any
English or Tatar words in her class, the school offered quality instruction in these
languages. The researcher observed Tatar and English language classes offered by other
teachers. The teachers used multimedia resources, songs, many visuals as well as realia,
such as balls to engage students in active participation in the language learning process.
On one occasion the researcher also overheard a conversation between the focal teacher
and an English teacher. The latter was complaining that many students were absent in her
class due to attending a school event. She emphasized that since it is a school with an
intensive English language program, English classes should be a priority for students.
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Teacher 3-5 simply shrugged her shoulders explaining that she didn’t make a decision to
send the students to the event, so she couldn’t comment on it. However, this conversation,
among other subtle comments made by teachers in the building make it clear that English
language teaching has an important place in school’s curricula, and those who teach other
classes, need to accept that.
4.1.3.3.3 Discussion
Teacher 3-5 works in a very comfortable and beautiful classroom. She is also able
to create an enjoyable classroom environment through a variety of activities, musical
introductions and physical minutes, through the use of colorful textbooks and workbooks.
However, the lessons observed didn’t reveal any instances of code-switching between
languages or comments about language. The lessons of the focal teacher can be
hypothesized to be typical in regards to the language of instruction in schools where
Russian was the medium of instruction. It is unlikely that these teachers are trained to use
languages other than Russian in their curriculum or instruction in math, nature,
technology or other elementary school classes. It is also not common that they would be
building connections across Tatar-Russian-English languages in their instruction because
they may simply not speak the other two languages. More explicit teacher training and inservice professional development, as well as meaningful collaborations with English and
Tatar language teachers is required to make other languages present in the regular
elementary classroom.
Teacher 3-5’s classroom observations revealed more information about her
manner of instruction, how she treated students, how she resolved disputes among
students in the classroom and her relationship with the colleagues. The teacher has
developed her understandings of school policies, including language policies. Her
primary focus is children, and providing quality educational experience for them. During
days of observation the teacher had minimal voluntary contact with other teachers, unless
they approached her with specific questions about students or educational questions. Her
stance was respectful and non-confrontational even when the English teacher demanded
explanations from the teacher 3-5 as to why students missed the English class. During the
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classroom, she didn’t favor some students over the others, and questioned all students on
the content. She was aware of the individual difficulties the students experience, for
instance teacher 3-5 gave the one half-Russian, half-Chinese student more time to think
about the answers, and encouraged his peers to offer him help. Overall, the teacher
treated all children well and set high expectations for all regardless of whether they were
from Russian, Tatar or other ethnic background. During the recess the teacher showed
several gifts that were given to her by some of her students’ parents and grandparents,
which included the works of Tatar writers, Russian ballet dancers and Tatar singers. She
was equally proud to share that these parents valued her work, and she willingly attended
their concerts when they invited her. The teacher also asked the researcher about the
meaning of her name, realizing that many names in Tatar language have a special
meaning. All of these inconspicuous details shows her overall positive attitudes to
learning Russian, Tatar and English languages, and her tolerant or indifferent view of
English superiority in the building.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

Discussion

The purpose of this dissertation has been to understand, describe and
critically examine elementary school teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism and
language policy. The objective was to reveal how language teachers across three different
schools understand the role of language learning in children’s education, how they view
language teaching and learning and different factors that impact the quality of language
education in schools. The findings of the dissertation provide rich, detailed and
comprehensive description of these phenomena from three sources, policy documents,
teacher interviews and classroom observations. Teacher attitudes towards multilingualism
come from the following: their views on different languages and especially Tatar,
Russian and English; views on learning languages in general and each of the languages in
particular; views on the impact of parents on language education; and opinions about
various language policies that influence multilingualism in school and society.
In order to answer the general question about what teacher attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy are, the dissertation answered three sub questions:
1)

What are the requirements and underlying ideologies that are inherent

within policy documents on federal, regional and local levels that are related towards
language(s) of instruction in elementary schools?
2)

How do elementary school teachers understand multilingualism and

language policies within their school context?
3)

How do teachers negotiate the meaning of multilingualism and

multilingual language policies in their classroom?
In order to answer the first sub questions, policy documents on federal, regional
and local levels were analyzed in search of the requirements and underlying ideologies
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inherent in the documents that are related towards language of instruction. The findings
showed that the federal policies were tangentially supporting multilingualism and
languages other than Russian. Regional policies showed more support for local
bilingualism in Tatarstan, yet it remained primarily in the realm of education and
requirements for teaching both languages. The impact of school policies was minor. The
second and third questions were answered with the help of data from 25 teacher
interviews, school and classroom observations. Teachers’ understanding of
multilingualism revealed mixed feelings towards the Tatar, Russian and English
languages. A number of patterns emerged within and across each school. Site
observations served to compare and contrasts teachers’ interpretations.
The first round of analysis revealed a number of ideas and categories which were
discussed in the conclusion of each subsection of the findings in the form of a table or
narrative. The second round of analysis provides a more evaluative and critical
interpretation of results and is presented in the form of themes. Each theme starts with a
review of most relevant findings that provide evidence to support the theme. The
evidence from all three data sources as well across all three schools helps to explain what
the theme means in relation to teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language
policy.
Next, explanations are provided to show how each theme relates to the literature
review. Patterns, principles, relationships are described and compared to existing
scholarship to show similarities and new insights that this dissertation provides. Third,
the theme is critiqued and/or defended using conceptual framework that was developed
for this dissertation to show the origin of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and
language policy, viz, how certain structures, institutions, personal and professional
background and other mechanisms shape teachers’ attitudes to multilingualism and
language policy. Furthermore, here the researcher also speculates about how this analysis
can be used to transform current teacher beliefs and practices as well as policies to
provide more equitable, accessible, socially just educational opportunities for all and how
the education system can move towards multilingualism being a norm within institutions
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and society. Lastly, implications and conclusions for teacher education and policy makers
are suggested.
5.1.1

Theme 1: Teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism are not uniform across
languages

First and foremost, analysis of policy documents reveals that multilingualism is
not perceived as the norm. The idea of multilingualism appears scarcely, for instance, in
the Law on Languages of the People of Russia which explicitly promotes the
development of titular languages, bi- and multilingualism in the country. The law
stipulates under which circumstances bilingualism is allowed in public, government,
judicial and other domains. Despite being a major policy document that supports
preservation and development of cultural diversity and linguistic legacy of the peoples of
Russia, the presence of bilingualism is limited to a number of conditions described in the
law. The Sample of Curriculum for Primary Education in chapter 4, section 4.3 briefly
mentions that learning Russian and local language develop one’s “linguistic feeling”
without any explanation of what that means in relation to bilingualism. The Law on
Education of Russia and other policies when referring to different forms of bilingual
education or bilingual students do not refer to them as such, simply describing language
learning via a dichotomy of Russian and a titular language (the state language of several
regions of Russia) or a language of the peoples of Russia. While Russian-local language
bilingualism is lumped into one category, which reveals a monolingual view towards
existing bilingualism, the learning of a foreign language, English, is accompanied in a
separate section and viewed positively.
Tatarstan’s Constitution and to some extent Tatarstan’s Law on Education
guarantee that both Russian and Tatar are state languages and are taught in equal numbers
in schools. However, they don’t place bi- or multilingualism as a goal for all citizens,
they merely state that both languages should be studied in school. Consequently, federal
and regional policies portray disparate views towards bi- and multilingualism, they tend
to support it, but offer few, if any, strong provisions to ensure it. None of the federal or
regional documents adopt a multilingual stance towards language learning and teaching,
instead they show a rather tolerant or permissive approach to multilingual forms of
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education. The documents do not use numerous cognitive, social, cultural, economic and
other advantages of any kinds of multilingualism as a way to state, support, explain or
defend any of the stipulations therein, although Russian-English bilingualism is given
some credit in some documents.
Policy documents of each of the three schools do not have any explicit reference
to bilingualism or multilingualism in relation to their student population, language
programs or otherwise. All three schools’ constitutions posit that the languages of
education are the state languages of Tatarstan: Tatar and Russian. They each add English,
Arabic, French, Spanish, among others, as languages that are taught in their schools.
However, the teaching of Tatar and Russian, or Tatar-Russian-English, or Tatar-RussianEnglish-Arabic is not perceived through the lenses of bilingual or multilingual forms of
language education. In fact, school policy documents didn’t reveal much information
about the stance of a school towards multilingualism; they were very similar in structure
and content.
Teacher interviews across three schools offer the following information about
their opinions regarding multilingualism. The most adamant supporters of
multilingualism were teachers from School 1 who almost homogeneously offered various
benefits of acquiring more than one language. Several teachers from Schools 1 and 2
mentioned that language learning is more effective at a young age, yet they disagreed on
several aspects. Teachers from School 1 and some from School 2 and 3 believed that
introducing Russian, Tatar and English languages from the first grade is benefic ial
because children are “like a sponge,” which means that their memory is very good that
they can absorb new information much better. Several teachers from School 3 openly
stated that the English language is a wonderful addition to existing bilingualism in the
state and that their school promotes multilingualism. Other teachers in School 2 and 3
believed that introducing Tatar language should be optional in elementary school and in
general, or that any second (Tatar) and/or third (English) language classes should be
included only after children acquire literacy in the Russian language.
School and classroom observations reveal that the two schools that most openly
embraced the idea of multilingualism were School 1 and School 3. The former, although
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promoting the use of the Tatar language in interaction, medium of instruction among
other domains, allowed the use of Russian language and strived to move towards
including English as one of their priorities as well. The faculty and staff were instructed
to speak Tatar and encouraged students and parents to do the same, although responses in
the Russian language were admitted and legitimized. Tatar language was promoted
through bilingual bulletin boards, especially those that included references to federal and
regional policies. These documents guarantee the use of two languages in education, and
the results of the Unified State Examination on Russian language across various regions
of Russia to show that Tatarstan and Kazan on average fared better. No overt English
presence was noted, except for the intensive English language program that was the focus
of their summer camp during the summer the researcher visited the school to seek
permissions. All of these verbal and written records indicate that the school openly
embraces Tatar-Russian bilingualism and moves towards Tatar-Russian-English
multilingualism.
School 3 had several explicit signs of Russian-English bilingualism on the
bulletin boards and bilingual sayings on the wall. Russian-English-Tatar multilingualism
was observed in their reading nook with the presence of several Tatar and English books
and magazines along with shelves of Russian literature. Students were heard to prepare
enthusiastically for Tatar and English classes, although more so for the latter. Site
description of School 2 didn’t reveal any signs in languages other than Russian; the use
of Tatar was limited to a few interactions among Tatar teachers and staff in the cafeteria.
Thus, policy documents on federal, regional and school levels, teachers’
interviews across three schools and school/classroom observations revealed that teachers’
attitudes towards multilingualism are not monolithic. Multilingualism was perceived as
an abstract ideal within policies or as a token of recognition of multiple languages that
peoples of Russia still speak and have the rights to learn and be educated in. Similarly,
when describing abstractly the ability to use more than one language, most teachers
announced the value of multilingualism and its various assets. However, analysis further
revealed that the application of this multilingual conception to specific languages in
context is not consistent with the ideal. Consistent with the federal policies most teachers
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across all schools viewed English-Russian bilingualism as advantageous and consistent
with regional policies arguments were provided in support of Russian-Tatar bilingualism.
Tatar-Russian-English multilingualism was mostly supported through the interviews and
site observations of School 1 and to some extent in School 3, and less so in School 2.
Tatar was the central language in School 1, English along with Russian were essential
languages in School 3, and Russian in School 2.
These findings support several claims made in previous scholarship on teaching
multilingual students and/or multilingual contexts, as well as on research conducted in
Tatarstan. First of all, without official support of policies, and official status of policies
multilingualism cannot prosper (Grin & Kymlicka, 2003). The federal and regional
governments, albeit supporting multilingualism and teaching of regional languages
peripherally and de jure, create a space for the inclusion of more than one language in
curriculum and instruction. More so, the allowances for education in the mother tongue
that is different from the official state language of Russia serve as the primary mechanism
for creating and developing language education in languages other than Russian.
Furthermore, the research of Gorenburg (2005), Iskhakov (1997a), Garipov and Faller
(2003) among others found that Tatarstan’s regional policies for teaching Tatar and
Russian languages have important implications for developing state bilingualism, which
remains to be true in this study. The special status of Tatar language within Tatar
gymnasia, or Schools with Tatar MOI, is also supported within this dissertation (Garipov
& Faller, 2003; Veinguer and Davis, 2007). Nevertheless, Russian language continues to
enjoy a special status across all schools; its value and importance of learning it and
teaching it are out of the question.
The focus on multilingualism, that is, the learning and teaching of Tatar, Russian
and English languages brought a number of new insights into the knowledge about
teacher attitudes towards multilingualism in Tatarstan that might have implications for
other multilingual discourses. Despite privileging the importance of the local language,
School 1 with Tatar MOI was the one that most eagerly embraced multilingualism in
theory and to some extent in practice. Their teachers were aware of benefits of
multilingualism and ascribed a separate role for each language. The School 3 with
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intensive English language instruction was also more open to the idea of multilingualism
that is inclusive of teaching local and other languages compared to School 2. Although
various factors mediated teachers’ attitudes towards Tatar, Russian and English
languages, having a school that explicitly and/or implicitly promoted the learning of more
than language via mother tongue medium of instruction or various intensive language
programs, teachers are more likely to view multilingualism as an asset. Attributing
different yet beneficial roles to the learning of Tatar, Russian and English languages, the
teachers in School 1 and selected teachers in other schools were able to bridge the gap
between the ideal or abstract value of multilingualism and its benefits in their contexts.
The application of the conceptual framework developed within this dissertation
permits explaining, defending and critiquing the meaning of this finding from the
following perspectives. First, Bourdieu argues that schools play a decisive role in
constructing, legitimizing and imposing certain views on linguistic and cultural
exchanges of individuals. Fairclough (1995) further adds that schools, on the one hand,
create a space within which teachers can act, yet on the other hand it tends to constrain
them to act within the limits of this frame. Institutions transmit particular “ways of seeing”
multilingualism on their faculty and teachers consciously or uncognizantly adopt them
and become the agents of particular “ways of talking” about multilingualism (Fairclough,
1995). Needless to say, teachers have agency that goes beyond the institutional policies
and norms imposed on them. The findings also reveal that teachers have different reasons
for learning Tatar, Russian and English languages with only several arguments that
overlap among teachers within and across schools; this will be explored further in the
next themes.
Teacher attitudes towards Russian language remain more or less constant across
all data sources. The policy documents situate Russian as the state language, the language
of cross-cultural communication and must be taught in schools in Russia. Teacher
interviews also revealed that any form of bi- and/or multilingualism was built upon the
learning and teaching of Russian and one or more languages. O’Rourke (2011) finds that
the language of economically dominant socio-linguistic group is the language of
institutional dominance in multilingual settings. According to May (2008), Russian
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language has become both legitimized and institutionalized as natural in all language
domains. The formal recognition and privileged status of the Russian language over other
languages created a situation where multilingualism cannot be viewed uniformly across
languages, that is, languages other than Russian are likely to have a lower status and
inferior position in schools and society, and be viewed in subordinate relationship to the
Russian language. These ideological aspects of linguistic differentiation will be explored
later in more detail in relation to teacher attitudes towards each of the languages Russian, Tatar and English.
5.1.2

Theme 2: Teachers’ attitudes towards school policy are compliant and varied
towards regional and federal policies

Teachers’ attitudes towards language policies across schools clearly revealed one
pattern: all teachers accepted with little resistance explicit or implicit language policies
set within their schools. Most data about teacher attitudes towards language policies came
from teacher interviews, school and classroom observation. School policies did not
explicitly talk about the role of teachers in language education; federal and regional
documents mentioned teachers just a few times. Law on Education of the Russian
Federation stipulates that teachers should not discriminate against students based on their
background, including language. A similar clause exists within the Constitution of
Tatarstan that declares the right of individuals to use native language in education and
forbids teachers to discriminate against students based on their language backgrounds.
Teacher attitudes towards school policies were most consistent and interviews
offered ample evidence to support that each school had an open or covert language policy.
All teachers in School 1 were unison in their opinions that their school had a Tatar only
policy, especially in curriculum and instruction, except for Russian language and
literature classes. All teachers acknowledged the fact that it is an expectation for teachers
to talk to students and their colleagues outside of the classes in Tatar language as well.
This rule also encompassed staff and students; however, the latter could express
themselves in Russian without receiving any reprimands. Most teachers and students
accepted this policy as a natural rule without arguing for its legitimacy, except for
classroom situations when switching to Russian was warranted due to students’ lack of
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comprehension. As described by teachers proficient in English, the Tatar-only policy
recently extended to English, to encourage teachers and students to improve their English
language skills. Also, the majority of the teachers and staff admitted that this policy came
from the administration, namely, the principal.
Teachers in Schools 2 and 3 said that there were no official language policies in
their schools and that they were allowed to speak any language. Nevertheless, all
acknowledged that Russian was the language that everybody used - teachers, students,
parents, and staff. On several occasions some teachers from both schools noted that Tatar
language teachers might speak to one another in Tatar. In School 2 young ethnic Tatar
teachers were cited to speak Tatar, and in School 3 teachers mentioned that English
language teachers were not allowed to conduct their department meetings in English or
fill out paperwork because English is not a state language. Generally, though, most
confessed or stated, as if it was a norm, that Russian was the most common language.
Teachers or students who used to speak Tatar with their families, immigrant students or
students of other ethnic backgrounds “naturally” embraced Russian language as the
medium of instruction and language of interaction in school.
School and classroom observations upheld these views. In School 1 teachers were
heard to speak only Tatar (with infrequent code-switches) among one-another, students
and their parents. Only during one interaction when a teacher was conversing with an
ethnic Russian care giver who didn’t know Tatar, did the teacher use Russian. In School
2, Tatar language was barely heard even among Tatar language teachers. In School 3
teachers of Tatar language were most often greeted in Tatar language by their students,
some interaction among Tatar language teachers was in Tatar. Similarly, students tended
to greet their English teachers in English, students were seen preparing for Tatar and
English classes in the hallways, there was some presence of all three languages in school
in signs, literacy environments and school events.
The analysis of data sources shows that schools, in effect, become new speech
communities. Institutional structures that are set for teachers are so strong that they
become accepted by teachers with little negotiation. Teachers and students internalize
their school language policies, and seldom contest them. Only in two distinct cases did
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the teachers from three schools deviated from their school language policies. First, only
when students’ comprehension was at stake did the teachers momentarily switch from
Tatar to Russian instruction in School 1. Second, the tendency to speak Tatar language
was observed among Tatar language teachers in Schools 2 and 3, but less so in the former
which was least supportive of multilingualism. Notably, the School 2’s implicit adverse
policy towards Tatar language was disclosed through two other comments. Teacher 2-2
complained that the administration assigns an unqualified teacher to teach Tatar language
classes on virtue that the teacher was an ethnic Tatar in spite of the fact that said teacher
2-3 was trained to be a history and social studies teacher. In addition, teacher 2-3 resorts
to school’s name as Russian-Tatar secondary school to justify the reasons Tatar language
is taught in their school. More so, teacher 2-6 confidently states that her stance on Tatar
language education comes from the administration, that is, the principal.
Teacher attitudes towards regional and federal policies were not characterized by
the same degree of consistence. Overall, teachers made few comments about policy,
many novice and young teachers admitted they knew nothing of policies that impacted
language education. Findings reveal that teachers express attitudes towards the following
policies: Soviet policies and Unified State Examination, language curriculum for primary
school and regional bilingual policies. First of all, let us look at their attitudes towards
federal policies.
Several teachers from Schools 2 and 3 made comments about language policies
that were in place during the Soviet Union. In particular, teacher 2-6 expressed her desire
to return to the Soviet policies which didn’t give a special status to Tatar language nor
required that it was taught in schools. Teacher 2-2 and 2-7 joined her in expressing their
wish to make Tatar language classes optional as they were during Soviet times when the
teachers went to school. Teacher 2-8, however, viewed these Soviet policies from the
perspective of how they impacted local languages. While she acknowledged that Soviet
policies led to a language shift from the use of local/minority language to Russian
language leading to gradual regional language extinction, she treated these policies
uncritically. The teacher from School 3, teacher 3-3, who lived through this Soviet policy
also commented on the optional Tatar language classes during Soviet times, when she
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was in school, yet she said she remembered that those who attended them, including
ethnic Russian students later benefited from that knowledge.
On the contrary, several teachers from School 1 who went to school during Soviet
Union shared how they felt marginalized due to the fact that Tatar classes and speakers
were mocked; and at the time, taking Tatar classes required coming to school an hour
sooner or staying after school. Nowhere except for teacher interviews did the statements
about Soviet policies emerged. Policy documents that were adopted from the Soviet
Union by the Russian Federation underwent many amendments, site observations or
school policies mentioned nothing on the topic. For the most part restrictive Soviet
policies were condemned in School 1, viewed positively in School 2 and viewed neutrally
in School 3.
Teachers’ attitudes towards the Unified State Examination (USE) can be
characterized as belonging to three different ranges along the continuum: negative,
neutral or positive. As of 2015, to graduate from high schools students need to take two
mandatory exams on Russian and Mathematics and choose two more out of the following
list of options: physics, chemistry, history, social studies, information technology,
biology, geography, foreign languages (English, German, French and Spanish), and
Russian literature. All the exams are administered only in the Russian language. The Law
on Education of Russian Federation does not state that Russian language is the only
language in which the examinations can be administered. Nowhere on their website could
the researcher find information about the policies that limit the language of the exam to
Russian only. Regional or school policies made no mention of the language of USE either.
During the interviews all teachers were asked about their opinions on offering
students to take USE in Tatar language for students who study via Tatar MOI, and some
teachers were also asked about possibilities of introducing an English language exam as
mandatory for all students. Teachers in School 1 had positive to neutral opinions about
the Tatar language option (except for 1 novice English teacher), whereas Teachers from
Schools 2 and 3 viewed it either positively or negatively. The arguments for the need to
create the Tatar option included: not to infringe on the rights of Tatar students, to enable
students to make a choice, positive personal experience of taking USE in Tatar when it
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was just introduced about 7 or 8 years ago. Several teachers explicitly stated that the
language of the USE was driving instruction and causing many Tatar MOI schools to
shift to bilingual or even Russian language of instruction. Those who took a neutral
stance shared that the language of the exam was not as important as the knowledge of the
content. They contended that if a student is prepared for the exam, then Russian language
will not pose a barrier, especially since most students are fluent in the Russian language
anyway. Lastly, the opponents saw providing Tatar language option as a burden to
administrators who would need to make translations, ensure quality and transparency and
potentially translate USE to many other languages if Tatar establishes a precedent. Others
saw Tatar option as limiting the future of the children to studying in Tatarstan only and as
bringing huge challenges for these students to study in the Russian MOI institutions of
higher education.
Several teachers also expressed their opinion about the curriculum for language
education. Some noted a need for a larger number of Russian language classes. Teachers
2-1, 2-2, 2-6 and 2-7 stated that federally approved textbooks are developed for a larger
number of Russian language classes than their regional curriculum makes room for.
Consequently, they find a discrepancy between the federal and regional requirements for
Russian language education. The table below shows the allocation of language classes as
offered in the current federal Sample of Curriculum for Primary Education (Models 1-3)
and the allocation of classes found in the three schools in Tatarstan. Models 1 and 2 are
for schools with Russian MOI, Model 2 unlike 1 dedicates 405 classes for non-Russian
language and literature instruction. Model 3 is for schools with non-Russian MOI,
therefore School 1 perfectly fits this model. Whereas the allocation of classes is
approximately the same in Schools 1-3, the researcher separated Schools 2 and 3into
Model 4 (the researcher’s description), because despite equal number of Russian and
non-Russian language classes, the MOI is Russian there. Remarkably, School 3 is able to
offer more than twice as many English language classes compared to other schools.
The Law on Education of Russia in its 2012 edition only states that schools where
non-Russian languages are taught should use a 6-day school week to accommodate the
learning of the regional languages. In order to further investigate the issue, the researcher
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contacted the Tatarstan’s Ministry of Education and Science to find out which laws
regulate the language of instruction in the region. In their official response from
04.02.2015 № Г-428/15, they explicated that the teaching of Tatar language and literature
is carried out based on “Федеральный базисный учебный план для образовательных
учреждений Российской Федерации” or Federal Basic Curriculum for Educational
Institutions of Russian Federation. This document outlines the list of subjects as well as
the number of hours allocated for each class across grades 1-11. This is a primary
document that regulates the “региональных (национально-региональных) учебных
планов” or regional (national-regional) curricula. According to this document, the federal
component includes no less than 75%, regional (national-regional) component makes up
no less than 10% and school’s component is given no less than 10% of all hours in the
curriculum. Interestingly, the Law on Education of Russia makes no reference to this
policy, nor does it show that schools where non-Russian languages are taught as a
separate subject or serve as MOI should only use their regional and school components to
create hours for non-Russian language and literature classes.
Table 17. Federal and regional allocation of language classes per year for all primary
school years.

School’s
choice

Federal requirement

Model 1

Russian
language and
literature
Regional
language and
literature
Foreign
language
Educational
component

Federal models
Model 2
Model 3
School
Samples
1

Regional model
Model 4
School
Schools 2
3

1215

1014

710

816

748

748

None

405

709

680

714

680

240

204

204

204

204

440

289

85

85

N/A

N/A

N/A
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(These are crude estimates of language classes, calculated based on each school’s class
schedule from the second quarter of the year 2014-2015 and they include the number of
language classes from all four grades of the primary school)
Teachers’ complaints about the allocation of hours for the Russian language
might come from the difference between models 3 or 4 and model 1 as Table 17 reveals.
One plausible explanation might be that the federally approved textbooks are written
based on the model 1, thus require larger number of hours for Russian language (1215
hours) than other models (710-816 hours) provide to cover the material. Further analysis
of language textbooks, their publishers and their use by schools within and outside of
Tatarstan is needed to find out the origin of this issue. Meanwhile, teachers remain
discontent and attribute the lack of Russian hours to Tatar language inclusion and find the
blame in Tatar language teaching rather than other institutional sources that might cause
this issue to occur.
Lastly, within Tatarstan, both Constitution and Law on Education mandate equal
status of both Russian and Tatar languages and equal number of classes within regional
curriculum for both languages. Constitutions of Schools 2 and 3 make references to the
regional laws to justify the inclusion of Tatar language classes in their curriculum. This
policy was the one that all teachers were familiar with and therefore had strong opinions
about. Teachers’ attitudes towards regional bilingual policies were quite opposing. Some
teachers, especially many teachers in School 1 and mainly Tatar and English language
teachers in Schools 2 and 3 approved of this policy as it created the possibility of
teaching Tatar languages. Others who had negative attitudes towards the teaching of
Tatar language, perceived the policy as a roadblock, a sore point, or burden to deal with.
This theme of teacher attitudes towards language policies reveals a number of
similarities and some differences in regards to the scholarly literature on the topic. First
of all, the legacy of colonial history and language policy leave a dramatic impact on
language education. In the context of Morocco, as Chakrani and Huang (2013) as well as
Marley (2006) describe the French language continues to be viewed as the language of
modernity and power, better education and prestige. In this dissertation the teachers,
albeit living through or aware of the former policies, viewed them uncritically. They
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didn’t link the current status of the regional languages to the history of Soviet language
restriction and linguistic discrimination of the time. This study pinpoints the need to bring
the discussion of the Soviet language policies to the forefront of language education, to
engage teachers in reflexive dialogues about its impact on the Tatar and other titular or
indigenous languages of the country. There is a need to study the formation of current
language attitudes of teachers in relation to the historical events that might have brought
inferior views on Tatar language and really unpack what they did to Tatar people and to
members of Russian ethnicity.
The topic of testing has been receiving much more attention in the recent decade
or so, as many scholars found that tests can be de facto language policies (Menken, 2008;
Shohamy 2006). This study provided more information on how teachers view testing. In
the context of Russia where most Tatar people are bilingual, including students who
study in Tatar MOI, some teachers believe that the language of the test might not create
problems. However, research shows that there is a need to examine how well students
studying in Tatar MOI know the language of the disciplines and are prepared for the test.
It might be the case that as Wright (2015) notes students might lack language for
academic purposes. They might need to be immersed and strategically taught specificschool and discipline based practices and language to be able to fully understand the tasks
on the test. Alternatively, testing in Tatar language should be provided as an option. The
ideas that students who are studying in Tatar MOI and taking a test in Tatar language
might have challenges in Russian MOI colleges is also unwarranted. It operates under the
assumption that students in Tatar MOI do not know Russian or are not prepared to study
in colleges outside of Tatarstan where instruction is only in the Russian language. These
assumptions need to be thoroughly examined and questioned. One plausible explanation
for the reluctance to administer the test in any language, except Russian, might be
teachers’ negative attitudes towards Tatar language and not to the language of the test or
the future of the students who take the test.
Teachers’ negative attitudes towards the discrepancy between federal and regional
language curriculum in terms of allocation of hours for the Russian language may be
interpreted at least in two ways. First of all, teachers from School 2 were the ones most
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vocal about this problem, and it might be the case that their school’s curriculum, “Школа
России” (School of Russia) is structured for regions where non-Russian languages are
not taught. School 1 uses curriculum called “Перспектива” (Perspective) and School 3
lists both of these curricula as being adopted by the elementary school teachers. Perhaps
if teachers look into how each of these curricula approaches Russian language and how
many hours it allocates, they might the find the one that covers the information required
by the standards but does not go into too much depth as schools using model 1 can afford.
Second, on the policy level regional department of education might provide additional
guidance as to how schools in Tatarstan might allocate language classes, which textbooks
they can choose, or offer additional opportunities for Russian language instruction.
Teachers’ ambivalent attitudes towards bilingual language policy to some extent
resemble the study in the Canadian context where students in the French immersion
program showed varied attitudes towards the French language (Makropoulos, 2010). Just
like in Francophone Canada, in Tatarstan both Tatar and Russian languages are given
official status, and both are taught in schools. Similarly, in both contexts teachers and
students revealed conflicting attitudes towards languages and policies that support the
teaching of both languages. In the study of Makropoulos (2010) attitudes were informed
by students’ family backgrounds, interests in learning and using French in and outside of
school learning styles and school grades.
Within the current study teachers’ attitudes towards bilingual language policy
might be explained by their institutional policies, all teachers in School 1 favored
Tatarstan’s bilingual policies. Age might be a factor, teachers 2-1, 2-3, 2-8, 3-1, 3-2, 3-7
and 3-8 are novice or have about 10 years of experience and tend to have favorable
attitudes towards bilingual policies. Perhaps since all of them were schooled after
Tatarstan passed policies in favor of instruction, they might have more positive opinions
about the teaching of Tatar language and these policies. Another factor might be
proficiency in Tatar language. Teacher 3-6, a mainstream classroom teacher of Russian
ethnicity, stated that she learned Tatar language and even taught it for a year. Factors that
might lead teachers to have negative attitudes towards regional policies are not so easy to
pin down. The findings show that having a family member of Tatar background, coming
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from Tatar ethnic background, years of teaching experience, and level of education do
not directly impact teacher attitudes towards such policies. More research is needed to
further investigate this issue.
In order to situate the results of these analyses to further shed light on the origin
of teachers’ complacent attitudes towards school policies and equivocal views on federal
and language policies, let’s resort to the conceptual model, more specifically, on the
research on historical legacy, legitimation, and institutionalization. School’s decisive role
in fashioning the ideas of teachers and their students might explain how teachers’
attitudes towards schools’ language policy was so consistent and accepting. Tatar school
is strongly grounded in its mission, and teachers cognizantly make a choice of working in
the school and others undergo a rigorous process of hiring to ensure that only teachers
who are proficient in Tatar and value the school’s mission are working with their students.
Unlike Tatar MOI School, Schools 2 and 3 were more influenced by various sociopolitical, economic and symbolic factors that privileged the Russian language. Bourdieu
(1991) argues that there is a dialectical relationship between the school system and the
labor market, which tends to devalue local languages and dialects. In the absence of
strong multilingual school policies or administrators who are advocates for
multilingualism and multilingual education, schools may construct, legitimize and
reproduce hegemonic views on language education.
Irvine and Gal (2000) argue that early representations of a sociolinguistic
phenomenon may influence later representations in such a way that shape the
sociolinguistic scene itself. Both Russian and non-Russian peoples might have been
impacted by the prior language policy and planning, their language education which
shaped how they view language teaching scene. May (2012) further adds that many
speakers internalize what historically been as oppressed and marginalized language and
exhibit such attitudes in their lives. Adopting Kloss’ (1998) framework can show that
Soviet policies tended to be restriction-oriented, that is, they created conditions that
economic benefits, rights and opportunities were offered knowing and using the dominant
language. As the literature review shows, Soviet policies led to the elimination of many
mother-tongue or bilingual programs and minimized the domains in which non-Russian
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languages were used. More so, in society, Tatar language was mocked, its speakers
ridiculed for having a distinctive accent and forced to shift to the Russian language even
in public domains (Garipov & Faller, 2003; Kreindler, 1989; Wertheim, 2003).
Tatarstan’s bilingual policies served to challenge Soviet policies and move
towards a more tolerant and supportive view of local languages. On the one hand,
Tatarstan’s policies are oriented towards promoting local language learning using
governmental resources and granting Tatar language the official status of the state.
However, operating under various federal policies which are more tolerance or
expediency oriented, Tatarstan policies cannot be fully conceived as completely
promotion-oriented. The provisions for Tatar language teaching remain mainly the
prerogative of primary and secondary education; they don’t extend to higher education,
nor to many other government regulated public domains. Using May’s (2008) and
Fairclough’s (1995; 1996) terminology, Tatar language is legitimized, that is granted
formal recognition by the constitutional and legislative decisions. However,
institutionalization, which is lacking in the context of Tatarstan, may be a more important
aspect (May, 2008). Because it is how much a language is accepted in a wide range of
social, cultural and linguistic domains, both formal and informal that that will have a
significant impact on the status attached to the language, its speakers and policies that
promote them. This discrepancy between the stances of the federal and regional policies
might partially explain the ambivalence of teachers towards regional and federal policies.
In conclusion, in order to start addressing negative attitudes of teachers towards
language policy, starting local or small-scale is warranted. If school policies seem to have
such an important impact, then it is of paramount importance to ensure that school
leaders receive adequate training on the issues of language policy, multilingualism and
multilingual education. It is through their lenses that the school policies are shaped and
controlled. More so, embracing multilingualism as one of the goals for school’s student
body might also positively impact teachers’ attitudes towards language policy and
languages. On a larger scale, teacher training programs should include units and classes
on language policies and multilingualism to prepare teachers to work in the environment
where these policies have high impact on their job and their students’ quality education.
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In-service and pre-service teacher training programs should engage teachers in open
dialogue and discussion about their own beliefs and dispositions towards language
policies in order to critically examine their origin and unveil historically internalized
value systems. Regional departments of education should also become more involved in
negotiating the demands of the federal curriculum and the challenges of local educators.
5.1.3

Theme 3: Teacher attitudes to Tatar language learning and teaching are very
supportive in School 1, mostly negative in School 2 and ambivalent in School 3

What does it mean to belong to a place and how does a geographical location
influence one’s attitudes to language? This is one question which can help to explain why
almost every teacher across three schools stated almost verbatim that “it is necessary to
learn Tatar language because we live in Tatarstan”. When questioned further about what
that means teachers tended to expound mainly two ideas, that there are two official
languages in Tatarstan, and/or that there are ethnic Tatars and ethnic Russians who live in
the region. Consequently, this idea led some teachers to justify that Tatar language should
be learnt by Tatarstan citizens out of respect for Tatars, due to living in the region with
two official languages, to maintain patriotic feelings, due to policies that require teaching
both state languages, to be able to read and understand spoken and written signs, and to
interact with Tatar people. While learning Tatar was justified in theory for most teachers,
because they live in Tatarstan, what “living in Tatarstan” means to them differed as one
can see from various interpretations of this idea. More so, others, while acknowledging
the importance of Tatar language in Tatarstan, resisted and challenged the ideas about
learning and teaching it in schools.
A closer look at teachers’ opinions about Tatar language and the teaching of Tatar
language in schools unveiled more nuanced and complicated views. Teachers’ attitudes
towards Tatar in School 1 was compounded with their ethnic ties to language, teachers
from Schools 2 had negative or ambiguous and sporadic beliefs about Tatar, and teachers
from School 3 were almost equally divided in having positive or unsupportive views of
the language. The review of language policy findings will shadow teacher opinions in
order to trace how policies might have influenced teachers’ understanding and value of
the language.
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First of all, for teachers in School 1, Tatar language was their mother tongue and
most teachers shared unique ties to Tatar identity and culture, pride for being Tatar,
longing for being around like-minded individuals, and as a link to their mothers. Teacher
1-7, was the only one who didn’t share these cultural ties to language. Several reasons
make him stand out among his colleagues. His education was all in the Russian language
from primary school to higher education while other teachers had part or all of their
education via Tatar MOI. He speaks Russian in the family and with friends while other
teachers use mostly Tatar or both languages. He was the only one who asked to be
interviewed in Russian and his choice of the school can be characterized as haphazard, as
he didn’t quite expect that MOI was Tatar when he applied for the position, whereas
other teachers made a conscious choice of coming to this school well aware of its
language and culture.
Caring attitudes towards Tatar language among teachers of School 1 also
coexisted with uneasy feelings about its status in society. Most teachers acknowledged,
and a few with a sense of hopelessness that Russian impact on Tatar language was so
strong that little can be done to place both languages on an equal footing. This was the
case due to little pragmatic value of Tatar language in society, the impact of Unified State
Examinations, discrepancy between the de jure and de facto status of Tatar language in
Tatarstan, and a number of challenges with Tatar language curriculum and instruction.
However, in the face of these pressures, many teachers found specific arguments for the
teaching of Tatar language and the value of being schooled in Tatar. These include
explicit conversations with parents about benefits and ease of early language
development, pedagogies that make room for Russian instruction using additional
electronic sources, value of cross-disciplinary connections, or unique features of Tatar
education, which are characterized by benevolence, discipline, patience and nurturing.
Teachers’ attitude towards Tatar language in School 2 on the whole was the most
unfavorable among three schools. Although a few Tatar language teachers expressed
deep commitment to the teaching of the language, knew and advocated for the need to
study Tatar in their classroom and acknowledged that without formal Tatar language
education Tatar may become extinct, many other teachers expressed negative opinions.
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These views ranged from challenges of learning Tatar and making it fit in the curriculum,
on the one hand, to characterizing language as the cause of torment and pain, on the other.
Several teachers, among whom the most vocal was the assistant principal, shared that
Tatar language is taught under compulsion and coercion and results in disturbing and
tormenting students, parents and their teachers. Many teachers stressed that there is no
“use” of the language outside of the school, that Tatar language curriculum and
instruction should be enhanced and should focus on developing speaking skills that match
the reality of Tatar spoken on the streets. Tatar language was viewed as a barrier to
introducing other, “more valuable” classes, including promising foreign languages and
additional USE preparation classes. At the same time it came as a surprise that one
ethnically Tatar cohort of students reveled in the use of Tatar language and took great
pleasures in speaking it outside of the classroom. The teachers in the school also seemed
to ignore the facts that Tatar was spoken outside Tatarstan and could aid in learning other
languages. Views about Tatar MOI schools included that they are serving religious
purposes and attracting rural ethnic Tatar children and that instruction, including Russian
language classes, was in Tatar language.
School 3, being more tolerant towards ideas of multilingualism did not fully echo
School 3’s attitudes towards Tatar language. The teachers’ opinions were mostly split in
half in terms seeing Tatar language learning/ teaching as a benefit or burden. One group
of teachers argued, like teachers from School 2 that Tatar language learning is not used
anywhere but in schools and doesn’t bring children any benefits in higher education,
employment or travel abroad. Like teacher 2-2, teacher 3-6 stated that children suffer
studying Tatar and that Tatar literature cannot even be compared to the grandeur of the
world classic Russian literature. From another standpoint, other teachers saw learning
Tatar as enriching one’s cultural knowledge, enhancing interaction with Tatars, aiding
English and other language learning, and a few shared a concern for possibility of the
language going extinct if Tatar is not taught in schools. However, even those in favor of
Tatar language articulated a number of challenges they experience or they heard others
are trying to tackle. These include the need to focus on using communicative or teaching
English as foreign language methods to improve Tatar instruction, to assign teachers who
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learnt Tatar as a foreign language as they can better relate to their students’ language
learning experiences and provide more meaningful instruction. Just like some teachers in
School 2, several teachers believed that Tatar MOI schools serve religious families and
those whose dominant language is Tatar, and that Tatar is the language of rural
communities and Russian prevails in the city.
As mentioned above, the federal policies adopt a tolerant stance towards
maintenance of regional languages, so most of the policy data that relates to teachers’
attitudes towards Tatar language comes from regional policy documents. Little if any
acknowledgement is given to the use of Tatar language outside of school context, except
for the fact that all official policies have to be translated into two languages. The Law on
the State Languages of the Republic of Tatarstan is very diffuse in a manner it articulates
the uses of Tatar and Russian languages in industry, court, trade, etc. To some extent it
resembles the Law on the Languages of Peoples of Russian Federation. The Law on the
Use of Tatar Language as the State Language in the Republic of Tatarstan, which, in
theory, should address teachers’ concerns, in reality is mainly about the regulations of the
script of Tatar language rather than the actual spoken and written usage of Tatar in
various domains in the region. The State Program that aims to support the Tatar language
and implement measures for its development does not address how Tatar language can be
introduced into public domains, nor does it specify the steps to improve Tatar language
curriculum and instruction. Lastly, the conceptualization of Preservation of Identity of
Tatars developed by the World Congress of Tatars offers a number of relevant points that
coincide with many School 1’ teachers’ ideas. The documents calls for bringing back the
legacy of Tatar ethno-pedagogy, which seems to be at work in School 1 as several
teachers claimed that it is this rootedness in Tatar nurturing that influences many parents’
decisions to bring their children to their school. The document also raises as major
problems the need to improve curriculum, instruction and Tatar teacher training. Yet, as
the version of the Conceptualization adopted by the government shows, most of these
ideas go unattended and the official government policy focuses on helping Tatars living
outside of Tatarstan instead of addressing problems of Tatar within the region.
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School and classroom observations supported the findings from teachers’
interviews. School 1 whole-heartedly embraced and promoted the learning of Tatar
language and connections between language and culture. This was visible in their literacy
environment, in the interactions among teachers and students, in the way teacher 1-8
addressed her students as “my son” or “my daughter”, in minor things, like calling Tatar
language classes as “mother tongue” classes in their class schedules. Children’s behavior
during recess, their greetings of unknown people showed the elements of benevolence
and discipline that the school prides itself in.
Observations of School 2 showed that Tatar language was barely heard in the
building; it is noted that once a Tatar language class was held in school cafeteria due to a
lack of classroom space. In addition, there was no written presence of Tatar was noted on
the walls. The exception was a specially remodeled and redesigned Tatar language class,
where the interview with teacher 2-4 took place. However, it was done more as a
requirement from the central office, as teacher 2-4 noted. The analysis of the State
Program on the Preservation of Languages states that all schools had to equip their Tatar
language and literature classes with necessary curricula and other resources. So, it might
be the case that it was due to this initiative that such a class existed in School 2. Clearly,
the primary focus of School 2 was not language education, but their military, or cadets
program: this was seen from school uniforms, numerous bulletin boards in the hallway,
and their military practices of greeting the principal, students on guards during recess and
the games that children played in the hallways.
School 3 despite having Russian as the primary language of instruction and
communication, created some space for Tatar language. Analysis of site descriptions
revealed that, albeit Russian and English were most common, Tatar language was also
present in signs, in their reading nook, in the practices of some children and Tatar
language teachers. Classroom observations of the teacher revealed that she equally
cherished the gifts of both Tatar and Russian parents of her students. She showed the
researcher the book published by a Tatar writer with a personal note for her on it and
expressed her pride in such tokens of respect. However, teachers in the school seemed
quite isolated, it didn’t seem that they worked together as a team. For example, on one
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occasion, one cohort of students didn’t come to their English class on time, teacher 3-6,
instead of going to fetch the students, simply waited expecting that their classroom
teacher would bring them, as was usually the case. When the assistant principal came
both of them tried to prove their own point instead of thinking of what is the best use of
the remaining time for students. On most occasions, Tatar and English language teachers
who would come in to teach their classes hardly talked to the classroom teacher. They
each seemed to be on their own schedules and minded their own business. Thus, more
ethnographic research is needed to understand how the relationships among School 3
faculty might impact teachers’ views on Tatar language.
Now let’s turn to the literature review and critical analysis of these results. First,
the research by Sallabank (2013) shows that identification with the language and having
emotional bonds might not be a guarantee for language maintenance and positive
attitudes, yet embracing one’s symbolic ethnicity, identity and culture might be one major
way people associate with the language and value it. More so, Romaine (2006) argues
that for many speakers of minority or indigenous languages it is the symbolic, cultural
and spiritual value rather than economic, political or global relevance that become the
primary vehicles of articulation of one’s identity, hence having a warm attitude towards
the mother tongue. One other explanation for teachers’ positive attitude towards Tatar
language in School 1 (besides school policies as analyzed in the previous themes) might
be their strong ties to their ethnic and cultural identity. Second, the focus on pragmatic or
instrumental value of language, as advocated by some teachers in School 2 and 3, reveals
what Bourdieu (1991) calls linguistic capital. Tatar language, currently does not procure
certain material or symbolic profit, thus has lower linguistic capital than Russian or
English. The policy documents do not clearly delineate the fact that proficiency in Tatar
language is an expectation for all members of Tatarstan society nor do they show how
Tatar language should be spoken and written across different domains. In the absence of
policies that can, to a certain degree, regulate these relationships, the power of Russian
language takes over as the language with higher status and instrumental value.
Teachers in Schools 2 and 3 also have some misconceptions about schools with
Tatar MOI and students/ parents who prefer them. There is a sense that such schools are
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associated with religious institutions and/ or students from rural areas. Gal & Irvine’s
(1995) notions of iconicity and fractal recursivity can help to scrutinize the perceived
relationship between language practice and social groups. The analysis across three
sources revealed that all were secular educational institutions, including School 1, no
special emphasis on religious education or religious conduct were noticed. The exception
was several female students who wore a veil as a sign of religious practice in School 1.
However, for several teachers in Schools 2 and 3 a choice of a Tatar MOI school by
children and parents is an iconic representation of their religiosity. Thus, many teachers
assume that only religious people can and should study in schools with Tatar MOI. This
was not the case and this misunderstanding should be clarified.
The process of fractal recursivity, which refers to situations when the same
opposition that distinguishes groups from one another on a large scale is found within the
groups, can also be observed in teachers’ comments. Several comments have been made
that fluent Tatar is only possible in the villages or that only rural people who come to the
city speak fluent Tatar. Thus, on the first level, the opposition is created between urban
Russian speakers and rural Tatar people, attributing modernity and norm to the Russian
language spoken in the city and backwardness and lack of Russian skills where Tatar
dominates in rural areas. This opposition between ethnic Russian and ethnic Tatars, as
evident between the city and rurality is further projected onto the Tatars. Tatars in the city
tend to speak mostly Tatar, have poor Tatar language skills compared to Tatars who
come from rural areas. The latter are associated with poor Russian skills and fluent Tatar.
Attributing these linguistic features to the speakers, teachers construct ideological
representations of their differences. These semiotic processes then create the ground for
teachers to discriminate or look down upon some language speakers. More so, as ethnic
Tatar teachers from Schools 2 and 3 internalize these ascribed identities they prefer to
side with what is considered modern, prestigious and developed, thus further separating
themselves from Tatar speakers and Tatar language practices. Unpacking the workings of
these processes allows deconstructing some understandings of how the dominant society
creates artificial boundaries between the speakers of the dominant language and those
who maintain their language, which further leads to marginalization of the latter. Lastly,
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iconicity and fractal recursivity can be especially common in areas where monolingual
ideologies prevail; therefore, promoting multilingualism that is inclusive of the local, the
national and the foreign languages might serve as one way to address such discriminatory
practices.
Teachers’ complaints across all schools about Tatar language pedagogy also
warrant special attention. The literature on various programming options for English
language learners and multilingual population reveals that in fact in multilingual societies
multiple factors should be considered to develop the most meaningful and successful
programs for all students (Wright, 2015). These are diversity of students and their
characteristics; teacher knowledge of language learning and teaching; theories of
language learning, teaching, and transfer across language; knowledge about various
mono- and bilingual models of language programs; knowledge about language-ineducation policies; assessment of multilingual students; development of essential skills,
such as listening, speaking, reading and writing (Wright, 2015).
In the context of Tatar language education, this dissertation reveals that there are
several characteristics of students in Tatar language classes that might be necessary to
examine: Tatar and Russian language proficiency; ethnicity and ties to ethnicity; parents’
socioeconomic backgrounds; parents’ and grandparents’ Tatar and Russian language
proficiency; parents’ level of education; language learning goals. As teachers across all
schools mention, students come to the first grade with varied degrees of Tatar language
proficiency. All students speak Russian except for a few cases in the Tatar MOI School,
where Tatar is the dominant language for only a handful of students. Consequently, Tatar
language proficiency also varies among ethnic Tatar students. The variation is such that
some students are able to carry out a conversation in Tatar on any topic, whereas others
might only know a few disjointed words in Tatar. Most Russian students do not have any
Tatar language knowledge. Next, as teachers shared, some Tatar students and their
parents have strong ties to their Tatar identity and to language, whereas others assimilated
into the Russian language and culture. Therefore, among Tatar students not all children
see the integral or symbolic value of maintaining their language.
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Socio-economic profiles of students attending all three schools also varies, as is
evident from students’ games in recess, schools’ furnishings and teachers’ comments.
School 3 attracted more wealthy families, School 1 seemed to serve middle class, and
School 2 was the least well off among the three, although their military program in the
recent years might have attracted more middle class families. Parents’ language
proficiency was also inconsistent, especially among Tatar families. Few comments were
made about parents’ level of education, with those who had higher education being more
involved in children’s education and providing more assistance. Also, in both Russian
MOI schools teachers expressed an opinion that many parents want their children to
acquire only basic conversational Tatar language skills and did not want their children to
learn so much about the grammar of the language as they didn’t plan to pursue careers
requiring full proficiency in the language. Others, among all parents there were also a few
Russian families, as described by teachers in School 1 and 3, who wanted a more indepth knowledge of Tatar language to achieve full bilingualism. Thus, in order to develop
a good Tatar language program it is paramount that teachers gain more knowledge of
these students’ characteristics through surveys, parent-teacher meetings, and individual
conferences with students to better understand their backgrounds and serve them.
The next area that teachers showed little structured knowledge of were language
system and language pedagogy. Several teachers argued against or for the use of more
than one language in the classroom; some believed in the usefulness of cross-linguistic
comparison, while others thought that is simply confused children. First and foremost,
Wright (2015) posits that teachers need to have a strong foundation in language, and
know about the subsystems of language, such as phonology, morphology, and others.
Working with bilingual students requires that teachers are also well-versed in the
peculiarities of language transfer, that is, students’ knowledge of literacy skills in one
language may positively or sometimes negatively influence the learning of the second
and third languages. Although it is relatively understudied area, several studies provide
valuable information that might benefit language teachers in multilingual settings. For
example, in the area of second language writing, schools found bidirectional transfer in
L1 and L2 essays of multilingual writers (Uysal, 2008); Japanese university students
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writing ability in their mother tongue, English proficiency and composing experience
impacted their writing in the English language (Kubota, 1998). Abu-Rabia, Shakkour and
Siegel (2013) found that foreign language learning can result in improvement in native
language skills due to cognitive retroactive transfer. The cross-language transfer of
phonological skills was found about Spanish speaking students in the head start program
(López & Greenfield, 2004). Therefore, research on transfer among Russian, Tatar and
English language is warranted and might aid language teachers in Tatarstan..
Few teachers in School 1 complained about their dual task of teaching both the
Tatar language and content area knowledge. Teachers from School 2 and 3 shared
concerns about specific difficulties that Russian and Tatar students experience learning
the language. As described in the literature review, Tatar language education in schools
with Russian MOI is divided into two groups, for Tatar students and for Russian students.
Albeit this distinction shows unique differences in each student group, the findings show
that this model needs further improvements. Teaching Tatar to Russian speaking students
might require that teachers are specifically taught second language teaching pedagogies;
similarly, working with Tatar students within Tatar groups might require more catered
heritage language programs as students’ Tatar language proficiency are so varied. School
1, or schools with Tatar MOI, provides all instruction in Tatar language with haphazard
code-switches to the Russian language. A more structured approach might be helpful to
streamline the process of language development in both Russian and Tatar languages on
the one hand and content area instruction on the other. Various models of bilingual
education - developmental bilingual education, dual language, bilingual immersion
programs adopted in many multilingual settings across the world - can help teachers in
School 1 to learn more about such programs and create the one that fits best their context.
Research on the benefits of bi- and multilingualism and multilingual education has
spurred in the last decades and shows a number of advantages of learning more than one
language at an early age: cognitive (Bialystok, 2006, 2011; 2013; Butler, 2013; Genesee,
2009); socio-cultural (Aronin, Fishman, Singleton & Loaire, 2013; García, 2009; Wei,
2013); educational (Thomas & Collier, 2002; Wright, 2013); linguistic (Galambos &
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Hakuta, 1988); global (Edwards, 1994). And this can be a cornerstone of any nonRussian language program in all three schools.
All in all, teacher attitudes towards Tatar language resemble a wide range of
characteristics and most importantly reveal that teachers are not equipped with the
knowledge of second language pedagogy, first and second language acquisition and
program development that might aid their language teaching experiences. Enhanced
curriculum and instruction along with a systematic understanding and use of benefits of
multilingualism and multilingual language education can create an environment that is
more supportive of Tatar language learning and teaching. Besides pedagogy, the results
suggest that teachers need to deconstruct ideological underpinnings of language
differentiation. In order to change negative attitudes towards Tatar language, teachers
need to engage in prior ideological clarification (Fishman, 2013), to investigate the origin
of their beliefs, to deconstruct how these views came into being and reflect upon how
they can be aligned with the foundational principles of any education, such as equity,
access and social justice.
5.1.4

Theme 4: Teacher attitudes towards Russian language are mostly reticent and
submissive in School 1, unremarkable and supercilious in Schools 2 and 3
The analysis of policy documents and especially those on the federal level

revealed that Russian language has a special status. Law on education guarantees that that
all students learn the Russian language. Law on the State Language of Russia declares
Russian as the national language of the country, sets the alphabet of the Russian language,
i.e., Cyrillic, as the alphabet for all the titular and indigenous languages of the country.
Russian language is said to facilitate mutual understanding and communication among
peoples of Russia. It is the only required language to be used in all formal domains, with
the exceptions of some cases where bilingualism is allowed under the federal and
regional legislation. The Federal Standard for Primary Education promotes raising the
“awareness of the meaning of Russian language as the national language… and the
language of cross-national communication” (p. 7). The policy documents on the regional
level include Russian as one of the state languages of Tatarstan, and maintain its
somewhat elevated status. The school documents, especially those of School 2 and to a
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certain degree school 3 contain detailed and comprehensive descriptions of curriculum on
the subjects of Russian language and literature. More so, School 2 makes no reference to
Tatar language, except for their official name and the translation of their full school name
into the Tatar language. School 3 does acknowledge Tatar in the schedule of classes, in
the fact that a third of the elementary classrooms use Tatar language for nurturing
purposes. However, most of the emphasis in School 2 and 3’s policies are diverted to the
Russian language.
Teacher interviews from School 1 show that most teachers’ attitudes towards
Russian are quite tolerant and inconspicuous. It is necessary to mention that all teachers
in school are ethnically Tatar and bilingual, except English teachers who in addition
know English. Only 1 teacher complained that working in the schools with Russian MOI
she was not able to advance in her career and get awards due to her lack of Russian
language proficiency. Most teachers admitted that Russian was the dominant language for
most children in their school and that it was the language of their play and out of class
interaction. For most teachers language of their families and friends was Tatar, except for
teacher 1-7 who spoke Russian everywhere besides the school, teacher 1-1 whose
children spoke Russian, and teacher 1-2 some of whose Tatar friends switched to
speaking to her in Russian upon arriving in the city from other towns.
Teachers’ age or teaching experience didn’t seem to impact their language
proficiency or language attitudes towards Russian language. However, working for many
years or being educated mostly in the Russian MOI institutions seemed to make some
impact. Teachers 1-1 spend most of her career in schools with Russian MOI, and teachers
1-2 and 1-7 were educated in the Russian MOI environment (except the former had
primary education and part of her higher education in Tatar). Another plausible
explanation can be that all three teachers had somewhat compliant views about the
Russian language, accepting its dominance in Tatar society with little to no resistance.
Nevertheless, teachers 1-1 and 1-2 still had strong ethnic ties to Tatar language expressed
in Tatar being the language in which their soul rests and being “a Tatar child, and a Tatar
girl” respectively, yet teacher 1-7 expressed none of this sentiment. So, Tatar was his
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native language, but he embraced Russian as the language of society, advancement and a
norm.
As teachers in School 1 noted Russian language indeed was the most dominant
language of interaction among children, which site observations proved as well. School 1
site observations showed most students, parents and to some extent teachers mostly in
out-of-class interactions engaged in extensive code-switching. Students spoke Russian, a
mix of Russian and Tatar, or Tatar during classes, and mostly a mix of Russian and Tatar
or Russian at the recess. More language-based analysis of the transcripts is warranted to
identify the language use patterns of the students and their parents. Thus, the role of
Russian language in School 1 was acknowledged, all teachers believed that Russian
language was necessary and needed to be taught well. However, most teachers critiqued
that Russian language overshadows the value of Tatar, yet a few seemed less resistant to
Russian language’s dominance over Tatar.
Teacher attitudes towards Russian language in school 2 and 3 show a number of
similarities and a few differences. First of all, both ethnic Tatar and Russian teachers
worked in the school, all spoke Russian, most ethnically Tatar teachers spoke at least
conversational Tatar, only 2 ethnic Russian teachers declared decent proficiency in Tatar
with others stating that they don’t remember or never learnt it. Most teachers in these two
schools placed Russian as the most or second most important language in school and
society. A number of teachers described Russian as the united/common language,
language for cross-national communication, a must for communication, or lingua franca
among all residents of Tatarstan and Russia. In School 2 Russian maintained its elevated
status, including at the expense of other languages. Another theme that ran across both
schools and especially voiced by more experienced teachers in School 3 was that overall
Russian literacy levels decreased over the years. This raised many concerns among
teachers who knew that Russian literacy skills were a strong foundation for future
learning. In school 2, teachers mentioned that immigrant languages were to be left for
speaking at home, and speaking non-Russian languages in the regular classrooms could
be mocked. And in School 3 many teachers voiced the fact that Russian was the language
of future employment and higher education, thus needed to be learnt on a high level.
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What picture does the analysis of teachers’ attitudes towards Russian across three
schools paint across all three data sources? The superior status of the Russian language in
the policy documents across all three levels is manifested in teachers’ attitudes towards
Russian. Its place in Russian society in all domains and its learning and teaching are
accepted as is. The ideas about Russian being the language that unites peoples, that serves
as the common language among speakers of many language is also present in teachers’
views of Russian. The passage of the Law on the State Language of Russia is likely to
strengthen the role of Russian (Zamyatin, 2012). But was this law necessary? Wiley
(2004) along with Wright (2015) argue that giving English language the official status in
the United States is unnecessary, as it is already a de facto language in most formal
domains and in all governmental institutions. Similarly, it might be the case that the
official recognition of Russian as the state language of Russian Federation was aimed at
not necessarily supporting the status of the language in the country, but rather as a
mechanism to undermine the need for non-Russian languages in the country. Over the
last century or so it was the first time that Russian was declared as the sole official
language of the country. One way to interpret its raised status and its impact on teachers’
attitudes is that it has become a pinnacle of one-nation-one-language ideology.
A country’s proclamation of one official language can be looked as a
manifestation of monolingual conception of a nation state, where the single most
powerful element that unites all people becomes language. This monolithic view leaves
little room to multilingual practices and multilingual education. And analysis of history
of Soviet policies and Russian Federation shows that the “Russification” tendency
continues even nowadays, although it experienced a back step in the early 1990s when
regions achieved some legal rights for bilingualism within their jurisdiction. Up until
2005 Russian was institutionalized, spread in most major language domains in the
country, and the passage of the Law on the State Language of Russia in 2005 legitimized
it. Giving both constitutional and legislative benediction of official status completed the
naturalization process, that is, making Russification ideology as no longer visible as such
(May, 2008, Fairclough, 1995). Within this context, teachers’ acceptance of Russian as
the only unifying language, as the language that has a higher status, as the language
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which has an added value, such as career advancement, opportunities for higher
education across the country among others resembles what is found in the policy
documents.
Several scenarios might be developed to shift monolingual views of the nation
state to pluralistic views, at least within the territory of Tatarstan because regional laws
are the strongest support of this potential movement. Teachers in Tatar MOI might need
to actively dispel the myths that surround Tatar institutions, show and tell how their
language programs prepare students who are proficient in both languages and ready to
take on the challenges of higher education, employment, etc. in the Russian language as
well as in Tatar if need be. Schools with Russian MOI might need a different approach
where the role of Tatar and English language is brought to the forefront of their mission
and education. Schools with intensive English language programs might benefit from
equating the challenges of Tatar language and its speakers to those of Russian language
speakers in the face of ongoing spread of English as the global lingua franca (May, 2008).
Comparisons of language policy, language situation and language environments in
former Soviet Union Republics where Russian language is in the minorities might be a
way to remind Russian speakers about the value of multilingualism as a mechanism that
brings peoples together, as cultural glue and a sign of respect and peace among peoples in
multilingual settings. School 2 is priding itself in their military program and pays little
attention to other language programs. Perhaps one way to engage them is through
introducing multilingualism into their civic education programs showing how
multilingual education serves to keep nations together and study multiple examples
where languages were one of the causes for the nations to split, such as in Yugoslavia
(Bugarski, 2012); India with the division of Bangladesh and Pakistan (Wiley, 2004);
South Africa (Barkhuizen & Gouch, 1996). These measures are necessary to resist
ongoing trends within Russian MOI schools that favor Russian language learning over
other languages and subject areas.
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5.1.5

Theme 5: Teacher attitudes towards English language are mostly positive across
all three schools
Teacher attitudes towards English were the most uniform across all three

languages across three schools. Teachers attributed high value to the English language as
the global language, language required or enhancing employment and the most optimal
language for world travel. None of the teachers denied the value of learning English at
some point in students’ language education. The most adamant supporters of the English
language were in School 3, as is expected due to its mission and intensive English
program. Schools 1 and 2 also viewed English language favorably but offered different
views for why they think English is valuable.
Analysis of the policy documents across federal, regional and school levels
reveals that there is some support and acknowledgement of the benefits of foreign
language learning. Federal Standard for Primary Education posits several requirements
for learning a foreign language among which are positive attitudes to the speakers of
foreign languages. Sample Curriculum for Primary Education uses English to show the
expectations for language learning; it also explicitly lists a number of advantages for
learning English, including better awareness of one’ mother tongue. Federal State
Statistics Survey shows that over 7.5 million Russians state they speak English as a
foreign language, it is by far the second largest language spoken in the country. Policy
documents of all three schools include several examples of curriculum for English
language classes too, which highlights its importance. As a comparison, samples of
Russian curriculum appeared in all 3 schools, samples of English curriculum in Schools 1
and 3, and only a few references to Tatar language were present in schools’ policy
documents. Therefore, policy documents covertly seem to place the knowledge of a
foreign, namely, English language, over the knowledge of local or Tatar language.
Comparison of teacher attitudes and site observations revealed a similar tendency
to support English language learning as an added value to one’s language repertoire.
Within School 1 English was compared to Tatar language. Some teachers placed it on the
third place after Tatar and Russian, while others contended, albeit with sadness, that
English is a more useful language compared to Tatar. Several teachers admitted that Tatar
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language learning and teaching still needs justification, while English doesn’t. None of
the teachers were afraid that English was taking over the Tatar language; instead they
viewed it as an additional language skill to the existing bilingualism in school.
A similar sentiment also appeared in School 3 whose teachers tried to promote
English learning through the value of regional bilingualism. The comparison of class
schedule in their school curriculum posted on the website and their actual class schedule
revealed a huge discrepancy. The former only included one additional English language
class in grades 2-4, whereas in reality the numbers were much bigger. Instead of 3
English classes a week in grades 2-4 in their primary school, the school offered 2 classes
in the 1st, 4 in the 2nd and 3rd and 3 classes in the 4th grade. The teachers also
mentioned several curricula and instructional practices, such as adopting one set of
textbooks from grades 1-11, and trying to allow one and the same English teacher to
work with the cohort of students as many years as the schedule allows. Students had to
buy a set of about 4 textbooks/ notebooks/ workbooks and they can afford it. English
classes and teachers seemed to have a high status as evident from site observations too.
In School 2 English learning was compared to Tatar but in a negative way.
English was viewed as the global language, Russian as the language of cross-national
communication in Russia, and Tatar had no use or value compared to the former
languages. Statements were made that teachers would prefer to learn English, not Tatar, if
they had a choice to learn a second language. More so, lack of English proficiency was
perceived by some as a deficit, and the learning of Tatar as pain.
The results of the dissertation show one fairly obvious feature that English
language is regarded quite highly by the teachers, mainly due to its economic, political
and global role in the world (Marley, 2006). Some arguments against English as the
language that is impeding the growth of the local languages (Phillipson & SkutnabbKangas, 2013) were not fully supported. Although English was compared to Tatar
language whose value was perceived as less, it was not the English language per se that
influenced the belittling of the role of Tatar language. Teachers who made such unfair
comparisons were the ones that expressed negative attitude towards Tatar language
overall, so comparisons with English were used, perhaps, just to strengthen their
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arguments against learning and teaching Tatar. In fact, perhaps the promotion of
multilingualism that is inclusive of local, national and foreign languages might provide a
nice framework in support of learning all three languages. Examples from the Basque
country and Catalonia in Spain (Cenoz, 2009; Sanz, 2000); Maori communities in New
Zealand (May & Hill, 2005); and various other countries around the world can serve a
promising example to follow.
5.1.6

Theme 6: Teacher attitudes towards parents’ impact on children’s multilingualism
The analysis of findings revealed one important factor that teachers across all

schools identified as influential in shaping students and teachers attitudes towards
multilingualism. The examination of policy documents gave only few references to the
role of parents in language education. The Sample of Curriculum for Primary Education
stated that parents have a choice and a right to demand that education is provided in their
native language, granted the central office should assist in that process. Regional Law on
State Languages of Tatarstan echoes previous idea and states that teaching one’s native
language is a civic duty of parents. School policy documents or site observations didn’t
reveal much information about the role of parents, except that in School 1, observations
of teacher-parent and parent-child interactions showed the intent of parents to
communicate with their children in Tatar.
Teachers identified various ways that parents’ role impacts childre n’s language
learning, motivation and attitudes. Several teachers used negative or positive parents’
comments about languages, mostly Tatar, to explain their own views on languages. First
and foremost was the idea that parents’ approval or resistance to language shapes
children’s views on language. Many teachers from School 1 argued that students’
resistance to Tatar language in other schools comes from parents: their lack of knowledge
of Tatar language, fear that learning Tatar can lead to poor Russian language proficiency
or mere laziness to learn something new and help children. In Schools 2 and 3 several
Tatar language teachers stated that they never heard negative comments from parents, on
the contrary, a number of parents showed them gratitude and appreciation for teaching
Tatar.
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Non-Tatar language teachers acknowledged that they heard quite a few negative
views about the language from parents and their impact on children. In School 2 some
teachers contended that all parents, including Tatar families, complained about Tatar
language, others were not so certain. More so, both English teachers in School 2
complained that students lack motivation to study English, and that parents’ negative
attitudes towards the “uselessness” of English or good education in general, left many
students disenchanted and disengaged. Teacher 2-7 also noted that their school has
historically not done a good job of offering quality English language classes, and that
even their brightest students in all subjects left school with poor knowledge of English. In
School 3 the situation was different as most parents consciously brought their children
there to master English and many could further spark children’s interest in English by
travelling with them abroad or sending children on short study abroad programs. The
exception was the situation, as the English teacher 3-6 described, when parents didn’t
communicate or convince their children about the value of English. This was the case
with one of her students who kept failing the course until she talked to the parents. In a
few months the student’s attitudes changed and he started catching up with his peers.
Another interesting category that emerged from the interviews was that in some
cases parents’ opinions about language was so influential that it drove school policies and
curriculum. One most vivid example is how parents negative attitudes towards Tatar
language and Tatar MOI caused the school to shift to the Russian language of instruction.
Several teachers, including teacher 1-1, 2-2, 3-9 commented on the fact that many
schools which are in name schools with Tatar MOI, in fact teach most, if not all classes
via the Russian language. Besides the fact that, as several teachers in schools 1 and 3
pointed out, that such schools cannot provide quality instruction across content areas or
attract enough students who are speaking Tatar, parents’ negative attitudes served as a
strong argument in support of the language shift in such schools. In stark contrast are
parents’ attitudes towards English. Teachers in School 1 showed that parents were willing
to pay out of their pockets in order to introduce English language classes from the first
grade (federal curriculum mandates English classes from the 2nd grade). In School 2 such
practice was also observed, but the academic year of 2014-15, as teacher 2-6 mentioned
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the school couldn’t find an English teacher, therefore, no additional English classes were
offered there.
The analysis of these results shows that many parents, like teachers, want their
children to learn the language that offers economic and symbolic incentives, which is the
case with the English language. In some contexts, teachers stated that they had to
undermine parents’ authority in order to explain to children the value of learning a
language. According to teachers, in some cases their attempts seem to triumph, whereas
in others they don’t. This idea supports the finding of Lasagabaster and Huguet (2007)
who argue that in multilingual settings in Europe teacher belief, attitudes and knowledge
about the value of multilingualism exerted substantial influence on children “up to the
point they can be more influential than parents and the context” (p. 237-238). All teachers
in School 1, except for teacher 1-7, teacher 2-8, teachers 3-4, 3-5, 3-9 whose opinions
towards Tatar language were most supportive among other teachers used parents’
positive opinions towards Tatar and/or English language to further support the need for
learning these languages and critiqued parents’ negative views about languages.
Conversely, teachers 2-1, 2-2, 2-6, 3-3 and 3-6 (all ethnic Russians or considering
themselves as such), who adopted a pragmatic value of language learning, used parents’
negative opinions about Tatar language to argue for the need to decrease the number of
Tatar language classes, make it an elective class or devalue the language as “useless,”
“irrelevant” and “painful”. Consequently, the reference to parents’ attitudes were used to
reinforce teachers’ already formulated opinions about the language. The teachers who
had ambivalent attitudes exhibited various interpretations of parents’ role in language
education. Parents and teachers’ negative attitudes towards Tatar language reinforce
Wertheim’s (2003) findings that the majority of Russian speaking students and their
parents show indifference and even hostility towards Tatar language
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CHAPTER 6.

6.1

Conclusion

This dissertation aimed at answering the general question of what elementary
school teacher attitudes across three different schools are towards multilingualism and
language policy. The study used three primary data sources: policy documents on the
federal, regional and school levels; 25 interviews of Russian, Tatar and English language
teachers; and school and classroom observations from a School with Tatar MOI, Russian
MOI and a school with intensive English language program. The methodological rigor
was further strengthened by theoretical considerations. The process of analyzing the data
was divided into two rounds, with the first round bracketed from the conceptual or
personal influences or the impact of the existing literature. The findings of the first round
of analysis are presented in chapter 4 of the dissertation. These included analysis of each
data source with concluding ideas and categories being presented in the form of a
narrative or a table. Chapter 5 presented primary themes that emerged from the analysis
of the findings and used the literature review as well as conceptual framework to situate
the results in the existing body of knowledge on language education, and more
specifically, teacher attitudes, multilingualism and policy.
The discussion showed that teachers’ attitudes towards multilingualism are not
uniform across languages; teachers tend to treat each language that makes up one’s
multilingual repertoire differently. Thus, they attribute various roles for each language
and support or deny the value of a particular language. Teacher attitudes’ towards
language policy showed that teachers are most compliant and supportive of their school
policies and have varied, contradictory or ambivalent opinions about language policies on
the federal and regional levels. Teacher attitudes towards Tatar language were
consistently favorable in School 1 and varied in School 2 and 3, with the former school
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showing most ambiguity and hostility towards Tatar language learning. Attitudes towards
Russian language were more or less uniform across all schools suggesting the ongoing
dominant status of the language in schools, society and all other domains of the country.
Attitudes towards English were mostly supportive and pinpointed economic, employment
and global benefits of English language proficiency. Lastly, teachers tended to also
comment substantially on the role of parents in language education. However, teachers
who already formulated positive or negative opinions towards a language, used parents’
views as another argument to support their existing ideas.
What do these conclusions mean in relation to the role of teachers in language
education? The dissertation supports the ideas that there is a dialectical relationship
between the schools and labor market. If the latter places languages in the hierarchy and
deems only the language(s) of economically dominant group, the language of both
institutional dominance and legitimate official status to the forefront of the values in
society, schools and teachers tend to adopt such views. The school that had a strong
mother tongue policy that was inclusive and open to learning the dominant and foreign
languages had the teachers that were most supportive of multilingualism. These teachers
had strong arguments in favor of learning each of the three languages and projected these
onto their students in the classroom and in other school interactions. School 3 which had
an overt multilingual agenda that acknowledged and supported the learning of all three
languages had many teachers who were also supportive of learning languages, including
Tatar. A deeper analysis revealed though, that Russian and English had a more superior
status than Tatar, teaching of these languages was never questioned, whereas opinions
about the instrumental value of Tatar language and some negative views appeared among
some teachers of School 3. School 2 paid the least amount of attention to language
education, which was revealed through all data sources, teachers’ attitudes towards Tatar
language were most unwelcome there except for a few cases, ranging from compliance
with the regional bilingual to outwards hostility towards the language. English language
education also showed that the school didn’t put effort in improving its quality of foreign
language teaching which also appeared in some students’ and parents’ reluctance to learn
a foreign language.
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Consequently, as schools develop their stance towards languages, teachers tend to
internalize these ideas. Whether teachers make a conscious choice of working in the
particular school, or whether they simply adopt or find ways to function within existing
language policy environment in schools, it takes teachers who are passionate, determined
and knowledgeable about the value of multilingualism and multilingual education to
support language education in their classrooms. Several factors seemed to have
influenced the formation of teacher attitudes towards multilingualism and language
policy. Besides the school language policy Tatar teachers’ ethnic ties to language, amount
of education via Tatar MOI, the choice of language spoken outside of the school
impacted their language attitudes. Many teachers working in School 2 adopted the view
of Russian and English languages having larger linguistic capital than Tatar, thus more
valuable. Teachers mimicked the language of some federal policies about Russian
language being the united/common language for cross-national interaction among
peoples of Russia, Soviet legacies if remembered were unreflexive and discussed
uncritically.
Next, issues of Tatar language curriculum and instruction posed many challenges
even for teachers who were fully supportive of Tatar language education. Federal and
regional laws impacted how teachers perceive language instruction. The allowances of
federal curriculum for native language classes were perceived as undermining the role of
Russian language, especially in School 2, even though approximately equal number of
Russian and Tatar language classes were taught across all three schools. Regional
Constitution and Law on the State Languages of Tatarstan legitimized the presence of
Tatar language classes, although its lack of institutionalization undermined its value in
domains outside of school.
Among other factors that influenced teachers’ attitudes were ideological,
contrasting Russian urban speakers to rural and/or religious Tatar speakers, equating the
former to modernity or progress and the latter to backwardness or conservative religious
affiliation. Although the dominance of Russian in the city, including Tatar speakers was
acknowledged by many teachers, and it is possible that rural speakers coming from Tatar
communities might be more proficient in the language, these iconic and recursive
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representations of language practices ascribed to social groups are not substantiated with
evidence, but are grounded in deep-seated ideologies of elevated status of Russian
language that leaves little room for valuing other languages and their speakers. Among
teachers in School 2 and 3 Tatar language proficiency and willingness to learn Tatar
language also indicated their positive attitude towards Tatar language. Interestingly, in
mixed families, where one of the spouses was from Tatar background, teachers identified
themselves and their families as being Russian and favored the Russian language over
Tatar.
Teachers’ attitudes towards language policy on the regional and federal level were
varied. Whereas several teachers from Schools 2 and 3 preferred to go back to the Soviet
language policy, teachers in School 1 appreciated the changes that bilingual regional
policies created granting higher status to Tatar language and putting an end to explicit
negative comments about the speakers of the language. Similar dual perspective is
revealed towards the Unified State Examination with some critiquing the absence of
Tatar language option and others disregarding the language factor. Several comments
were made, however, that it is USE that drives teachers to pay more attention to the
teaching of Russian language and to drive the shift of Tatar MOI towards Russian
language of instruction. In that sense, USE is gradually becoming a de facto language
policy as well. The impact of over 20 years of bilingual regional policies does appear in
teachers’ comments about language policy. All teachers initially state that Tatar language
is taught because of living in the region of Tatarstan. Thus, even though teachers
subsequently expressed varied opinions about Tatar language, the official status of the
languages caused all teachers to treat it as a legitimate language within the education
system of Tatarstan.
What are some pedagogical and policy recommendations as well as contributions
to the efforts to reverse the Tatar language shift in Tatarstan? First of all, there is a huge
need to engage in comprehensive and systematic analysis of language education
programs offered in Tatarstan schools. Some feeble attempts at dividing the students into
the Russian and Tatar groups for Tatar language classes and two separate curricula do not
seem to satisfy teachers or students and parents. Several issues remain within the model
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of Tatar MOI. In order to address these concerns efforts should be made to analyze
existing pedagogical practices in schools, evaluate current teacher training programs and
professional development offerings in teacher training community colleges and
universities as well as curricula developers. Reviewing examples of successful programs
abroad and extensive literature on multilingual education, as well as the knowledge of the
cultural traditions of Tatar ethno-pedagogy, current issues in English language education
coupled with accurate assessment of student populations in each context are warranted.
More so, the link between teacher attitudes and students’ language learning attitudes,
practices, language and content area achievement should be further researched and
analyzed.
Several recommendations can be made to support language education on the
regional level, namely, an enhanced support of it by the regional Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Tatarstan. They are the stakeholders who are most
knowledgeable about both federal and regional policies and they have a strong impact on
language education in the region. Therefore, they can provide schools, their
administration and language teachers the necessary materials about relevant policies,
spearhead research in schools and universities on most meaningful language education, as
well as promote the value of multilingualism. Policies on the federal level continue to
entrench the one-nation-one-language ideology. A more pluralistic view of the nation
state is necessary to challenge this power imbalance between Russian and other nonRussian languages of the country. Completing prior ideological clarification of teacher
attitudes towards multilingualism and language policies shows that regional policies have
been successful in bringing back Tatar language to schools and legitimizing its status in
society. However, negative attitudes towards Tatar language persist, so further work has
to be done by the government, language supporting interest groups, schools and families
to continue enhancing attitudes towards Tatar language and envisioning multilingualism
that is inclusive of Tatar, Russian and English language as a norm in Tatarstan society.
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Appendix A

Teachers’ backgrounds

School 1
Teacher 1-1
Teacher 1-1 has an extensive teaching experience that spans over 30 years and
encompasses working in rural and urban schools, in Russian and Tatar-medium schools
and teaching elementary school children and middle school mathematics in both Tatar
and Russian languages. She was born to a Tatar family and spoke Tatar as she grew up.
Her parents did not allow her to study medicine, so she went to a teacher training
vocational college to get a degree in elementary education. Her passion though was
mathematics and she further pursued higher education and finished university as a math
major. She recounts working as a math teacher only for about 10 years as she was twice
asked to return to elementary school by her students’ parents, who requested the principal
that she comes back to the elementary building. Her own primary, secondary and part of
her vocational teacher training was in Tatar language, and education in college was in
Russian.
Teacher 1-2
Teacher 1-2 is a first year elementary school teacher who just finished her teacher
training vocational college and started her first job at the Tatar-medium school a few
months ago. She was born to a Tatar family in a small town in a rural community. She
explains that she spoke Tatar in her family, went to a school with Tatar-medium of
instruction, and part of the instruction in the vocational program was also in Tatar. So she
states that she felt very comfortable transitioning from her training program to the current
school. Teacher 1-2 had her student teaching in her hometown school, and never visited
or studied in an institution with a Russian-medium of instruction, so she was intentional
in choosing to work in a Tatar school. She further explains that “Чөнки мин барыбер дә,
үз телем булган, туган татар теле булгач, туган телем булгач, ул миңа барыбер дә
якын. Һәм шулай безне Арчада да гын, күбрәк татар милли кадрлар үзәге дип
чыгардылар инде. Шуның өчен” (Because I am anyway, since it is my native language,
since Tatar is my native language, it is anyway close for me. And we were also trained in
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Arsk, as the center for national specialists. That is why.) She explained that after the
program for training Tatar teachers was implemented more classes were offered in Tatar
language and the focus was on training teachers to teach via Tatar-medium of instruction.
She states that she speaks Tatar and Russian and learned English in school and in
vocational program. However, she laments that at the time she didn’t study English more
as she didn’t know that it would be so popular nowadays. She works with first grade
children. The teacher explains that her first few months of teaching were especially
difficult as she didn’t know what to do, and didn’t know the children well enough. She
used to cry, think about quitting, but lately she got used to her work and feels that
children love her as well. She tries to attend seminars and English classes occasionally
offered to teachers in her school. Overall she is happy working with children, she loves
children and feels the reciprocity, which keeps her going. One of the challenges is that
some parents undermine her expertise due to her lack of experience, but she states that
she ignores such comments and attitudes, and keeps on working as she is used to. Unlike
the previous teacher, most of teacher 1-2’s answers were very straightforward and short.
She answered the questions with confidence and certainty without digressing from the
questions, elaborating on some ideas or adding new insights or comments.
Teacher 1-3
Teacher 1-3 is also a novice teacher who just graduated from college with a
degree in Tatar and English languages. Prior to that she went to a teacher-training
vocational college for a year after the completion of 11 years of secondary school. She
was born to a Tatar family in a Tatar town on the border of Tatarstan and another region.
She speaks Tatar with her parents and in her village, her elementary education was in
Tatar, and from grade 5 through completion of high school she studied via the Russianmedium of instruction. Currently, she speaks to her friends in Tatar and Russian. She is
also fluent in English, and had experience of working in an international hotel while she
was studying in college, where she had a chance to interact with native speakers of
English. She didn’t know which major to choose, and when she started college she didn’t
want to be a teacher until she had her student teaching experience after the 4 th year. She
then went to teach the same school she is teaching now, and enjoyed her experience,
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which shifted her goals to becoming a teacher. After the 5 th year, she went to a different
school for her student teaching in the English classroom, and she enjoyed that experience
even more. So, upon graduation she decided to return to the current school to be an
English teacher. Yet the only opening they had was in the elementary school, and she
accepted the position.
Just like for the teacher 1-2, the beginning was very difficult. She had no training
in elementary education, didn’t know the children and parents, and was convinced that
she wants to work in higher grade levels. Yet, now she is not so certain, and having been
asked to teach additional English classes for first graders, she really enjoys working with
them, so she is open to different possibilities. She does have some experience in working
in day care when she was still in high school and it helps her some. Some of her current
challenges come from her students’ misbehavior. Her particular class had different
teachers in each grade level, which is not very common. In Russia, it is typical that
students are admitted into school and they study in cohorts with the same students. In
elementary school they have a teacher who takes from them from the first grade and
works with them till they move onto grade 5. Teacher 1-3 believes lack of teacher
consistency is one of the reasons why the class is not very united and there are a few
behavioral concerns that she tries to deal with. The teacher 1-3 is very talkative and she
admits that towards the end of the interview. She provided full answers and openly
reflected on some of the questions that were asked.
Teacher 1-4
Teacher 1-4 is an experienced teacher with over 20 years of teaching experience in
elementary school in the same building. She has graduated 4 cohorts working with them
from grade 1 through 4. Her major was Russian language and literature, but she only
worked as a high school Russian teacher for a year before she moved to her current
school in the early 1990s. She was born in the city and attended a regular Russianmedium school. She spoke Tatar in the family and attended additional Tatar classes,
which at the time, she mentioned, were taught only for those who enrolled in them early
in the morning before regular classes started or after school: “ул вакытта татар телен
өйрәндек без, безгә нулевой урок дәрес куя иделәр, шунда ачу килә иде, мәйтәм
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бөтен урыс балалары йоклап ята, без алдан килеп утырабыз, 45 минут алдан. Или
балалар кайтып китә, соңгы дәрескә, без 7нче дәрескә калып” (At the time, we
learned Tatar, it was offered as a ‘0’ class, then I was angry that Russian children are
sleeping, and we come to school early, 45 minutes early. Or children would go home, and
for the last lesson, the 7th lesson [we would] stay). So, she explains that when she was
making a decision to work in a Tatar-medium school, she was most concerned with the
language, the fact that she needed to teach in Tatar language. She communicated with her
family in Tatar, but didn’t have the academic language, yet over the years she worked on
these skills and now is fully proficient in both languages. She really loves working with
children and thinks that she stays young with them, therefore she doesn’t regret not
teaching Russian in higher grade levels. In her classroom the teacher used to have 25
students, two students left in the last couple of years: one because their parents moved to
a different housing situation and they found a new school nearby. The second child
couldn’t keep up with the curriculum and instruction in Tatar and went to a school with a
Russian-medium of instruction.
Teacher 1-5
Teacher 1-5 has 26 years of teaching experience, all in elementary school. After
graduating from a teacher training vocational program, she went to another city and
worked there for a year before returning back to Kazan. She spent 3 years in a Russianmedium school after which somebody recommended to switch to her current school. She
has worked here ever since. She was born to a Tatar family, and when she was still in
school her family moved to Kazan. So, her first language was Tatar, and she upon return
to Kazan she decided to go to college and major in Russian language and literature to
improve her Russian. She comments, that unlike others, she chose a major that she knew
least about to master it. The teacher has 27 students in her class and enjoys working with
elementary school children even though she was invited to teach Russian in the upper
grade levels. Young children, she believes, are naïve, sincere and trustful. It is easy to get
their interest, and they haven’t yet learned about hypocrisy or concealing one’s thoughts
and feelings. She also states that it is easier to teach in the Russian language, and the she
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prefers to work in the Tatar-medium school, because she finds a difference in the way
Tatar children behave and interact compared to Russian children:
Бөтен балалар өенә, кешенең өенә ничек килеп кергәч, ул синең белән
исәнләшеп, теге нитә бит инде, уздыра. Имә, шулай, ‘әйдә түрдән уз,’ дип
әйтә бит инде. Әйеме? Шуның шикелле, килеп керәсең бөтенләй икенче
гайләсенә килеп кергән шикелле кабул итәләр. Балалар әдәплеләр,
тәртиплеләр иде. … Шуңа күрә ул җир белән күк арасындагы шикелле
аерма. Рус мәктәбеннән, татар мәктәбеннән аермасы бик зур. Ул хәзерге
вакытта да шулай. Дисциплина, тәрбия мәсьәләсе. Мин аны уйлыйм, бит,
урыслар начар тәрбияли дигәннән түгел. Просто менталитет, мин аны шулай
дип. Әйе. Монда балалар все-таки, шәфкатьле, итәгәтьле. Менә шундый
ниләр бар. Именно татар халкына хас инде бу. Уйлыйм мин аны.
(All children, when they enter, as if they are entering someone’s house, they greet
you, know, invite you to come in. Right, this way, ‘please, walk upon the center
(come on in),’ they say. Right? The same way, when you walk in, [you feel like]
you are totally entering someone’s family, that is how they welcome you. Children
are well-mannered, behave well. … Therefore, the difference is like between the
sky and the earth. Between the Russian school and Tatar school, the difference is
very big. It is the same way even nowadays. Behavior, question of manners. I
think, that it is not that Russians bring up their children poorly, no. Just the
mentality. Yes. Children here are, anyway, benevolent, dutiful/docile. So, there are
these things. These are more typical to Tatar people. This is how I think.)
So, the teacher feels that there is something unique about the way Tatar children
are brought up and raised that makes her feel more comfortable working with them. Since
she herself is Tatar, this environment feels natural for her, she even compares it to the
way Tatars interact at home. So, teacher’s own upbringing and her strong affiliation with
her ethnicity determines her choice of the school she works in.
Teacher 1-6
Teacher 1-6 is currently in her second year as an assistant principal for elementary
education in the school. Prior to that she spent 30 years working in a small rural school,
adjacent town and Kazan, as a history teacher for a year, and the rest of the time as an
elementary school teacher. She moved with her family to Kazan in 2007, and worked in a
Russian-medium school as a 4th grade teacher for a year. By then she was the teacher with
the highest qualifications according to the metrics for teacher professional development.
The highest category, the 14th expects that the teacher develops new methods of teaching
and upbringing, integrates new educational technologies and develop new assignments for
her course. This is the category that teacher 1-6 acquired in the early 2000s. When she
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started working in a Russian-medium school, she realized that the educational process
was set up as such that her accomplishments were invisible in the school which struggled
in a number of ways to stay open. To provide an illustration, she said that she had 18
students in her 4th grade class, 11 didn’t have their fathers, many missed classes and
misbehaved in class. More so, the teacher wanted to provide her own daughter a more
supportive educational environment, so after graduating her 4 th graders, she moved with
her daughter to the current school.
In her current school she was immediately offered a job due to her vast teaching
experience and high qualifications, and from the very first days, she states that she tried
her best to prove her skills, even though nobody explicitly expected that of her. She
started working with the first graders and was also asked to teach Saturday school
preparation program. She immediately sensed a problem, that parents were hesitant to
bring their children to Tatar-schools, because “‘Менә бит хәзер татар телендә укысалар,
ЕГЭны бирә алмаслар рус телендә’ дип, шундыйрак караш сиздем инде мин” (‘Well,
if they study in Tatar now, they won’t be able to take EGE in Russian’, [thought many
parents], this is what I felt). Even though the sentiment is still present nowadays, she
stated she was able to attract quite a few parents to the school by introducing new
technologies into the classroom, more specifically, additional self-study electronic
assignments. She found a disc with additional content area assignments for math,
Language and Nature, and tried it with her first graders, and they really liked it. So, she
found similar electronic resources for the pre-school program and invited parents to
observe her class. She showed how this program can provide additional assignments for
students where they can solve a math problem and the program will show them
corrections, if necessary and the grade. That worked. Teacher 1-6 attributes this initiative
to be the reason that the enrollment in the elementary school program increased from 8
classes to 12 classes in grades 1-4 since the introduction of this electronic materials.
The success of this approach also resulted in the school making a request to the
regional Department of Education to sponsor tablets for each grade level. Now, the school
has 4 sets of tablets, 25 each to be shared among their grade level classrooms. The teacher
1-4 also mentions these electronic resources as something that children utterly enjoy
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working with. Teacher 1-5 further explains that the trick of using electronic resources was
that they are provided in the Russian language, in addition to the textbooks which are in
Tatar:
Over the last several years teacher 1-6 step down from teaching to becoming an
assistant principal for elementary education in the school. She is in charge of hiring
teachers, monitoring curriculum development and evaluation processes, she sends all the
reports to the central office, but she also communicates with the parents of incoming
children. She states that she interviews and screens parents before they decide to bring
their child to this school:
Сез уйламагыз балаларны сайлап алачаклар дип әйтеп. Без сезне алганчы
сайлыйбыз, мин сезне алганчы сөйләшәм шундый озак итеп, сораулар бирәм.
Ә алгачтын, без үзебезчә укырга керерлек иттереп, укырлык иттереп
әзерләргә тырышабыз аларны». Һәм шуңа күрә ел буе индивидуаль
сөйләшүләр алып барыла әти-әниләр белән. Үзебезгә керергә әзерлибез
баланы.
(‘Don’t think that we are selectively admitting children to the school. We have a
selection process before admissions, I talk to you for a long time before
admissions, ask questions. And when we admit you [into the pre-school program],
we try to prepare children in such a way that they are ready to study in our school’,
she says to parents. Therefore, we have individual year-long conversations [during
the school preparation program] with parents. We are preparing children to study
in our school)
So, teacher 1-6 considers that it is her responsibility through these conversations to know
the parents, to get to know the students. The goal is to identify their needs, struggles and
subsequently, successful ways to address them once the child starts first grade. These
conversations provide information on parents’ educational background, their motivation
to bring their children to the school, parents’ language proficiency and language practices
in the family, parental support and interest in children’s education.
All in all, teacher 1-6 provided lengthy responses to the interviewer’s questions,
was willing to engage in reflections about some issues that are not easy to tackle and
mentioned that she enjoys having conversations with intelligent people as she also learns
a lot through the process. A few times she states, that she is sharing her opinions openly
because she realizes that they might benefit the research process as well. Teacher’s
personal background impacts her views on being a teacher, administrator, parent and
working in schools in all these capacities. Teacher 1-6 identifies very openly with the
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Tatar ethnicity and people. She considers that her current school is a perfect match for
because of this reason as well. In this particular school she finds all the attributes of Tatar
people that she identifies with. She also associates the willingness to learn languages to
the hard-working character of individuals. Even though she doesn’t think that it is
important to learn languages for everybody, she considers that opportunities are provided
for those who are not lazy. She herself speaks Russian and Tatar languages fluently. Her
first 18years of teaching were in a Russian-medium school and she comments that the
first year in the current school she had to learn how to transition to the Tatar-medium of
instruction. But once she did it, the teaching in Tatar became natural. Teacher 1-6 does
not know English language, but would like to learn English and Arabic. The Arabic
language, as the language of the Qur’an, Muslims’ Holy Book, is especially dear to her as
it is the language of her prayers. It is the prayers that she memorized in the Arabic
language which helped her overcome the grief of her mother’s death at the age of 40. In
her own family she encourages her daughters to learn English and her husband helps them
learn English.
Teacher 1-6 also reveals her vision of administrative duties as they pertain to the
language of instruction in the school. Her 32 years of experience in school taught her how
to work with people, parents, teachers and students. She states that she loves her job,
including the part where she gets to know the parents. So, she sees that it is a part of her
duty to work together with parents and to know them.
Besides parents, her people’s skills are also used when she hires and works with
her teachers. Her criteria for teacher selection are as follows. First of all, she tries to check
a candidate’s willingness to work with children. Second, their Tatar language proficiency:
“Бездә бик мөһим татар телендә сөйләшүе, яшь кешеләрнең татар телендә сөйләшүе
бик мөһим” (It is very important for us that [the candidate] speaks Tatar language, that
young people speak Tatar language is important). Next she also checks the knowledge,
appearance, experience, asks to give a teaching demonstration. During the interview
process she is easily able to identify the candidate’s strengths’ along these dimensions and
make a decision. Because it is a school with Tatar-medium of instruction, the language
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proficiency in Tatar is one of the important elements, since teachers, including English
teachers are expected to teach via Tatar language.
Teacher 1-6’s interview was the longest among all teachers across all three
schools, and many of her views, opinions, attitudes and understanding of language
education and language policy appeared throughout the interview.
Teacher 1-7
Teacher 1-7 just like teacher 1-2 and teacher 1-3 started working in the school a
few months ago. His major in college was English and Turkish languages and after that
he returned to college to get a degree in public administration. He worked in different
jobs upon graduation and was laid off in the summer and decided to come to school to be
a teacher. He shares that in the family he speaks in the Russian language, and when he
first came to this school he didn’t even realize that all teaching was in Tatar language:
Ну, на самом деле тогда я этого ещё не осознавал: то, что тут всё на
татарском. Но сейчас я не жалею, потому что как бы на татарском языке
сейчас мало где разговаривается, и я начал, можно сказать, подзабывать, а
сейчас у меня тоже с детишками есть практика, и как бы… ну, для себя это
полезно, когда разные языки практикуются в твоей голове.
(Well, at the time, I didn’t even realize, that everything here is in Tatar. But now I
don’t regret, because, somewhat, few people speak in Tatar nowadays, and I
began, I could tell, forgetting [Tatar], but now I have practice with kids, and sort
of… it is beneficial for oneself when multiple languages are practiced in your
head)
So, upon starting the job the teacher enjoyed the school and the choice of language
of instruction didn’t become a barrier even though it was somewhat a surprise. Instead he
looks at it from a positive and additive perspective. Since the interview took place over
the course of 4 recess times, the researcher decided to follow up on this question at the
second interview. And his response was more abrasive: “Нет, я знал изначально, когда
уже приходил устраиваться. Мне сказали то, что это на татарском языке в
основном.” (I knew from the very beginning, when I came to apply for a job. I was told
that everything is in Tatar language, in general). If most of the previous teachers came to
the Tatar-medium school partly because of the instruction in the Tatar language, language
was not the reason that brought teacher 1-7 to the school. He explains that since he didn’t
have any experience, he wouldn’t be hired in “в более какое-то специфичное
учреждение” (a more somehow specific institution) and the reviews were good for this
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school. Currently, he teaches 25 lessons a week and works with 9 classes, three from each
grade levels 2, 3, and 4. He has about 200 students. His rationale for starting in
elementary school was that he wanted to start working with the younger students and
learn how to work with them, and then perhaps, move up to teacher higher grade levels.
His own schooling was in Russian from grades 1-6, and then his parents brought
him to the Tatar-Turkish lyceum to study till graduation (see glossary). Even though at
the time he wasn’t aware, he states that he is grateful to his parents for making that choice
for him. Tatar-Turkish lyceums are schools that provide education from grades 7 through
11. So, after graduating from school his education in college was also in Russian, English
and Turkish classes in Turkish, so he was not exposed being educated via Tatar language
at any stage of his schooling.
Unlike other teachers in this school, this particular teacher seemed to exhibit some
strong feelings when he answered the questions, which often came across as a bit
aggressive. Here are a few examples:
1) A: Там на русском языке было обучение, да? (Education there (in grades 1-6)
was in Russian, wasn’t it?)
T.1-7: Ну да. Конечно. Как и везде. (Well, yes. Of course. As everywhere)
A: А в университете на каком языке? На русском? На татарском? (And at
university in which language? In Russian? In Tatar?
T1-7: Ну, английский – на английском. Уж как обычно. (Well, in English.
Well, as usual).
2) A: А в чём… в чём это… в чём это проявляется? Почему вы так
понимаете? (And where, where does it (the fact that children speak mostly
Russian) come from? Why do you understand so?)
T1-7: Всё просто. Я вижу то, что дети разговаривают на русском языке. Вот
и всё. (Everything is easy. I see that children speak Russian. That is all).
A: Дети в этой школе или дети вообще? (Children in this school or children in
general?)
T1-7: В этой школе. Дети-то вообще всегда разговаривают на русском. Вы
когда-нибудь видели на улице, чтобы ребёнок разговаривал на татарском
языке? Видели, да? (In this school. Well, children overall always speak in
Russian. Have you ever seen on the street a child who would speak in Tatar? Did
you see?!)
A: Нет, я… я вообще… мне интересно ваше мнение. (Well, I am… I am in
general, I am interested in your opinion).
T1-7: Нет, вы говорите: «Ага». Ну, нет. (No, you are saying “ehem”. Well, no
[children don’t speak Tatar])
3) A: А вот я хотела у вас спросить… (I wanted to ask you…)
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T1-7: Спрашивайте. (Ask)
The teacher 1-7’s use of short phrases, “well, as usual,” “that is all,” “Of course, as
everywhere” reveals that the teacher is bothered by the questions or that he considers
them basic and common sense. Overall, many of his answers were very short or answered
in such a manner that showed some arrogance. He often asked the researcher herself
questions that were phrased in such a manner that elicited a specific answer, as in the
second example “Did you see?!”
Teacher 1-8
Teacher 1-8 has 20 years of experience working as an elementary school teacher
14 years and a middle and high-school teacher for 6 years. Her mother was an elementary
school teacher for 40 years, and now her older daughter is studying in the teacher training
vocational college as well. Besides the family motivation, she explain that she has another
stimulus to stay in school. After completing her vocational training program, the teacher
landed a job as an elementary school teacher at a small school in Kazan. She took a leave
of absence during pregnancy and returned to work with the same cohort of students. She
was able to continue working with the same as they went to middle and high school in the
role of a Tatar language and literature teacher. During these years she also finished
college to have the qualification to work in higher grades.
This was her first year working in the current school, she had to leave her previous
school where she worked all her career because of the housing situation. They recently
bought an apartment close to the current school. But she doesn’t regret the move, “20 ел
эшләгән мәктәбемне калдырып, монда күчеп килдем. Үкенмим. Нәкъ бездәге кебек
татар мәктәбе. Татарча укытабыз, татарча сөйләшәбез балалар белән.” (I left the
school where I had worked for 20 years, and came here. I don’t regret. This schools is just
like our Tatar school. We teacher in Tatar, speak in Tatar with children). Her own
schooling was in Tatar language as well. She went to a Tatar-medium school in a small
town not far from Kazan. Yet, she explains that it was very convenient, because her
vocational training program just opened a Tatar program where instruction was in Tatar
language. She taught in Tatar language in her previous school and also teaches only in
Tatar language here, except for Russian language and literature classes.
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School 2
Teacher 2-1
Teacher 2-1 is a novice teacher who has about 2 years of teaching experience, half
a year as a biology teacher and the rest in her current school as an elementary school
teacher. She enjoyed biology and upon graduating from college with a biology major
went to school to teach her favorite subject matter. Yet, very soon she realizes that she
doesn’t want to work with high school students and decided to shift her focus. Before
taking up the current position she worked for two years as a librarian and substituted
classes when needed. One of the reasons she switched to the elementary building was that
as a young teacher older students didn’t perceive her as a teacher and treated her as a
friend, and more so, she likes working with children more than with adults. She is
currently studying part time for a qualification of an elementary school teacher for the job
requires that. Her own schooling was at an average public school in the outskirts of the
city. Education was in the Russian language all through primary, secondary and higher
education. She studied Tatar and Russian languages as subject areas from the first grade,
and English from the second grade. She considers that her knowledge of Tatar and
English are at the level of 2-3d graders, and she knows these languages just a little bit.
The teacher has 20 students in class, and it is her second year with this cohort.
Half of the students continued since last grade, and 10 students newly arrived to start the
third grade in this school. The teacher explains that what is difficult in working with
young students is that a teacher needs entertain children and “опуститься на их уровень”
(get down to their level). Yet, there are numerous positive sides of working with
youngsters she shares as well. Since her cohort had a number of new students, it was a
success for her when children became friendly and sociable. Several students are a bit
cruel, so making them milder and learning to treat others nicely is an accomplishment of
its own. She also noticed that over time children start more actively participating in
competitions, they want to do it rather than being coerced to it. Lastly, when children
understand the topic it is another small success, as teacher 2-1 explains.
Teacher 2-1 describes that her current school also has a specific focus: preparing
cadets, or as having a military program.
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Teacher 2-2
Teacher 2-2 is a veteran elementary school teacher with 25 years of experience in
the elementary classroom. She was born and raised in a Russian family, went to a
Russian-medium school in Kazan, which is still considered one of very strong schools in
the city. The teacher lists several reasons for choosing the teaching profession. From early
childhood she remembers being in a leadership role; she liked to play games of being a
teacher in a school, leading others and organizing various cultural events. In school, the
teacher 2-2 explains that she had very good teachers who really loved their subject, taught
it well and inspired her to be a teacher. She still remembers every single one of them by
their full name and keeps in touch with a few who are still alive. After finishing the 8 th
grade her classroom teacher recommended that she goes to a teacher training community
college. At the time, students went to school from grade 1 through 10, and those who
wanted to pursue further education in a community college could leave after the 8 th grade.
After completing four years in the vocational program the teacher 2-2 asked that she was
placed in her current school because it was close to her new housing situation. She has
been working in the same school ever since.
The teacher points out the fact that loving children and one’s profession is at the
core of being a good teacher. She will later tie this idea also to effective learning and
teaching. More so, she explains that she recently observes that the school has many
younger teachers who only come to school to give a class and get a paycheck. It is also
this love for children that makes the teacher happy every day she comes to work
regardless of some minor problems in the family or other reality. She shares several
anecdotes about some of her students who remind her of the beauties and challenges of
teaching. Many years ago she had a student who was a bit overweight and on the
playground she noticed that his clothes were untidy. So, she went to help tuck in his tshirt into the pans, and struggled a lot as the belt was very tight. In the end, she sighed by
saying, “I am tired,” and the boy replied to her with a Russian saying, “Без труда,
учитель2-2, и рыбку не вытащишь из пруда (You cannot, teacher 2-2, pull a fish out of
a pond, without work). It is these fun memories of working with students that she enjoys
most about her job. Lastly, among all teaching professions, she considers the task of a
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first grade teacher as the hardest. This is the year when the teacher needs to be constantly
on foot, teaching what the school is all about, cross-disciplinary skills of how to behave,
listen to the teacher, answer. And most importantly, how to read, write and count is the
fundamental skill for any individual that a primary school teacher teaches anyone. So, she
suggests to quadruple the salary of a first grade teacher.
While answering different questions, teacher 2-2 also noted that she taught history
for a few years as she was still an elementary school teacher, she is in one of the teachers
who helps with administering examinations after 9 th grade, she visits many schools and
observes classrooms and also helps with the regional or federal government elections as
schools often serve as polling places for voters to cast their ballots. Having worked in
these multiple roles she often refers to some of these experiences to illustrate her ideas.
She currently teacher first grade students and only has 14 students in class, whereas the
average number is 25-30.
Teacher 2-3
Teacher 2-3 is a young teacher with 7 years of teaching experience. She decided to
be a teacher because she loves children and communication. She considers the profession
of a teacher as a very creative job which she enjoys doing. She graduated from college as
a history major and was sent to work at her current school as a history teacher. She
worked in this role for two years and simultaneously was giving classes for elementary
school preparation program once a week using Waldorf’s pedagogy. She attended special
professional development courses to acquire necessary certifications and the next year
became the classroom teacher for the students who were in her pre-school preparatory
program. She graduated her cohort after four years and returned to teaching history and
social studies in middle and high school. This year she is also teaching Tatar language to
first and fifth graders. In her first grade class she has only 5 students, because students are
divided into two groups: Tatar group and Russian group, the former always tends to have
less people. When asked about who makes decision about which group students are
assigned to go for Tatar language classes, teacher 2-3 explains that usually, if a child is
Tatar then he/she would go to the Tatar group and the same principle is used for the
Russian group. However, she states that the final decision is made by the classroom
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teacher who determines whether the child speaks any Tatar or not to send him/her to the
right group. At times, when the family, despite being Tatar or mixed, doesn’t speak Tatar
at all, the child might be enrolled into the Russian group.
Teacher 2-3 claims Tatar as her native language, although she gave answers in the
Russian language. She went to a Tatar school in Kazan where they had one cohort for
each grade level who would study math in Tatar language, and other cohorts studied via
the Russian language of instruction. The environment in the school and upbringing was
Tatar, the principal spoke to everybody only in Tatar and the discipline was stellar. The
teacher 2-3 claims that she had very rigorous classes of Tatar language and literature and
learned Tatar very well in school. She currently speaks both Tatar and Russian languages
at home, when asked to specify which languages she used when/to whom, she answered
that she spoke Tatar only to her grandmother who doesn’t speak Russian. Currently, her
language choice is determined by the language chosen by the interlocutor. If they prefer
Tatar over Russian, she speaks to them in Tatar, otherwise she uses Russian. Teacher 2-3
speaks Russian to her mother and her daughter, although she really wishes that her
daughter better knows Tatar, but states that she is afraid her daughter will not know Tatar
well. Teacher 2-3 also studied English since elementary school, yet she doesn’t know it
very well. She wishes she studied it more and also other languages, but she states she has
no time, or she is perhaps just lazy to do so.
Teacher 2-3’s answers to questions were very straightforward, she provided
neither much nor little information on any single question. If she didn’t know the answer,
she simply said so. If she expressed her personal opinion not to cast that information as a
rule or fact, she would make that clear.
Teacher 2-4
Teacher 2-4 is an experienced teacher who came to the profession of a teacher due
to a personal need. She graduated from the institute of textile and light industry as a
training officer. She then needed to be close to her son and came to school as a teacher of
technology. In the early 1990s after the teaching of Tatar became compulsory for Russian
students as well, she was asked to work as a substitute for a few weeks. She remained in
the profession of Tatar language teaching for Russian-speaking students ever since. So,
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then she went through professional development training, yet she felt that she could do
more, and she decided to go and observe other teachers. She went to another school to a
colleague who introduced her to a method of teaching Tatar to Russian speakers
developed by Dr. Litvinov. Teacher 2-4 provides a history of how this method came
about. Dr. Litvinov was English as foreign language teacher in the Veterinary Academy
in Kazan with over 40 years of teaching experience, and when his grandson started
learning Tatar, he decided to help him out and learn the Tatar language with the grandson.
So, many of his ideas for Tatar language teaching are adopted from teaching English. To
cut a long story short, teacher 2-4 met Dr. Litvinov who showed her and accompanied her
to many classes where his method of teaching was adopted. The principal didn’t mind that
Dr. Litvinov was co-teaching at times as long as students’ achievement would be high,
which, teacher 2-4 says, they were. To illustrate her point, she compares the test scores of
her son who studied in the Tatar group with a student from her Russian group to show
that the latter outperformed her son.
Teacher 2-4 shares that she loves this method of teaching and has used it ever
since, especially since she prefers to work with only Russian-speaking students. Some of
the main ideas of the method include the fact that vocabulary is taught systematically and
gradually. When the new text is introduced, the students first read and translate the text,
then come up with various associations for key words. Then use pictures and slides to
learn the new words. Slowly, students engage in dialogues and monologues using the
words, and towards the end of 7 day of classes students are able to retell the text on their
own. Teacher 2-4 also agrees with Dr. Litvinov with the fact that it is difficult for a
person who knows Tatar fluently to teach Russian speakers. So, teacher 2-4 explains that
most teachers in her school, who have been trained in the community college and later in
college as Tatar language majors, prefer to work with Tatar-speaking students instead.
Teacher 2-4 laments that Dr. Litvinov died having finished writing the methods of
teaching Tatar to Russian-speakers only for grades 1-7. His students who continued to
develop materials for higher grade levels, in teacher 2-4’s opinion, haven’t written them
as well as Dr. Litvinov, as students struggle more when the teacher uses some of their
materials. Thus, the method of Dr. Litvinov and his pedagogy has had a great impact on
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how teacher 2-4 approaches Tatar language and teaching it. Currently, for professional
development, the teacher 2-4 states that she subscribes to a regional Tatar professional
development journal about education and finds new insights about teaching from there
along with other mandatory procedures for staying in the teaching force.
Teacher 2-4 is a native speaker of Tatar. She gave the interview in the Russian
language. She stated that she knows some English. Her granddaughter is learning English
now, and the teacher feels like she needs to keep up with her, and often consults her
English teacher colleagues about some questions. In her family she tries to speak to her
children in Tatar, but notices that they speak to one another in Russian. She remembers
her childhood where her family had very strict rules for only speaking Tatar at home. If
her own mother was lenient to allow a few Russian words here and there, her aunt
prohibited any Russian words in the house. Teacher 2-4 notes that these days they are not
that strict in their families to their children.
Teacher 2-5
Teacher 2-5 is a young teacher who just graduated from college with a degree in
English language, Russian language and literature, and she just came to this school a few
months ago. She was born to a Tatar family outside of Kazan in one of the 43
administrative and municipals districts of Tatarstan. She went to a Tatar-medium school
and studied all content area classes in Tatar. Her English language classes began in grade
5, and she stated she had a very positive and energetic English teacher who encouraged
her to learn English well. Due to the teachers and her father’s encouragement to study
English and love for teaching students, she decided to pursue the profession of an English
teacher. At the end of the interview she states that she enjoys it and doesn’t regret her
choice.
Teacher 2-5’s answers’ to the interviewee’s questions were very short (the shortest
interview across all three schools) or at times she stated that she didn’t know the answers
or couldn’t answer the questions. One of the reasons is that she is so new to the school, so
she is not very familiar with parents or how her colleagues teach languages. Another
reason might be her lack of experience in teaching, she only had one student teaching
experience, and she hasn’t been to any other school besides the school she graduated from
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and her student teaching school. Lastly, while answering the questions she often paused
trying to find the right words to use, and a few times her answers were not always
grammatically well formulated. This might be due to the fact that Tatar language might
still be dominant for her. Teacher 2-5 posits that she speaks only Tatar in her family,
Tatar and Russian with her friends and colleagues.
Teacher 2-6
Teacher 2-6 is an experienced teacher with over 20 years of experience working in
education. She decided to be a teacher because she likes working with students, enjoys
interacting with them. She first finished a teacher training community college’s early
childhood education program and worked as a pre-school teacher for two years. Then she
got into college to study geography. After two years of full time studies, she got a job in
school and finished her degree part time. She later finished another degree in public
administration. Overall, she worked as a geography teacher for 17 years in one and the
same school. This academic year she transferred to the current school for promotion as an
assistant principal.
Teacher 2-6’s responsibilities as an assistant principal include a wide range of
responsibilities one of which is to oversee elementary school: informatisation, that is, the
use and evaluation of information technology resources in the school; work with gifted
children; curriculum development and organization of meals in school. Within elementary
school she is in charge of checking rosters and students’ work, educational programs,
number of students in class, student enrollment in the first grade, class observations,
extra-curricular activities, health care management. She states that the job of an
administrator is packed. There is a lot of paperwork involved to organize the work of a
school, to protect teachers and students. An example, she gives is a field trip where a
special document is filled out to identify who is responsible for children’s safety, who
takes them and brings them back to school, etc. In their particular school, the rosters are
filled out both electronically, which is a requirement, and in paper, which is a decision of
the school. This adds an additional hassle.
Teacher 2-7
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Teacher 2-7 is a veteran teacher with 32 years of experience as an elementary
school teacher. She dreamt of being a teacher since elementary school after falling in love
with her first grade teacher. She spent years playing school with her friends and upon
high school graduation went to a teacher training community college to study elementary
education. After two years she finished it and came to this school to work. She chose the
school because it had a vacancy and started working as an elementary school teacher.
Within a few years she enrolled into college as a Russian language and literature major
and finished it part time. However, she never worked in that capacity and just remained in
the elementary school which she enjoys very much. In school, community college and in
college she studied in the Russian language, and all are located in Kazan.
She was born to a Tatar family and her family had strict rules of only speaking
Tatar at home. She said she would still talk to her brother in Russian, but with her father
and mother it was only Tatar: “А папа у меня такой консервативный был, он говорил:
"Нет, на улице по-русски, а дома только по-татарски". И вот благодаря родителям...
Да, вот прямо так говорил. Я благодаря им, наверное, и разговорный язык хорошо
знаю” (And my father was so conservative, she said: ‘No, on the street is Russian, at
home only Tatar’. And so thanks to the parents… Yes, he used to say exactly that. Thanks
to then, perhaps, I know a colloquial language well). So, she continues to talk with her
mother in Tatar, but she speaks Russian to her Tatar husband, who doesn’t speak Tatar
well, and children in Russian as well. She notes, though, her youngest son speaks Tatar
well with no accent, because she enrolled him into an elementary school program with
Tatar-language of instruction: “Тот и песни поёт, и стихи читает на татарском языке,
и речь у него – более такой акцент хороший, татарский” (That one sings song, and
reads poetry in Tatar language, and his speech is like, with a good accent, Tatar). She
adds that her other son and daughter went to regular Russian-medium schools and don’t
know Tatar that well, so they speak Russian among themselves. But the oldest tends to
add some Tatar words here and there: “Но младший у меня раз кыстыра татар
сүзләрен: такой вот” (But my youngest, goes inserts Tatar words, he is like that). She
concludes that “Я, конечно, рада, что младший у меня был в татарском классе” (I am,
of course, glad that my youngest was in the Tatar class).
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Her own language skills are as follows. Her dominant language is Russian, and
she states that she only knows conversational Tatar. Due to her limited Tatar, she never
wanted to teach Tatar classes, even when she was asked. She does provide help to some
of her previous students who are in middle or high school, but has difficulties with
vocabulary and other more advanced assignments. Finally, to the question what is your
native language, she states that “Наверное, два, сразу два” (Perhaps, two, two at the
same time). Teacher 2-7 also knows a little bit of English. She even wanted to teach
English to elementary school children, and while she was on pregnancy leave attended
English language courses, but whether the quality of instruction was not high, or her own
knowledge of English grammar not strong enough, she didn’t end up developing a
command of language to be able to teach English. But she does still like English language
very much, and English has been her most favorite subject in school.
Teacher 2-7 also describes herself as a person who cannot render to the
administration her effectiveness and hard work. She laments that along with her
colleagues in the elementary school, they all work very hard, but they cannot show their
work, because they don’t know how to do so. This modesty that the teacher describes in
relation to her relationship with the administration is also visible in her unassuming
demeanor. Throughout the interview she spoke very softly, sometimes her lack of
confidence would be revealed through her uncertain answers, such as “Не знаю даже, не
знаю, не знаю, как вам сказать” (Well, I don’t really know, I don’t know, don’t know,
how to say), “Мне так кажется” (I thinks so), “Я думаю, что... Мало ли что я думаю?”
(I think that… Does it really matter what I think?). The reason for including this
personality trait is because it can provide information about how strong her opinions are
about language and language policy, and how they these views are formed.
Teacher 2-8
Teacher 2-8 is a novice teacher who worked in this school for two years. She was
born in Kazakhstan to a Tatar family and spoke Tatar when she was born; then she slowly
shifted to the Russian language. When she grew up she spoke Tatar to her grandparents,
yet, she now speaks Russian to her family, and her husband. She considers Russian as her
native language, because she speaks it and thinks in that language, although she is
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ethnically Tatar. Her education in school, community college and college were in the
Russian language. Her degree in community college was translation and in college
foreign languages. She decided to switch professions from being a translator to being a
teacher because she likes working with children, she likes the idea of staying young with
them and listening to their interpretations of the world, which are different from those of
adults. Upon graduation from college she worked in the office of international programs
where she was exposed to Hindi and Urdu languages. Then in 2011 she moved to Russia
and worked in the educational center with first grade students. Two years ago she had to
quit the job and came to this school. She chose it because she saw children in uniforms,
and thought that cadet training program fostered good discipline among students and
trained them to be future men. She hopes to contribute to their education.
Teacher 2-8 speaks fluent Russian and uses it everywhere, knows conversational
Tatar, which she speaks sometimes. She can also converse in Kazakh, as she studied it in
school, she speaks English with her students and can understand a little bit of Urdu and
Hindi. When she came to Kazan she also attended free Tatar language courses organized
by the Department of Education of Tatarstan. She chose these courses by her own will to
learn the conversational Tatar language to be able to speak with the grandparents.
Teacher 2-8 spoke with certainty and confidence, she created an impression that
she had clear goals and had developed her opinions about the topics that were discussed.
She was very straightforward and answered all the questions with clarity and adequate
amount of details and examples.
School 3
Teacher 3-1
Teacher 3-1 is a mid-career teacher who started her job after graduating from
college with a degree in English language teaching and psychology. She decided to
become a teacher to continue the legacy of teachers in the family, many women in her
family have been teachers, and she really liked English language from early ages, so it
was an easy career choice. Upon college graduation she came to the same school where
she studied herself and where she did her student teaching. She considers it to be the best
school in the city for several reasons. Besides the focus on English language, the school
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has a number of traditions that have been passed down from generation to generation.
First of all, novice teachers have a mentor teacher to support their process of induction
and teaching. Second, teacher 3-1 states that it is a norm in the school to develop warm
relationship between teachers and students and to know students’ parents. Teacher’s role
is to not only teach students, but also provide emotional support if students feel lonely, be
their friend and counsellor, if needed. It is not uncommon, teacher notes, for a teacher to
call parents in regards to a student’s unstable emotional situation in school to encourage
parents to have a conversation with their child; and it is typical that both students and
parents wish one another happy birthday. Another norm in the school is to try and
schedule classes so that one and the same teacher works with the same cohort from grade
1 through 11. It is not always possible due to the heavy workload of a teacher, or the fact
that cohorts study in a different shift - there are two shifts in the school morning and
afternoon shifts. But the teacher 3-1 is proudly sharing that she is now working with 3 rd,
8th and 10th graders with whom she has worked with from their first grade.
Several reasons underlie the school’s attempt to encourage continuity of teachers
working with the cohorts of students. First if all, it is important that teachers and students
get along with one another, that children are seen as a having distinct personalit y. Second,
this continuity facilitates trust among the teacher and the students which makes it easier
for the child to approach the teacher about academic and other matters. Also, teacher 3-1
considers that students change, and they change over the course of the year as well, so the
teacher who has been with the students and knows them, can note these changes, evaluate
them and offer help or support if needed. The teacher shares that such warm relationships
are encouraged among all teachers and students, regardless of whether they work with
them or not. She provides an example that their classroom has a first aid kit, and they are
always happy to give any pills they have to any student who comes asking for it.
As described in the policy documents, school 3 has an intensive English language
program that means, that the school tries to include hours that are given as the school’s
educational component or any additional hours to the teaching of English. Currently, first
graders have 2 hours of English, second, third and fourth graders take 4 hours of English
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a week, and from grade 5 and 6 it goes up to 5 or 6 lessons a week. In high school
students also take classes on English and American literature.
Teacher 3-1’s own language skills are diverse. She is fluent in English, but also
studied Tatar and German in school, without practice the knowledge of these languages is
only at the level of comprehension, yet while she was in Germany her German skills
started to advance rapidly, but they are not so anymore.
Teacher 3-1’s answers to the researchers questions were full and to the point. She
is a very soft-spoken teacher, her ideas are well-articulated and her opinions about
different matters are often hedged, with phrases such as “насколько я знаю” (As fas as I
know), “мы просто стараемся в ногу со временем идти” (we are simply trying to keep
up to date), “мы боимся, что относительно русских и татарских учебников не можем
судить” (we are afraid that we cannot speak to the Russian and Tatar language textbooks),
“у нас в школе всегда было принято” (It was always a norm in our school). The teacher
3-1 used the pronoun ‘we’ about 100 times versus the pronoun ‘I’ only about 15, that also
shows that she tries to connect her opinion, activities in school and the description of the
school to other colleagues who work along with her to make that happen.
Teacher 3-2
Teacher 3-2 is a mid-career English teacher who came to this school upon college
graduation. She came to the teaching profession by default because her mother and aunt
are English language teachers and her grandmother was a mathematics teacher. She loves
her job because “очень большой тут вот вклад именно и твоей работы, и отдачи
детей” (the contribution of your work is very big, and the return from the children too).
Just like teacher 3-1 she comments on the two traditions that encourage teachers to take a
cohort of students in the first grade and teach them English till their graduation. More so,
she states, it is common that new teachers are usually given students in the elementary
school, so that they learn how to work with children from the moment they start studying
English. Then as teachers get more experience, they are assigned to teach middle and high
school English classes. Over time, she says that she gained the experience of teaching all
grade levels from 1 through 11 and she knows what the unique features of learning and
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teaching language are at each grade level. Teacher 3-2 provided very full, detailed and
lengthy answers to all questions, also in a very courteous and considerate manner.
Teacher 3-3
Teacher 3-3 is a teacher who has been teaching elementary school for over 47
years. She has long been retired but continues to teach, because she has the time and loves
doing that. She willingly shares her story of her entire career and how and why she made
certain choices in her life. Her first story is about her love playing school in pre-school
years, when she would organize children who lived nearby in the courtyard to teach them
things: exploring the surroundings, describing nature, etc. When in school, she fell in love
with their Russian language and literature teacher who was very knowledgeable. At the
time she was school students finished after 8 th grade and went to a community college to
study or finished high school after 10 th grade to go 2-year community college or college.
She decided to go to a teacher training program after 8 th grade. It happened that a new
program just opened in Kazan and she spent the next 4 years studying there. The states
that those years in teacher training vocational programs were of tremendous help to her
life, both professionally and personally. The teachers were the best intellectuals of their
time and they taught her really well. Second, students from her cohort are still her best
friends up until now and they meet monthly.
Upon graduation from the community college, the teacher was sent to work in
another town in Tatarstan. At the time, it was a rule that all graduates were assigned to a
job for 1 to 3 year period. After fulfilling her duty she returned back to Kazan and worked
in a school downtown, which was considered to be one of the best schools in the city. She
worked there for 10 years and then when her daughter was of age she decided to enroll
her daughter in the current school with the idea helping her learn English. The assistant
principal of the school at the time only allowed her to bring her daughter to school if the
teacher 3-3 also works there. With much difficulty teacher 3-3 transferred from her
previous her to the current one, and experienced quite a few challenges along the way.
But in the long run, her current school is the place she has worked over 37 years. She has
graduated many cohorts from the elementary school program, attended numerous
workshops and certification programs on curriculum and instruction in Kazan, Moscow
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and elsewhere. She has also maintained warm relationships with both students and parents
from all the previous cohorts. She is a teacher with the highest qualifications and
introduced a curriculum for mathematics, Russian language and literature and Nature in
1998 that is still being used nowadays in many schools in Kazan and across the country.
During her many years of teaching in the school building she has worked with
three different principals with the current principal in place for over 10 years. She reviews
the changes that took place when each principal took over. The very first principal,
teacher 3-3, remembers was very intelligent and completed all the tasks with due
diligence and care. The second principal succeeded in creating a team of teachers who
worked together and spent time together outside of the school. There were no divisions
between elementary and middle or high school teachers all worked collaboratively and
treated one another friendly. With the current principal things changed. Teachers are no
longer talking to one another as they used to, “Мы даже между учителями начальной
школы – у нас сейчас даже спайки нет. То есть мы сейчас все в своей норке,
каждый” (even we the teacher of elementary school do not have a bond. That is, we are
now each in our own burrow). More so, she ponders whether this lack of team work, and
focus on one’s own benefits and needs, is more of a feature of the current times that is
common across all schools, and not just their current leadership.
The teacher has long been retired but still enjoys working with children. She feels
like regardless of whether a child is her own son or daughter she feels like she needs to
give the best for him/her and treat everybody fairly. She sees the consequences of such an
approach in that her children, having graduated from the same school teacher 3-3 worked
at, have many-many friends. Many of past graduates bring their children and
grandchildren to her and ask for her advice. Even now she tries to develop the same kind
of relationship with the students and parents in her current cohort. Lastly, she admits that
she only teaches the four classes: mathematics, Russian language and literature and
Nature, and delegates the other classes in the elementary school to other specialist
teachers, even though she can technically teach all. She reasons that her children support
her financially very well, she travels abroad multiple times a year and enjoys her life as is.
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She understands that many other teachers have to teach more classes and work two shifts
sometimes to make the ends meet.
Teacher 3-3 also shares several stories about her curriculum and instruction. She
describes that when she was attending one of the professional development seminars in
Moscow she encountered a math curriculum developed by Peterson, the more she learnt
about it, the more she fell in love with it. She then brought the curriculum into their
school in the late 1990s, and since then the entire elementary school uses this curriculum.
This curriculum, she states, is considered to be a difficult one. The teacher continues to
explain that every lesson has problems that are designed for weak, mediocre and strong
students; the entire lesson all students are engaged and the teacher stays on top of things.
She adds that her colleagues from schools in Moscow tease the teacher 3-3 that the
curriculum is difficult to teach, and they “Говорят, ‘За такие деньги ещё по такой
программе шпарить. Мы не будем’” (say, ‘for this little money and to crack on this
program. We will not do that). Teacher 3-3 shares with a certain degree of pride though,
that her students who move to Moscow or stay in the school and move on to the higher
grade levels, feel grateful for how easy and how well they understand math in the middle
and high school. Teacher 3-3 attributes that strong math preparation to the well and
rigorous design of the curriculum.
Teacher 3-4
Teacher 3-4 is a mid-career teacher with 15 years of experience of teaching Tatar
to students in grades 1-11. Initially, she wanted to be a nurse, yet, her mother and school
teacher encouraged her to go to a teacher training community college and she got a degree
in elementary education and teaching Tatar language and literature. Upon graduation she
worked in the same school she studied for one year and then transferred to the current
school. During the four years of studying in the teacher training program she worked in
the summer camp, and she liked her colleagues who worked in her current school, and
this is how she chose to work in this school.
She was born to a Tatar family in Kazan and spoke Tatar in her family. She
describes that her father only spoke Tatar to her, and she spoke mostly Russian with her
mother. In her own family, she speaks both Russian and Tatar, but Russian is more
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common. With her own daughter she used to speak Tatar, because during the pregnancy
leave the teacher 3-4 spent much time with parents so much so that her daughter didn’t
know Russian when she started pre-school. However, now, her daughter “вот понимает
она, но некоторые слова не может сказать, так как общение проходит на русском
языке” (So, she understands, but cannot say some words [in Tatar], because interaction
happens in the Russian language). Teacher 3-4 explains that when she returned to work,
in school everybody speaks Russian, except for Tatar language teachers, so “больше уже
общаешься на русском языке, поэтому вот это автоматически уже у тебя
закладывается” (you speak more in the Russian language, therefore, this automatically
settled). In a few other places during the interview teacher 3-4 mentions that Russian
language is more natural, more automatic for her to speak to surrounding environment
that is in the Russian language.
Most of her answers were full, yet, a few times, she didn’t finish her ideas and
preferred to offer a more sanitized perspective. Several examples as follows: “Но папа
вот всегда говорил, что… И он сам по-татарски только разговаривает” (But father
always used to say that… And he himself only speaks Tatar).
Teacher 3-5
Teacher 3-5 is a veteran teacher with 30 years of experience in school. She has
been dreaming about becoming a teacher since childhood, and like teacher 3-3 used to
play games about school as she grew up. Upon finishing 8 th grade she went to the teacher
training vocational program and became an elementary school teacher. Upon graduation
she worked in a different elementary school in Kazan for 10 years. She remembers with
much care her three cohorts of students that she taught in her first teaching job. Many
years after they found her at a different school with a different last name after marriage
and organized a reunion. She still keeps in touch with her students. Teacher 3-5 was later
offered to come to the current school because the teachers knew her and she did her
student teaching in the school. She has taught elementary school for several years and
along the way got a college degree as geography major. When the school needed a
geography teacher she stepped in and taught geography for about 10 year, and later
returned to working with elementary school students.
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Teacher 3-5’s responses about her teaching young students are full of love, care
and pleasure of working with children. On multiple occasions she mentions how she loves
teaching them, nurturing them and seeing their progress. As an elementary school teacher
she teaches mathematics, Russian language and literature, art, technology, physical
education and nature. She complained that in the past there were more hours for Russian
language and literature and math, and now with the introduction of Tatar and English
language classes, the former got reduced. Overall, she teaches 16 hours a week and
currently has 25 students in her class. Teacher 3-5 also mentioned that for a year or so she
also taught Tatar language to first and 10 th graders and enjoyed that experience even
though it was hard because she is not a native speaker. She didn’t have formal lessons on
Tatar, but simply out of curiosity and thirst for knowledge learned the language. It now
also helps her as she is tutoring elementary school children from other schools and she
helps with Tatar homework as well. She also describes herself as willing to learn many
things: she went to choreography school, learned to draw, attended theatres and
performances, etc. She uses all of these skills in her classes. As an example she illustrates
how during the same lesson children first listen to a piece by Tchaikovsky’s “The
Seasons”, then read poetry about fall, study a painting about the fall.
Teacher 3-6
Teacher 3-6 is English as a foreign language teacher with 25 years of teaching
experience. She was born in Kazan to a Russian family and her parents enrolled her also
in a school with intensive English language program. Since childhood she states, she likes
to lead, to manage and to teach others. Therefore, upon graduation from high school she
got a degree as an English teacher from college, and then went on to teach in a village for
two years, and in another school in the city for a few years. Then due to some negative
experiences she decided to change careers and spend the next 13 years in tourism industry.
In the 1990s when country was experiencing difficult times, tourism was in decline and
the job no longer was fulfilling, she returned to school as the place of stability and the
place where her skills and knowledge are applicable and needed. She has worked in the
current school for about 20 years. She started out teaching English in the middle and high
school, and only recently moved to the elementary school and now works with children.
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She states that she enjoys teaching youngsters with the only difficulty of teaching first
graders. For them, she believes, a teacher needs to dance, sing and play the entire time,
and she simply doesn’t have any physical strength to do that.
Teacher 3-6 comes across as fairly opinionated and direct individual. She spoke
fast, but with clarity and confidence. A number of times she questioned the interviewer’s
comments or questions. For instance, to the question about whether she chose the
curriculum the teacher 3-6 replied “Что значит «сами выбирали»? Мы уже давно сами
ничего не выбираем.” (What does it mean “did you choose it”? It has been long time
since we chose anything). In another instance she complained about the testing on English
that her 4th grade students had to do which included very little information of what they
have studied and she exclaimed “Там очень умные люди сидят, которые знают лучше
нас. Они и в школе, может, отродясь не работали, но очень любят… Ой, Господи,
ладно, не хочу на эту тему говорить.” (Very smart people are sitting there who know
better than us. They might have never been in school, but they like to …very much. Ugh,
God, anyway, I don’t want to talk about this topic). Sometimes she simply replied that she
doesn’t know the answer, made references to other language teachers who know better or
simply stated “What else needs to be said?” The interview took place over three visits
during the recess and at the end of the school day, so the teacher 3-6 might have been
tired or was thinking about teaching. However, her confidence with a tint of
aggressiveness were visible through her posture, intonation and subtle details that will be
analyzed in her interview.
Teacher 3-7
Teacher 3-7 is a novice teacher with a little over year of teaching experience. She
went to a school with intensive English program and decided to study Spanish language
in college. She states that she didn’t know which career path she wanted to choose, but
she went to study Spanish because it is something that she was interested in. Upon
graduation she first worked as a contract-based Spanish teacher in another school with
intensive English instruction, she moved here because they offered her a permanent
position. Besides being a Spanish teacher for grades 4- 11, she also works in the extended
day care program.
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Teacher 3-7 speak Spanish, English, Russian, a little bit of Tatar languages, and
she is currently learning Portuguese. She enjoys working in her current school which
offers Spanish as an additional course for students on a fee basis. Besides Spanish, the
teacher states children can also take Chinese, Arabic and French. The children who attend
the school come from different backgrounds, Georgia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, China, as
well many students are from Russian and Tatar ethnic backgrounds. Teacher’s answers
were very candid, she is a very soft-spoken teacher and answered all the questions to the
best of her ability. When she didn’t know something or wasn’t sure, she expressed that
right away.
Teacher 3-8
Teacher 3-8 has been in the field of language education since late 1980s. She was
born in a small town in another region, upon completion of 8 th grade, she went to study in
the teacher training community college to be an elementary school teacher. Having
worked for a year she enrolled in college in Kazan as a part-time student with a major in
teaching Russian for Tatar-speaking students. She worked for 5-6 years back home as a
Russian language teacher meanwhile, and then moved to Kazan with her family. Her
teaching was interrupted due to pregnancy leave and time she took off to take care of her
mother. Overall, her teaching experience is over 21 years.
Teacher 3-8 was born to a Tatar family, spoke Tatar growing up and continues to
speak the language in her family. Her desire to be a teacher came from childhood, and her
decision to major in teaching Russian language to Tatar speakers was guided by the need
at the time. In her hometown half of the population was Tatar and the other half Russian.
Her own education, from school through college has been in the Russian language.
The teacher describes teaching Tatar language in a very neutral way, she comes
across as neither passionate nor disinterested in the subject. It is not clear why her
responses are subdued. During the same day when the interview took place, in the
hallway I saw how their Tatar language department head reprimanded the teacher 3-8 for
something. The department head reminded that last time for a similar occurrence the
teacher had to talk to the principal about it. The teacher 3-8 merely replied that she had
students’ interests in mind. So, these internal tensions might be one reason. Another
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reason might be that the interview took place in the hallway, as the teacher doesn’t have
her own classroom, and there were other teachers who could see that she was being
interviewed. So, perhaps she was on guard because of that. Lastly, the teacher was also
fighting a cold, which might explain her little engagement in the topic. Overall, teacher 38 was a bit reserved during the interview, it seemed that she was watching what she was
saying and didn’t speak very openly about some of critical issues, like the attitudes of
parents and other teachers towards Tatar language. It seemed as if she was sanitizing, and
as if she experienced some pressure that she decided to give in. Her responses were fairly
short and not always specific.
Teacher 3-9
Teacher 3-9 is a novice teacher with a about 2 years of teaching experience. She
was born to Tatar family in a municipal district away from Kazan. She attended Tatar
school and spoke Tatar growing up in her area. Her interest in becoming a Tatar language
teacher developed when she started participating at different competitions for Tatar
language and in the 10th grade won a district-wide Tatar language Olympiad. After that
she made a decision to go to college in Kazan to study Tatar language and literature.
Upon graduation she worked a year in the presidents’ office of another university and
didn’t like the job. Then she decided to come to the current school as a Tatar language
teacher. She states that she really enjoys working with children and that she is satisfied
with her career choice.
Her own education was in Tatar language, in college classes for her major were in
Tatar language, but many other general required courses, such as economics, philosophy,
mathematics, Russian morphology, psychology and pedagogy were all in the Russian
language. She said it was not difficult for her to study these courses in the Russian
language. In her immediate environment she interacts with her family in Tatar and most
of her friends in Tatar too. However, she notices that some of her friends are slowly
shifting to Russian even those who are coming from rural towns of Tatarstan.
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Appendix B

Interview protocol

In the English language
A. Questions about the teacher
1.

Could you tell me why you decided to become a teacher?

2.

What teacher preparation have you had?

3.

How many years did you work in school, taught elementary school, language
classes?
a. What languages were used in the classroom when you were growing up?
Did you have any language struggles in school?
b. What is the language you grew up with, what is the language you spoke at
home?
c. What is the language you speak with friends and colleagues, in public
places? Can you give me a few examples?

4.

What do you think about languages and language learning? To what extent does
the learning of languages can be useful/ not useful, interesting/ uninteresting,
important /unimportant?

B. Questions about languages
5.

What subjects do you teach? Who teachers Russian, Tatar, and English languages?
a. What do you think about Russian language? What is its role in our society,
in Tatarstan?
b.

What do you think about Tatar language? What is its role in our society,
in Tatarstan?

c. What do you think about English language? What is its role in our society,
in Tatarstan?
6. What languages are most important for students? In the future which languages
will be most necessary? Why do you think so?
a. What do you think about mandatory English language classes for all
students in Tatarstan? Is it necessary or not?
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b. What do you think about mandatory Tatar language classes for all
students in Tatarstan, regardless of whether they are ethnic Tatars or not?
Is it necessary or not? (For Tatar MOI schools: Should ethnic Russians
learn Tatar? Why?)
7. What do you think about where and how children learn languages? What factors
facilitate language learning when children are at the ages of 6-10?
a. In your opinion, what motivates children to learn native and other
languages?
b. Which languages do the children speak when they come to your school?
How do their language skills change from grade 1 through 5?
c. What is the role of teachers and school in teaching Tatar, Russian, and
English languages?
d. What is the role of parents in language learning? What do you think about
parents, who might be supporting or hindering language learning? Why do
you think they have such attitudes towards languages?
e. What is the role of other factors? Environment, etc.
C. Questions about teaching
8. Can you tell me why you decided to come to this school to work? Did you work
in other schools?
9. Can you tell me about your classes, what do you teach, in what language(s)?
a. During the lesson, when you explain new information, when you ask
questions and answer students’ questions, check home assignments? Why?
b. What do you do if students don’t understand your question in Russian or
Tatar language? Do students understand when the lesson is taught in
Russian, Tatar or English language?
c. What goals do you set for students in terms of language learning in
elementary school? What do you do to achieve these goals? Why are some
barriers?
d. Do children like learning Russian, Tatar and English languages?
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e. In what language do children reply to you, interact with one another, with
their parents?
10. What about your colleagues? In what language do they teach? How do they teach
languages?
11. Do you know what the situation like in other schools is? If you worked at another
school would you change anything?
12. What curricula materials are you using?
a. What do you think about their quality, how modern and interesting they
are?
b. In what language are they written? Do you like these curricula?
c. How does it compare to curriculum in other languages: Russian/English?
d. If you could, what would you change?
13. How well are the methods for teaching Tatar, Russian and English language
developed?
14. What is the language of assessment, testing, examinations?
15. What do the parents of your students think about learning Russian, Tatar and
English languages?
a. What languages do they speak at home?
b. Why are they supporting or against learning Tatar language? What do you
think about that?
c. Why do parents enroll their children in schools with Tatar MOI, Russian
MOI and schools with intensive English programs?
D Questions about teaching and language policies
16. What languages are spoken in your school? What is the language of instruction in
your school? Are there any official policies or other unspoken rule for requiring
the use of a certain language? Is the use of any other language reprimanded in
school? (for Tatar MOI School: Is it allowed to use Russian language?)
17. What is the language of meetings in school? In what language is the paperwork
filled out, and announcements written?
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18. What language is spoken during recess:
a. What language do children speak during recess?
b. What language do teachers speak to students?
c. What language do teachers speak to one another?
d. What language do teachers speak to parents? Parents to children?
19. For Tatar MOI school: I know that some schools don’t use Tatar as a medium of
instruction, what do you think about that? Should they use it or not? Why do you
think they made this decision?
20. For Russian MOI schools: I know some schools teach through Tatar medium of
instruction, what do you think about that? Why not teach it here? Would it be
supported in this school?
21. Does the school have additional language programs?
22. Does the school have any policies for using languages in and outside of the
classroom?
23. Do you know any laws, polices that regulate the use of languages in Tatarstan and
in Russia? If you do, how do they influence language teaching in schools? What
do you think about languages? How do they influence langua ge education in
elementary school?
24. What do you think about the policies about languages in Tatarstan, about Unified
State Examination being in the Russian language, about higher education
provided in the Russian language? What is their influence of teaching languages
in elementary school?
E. Other questions
25. If you had the power to change the process and form of language education
(Tatar, Russian and English), what would you do?
26. Have you ever wanted to learn Tatar, English language? Has the inability to speak
Tatar, English language ever put you in an uncomfortable situation?
27. What events, people influenced your choice of languages in professional, personal
and social life?
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28. In general, how important is it for children to learn language, if at all it is worthy
of one’s time?
29. In your opinion, what is your native language? What language do you speak at
home, with children, husband?
30. What are some pleasant and challenging moments of your job?
In the Russian language
А. Вопросы об учителе
1. Расскажите пожалуйста, почему вы решили стать учителем?
2. Где вы учились, чтобы стать учителем?
3. Сколько лет вы работали в школе? Преподавали младшие классы, языковые
классы?
a. На каком языке вы учились? Были ли у вас какие-либо сложности в
изучении языков?
b. На каком языке разговаривали дома, с друзьями? Не могли бы вы
привести несколько примеров?
c. На каком языке вы разговариваете с коллегами, используйте в других
местах?
4. Что вы думаете по поводу изучения языков? В какой степени изучение
языков может быть нужным/не нужным,
востребованным/невостребованным, интересным/не интересным.
Б. Вопросы о языках
5. Какие предметы вы преподаете? Кто преподает русский язык, татарский
язык, английский язык?
a. Что вы думаете по поводу русского языка? Какова роль русского
языка в нашем обществе, в Татарстане?
b. Что вы думаете по поводу татарского языка? Какова роль татарского
языка в нашем обществе, в Татарстане?
c. Что вы думаете по поводу английского языка? Какова роль
английского языка в нашем обществе, в Татарстане?
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6. Какие языки являются наиболее важными для студентов? В будущем, какие
языки будут наиболее необходимыми? Почему вы так считаете?
a. Что вы думаете по поводу обязательного изучения английского языка
среди всех учеников в Татарстане? Это необходимо или нет?
b. Что вы думаете по поводу обязательного изучения татарского языка
всеми учениками, татарами и не-татарами? (для татарской школы:
Нужно ли русским детям изучать татарский язык, почему?)
7. Как вы думаете, где и как дети изучают языки? Что, кто способствует
овладению языками детьми в раннем возрасте, 6-10 лет?
a. С вашей точки зрения, что мотивирует детей изучать родной и другие
языки?
b. На каких языках говорят дети, когда приходят в школу? Как
меняются их языковые способности в с первого класса до 5 класса,
например?
c. Какова роль преподавателей и школы в обучении детей языкам:
татарскому, русскому и английскому языкам?
d. Какова роль родителей в изучении языков? Что вы думаете по поводу
родителей, которые поощряют или препятствуют изучению языков?
Как вы думаете, почему они так относятся к языкам?
e. Какова роль других факторов? Окружающей среды, и так далее.
C. Вопросы о преподавании
8. Расскажите, почему вы пришли работать в эту школу? Работали ли вы в
других школах?
9. Расскажите о ваших уроках, что вы преподаете, на каком (каких) языках?
a. Во время урока, когда объясняете новую тему, задаете вопросы,
отвечаете на вопросы студентов, проверяете домaшнее задание?
Почему?
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b. Что вы делаете, если ученики не понимают ваш вопрос на русском
или татарском языке? Понимают ли ученики, когда урок ведется на
русском, татарском или английском языке?
c. Какие цели вы ставите для учеников в плане изучения языков в
младших классах? Что вы делаете, чтобы добиться этих целей? Что
препятствует этому?
d. Нравиться ли детям изучать русский, татарский и английский языки?
e. На каком языке ученики отвечают, разговаривают между собой на
уроках, с родителями
10. А ваши коллеги? На каком языке они ведут уроки? Как они обучают языкам?
11. Знаете ли вы какая ситуация в других школах? Если бы вы работали в
другой школе, вы что-нибудь поменяли бы?
12. Какими учебными материалами вы пользуетесь?
a. Кажется ли вам, что это качественные, современные и интересные
учебные материалы?
b. Они написаны на каком (каких) языках? Нравятся ли вам эти
материалы?
c. Сравнима ли эта программа с программой по обучению
русскому/английскому языку?
d. Что бы вы поменяли?
13. Хорошо ли проработана методика преподавания татарского, русского и
английского языков?
14. На каком языке проходит срез знаний, тестирования, экзамены?
15. Как родители ваших учеников относятся к изучению русского, татарского и
английского языков?
a. На каком языке они разговаривают дома?
b. Почему они поощряют или против изучения татарского языка? Что
вы думаете по этому поводу?
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c. Почему родители отправляют детей в татарские, русские или
англоязычные школы?
D. Вопросы о преподавании и законах
16. На каких языках разговаривают в школе? На каком языке преподают в
вашей школе? Есть ли какие-либо правила, обязывающие использовать
определенный язык? Осуждается ли использование одного или другого
языка в школе? (для татарской школы: запрещается ли использование
русского языка?)
17. На каком языке ведутся совещание в школе? На каком языке ведется
документация в школе, пишутся объявления?
18. На каком языке говорят на переменах?
a. На каком языке разговаривают ученики на перемене?
b.

А учителя с учениками?

c. Учителя между собой?
d. Учителя с родителями? Родители с учениками?
19. Для татарской школы: Я слышала, что некоторые татарские школы не
используют татарский в качестве языка обучения, обучение в основном
происходит на русском языке. Что вы думаете по этому поводу? Почему они
приняли такое решение?
20. Для русской школы: Я слышала, что некоторые школы используют
татарский язык в обучении, как язык обучения, иногда вместе с русским.
Что вы думаете по этому поводу? Следует ли применить этот способ в
вашей школе? Как вы думаете, поддержит ли руководство, учителя и
родители обучение на нескольких языках в вашей школе?
21. Есть ли в школе дополнительные программы для изучения языка?
22. В вашей школе есть ли какие-либо правила и указания по поводу
использования языков в обучении и вне урока?
23. Вы знаете какие-либо законы, которые регулируют языки в нашей
республике, в стране? В какой степени они влияют на преподавание языков
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в школе? Что вы думаете по поводу языков? Как они влияют на язык
обучения и на языковое образование в младших классах?
24. Что вы думаете по поводу закона о языках в Татарстане, о ЕГЕ на русском
языке, об обучении в университетах на русском языке? Какое влияние эти
законы оказывают на преподавание языков в школе?
E. Последние вопросы
25. Если бы у вас была возможность поменять процесс, форму обучения языкам
(татарскому, русскому и английскому), то что бы вы сделали?
26. У вас когда-либо появлялось желание изучить татарский, английский языки?
Не знание татарского, английского языков ставило ли вас когда-нибудь в
неудобное положение?
27. Какие события, люди повлияли на языки, которые вы используете в
профессиональной, личной и общественной деятельности/жизни?
28. В принципе, насколько важно детям изучать языки, если вообще, стоит на
это тратить время
29. Как вы считаете, какой ваш родной язык. На каком языке (языках) вы
разговариваете дома, с детьми, мужем (если есть)?
30. Какие радости и сложности вы испытываете на работе?
In the Tatar language
Интервью протоколы
А. Укытучылар турында сорау
1. Үзегез турында сөйләгезче. Сез нишләп укытучы булырга булдыгыз?
2. Укытучылыкка кая укыдыгыз?
3. Мәктәптә ничә ел укыдыгыз? Башлангыч классларны ничә ел укытасыз?
a. Сез нинди телдә укыдыгыз?
b. Нинди телдә өйдә сөйләшеп үсетегез? Берничә мисал китерә
алмассызмы?
c. Дуслар һәм башка укытучылар белән нинди телдә сөйләшәсез?
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4. Телләр турында нәрсә дип уйлысыз? Телләр өйрәнү файдалымы/ файдалы
түгелме, кирәкме/ кирәк түгелме, кызыклымы/ күңелсезме?
Б. Телләр турныдна сораулар
5. Нинди дәресләрне укытасыз башлангыч мәктәптә? Рус телен, татар
телен, инглиз телен?
a. Урыс теле турында нәрсә турында уйлысыз? Татарстанда урыс
теленең урыны нинди?
b. Татар теле турында нәрсә турында уйлысыз? Татарстанда татар
теленең урыны нинди?
c. Инглиз теле турында нәрсә турында уйлысыз? Татарстанда инглиз
теленең урыны нинди?
6. Укучылар өчен киләчәктә нинди телләрне белергә мөхим? Ни өчен? Нишләп
шулай уйлысыз?
a. Инглиз теле барлык балаларга укытыла. Сез моның белән
килешәсезме?
b. Татар телен Татарстанда барлык укучылар да укырга тиеш дип
саныйлар. Моңа карашыгыз ниди? Урыс балаларына татар телен
белү кирәкме?
7. Сезнең фикерегезчә, балалар ничек телләр өйрәнә? 6-10 яшьлек балалар
ничек телләр өйрәнә?
a. Сезнең фикерегезчә балаларның телләр өйрәнүгә мотивациясе нидән
гыйбарәт?
b. Укучылар мәктәпкә килгәндә нинди телдә сөйләшәләр? Беренче
класстан бишенче класска кадәр балалар ничек телләр өйрәнә?
c. Телләрне укытуда укытучыларның һәм мәктәпнең роле нинди?
d. Телләрне өйрәтүдә әти-әниләрнең роле нинди? Кайбер әти-әниләрнең
телләр өйрәнүне хуплыйлар, кайберләре каршы килә? Сез моңа ничек
карыйсыз?
e.

Башка нинди факторлар телләр өйрәнүгә йогынты ясый?
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C. Укыту турында сораулар
8. Нишләп бу мәктәпкә укытырга килдегез? Башка мәктәпләрдә эшләдегезме?
9. Дәресләрегез турында бераз сөйләгезче?
a. Дәресләрне нинди телдә алып барасыз? Яңа теманы, өй эшен,
сорауларны нинди телдә аңлатасыз, сорыйсыз?
b. Әгәр укучылар аңламаганда нишлисез? Урыс яисә татар телендә
аңлатсагыз, әйбәтрәк аңламыйлармы? Урыс телендә аңлату
мәктәптә рөхсәт ителәме?
c. Телләр өйрәнүгә нинди максатлар куясыз? Бу максатларга ирешү
өчен ни эшлисез? Нәрсә комачаулый?
d. Баларга инглиз телен өйрәнергә ошыймы? Урыс телен өйрәнегрә
өшыймы? Татар телен өйрәнергә ошыймы?
e. Укучылар бер-берсе белән нинди телдә сөйләшә?Әти-әниләре белән
нинди телдә сөйләшә?
10. Башка башлангыч класс укытучылары ничек укыта? Алар нинди телдә
укыта? Алар телләрне ничек укыта?
11. Башка мәктәпләрдә телләрне ничек укыталар? Сез башка мәктәптә
эшләсәгез, укытуыгызны үзгәртер идегезме?
12. Нинди дәреслекләр һәм башка укыту материаллары белән кулланасыз?
a. Аларный сыйфаты ниндирәк? Сез аларның белән канәгатьме?
b. Алар нинди телдә язылган?
c. Бу материаллар башка телләргә укыту материаллары белән бер
дәрәҗәдәме?
d. Мөмкинчелегегез булса, сез нәрсәне алмаштырыр идегез?
13. Телләргә укыту методикасы татар, урыс, инглиз телләре буенча яхшы һәм
заманча эшләнгәнме?
14. Нинди телдә белем тикшерү, тестлар һәм имтиханнар бирелә?
15. Укучыларның әти-әниләре телләрне урыс, инглиз һәм татар телләрен
өйрәнүгә ничек карыйлар?
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a. Өйләрендә нинди телдә сөйләшәләр?
b. Нишләп кайберләре тел өйрәнүгә каршы чыга? Сез бу турыда нәрсә
бип уйлысыз?
c. Нишләп кайбер әти-әниләр балаларын урыс мәктәпләренә яисә инглиз
телен тирәнлектән өйрәткән мәктәпләргә укырга җибәрәләр?
D. Мәктәптә укыту турында сораулар һәм законнар
16. Мәктәптә нинди телдә яисә телләрдә сөйләшәләр? Бу мәктәптә нинди
телдә укыталар? Урыс телен кулланганырга мөмкинме?
17. Нинди телдә совещанияләр үткәрелә? Документлар нинди телдә тутырыла,
объявленияләр языла?
18. Нинди телдә тәнәфестә сөйләшәләр?
a. Укучылар бер-берсе белән?
b. Укытучылар бер-берсе белән һәм укучылар белән?
c. Укытучылар әти-әниләр белән?
d. Әти-әниләр балалары белән?
19. Татар мәктәбенә сорау: Ишеткәнем бар, кайбер татар мәктәпләре һәм
гимназияләре әкренләп урыс телендә укытуга күчеп баралар? Сез бу
турыда нәрсә дип уйлысыз? Бу күчеш нәрсә белән бәйле?
20. Урыс мәктәбенә сорау: Ишеткәнем бар, кайбер татар мәктәпләре һәм
гимназияләре татар телендә укыталар, яисә ике телдә дә? Сез бу турыда
нәрсә дип уйлысыз? Бу тәҗрибәне сезнең мәктәп кертергә кирәкме? Сезнең
фикерегезчә, җитәкчеләрегез, укытучыларыгыз һәм әти-әниләр моңа ничек
карар?
21. Сезнең мәктәптә телләр өйрәтүгә өстәмә дәресләр бармы?
22. Сезнең мәктәбегездә ниндидер законнар яисә кагыйдәләр бармы дәрестә
иясә дәрестән тыш теге яисә бу телне куллану буенча?
23. Инглиз, урыс һәм татар телләрен укыту буенча берәр нинди законнар яисә
мәгариф министерлыгы бастырган стандартлар һшм башка стандартлар
бармы? Татарстан яисә Рәсәй күләмендә? Сез алар турында нәрсә дип
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уйлысыз? Бу законнарның башлангыч классларда телләр укытуга
йөгынтысы бармы?
24. Татарстанда “ТР халыклары теле турындагы закон” турында нәрсә дип
уйлысыз? ЕГЕның урыс телендә булганына ничек карыйсыз? Югары уку
йортларында татар телендә яисә инглиз телендә уку мөмкинчелекләре
бармы? Моны кирәкме дип уйлысыз? Бу законнарның башлангыч мәктәптә
укытуга йогынтысы нинди?
Соңгы сораулар
25. Әгәр сезнең мөмкинчелегез булса, сез урыс, инглиз һәм татар телен
укытуны ничек үзгәртер идегез?
26. Башка телләрне өйрәнәсегез киләме? Нишләп? Телләрне белмәү сезне берәр
кайчан уңайсыз хәлгә куймадымы?
27. Нинди факторлар сезнең урыс/татар/инглиз телен укытуга тәэсир итте?
28. Гомүмән әйткәндә балаларга телләр өйрәнү кирәкме?
29. Сезнең туган телегез нинди? Өегездз нинди телдә/телләрдә сөйләшәсез
(ирегез, балаларыгыз белән)?
30. Эшегездә шатлыклы һәм авыр мизгелләрегез нинди?
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Appendix C


Glossary

Additional classes can refer to classes that a school assigns as a part of their
educational component or these are different study groups for various subjects
and activities. Some can be provided free of charge, while others require parents
to pay a fee.



Attitudes are hypothetical constructs that comprise opinions, values, feelings
beliefs, dispositions, behaviors and practices of individuals; attitudes tend to be
used with a sense of direction towards an object, they have a quality of being
relatively persistent



Code-switching is defined as a shift from one language to another language within
a sentence or a few sentence in a discourse (a text that is united with a similar
idea).



Community college education here is used to refer to “училище” or “колледж”.
These are typically institutions of tertiary education. For students who completed
secondary education (11 grades) they offer 2 year programs, for students who
completed basic general education the programs are 4 year long.



Curriculum stands for “учебный план” within the Russian educational policies
and schools. It is the document that defines a list, complexity, sequence and
divisions by phases of subjects, courses, disciplines (modules), practices, and
other forms of academic work and forms of interim certifications, unless
otherwise noted by the Law on Education of Russian Federation (2010, p. 7).



Distinctive development refers to “самобытность” and is used in the sense of
self-determination.



Division of classes. For some content area classes students can be divided into
two groups. For example, if there are on average about 25 students in each class,
they would be divided into 12 and 13 students into two groups. It is important to
note that students in the Russian educational system study with the same cohort in
all grades, that is, the same group of students take the same classes with the same
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teachers at the same time as the schedule assigns them. Only in a few occasions,
students are offered electives or might choose what elective class they want to go
(if there are options)


Education or “образование” is broadly defined as the “обучение” (the process of
teaching) and “воспитание” (nurturing). The latter usually refers to the activities
that are geared towards creating conditions for self-determination and
socialization, which are based on socio-cultural, spiritual and moral values and
norms of behavior established for the benefit of the individual, family, society and
the country.



Educational component stands for “образовательный компонент”. It refers to
the fact that schools and local stakeholders can make decisions about which
classes are offered within their institution.



Educational program, “образовательная программa”. It is a complex of core
features of education (scope, content, planned outcomes), organizational and
pedagogical conditions, and, when regulated by the Law on Education of Russian
Federation, forms of certifications. It is presented in the form of curriculum,
annual school calendar, working curricula programs for each subject, course,
discipline (module) as well as other assessment and instructional materials (Law
On Education of Russian Federation, 2010, p. 4)



Explanatory note stands for “пояснительная записка”, which appears as a
preface to the curriculum.



Extended day care program stands for “группа продленного дня”. Within the
Russian educational system after school programs or literally “a group of
extended school day” (группа продленного дня) refers to a service provided free
of charge by their respective schools for those students whose care-givers cannot
pick them up right after the end of classes. Students from several classes are
grouped together under the supervision of a teacher who might help students with
their home assignments or extra-curricular activities.
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Have to stands for “должен”. In contexts when Russian-speaking teachers talked
about language learning, the word “должен” and its variations were translated as
“have to” and its variations.



Ideologies are explicit or implicit orientations or assumptions about a
phenomenon which through various processes impact the lives of individuals and
groups; ideologies may characterize the thinking of both an individual or a group;
they may be explicit and implicit, visible and invisible, official and unofficial,
long-term and ephemeral, contested and uncontested, negotiable and nonnegotiable



Language policy is utilized in this dissertation to refer to government decisions
made through legislation, court or policy to determine the status, form of
languages as well as acquisition policies pertaining to the teaching and learning of
language’



Legal control stands for “правовое регулирование ”. It means under the control
of a government institutions and run by the state.



Linguistic culture stands for “языковая культура” as used in the federal and
regional policies. In the definition of Schiffman (1996) linguistic culture refers to
language ideology.



Meta content area goals stand for “метапредметные результаты”. These are
learning outcomes that show a mastery of universal cognitive, regulative and
communicative educational activities



Multilingualism is understood as the use of two or more languages with some
degree of proficiency in each language



National - “национальный”. The word changes its meaning based on the context
it is used by the scholars. In some it is characterized as belonging to a nation or
country. In other contexts, it is equivalent to titular languages (see titular
languages) or national minorities
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National minorities “comprise those groups who retain a historical association
with a particular territory but who have been subject to conquest, colonization and
or/confederation in that territory” (May,2008, p. 12)



National-regional or regional (national-regional) stands for “региональных
(национально-региональных)”. It refers to the inclusion of the unique ethnic and
linguistic features of non-Russian peoples of Russia in the curriculum, textbook,
allocation of classes, etc.



Native language is used to accurately translate the word choice in various data
sources, such as policy documents, teacher interviews and school sites, in which it
is synonyms to one’s mother tongue, first language and/or home language.



Nature stands for “Окружающий мир”. It is a core class taught in elementary
school



Need stands for “нужно”. In contexts where teachers talked about language
learning, “нужно” and its variations were translated as need/ necessary and its
variations.



Nurturing stands for “воспитание”. When referred to nurturing in Tatar language,
the school means that these cohorts of students have a classroom teacher who
provides nurturing and out-of-class activities in Tatar language.



Obligatory stands for “обязательный”. In contexts where teachers talked about
language learning, “обязательный” and its variations were translated as
obligatory and its variations.



Physical minute stands for “Физическая минутка”. It refers to approximately
one-minute long activities that are geared towards allowing children to engage in
short, physical and/or visual and/ or musical activities with the aim of letting
students take a break from intellectual activities, fix bad posture and serve a
psychological and emotional break from studies.



Qualifications (teacher qualifications). In Russia teacher qualifications are divided
into 8 categories, from 7-14. Categories 7-11 describe various educational
background and different years of teaching experience of each teacher. For
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instance, to be considered a teacher with the 7 th category, a teacher must have a
community college teacher training degree and no requirements for work
experience. The 11th category describes those teachers who have higher education
and a teaching experience of 10 years or more. The next three categories require
that the teacher engage in various additional responsibilities, such as course
curriculum development and evaluation, extra-curricular work with students on
different topics, develop school curriculum, etc. The highest category, the 14 th
expects that the teacher develops new methods of teaching and nurturing,
integrates new educational technologies and develops new assignments for his/
her course.


Republic stands for “республика”. Russia is divided into 85 federal subjects, 22
of which are republics. Most of the republics represent regions with people of
non-Russian ethnicity, although there are several republics with ethnic Russian
majority, which is the case with Republic of Tatarstan.



Russian can refer to ethnic Russian “русский/русская” and to Russian in the
meaning of a citizen of Russia “россиянин/россиянка” as well as to the Russian
language spoken by citizens of Russian of different ethnic origin. To refer to those
belonging to Russian ethnicity “ethnic Russian” will be used in the dissertation to
avoid confusions.



Secondary (general) education stands for “среднее общее образование”. It
comprises the education from grades 10 through 11, which include high school
education. In the past secondary general education consisted of 2 years of
schooling, from grades 9-10.



Spiritual and moral values stands for “духовно-нравственная культура” (used in
federal policies)



Stakeholders stands for “участники образовательного процесса”. It refers to a
person/ people or an organization that has an invested interest or concern in
education.
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State language stands for “государственный язык”. It can refer to the official
language of Russian Federation, Russian, or it is used to refer to two official
languages of the Republic of Tatarstan, Russian and Tatar.



Subject of Russian Federation (Federal subjects) stands for “субъект Российской
Федерации”. It is the way regions/ states are called in Russia.



Tatar-Turkish lyceum is a 5 year educational institutions that admits students
from grade 7. Students usually have to pass rigorous assessment to be admitted
into the school, so it is the public knowledge that many successful and talented
students attend such schools. Upon the start of the 7th grade, students are
intensively taught English, so that they can be ready to teach some content area
classes in the English language. In addition to Russian, Tatar and English
languages, students also graduate from high school with a good knowledge of
Turkish language that is taught alongside the other languages.



Technology stands for “технология”. It is a core class in elementary education
curriculum



Titular languages is a language of the majority ethnic group in a particular state or
region, typically the state is named after it as well.



Unified State Examinations or USE stands for “Единый Государственный
Экзамен”. Since 2009 it is the only form of examination in schools and is
considered as one of the primary college and university admission tests in Russia.
Each high school graduate has to take USE in Russian language and mathematics,
as well as take it in two other subjects from the list of foreign languages (English,
German, French and Spanish), physics, biology, chemistry, geography, literature,
history, social studies and computer science. As of 2015 it is only administered in
the Russian language.
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Appendix D Heritage language autobiography:
Moving in and out of heritage language (to say
nothing of the second and foreign languages)
Татар (Tatar), ( ملسمMuslim), Алсу кызым (daughter Alsu), сеңел (younger
sister), подруга (friend), plurilingüe (multilingual), English teacher, PhD student, global
citizen. This is I. A whole, impossible to condense just to one word, just to one
characteristic, just to one language. Yet, I am choosing one language to narrate my story.
The choice is not intentional, it is rather, an expectation, an unwritten rule, a norm of my
graduate program. In society, where more people are multilingual, can a story in one
language disclose their personality, explain the thoughts and actions, and reflect who they
truly are? Well, let me try. This time the language is English, next, I hope it will be more
multilingual, mine.
I was born to a Tatar family and since birth was inadvertently exposed to the
Russian language, in my family and outside. Since I remember myself talking I would
always choose a language organically, naturally. The topic of languages or bilingualism
was never discussed openly in my family or elsewhere. It was only through subtle
comments and societal norms that I would get a sense that Tatar language was not always
welcome everywhere. In public transport, in gatherings where they would be at least one
ethnic Russian speaker among many Tatars, the default language was Russian. It was
never questioned, except for rare moments when my parents would show their helpless
indignation that Russians are too arrogant as they expect all Tatars to speak Russian,
while put little effort to picking any Tatar themselves, at least out of respect for a
neighboring people.
The acknowledgement of belittling the Tatar people through their language was
inconsistent with my parents’ own ambivalent attitudes towards their native language.
Their difficult experiences in learning the Russian language when they moved to the city
in the early 1970s colored their attitudes towards the use of Tatar and the importance of
Russian. Remarks, such as, “let’s speak Russian at home,” “you will need Russian to
succeed in life,” “Russian- medium schools can do a better job teaching Russian, than
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Tatar-medium schools”, “I don’t want my children to have such difficult times in college,
as I did after graduating from a Tatar-medium school” - appeared often in the household.
So, when the time came to decide which school to send me to, the choice was
obvious. But coincidentally, I was placed in a Tatar-medium school due to my burning
desire to play piano. And the only school in the area that had an affiliate music program
in the same building was a Tatar school, which meant that I could stay after school to
attend music lessons as my parents couldn’t take me to a music school which typically
has its own building in each school district. Later on multiple occasions my mother
explained that if it wasn’t for music, I would be in a Russian-medium school like my
brother.
As my brother and I went through our primary and secondary education, the
presence of Russian in the family increased, as our code-switches from Tatar and Russian.
By the end of high school and definitely when we both were in college, my brother and I
spoke Russian to one another, and mixed the two languages in interactions with our
parents and family. Even now, the most comfortable language for describing anything for
us is Russian, especially for my brother. Even though his attitudes towards Tatar and the
use of language have improved over the last several years, most likely under my
influence, Russian is the language we resort to when pressed in time, when
communicating weighty matters, when we simply do not have or remember vocabulary in
Tatar. My parents’ attitudes to Tatar and Russian did not change much, albeit they have
been familiar with my growing interest, research projects about Tatar language and
multilingualism, albeit my sincere attempts to engage them in critical reflections about
the language. Their language memories and experiences are too deep and they seem to
prefer not to disturb the muddy waters of the past.
My languaging experiences in the family shaped my first thoughts about
languages and my language practices. Yet, unlike many of my peers who have had
similar experiences yet tend to use Russian as their primary language, I cognizantly,
rationally, and passionately started my journey back to discovering the role of my
heritage language in my life. My return to the Tatar language was heralded by a number
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of factors, first and foremost of which was my education in a Tatar-medium school. Now,
reflecting on the language environment, attitudes towards languages and quality of
language teaching in that school, as well as research that I have done on language
education in the region, I can engage in a more active and constructive interpretations of
what factors molded my early attitudes to languages and ways I can transform my own
and, then, hopefully, others’ knowledge about and attitudes towards the role of heritage
and other languages in our lives.
The Tatar-medium school that I attended is a typical school that provides
education grades 1 through 11. The school’s mission is to educate in Tatar language,
inculcate Tatar values and morals, teach traditions, and foster a profound sense of
connection with Tatar language and culture. To accomplish these objectives, the school
provided classes on “әдәплелек дәресләре” (lessons on the rules of good conduct for
Tatars), festivals on folk Tatar music and dance, exhibitions of Tatar painters, calligraphy,
graphic arts. Participation at various competitions dedicated to Tatar poetry recitation and
various other Tatar cultural events was highly encouraged and supported. As a matter of
fact, in 10th grade, I won the city competition for Tatar tour guides. Besides these
informal language socialization initiatives, the principal often would gather all students
from the same grade level during longer recesses to talk about some emerging issues in
school, such as misconduct of students, use of inappropriate language, etc. Some of these
short talks were about the importance of language, and the importance of sticking to
authentic Tatar behavior.
As I moved up the grades, especially starting in grades seven and eight many of
these activities started taking a habitual and a symbolic character for me. It was also the
time when curriculum and instruction in some content areas slowly shifted from Tatar
only to Russian and Tatar, and much of the interactions among students occurred in the
Russian language, the cool language, the language of modernity, as we thought at the
time. Several reasons for changes in the language of instruction were the lack of quality
textbooks and supplementary materials which were all in Russian, and a growing concern
of some teachers and parents about Russian language of instruction in college, which
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might cause difficulties for the graduates from a Tatar-medium school. Overall, the
principal was reluctant to adopt Russian textbooks and saw that only as a temporary
measure. In the classroom, however, the use of both languages varied from teacher to
teacher, with some providing all instruction in Tatar only, as was the case with chemistry,
biology and history; other teachers used some Russian, such as algebra and geometry,
physics, geography teachers; and few taught exclusively in Russian, as was the case with
life safety and physical education teachers.
Based on my current knowledge of language education, I can tell that these
informal and formal language learning experiences in school did the following things to
shape my understanding and attitudes towards languages, especially, my heritage
language, Tatar. First, I graduated with strong ties to my native language and culture. The
words and advice of the principal and teachers, guest speakers and visitors really stayed
with me and continue to echo even now: “no matter how many languages you speak, if
you don’t speak your heritage language, you will not be respected,” “a person without a
heritage language is a person without history”. The strong symbolic ties to my language
and culture gave me the confidence and pride to claim my “Tatarness”, whenever I had to
reveal my ethnic identity, even if it was done through the Russian or foreign language.
Second, teachers and administrators really succeeded in showing that Tatar culture and
language have a long legacy, that they are rich and beautiful in their own right, and
cannot be mocked or derided as backward, archaic or primitive, as were often the societal
perceptions of language. Lastly, education via Tatar language provided me with the
academic language in a number of content areas. Unlike my brother, for instance, who
only studied Tatar language and literature as separate subjects in his school with Russian
MOI, I have easy access to Tatar classical literature and to Tatar texts in different genres,
such as policy, art, economics, law, just to name a few.
I spent my last year of school preparing for the university entrance examinations.
It was then that I realized that my mother was actually right, that I had difficulties in
meeting the requirements for the Russian exam. A host of reasons might have contributed
to my difficulties in writing an essay in Russian, but I had to face a reality check. Not
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only that, as I decided to major in English, I had to have an upper-intermediate level of
English to successfully pass the English language exam, and foreign language instruction
in my school left much to be desired. So, as it turned out the two subject areas that I knew
least were the ones I had to know most about, and thus I started my arduous journey to
the Russian and English languages moving farther away from Tatar. When in college, all
curriculum and instruction was in these two languages, and my use of Tatar was limited
to occasional side conversations with a few Tatar-speaking peers, parents and some older
relatives. More so, my program required us to take several Spanish classes, and soon I
was in love with it, and eventually, enrolled in a two-year certificate in Spanish language
and culture program. By the time I graduated from college with a degree in English
language arts, I knew that I wanted to study in the English speaking country; I wanted to
be a linguist.
The Master of Arts in English language arts program at Montana State University,
USA was the first place where I started entertaining the idea of the role of language in
society, the impact of literacy and language education on students, and various forces that
influence opinions, interpretations and attitudes about language. Classes on critical theory,
pedagogy and postmodern theories gave the tools to deconstruct some of my own
narratives and interrogate deeply held beliefs and ideas. The proximity to Native
American tribes, the exposure to their literature, education and culture revealed some
sharp inequalities that exist in American education, specifically for indigenous
populations. For one of the classes, I conducted a study on language- in-education policies,
specifically, Indian Education for All. And as I presented the findings of this project at a
local conference on indigenous matters, I became aware that the problems of Native
Americans in the USA mirror those of my own people in Russia. The colonial history,
including war massacres, forced Christianization, subtractive educational policies all
reminded me of the plight of Tatars and the Tatar langua ge. Therefore, for my doctoral
program I decided to move away from linguistics and English education, and turn
towards the study of language in the social and political context, I wanted to study why I
stopped speaking Tatar, and what would happen if many would do the same.
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Over the course of the doctoral program I had a number of “a-ha” moments,
changed my language practices and attitudes to Tatar. I had the freedom and flexibility to
take classes, do independent studies on topics that were not covered in classes, and create
and carry out my own research projects on Tatar language. Attending and presenting at
conferences allowed me to meet key scholars in the field, learn first-hand about their
research and follow my intellectual curiosity which, ultimately, brought me to where I am
now. It has been four years now that I continuously think about the role of Tatar language
in my life and the lives of my people. I brought the Tatar language back to my
communication with parents and my brother, although he still responds to me in Russian
sometimes, I let him take his time and try not to force Tatar language on him. After a few
quick informative conversations with friends and cousins, I try to speak to them in Tatar,
although might occasionally switch to Russian in cases when they do not understand me.
All in all, I completely revamped my language practices not only with my family and
friends, but also in public places in Tatarstan. I tend to start out my conversations with
strangers in Tatar, and only then switch to Russian if interlocutors do not seem to
understand me. I started buying newspapers and magazines in Tatar, subscribed to all
Tatar language and culture groups on the social networks, and keep up with the news of
non-profit Tatar interest groups/social organizations. I have conversations with my
colleagues and friends about the importance of multilingualism and the role of heritage
language in one’s education, career and personal life. I am an active user, novice
researcher and advocate for this cause.
All in all, my journey is not over, besides my own transformations, there are
many more battles to fight. What my research revealed is that having additive language
policies, opportunities to receive language education, some use of language in mass
media and government does not suffice, negative language attitudes might contribute to
the failure of heritage language maintenance and growth. The decision to focus on
attitudes within language education was spurred in part by my own experiences in a
Tatar-medium school. I have been constantly puzzled about the origin of my language
difficulties. Over time, I have lost my academic proficiency in Tatar and lately in Spanish.
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I have always had hard times expressing my ideas in Russian; I would often misuse
Russian words, code-switch to Tatar or English. As a result, my lack of academic
proficiency in Russian used to stammer my fluency and affect my confidence. Having
identified that as an issue, I have been strategically working on addressing it. In my
graduate education, I learnt the tools and strategies that help me in that process. Although,
I can proudly call myself multilingual, I am aware that my knowledge of each language is
not balanced across languages and varies across domains and languages.
Studying language attitudes of not only Tatar, but also Russian and English
language teachers might answer not only my research, but also many personal questions
that remain unattended. So, my hope is that the study about teacher attitudes towards
multilingualism and language policy casts light on those invisible elements that cause
people to abandon their languages. The hope truly is, that positive attitudes would trigger
a move towards a more multilingual, diverse society, where nobody would be forced to
choose just one language, but will be able to freely move in and out of all languages they
possess in their repertoires; and the fertile ground of the heritage language will always
provide a solid foundation for new languages to be learned and respected
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